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Defining the safeguards mission 
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The IAEA’s comprehensive safeguards system has been in operation for some 35 years.  After 
this time, it might be thought that all issues regarding the safeguards mission – the objectives 
and scope of safeguards – have been clarified.  However, issues continue to arise, e.g. with 
respect to the Agency’s inspection authority, its safeguards objectives, and the scope of its 
findings and conclusions.  Any uncertainty in these areas could have a detrimental effect on 
the Agency’s safeguards operations and even its credibility.   

The Agency’s safeguards mission is defined both by the relevant agreements and instruments, 
and by the practice of the Board of Governors and States in applying these.  The four basic 
instruments describing safeguards and setting out the objectives of the safeguards system are: 
the Agency’s Statute; the NPT; the model comprehensive safeguards agreement 
(INFCIRC/153); and the model additional protocol (INFCIRC/540).  The inter-relation of 
these instruments is critical, especially the relationship between the NPT and the Agency’s 
safeguards system.  The application of these instruments is not static but is subject to Board 
and State practice which is evolving over time.   

There are apparent differences between the terms of the Statute, the NPT and safeguards 
agreements, which could affect the scope of safeguards activities, hence could affect the 
Agency’s ability to draw conclusions, including determinations of compliance.  In the NPT, 
the commitment for non-nuclear-weapon States (NNWS) not to seek nuclear weapons (Article 
II) is expressed in broad terms, and the purpose of IAEA safeguards is also expressed in broad 
terms (Article III.1) - to verify the fulfilment of obligations assumed under the Treaty with a 
view to preventing diversion of nuclear energy to the production of nuclear weapons.  
However, the commitment to accept IAEA safeguards (Article III.1) is expressed in 
seemingly narrower terms - to accept safeguards on all nuclear material.  Accordingly the 
verification system for the NPT - the comprehensive safeguards system outlined in 
INFCIRC/153 - was developed with a focus on nuclear material.   

This difference highlights a key issue - whether the less-than-total coincidence of provisions 
of the NPT and safeguards agreements indicates that safeguards are intended to cover 
something less than the non-proliferation commitments provided for in the Treaty.  While 
there is no doubt that activities by a NNWS NPT Party aimed at the development of nuclear 
weapons – “weaponisation activities” – constitute non-compliance with the Treaty, the 
IAEA’s authority to investigate weaponisation activities has been questioned, unless nuclear 
material is involved.   

It is important not to make too much of the apparent difference.  Because for practical reasons 
safeguards agreements are expressed in terms of nuclear material, this does not mean that the 
Agency is limited to nuclear material as such.  As recognised in INFCIRC/540, the Agency 
can - and should - look at broader information that helps substantiate conclusions about 
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nuclear material.  This encompasses procedures to find indicators of undeclared nuclear 
material, or indicators of diversion or proposed diversion of nuclear material.   

A further issue of fundamental importance concerns the nature of the conclusions the Agency 
is able, and can be expected, to draw.  What is the standard of proof - how high is the bar - for 
concluding that a nuclear program is non-peaceful?  And is the Agency able to establish 
definitively that a nuclear program is for exclusively peaceful purposes?   

The safeguards objective as expressed in safeguards agreements is “the timely detection of 
diversion … of nuclear material … to … nuclear weapons …or for purposes unknown” 
(INFCIRC/153, paragraph 28).  The reference to purposes unknown recognises that in 
practice clear evidence of a nuclear weapon program is likely to be difficult to establish.  
Further, INFCIRC/153 provides for the Agency to report to the Security Council if it is 
unable to verify that there has been no diversion to nuclear weapons (paragraph 19).  It is 
sufficient for the Agency to show that declared nuclear material is missing, or undeclared 
nuclear material or nuclear activities have been detected, that the underlying purpose is not 
known, and that a nuclear weapons intent is plausible in the circumstances.  A conclusion on 
these matters is likely to involve qualitative judgments. 

The absence of observed indicators of diversion, including indicators of undeclared nuclear 
material and activities, does not necessarily establish that a nuclear program is exclusively 
peaceful.  This can only be a qualitative judgment, a matter of inference from known facts.  It 
is notable that the objective stated in safeguards agreements does not include drawing a 
conclusion of this kind.  The need for caution in the scope of conclusions is shown by the way 
safeguards conclusions are reported in the Agency’s annual Safeguards Implementation 
Report.  These have gone through a process of careful refinement, to avoid extrapolating 
unsound conclusions from an absence of evidence.   

The paper seeks to enhance understanding of the safeguards mission through discussion of 
these issues. 
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International nuclear safeguards, the implementation of which is assigned to the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), serves as an important tool to stop proliferation of nuclear 
weapons as stipulated in the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). However, the success of 
the undertaking not only depends on the willingness of the States in question to sign the NPT 
and conclude the Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement including the Additional Protocol 
with the IAEA, but also crucially on their co-operation in the implementation stage. In this 
paper, the author briefly and critically examines, from the point of view of a person of a 
developing nation, the current challenges to the nuclear safeguards within the context and 
spirit of the NPT. 
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The additional protocols for thirteen non-nuclear weapons States (NNWS) and two nuclear 
weapon States (NWS) of the European Union entered into force on 30 April 2004. 
Additionally, eight ‘accession States’ of the EU have additional protocols concluded with the 
Agency at different points of time. Three of these accession States have recently acceded to 
the safeguards agreement and additional protocol concluded with the thirteen NNWS 
mentioned above. Furthermore, two States currently with small quantities protocols to their 
safeguards agreement are also expected to accede to the safeguards agreement in force with 
the thirteen NNWS. The European Atomic Energy Commission is a party to the safeguards 
arrangements for EU Countries and participates in the implementation of the additional 
protocol under two modalities that result from the level of entrustment of States of the EU to 
the European Communities. This legal framework sets the stage for the implementation of the 
additional protocol in the EU. 

This situation was and continues to be a major challenge to the Agency. The Agency has 
devoted substantial resources, time and effort to plan and implement safeguards activities in a 
continuously evolving legal framework. This paper describes the main activities undertaken to 
cope with the changes in the safeguards regime in the EU and the plans to implement 
safeguards when other EU states accede to the safeguards agreement (and its additional 
protocol) concluded with the, now, sixteen NNWS of the EU.  

This paper will also describe several salient points regarding the experience gained in 
implementing integrated safeguards in accession States and the plans for implementing 
integrated safeguards in EU countries where this regime is not yet in place. 
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This paper addresses the issues of the new challenges to the nuclear non proliferation regime 
that have arisen from recent crises. It provides a comprehensive review the events in Iraq, 
Iran, Libya, North Korea, Pakistan, the A. Q. Khan network and the nuclear terrorism with the 
objective of drawing lessons from these crises It discusses technological, methodological and 
political ways which could help the IAEA and the international community to overcome these 
new challenges relying on new technological development and methodological approaches. 

The future of the nuclear non-proliferation regime is once again questioned. In the dawn of 
the 21st century, new challenges which call for new answers both political and technical are 
calling it into question. This is the second serious crisis in less than twenty years and the 
regime is in jeopardy. If the international community is unable to joint together and to agree 
to provide further strengthening to the non-proliferation regime, its delicate equilibrium will 
collapse and it will fall down. The discovery of the clandestine nuclear programmes in Iraq 
and North Korea in the early nineties raised serious questions about the credibility of the non 
proliferation regime. Then the international community adopted a policy to curb nuclear 
proliferation through a first strengthening step on the basis of the lessons gained and the 
universal adherence to a set of multilateral instruments supported by ad hoc monitoring and 
verification.  

In 1995 the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) was extended indefinitely. Regarding the 
verification, in reaction to the discovery of Iraq clandestine nuclear programme, the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards implementation were strengthened, 
followed by the adoption of the Additional Protocol (AP) to the safeguards agreement which 
greatly enhances the IAEA capabilities. Rules of the Nuclear Supplier Group (NSG) on export 
of nuclear items have been significantly reinforced. A Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 
(CTBT) opened for signature and a mandate for the negotiation of a treaty banning the 
production of fissile material for the manufacture of nuclear weapons (Cut-off) was adopted. 

In ten years, the prospects have shifted from hope to pessimism. The horizon is getting 
blurred. The implementation of the AP is very slow. Israel, India and Pakistan are not 
expected to join the NPT in a foreseeable future, the CTBT is not expected to enter into force 
any time soon, in 1998, India and Pakistan conducted nuclear tests and the negotiation of a 
cut-off treaty is still stalled at the CD. 

At the same time, new disturbing challenges to the IAEA safeguards and the nuclear non-
proliferation regime have sprang up. Clandestine nuclear programmes and undeclared nuclear 
activities have been discovered in several NPT countries. North Korea has broken the agreed 
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framework expelled the IAEA inspectors, withdrew from the NPT and resumed its nuclear 
programme North Korea is strongly suspected of producing both plutonium and high enriched 
uranium for the manufacture nuclear weapons. Iran which has been caught in serious violation 
of its undertakings is also strongly suspected of concealing a nuclear weapon programme 
behind the cover of a civilian nuclear fuel cycle. The good news is that Libya gave up any 
military nuclear and Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) ambition. On the other hand, 
there was also bad news unveiled by the inspections. Investigations have revealed the 
existence of an international clandestine procurement network based on a wide nuclear black 
market of sensitive technologies headed and managed from Pakistan by A. Q. Khan. 
Moreover, negligence in declarations of past activities and resistance to strengthened 
safeguards implementation have shown up. 

After the September 11 tragic events, the emergence of nuclear terrorism and the involvement 
of non-state actors which could use nuclear and radioactive materials have shown up. The 
threat of ”hyper terrorism” appeared to be a major threat that needed to be specifically and 
globally addressed through specific means. 

Thus at the beginning of the 21st Century, the question is raised on how these new fearsome 
challenges could be tackled. As complex issues, they should be addressed as a whole and 
globally. New bricks have been added to reinforce the edifice. However, an appropriate 
answer requires building a universal approach at political and technical levels supported by 
efficient detection and verification processes. This global approach should definitely draw 
upon the lessons and experiences gained in dealing with some major events of the last decade 
and with the recent crises. At political levels, it means that the international community 
should reinforces the role of the Security Council and gives international organizations like 
the IAEA, means to address all aspects of nuclear proliferation and terrorism and provide 
them with the capabilities to implement edge techniques by themselves or with the support of 
member states, to allow them to recruit highly specialized experts with the possibility of the 
creation of new capabilities, to build on collected and analysed information. 
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During the past few years, the IAEA has been implementing a Plan of Action to encourage 
and facilitate the conclusion of safeguards agreements and additional protocols (APs). Such 
outreach by the IAEA and its Member States has contributed to the Agency’s effectiveness 
and efficiency objectives through a rapidly increasing number of States with APs in recent 
years. Since 2001, the number of States with APs in force has more than tripled from 24 to 
78, while 110 States have signed APs. Of particular importance for the strengthening of 
safeguards, more than 80% of all States with safeguards significant nuclear activities have 
signed APs.  

Following the IAEA Board’s September 2005 decisions regarding small quantities protocols 
(SQPs), the Secretariat’s outreach activities also promote the acceptance of the new standard 
SQP text, which allows for initial reports, early information about new facilitities and IAEA 
inspections, while making SQPs unavailable for States with planned or existing nuclear 
facilities. Since the Board took its decisions, eight States have accepted the modified SQP text 
and the Agency has written to all relevant States proposing to modify the existing SQPs.  

With regard to those States that have not yet decided to conclude APs, the Secretariat has 
found that this is generally due to either policy reasons or administrative hurdles or because of 
legal or technical obstacles. Specifically, a number of States need to put in place an effective 
national system for control of nuclear material and activities. On the other hand, many States 
have taken action to strengthen such controls in order to be able to report under safeguards 
agreements and APs. This is not only a positive development from the point of view of 
strengthened safeguards, but it also strengthens the authorities’ hand in preventing and 
detecting attempts at illicit trafficking. 

In reaction to this situation, the Agency has refocused its outreach activities, making sure that 
the States’ representatives that are responsible for reporting understand their reporting 
obligations under safeguards agreements and APs. A crucial challenge is to give an accurate 
picture to State representatives of the level of efforts involved in implementing the 
strengthened safeguards system. On the one hand it is critical not to overload State 
representatives with information, thus giving the picture that the implementation of 
strengthened safeguards system brings undue efforts to States with limited nuclear 
programmes; on the other hand, it is equally important to provide enough information so that 
States can provide accurate declarations on time, once the policy decision is taken to amend 
an SQP and/or to conclude an AP. 
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The risks posed by the spread of sensitive technologies that can be used to produce weapons 
of mass destruction have increased dramatically in recent years. The 21

st 
century has ushered 

geopolitical transformation, socio-economic movements and environmental change on an 
global scale. The bipo-lar, East-West world of the last century exists no more; old political 
alliances are drifting; new coalitions are forming; and the global war on terrorism creates new 
divides. Political turmoil and conflict in the post September 11, 2001 era have led to a 
growing realization that nuclear, chemical and biological weapons may now be obtained 
clandestinely by non-state actors, sub-national groups or terrorists who, in a fluid and rapidly 
changing environment of globalisation, could use them to destroy people or blackmail their 
leaders. International efforts necessary to inhibit the spread of weapons of mass destruction, 
and to eliminate them as far as possible, face challenges of extraordinary complexity.  

International treaties and conventions requiring binding commitments on the part of the 
member states and establishing appropriate compliance verifi-cation regimes constitute a 
primary assurance against such risks. For instance, the Treaty on the Non-proliferation of 
Nuclear Weapons (NPT) with its safeguards system, applied by the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) on nuclear materials and facilities on the territories of the member 
states, represents the cornerstone in the nuclear field, gives assurance about the peaceful 
nature of the nuclear activities and aims to prevent nuclear proliferation. The NPT, with its 
long history and positive experience since 1968, has become a model, and its elements have 
influenced other fields where proliferation concerns exist, such as the biological and chemical 
industries. In the environmental field, the Kyoto Protocol represents the major international 
effort to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases.  

From a technical perspective, verification of compliance requires not only the use of a broad 
range of technologies, but also the development of new and creative methodologies for 
integrating them into comprehensive systems taking into account related factors such as 
delivery systems for weapons of mass destruction and black market networks. Another factor 
that needs to be considered is the impact of globalization on the development of verifi-cation 
methodologies. The global scale of commercial activities affects the amount and quality of 
information that needs to be processed and evaluated. The increased processing needs demand 
more complex information processing systems. At the same time, in the interest of efficiency 
and cost-effectiveness, synergies need to be found among verification technologies and 
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methodologies that have been developed for different treaties as, for example, special on-site 
inspections, protection of sensitive information in connection with attribute measurements, 
satellite imagery, forensics, etc. 

A wide range of issues dealing with technologies and methodologies have been addressed in 
depth by the Working Group on Verification Technologies and Methodologies of the 
European Safeguards Research and Development Association (ESARDA). This organization 
has been engaged since 1978 in further developing and improving the safeguards system for 
nuclear materials and facilities, especially in connection with the Treaty establishing the 
European Atomic Energy Community and implementing its safeguards system. Out of this 
unique experience of international scientific collaboration grew the realization that the 
knowledge gained in the study of nuclear safeguards issues is transferable to other fields and 
endeavors involving international agreements.  

The experience gained by the IAEA from research and development in the nuclear 
verification arena gives rise to great optimism. In a growing number of different IAEA 
member states research networks are being established. This is due to the new dynamics 
caused by the expanded task of the IAEA to detect undeclared nuclear materials and activities. 
From this, many new initiatives have emerged.  

Of extreme importance, however, is the need to generate interest in the academic community 
to perform structured and coordinated research in the field of compliance verification, with 
the emphasis on interdisciplinary cooperation. This approach of involving different 
disciplines, ranging from political science to mathematical game theory, is inherently 
imbedded in our book [1] and can be followed throughout the various contributions. The 
philosophy, contents and organization of the book are described in detail in the introductory 
chapter. It is hoped that the approach taken in this book can lead toward the establishment of a 
specialized discipline in compliance verification. Amajor challenge in reaching that goal is the 
difficulty of finding the appropriate balance between generality and detail in the discussion 
and analysis of problems in areas of scientific controversy. 
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This paper defines a methodology for identifying patterns of trade for economic sectors 
producing sensitive technology within the context of economic networks. Applied to supplier 
regimes and recipient countries, this approach shows that relatively compact sets of 
intermediate countries are well positioned, in the sense of “economic distance” to both the 
supplier groups and the recipient countries to transfer sensitive nuclear and other technologies 
efficiently. The primary motivation for a network model of trade flows is to identify sets of 
countries that might play important roles in the transfer of sensitive technology between 
technologically well-endowed countries and countries of proliferation concern.  

The identity of technologically rich countries is defined by membership in a relevant non-
proliferation regime – i.e. Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) for nuclear technology, Missile 
Technology Control Regime (MTCR) for missile technology, etc. Traditional export-control 
regimes proceed from the premise that selected items of “sensitive technology” can 
effectively be denied to potential proliferants for whom intentions of misuse are suspected. 
The global effectiveness of bi-lateral policies of this type was quickly recognized as limited, 
and the technologically well-endowed countries of the world have allied in a series of 
multilateral regimes built on the same basic principle. However, even these multilateral 
regimes seem unable to prevent determined proliferants from acquiring weapons of mass 
destruction (WMD) technology. The economic theory surrounding prohibition contends that 
as long as demand exists, even in markets where the purchase of a particular good or service 
is controlled, suppliers have incentives to meet demand via pricing mechanisms. The market 
then facilitates the creation of a “black-market” whereby items in demand can be transferred 
through avenues outside of legitimate commercial channels thereby circumventing export 
control laws. 

Unfortunately, modern export control regimes were designed for a world in which state actors 
were the only source of WMD threats. Today, terrorist groups and other non-state sanctioned 
actors are just as likely to be the source of these WMD threats. Recent events have 
demonstrated that sensitive technology can be acquired from both members and non-members 
of the export control regimes, and then retransferred through intermediate transactions. In 
addition to these short-run indirect transfer mechanisms, a long-run view of technology 
diffusion in the global economy suggests that other indirect and intangible technology transfer 
mechanisms are broadly influential in building capacity for weapons programs. The challenge 
facing multilateral regimes is to deal with both the short- and long-run transfer mechanism.  

Diffusion modeling has long been the standard paradigm for analysis of long-run technology 
transfers [1]. Technology transfer by diffusion is typically one of proximity relations among 
actors, which serves to mediate transactions of various types. A simple example applied to 
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international trade is the gravity model, which predicts the magnitude of trade flows between 
countries based on their economic characteristics and some set of constraining factors 
including physical distance, language, and other cultural or political factors. Boisso et al. 
provide a general review of international trade gravity model specifications [2]. PNNL’s 
research adopts a gravity framework for modeling sensitive trade, but reverses the 
computational flow of the model to focus on estimating the “effective economic distance” for 
sensitive trade between countries or sets of countries. In this context we note that economic 
distance is significantly different from geographic distance, and is in fact a function of the 
multiple facets of physical distance, density of transport infrastructure, institutional trade 
barriers, and cultural factors such as common language, politics, etc. These economic distance 
relationships are then used to define a network structure for which the minimum number of 
paths with the shortest distance can be identified. 

Results from these simple network models can give a reasonable first-order understanding of 
the relative degree of risk among countries for indirect technology transfer for a broad class of 
transfer mechanisms involving trade. By identifying the sensitive information network 
pathways policy makers can better prioritize multilateral actions and structural changes in 
multilateral supply regimes for facilitating legitimate, legal trade networks while reducing the 
risk of sensitive technology transfer. 
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During the past few years, the student interest for nuclear technology has rapidly increased at 
the civil engineering programs at Uppsala university, Sweden. Last year over 100 students 
participated in courses with relevance for nuclear technology. In a time where the Swedish 
nuclear industry anticipate large amount of retirements within the next 5-10 years, this 
development is followed with great interest. 

Safeguards and non-proliferation issues seem to be of particular interest and this encouraged 
issuing a compendium that covered this field. This material is presently being used as a part 
of a course dealing with reactor physics and the Swedish back-end concept. 

Due to the amount of students attending this course it was decided to develop the concept and 
arranging for a course solely dedicated to safeguards and non-proliferation. In a first instance 
this course is planned to be given for civil engineering students at Uppsala university during 
fall 2006 in order to gain experiences and feedback. It is our hope to be in a position for 
presenting some of these experiences during the symposium. In a second stage we plan to 
give the course for Intermational Relations students at Stockholm university. 

The compendium mentioned above is presently being extended considerably. The evolved 
version of the compendium entitled “Nuclear safeguards and non-proliferation” contains two 
main sections. The first treats the historical and legal background and the second deals with 
technical aspects of nuclear safeguards. 

Historical and Legal Background 

The first part of this section deals with the efforts to create a global nuclear non-proliferation 
system in the period 1942-2005. In different phases during this period, these efforts are 
analyzed in the light of international Relations theories. The starting point is the Second 
World War and the race between the United States and Nazi Germany to manufacture nuclear 
weapons and the consequences of this race for the nuclear material control shortly after the 
WW II. The cold war period, with the strivings for an establishment of a UN based 
international nuclear safeguards system, is discussed; i. e. the creation of the IAEA and the 
emergence of the NPT-regime and its effects are analyzed in the context of the bipolar 
conflict between the United States and the Soviet Union, as well as other control regimes such 
as export control, physical protection, transportation and illegal trafficking of fissile material 
are important ingredients of this part. Emphasise on the safeguards system in practice; 
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Methodology, criterions, inspections routines are discussed. Vital terms are defined and 
described in general background. The latest trends, after the cold war until today, are also 
looked into and evaluated to answer the question: Is it relevant to talk about a functioning 
global nuclear non-proliferation system today? 

In the second part, Sweden is used as an pedagogical example how the global nuclear non-
proliferation works in practice for a state that is member of IAEA, has ratified NPT, and have 
safeguards agreement (including Additional Protocol) in function, Other regimes such as 
export control is also dealt with in this part of section one.  

Technical Aspects of Nuclear Safeguards 

In this first edition of the compendium, this section is subdivided into three parts: 

A. An introduction where the physical background of the utilisation of nuclear power 
is treated. Here the fission process is covered as well as various aspects on neutronics 
and the corresponding implication on fuel technology. The emphasis lies on light 
water reactor technology. In this part a detailed account on the basics of detection of 
ionising radiation is also made. Here the emphasis is put on neutron and gamma-ray 
detection. 

B. In this part various NDA techniques are described. Both such techniques that are 
currently approved e.g. the FDET but also emerging techniques e.g. tomography. 

C. Here containment and surveillance are covered where an account is made on the 
various techniques available today. Issues of a more “philosophical” nature are also 
discussed. Such issues can be e.g. to what extent the output of a surveillance camera 
really reproduces what is going on in a scene. This issue is connected with the notions 
of performance and assurance. 

Other techniques such as destructive assay are foreseen to be part of the compendium in 
future editions. 
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Overall, the aim of this paper is to provide the background and the broader vision in which the 
various information related presentations and posters proposed by the Department find their 
place, exploring solutions to the challenges faced. 

At a time when the Agency is expected to be a reference for the assessment of nuclear 
proliferation threats, providing the international community with independent, impartial, 
timely and credible conclusions that no declared nuclear material is diverted to non-peaceful 
purposes and that no undeclared nuclear material or activities exist in States, it has to address 
major challenges with regard to information. 

Drawing credible conclusions assumes that all relevant information is accessible and put into 
relevant context. Because of the legal constraints under which it operates, the limitation of 
resources for collecting existing but difficult to reach details and simply because of the 
overwhelming quantity of the information needed to properly evaluate proliferation issues, the 
Agency has to continually improve the way it collects, processes and internally disseminates 
safeguards relevant information. 

Developing a coherent picture of a State’s nuclear capability is a complex process based on 
many experts’ assessments and fusion of information. The search for better, broader and 
deeper information through dedicated collection processes is an ongoing effort aimed at 
filling the gaps of such pictures. Implementing well selected information collection tools is a 
sine qua non to render effective the Agency’s detection capabilities. 

Beyond collection, another prerequisite to ensuring that the available information is accessible 
to those who need to know is the establishment of a proper information system architecture 
and an efficient set of standard business processes. At the same time, that information must be 
sufficiently protected by appropriate security measures, particularly at a time when private 
hacking has become a recognized intellectual sport, and institutional security attacks can be 
politically motivated by the wish to weaken the organization’s credibility.  

In any case, ultimately, all information processing is aimed at deriving the focused knowledge 
needed by all individuals who will contribute to the organization’s mission, through field 
activities or headquarters investigations, addressing the world’s concerns by appropriate 
answers. Moreover, this knowledge must survive the assault of time, given that proliferation 
issues might have acquired their sources decades before being identified. 
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While the Agency’s authority to verify the correctness and completeness of a State’s 
declarations under its comprehensive safeguards agreement derives from the agreement itself, 
it is only with the provisions for broader access to information and locations available under 
an additional protocol that allow the Agency to draw a broader safeguards conclusion 
regarding the absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities.  Under the State level 
concept, all relevant information about a State’s nuclear activities is assessed to obtain as 
complete a picture as possible of the State’s current and planned nuclear programme. 

The array of sources for information evaluation is both broad and diverse.  Mainly, it 
encompasses information provided by States, including accountancy reports, import/export 
data, customs reports, and companies’ reports, as well as information obtained from open 
sources, commercial satellite imagery, inspector’s measurements such as environmental 
samples and from other Departments in the house. All of these sets of information are 
checked for internal consistency and for consistency with information gathered during 
inspections and other visits in the field.   

The ‘information driven’ approach has required an expansion of knowledge, expertise, 
information and analytical/evaluation skills.  As the Agency’s corporate knowledge in 
exploiting new types of information has increased, so too has its capability of detecting 
proliferation indicators.  

In all areas concerned, (open source, satellite imagery, consistency and trend analysis, nuclear 
trade analysis, environmental sampling, as well as State-declared information) remarkable 
improvements have been made with regard to methodologies, tools, expertise, and skills.  
Although, each of these areas have proven invaluable for the detection of certain undeclared 
activities/material, it is obvious that the strength of these methods is in the integration of all.  
This will also allow the evaluators to produce a consolidated report about a State’s nuclear 
activities, and nuclear-related capabilities, plans and intentions.  

Further qualitative and quantitative improvements will require the acquisition of additional 
specialist expertise, knowledge, and technologies.  This includes nuclear/statistical specialists 
and proliferation experts, especially experts in the scientific and technical aspects of nuclear 
proliferation.  It also includes the exploitation of new technologies, methodologies and 
methods for supporting analysis.  The combination of all (new) technologies will be important 
for enhancing the Agency’s ability to detect proliferation indicators, including the existence of 
proliferation networks.  Inevitably, the latter will become an even more serious challenge in 
the future as nuclear technologies, and the capabilities to develop them, become more readily 
accessible in a more-globalized economy supported by widespread and rapid, industrial 
expansion. 
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This paper will discuss the current activities performed by the Department of Safeguards in 
the area of analysis/evaluation of information originating from a variety of sources.  It also 
will highlight the achievements, present challenges and propose ways for improvement.  
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The paper will assess the utility of open source research for enhancing the collection and 
analysis of information related to nuclear safeguards. The International Centre for Security 
Analysis (ICSA) at King’s College London adopts a cross-disciplinary approach for open 
source research relevant to nuclear safeguards by combining expertise in science and 
technology, political science, information technology and multiple languages including 
Arabic, Farsi, English, French, German, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, Russian and Turkish. 

The paper will examine the following sets of issues related to open source research in the field 
of nuclear safeguards: 

• the various ‘types’ of open sources that are applicable to enhancing the analysis of 
nuclear safeguards issues 

o primary, secondary, technical and ‘grey literature’ 

• the ‘utility’ of open source research in terms of enhancing the analysis of nuclear 
safeguards issues 

o contextual awareness, tip-off, response to unexpected contingencies 

• the potental ‘problems’ assosictaed with researching open sources related to nuclear 
safeguards issues 

o inaccuracy, bias, irrelevance, disinformation 

• the ‘challenges’ involved in conducting open source research on nuclear safeguards 
issues 

o information overload, open versus closed socieities. The paper will also 
highlight the challenges posed by open source analysis. 

The utility, problems and challenges associated with open source research in the field of 
nuclear safeguards will be illustrated with various thematic, regional and country-based 
examples. 
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The implementation of ‘information-driven’ safeguards requires the deployment of an array of 
advanced analytical tools to support the evaluation of information about States nuclear 
activities. 

These tools are essential for managing the large and growing volume of information utilised 
for evaluation purposes. In part, this large size has arisen because in-depth evaluation reports 
have to be prepared annually for about a hundred States.  And this number of States will 
continue to increase.  It is also because large volumes of relevant information are readily 
accessible.   

To convert even a fraction of this information into knowledge is usually a time-intensive and 
manual process for analysts.  The limitation of human resources available within the Agency 
for State-evaluations imposes a significant constraint on the amount of information that can be 
effectively scrutinised.  This limits the extent to which the knowledge ‘signal’ can be 
extracted from the vast information ‘noise’.  Therefore, useful inter-relationships and patterns 
that may exist within large volumes of information may be not identified within the short 
deadlines to which analysts typically work.   

In this regard, the Department of Safeguards has acquired a number of advanced tools.  This 
paper will explain the plans and methodologies for their use, and experience accrued.  It will 
describe their effectiveness for evaluating large volumes of information derived, for example, 
from the internet and specialist databases, including those available in-house.  This will 
include how unstructured and loosely structured information can be automatically structured, 
semantically-mined and visualized.  It will also describe how large volumes of non-English 
language text can be rapidly translated with good quality.  

In conclusion, the paper argues that advanced information tools are critical to information 
analysis and the Safeguards mission.  It further points out that that the key specialist skills for 
exploiting many of these tools are currently unavailable in the Department and must be 
imported as a priority. 
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The goal of this presentation is to give an idea of the methodology used to deal with 
proliferation problems. It can be useful for chemical, biological, balistical proliferation. Here, 
we underline nuclear proliferation scenarios. Nevertheless, the overall approach is also similar 
to activities related to terrorism. 

Everyone knows that to strengthen the NPT/IAEA safeguards and similar treaties verification 
protocols, the organisations in charge need to build strong capabilities to assess known 
situations and also to prepare themselves to unknown, or undeclared events and activities.  

To accomplish this, to collect, analyze, build ad hoc knowledge, organisations have to select 
the information, to manage the enormous amount of available data. Rather recently, the 
emergence of new crisis has confirmed the central and vital role that information processing 
plays at each levels of the international or national non-proliferation community. It is why 
looking for indicators and signatures is so important, to focus on pertinent information, that 
could mean something from a nuclear proliferation perspective. This allows people dealing 
with nuclear proliferation not to be overwhelmed by tons of paper or Gbites of memory. 

A strong need for expertise 

Identifying, select and following indicators or looking for signatures is not an easy task. It 
requires strong expertise. From the development and maintenance of its nuclear deterrence, 
France acquired expertise in the design, production of fissile material, manufacture and 
testing of nuclear weapons. There is also in France a long history of nuclear achievements, 
with small or large scale facilities, both in civilian and military fields; each step of the nuclear 
fuel cycle can be very precisely described. 

French nuclear technical assessment relies on Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (CEA, i.e. 
Atomic Energy Commission). Since 1958, CEA laboratories are in charge of nuclear civilian 
and military applications. Other expertises exist in nuclear fuel cycle operator like AREVA, 
COGEMA, in reactor knowledge in EDF, in balistic field in etatic or private laboratories. This 
very dense and comprehensive expertise network is a key element to feed, validate and 
strengthen non-proliferation activities. This expertise network, inside and outside CEA, 
allows to contribute to technical analyses for a very large range: from the mine, the reactor, to 
the weapon and the missile, from the modelisation to the production and the testing. 

An iterative and never-ending process 

An iteractive process is created and favorished between experts and non-proliferation teams. 
With their knowledge, experts help to choose the data, when they are available like open 
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sources, satellite imaging, environmental analysis, equipment acquisition,... or help to define 
and develop new technics if needed. This very important work is guided by handbooks, 
keeping the knowledge, and list of indicators or signatures, specifically linked to one step of a 
proliferation scenario. It presents some similarities in the goals with the “Physical model” 
developped and run by the AIEA. 

Indicators are of numerous nature, they can be results of bibliometry, of equipments interests, 
of specific analysis or visual observations. Every time it is possible, new technologies for 
survey or monitoring are implemented and compared to old ones and tested against known 
proliferation scenarios. If the conclusions are positive, it is to say that with this new 
technology or method the assessment could have been better, the technology is kept, if not, an 
other approach is needed to find the indicator or to measure the appropriate signature. 

The process must be always an iterative one between analysts, nuclear experts, tools experts, 
like bibliometry, analysis, imagery for instance to allow tu use the best technic available for 
the good indicator; the process must also be fed and tested by events or facts that make nearly 
each day the proliferation News. 

So indicators and signatures are far from being written in marble; they are continually 
adjusted and optimised to curb and prevent nuclear proliferation. 
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In the last decades events in the international scene forced a radical enhancement in the 
mission of the IAEA: from verifying the non-diversion of safeguarded material to giving 
assurance about the absence of undeclared material, in compliance with States’ safeguards 
undertakings. For that purpose, a new legal and technical tool was open to signature: the 
Additional Protocol, which requires States to provide the IAEA with a wider range of 
information about materials, equipment, know how and sites directly or indirectly related to 
the nuclear fuel cycle. Subsequently, the declarations provided by the States are confronted 
with inspections' results and other information sources, including open sources, in order to 
assess both their correctness and completeness. Hence, the information analysis process, and 
especially the analysis of open source information has become a crucial aspect of the State 
Evaluation Process. 

A decision support system (dss) is proposed as a tool that supports the analyst in the 
acquisition of relevant information from open sources and that performs a synthesis of the 
information acquired. Based on the most comprehensive set of proliferation indicators 
available, the IAEA’s Physical Model (PM),  the dss breaks up in two components: an 
acquisition and analysis module where information is drawn from open sources and an 
aggregation and output module.  

In the acquisition and analysis module, a semantic search tool (topic tree) is developed based 
on the Physical Model, that supports and narrows the results of the search of information 
among open sources, typically the internet. Subsequently, according to what is stated in the 
documents found, experts assign values to the related Physical Model indicators. In order to 
adapt to the specific nature of open source information, imprecise, uncertain and often 
lacking, indicators are assigned linguistic values, which are stored in the indicators’ database.  

The aim of the synthesis and output module is to combine the large quantity of (linguistic) 
information stored in indicators into a few synthesis (numerical) values. Since fuzzy set 
theory was studied as a logical system for computing with words, it appeared most natural to 
develop the synthesis methodology in the framework of fuzzy sets theory1. The methodology 
is based on three principles: transparency, multiplicity of sources and traceability of 
information. It follows a two-phase “human-like” aggregation process taking into 
consideration the reliability of the sources providing the information and the relevance of the 

                                                      

* Excerpt from: "A Fuzzy Logic Decision Support System for Open Source Information Analysis in a Non-
Proliferation Framework", Maschio, I., PhD thesis, Politecnico di Milano, May 2005, unpublished. 
1 Maschio, I., “A fuzzy logic methodology for open source information synthesis in a non-proliferation framework”, paper accepted at Fuzzy 
Logic in Nuclear Science conference (FLiNS) 2006, Genova, Italy, 28-31.08.06. 
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indicator in the proliferation path. Each phase makes use of specific aggregation tools: 
combination operators for mathematical aggregation are employed when performing 
aggregation according to reliability, whereas  a fuzzy inference system, that is to say 
knowledge based tool is employed when performing aggregation according to relevance. 
Finally, an output tool is outlined based on a graphical representation of the Physical Model 
that allows an immediate visualisation of the overall nuclear fuel cycle where the technical 
capabilities acquired are highlighted. 

A decision support system has been developed based an original methodology as a 
contribution to enhance the effectiveness of the information analysis process, and, to some 
extent, the efficiency of the State evaluation process which is today at the centre of safeguards 
systems. By providing a synthesis of conspicuous amounts of information, the decision 
support system considerably reduces analytical work at the lower level, while experts’ 
evaluation capacity at a higher level is not questioned. 

Further enhancements are foreseen to consolidate the present proposal. One issue to be faced 
is the continuous update of the incoming information, which is expected to be evolving at a 
very rapid pace. Moreover, including a quantitative dimension would allow performing 
material balance consistency checks. Finally, the set of indicators taken into account here is 
strictly technical, but it could be complemented with non-technical indicators, such as 
economic or political ones, in order to enlarge decision-makers’ perspectives. 
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The International Atomic Energy Agency (“the Agency” or “IAEA”) operates a large 
diversity of equipment to verify the nuclear materials in States within its mandate given by 
the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). Verification of nuclear materials is a cornerstone for the 
Safeguards System.  The variety of physical and chemical properties of the nuclear materials 
including their storage environment requires an arsenal of various instruments. Agency needs 
are changing and ongoing equipment development is necessary to provide its inspectorate 
with the necessary verification tools to perform the various verification activities. New and 
improved technologies to enhance and adapt Safeguards verification tools are discussed. 
Verification activities range from the measurement of declared inventories and flows of 
nuclear materials, the search for undeclared nuclear materials to the confirmation of the 
absence of undeclared nuclear activities such as enrichment and reprocessing.  

The Agency is facing an increased demand in performing remote verification of nuclear 
material flows by unattended monitoring systems. Additional analytical capabilities for 
environmental samples and effective NDA methods are indispensable for the Agency in its 
efforts to be able to detect undeclared nuclear materials and activities and to support Member 
States in the detection of and response to illicit trafficking.  
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Implementation of international nuclear safeguards has changed considerably over the past 15 
years. Early detection of undeclared facilities, activities and materials requires new 
approaches, supplemented by technologies that differ significantly from those used 
traditionally for on-site verification. In this framework, the project Novel Techniques and 
Instruments for Detection of Undeclared Nuclear Materials and Activities was established 
within the Department of Safeguards to identify specific needs in this area and to initiate the 
necessary research and development of techniques and instruments that will be used for the 
implementation of additional protocols, including the conduct of complementary access.  

Techniques, based on the detection of emanations associated with nuclear processes, are being 
investigated. These include the sampling and monitoring of specific solid, liquid and gaseous 
materials to provide new methods and approaches for the detection of undeclared nuclear 
activities from distances ranging from hundreds of metres to many kilometres. For example, 
laser-based methods have demonstrated real-time monitoring of atmospheric materials, on-
site chemical analysis and the capability of detecting a previous exposure to ionizing 
radiation. 

On the basis of IAEA priorities and resources, a limited number of projects have been 
selected and cooperation with Member States has been initiated to take technologies to the 
maturity level needed for the use in field. 

This paper will introduce the novel technologies project and describe some of the techniques 
and instruments currently under consideration by the Department of Safeguards for the 
detection of undeclared nuclear materials and activities. 
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The isotopic assay instrument under development at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
(PNNL) is capable of rapid prescreening to detect small and rare particles containing high 
concentrations of uranium in a heterogeneous sample.  The isotopic measurement concept is 
based on laser vaporization of solid samples followed by sensitive isotope-specific detection 
using either uranium atomic fluorescence emission or uranium atomic absorbance.  Both 
isotopes are measured concurrently, following a single ablation laser pulse using two external-
cavity violet diode lasers.  The simultaneous measurement of both isotopes enables the 
correlation of the fluorescence and absorbance signals on a shot-to-shot basis.  This 
measurement approach demonstrated negligible channel crosstalk between isotopes.  
Scanning the heterogeneous samples provides  high-resolution imagery of sample isotopic 
fluorescence and absorbance.   

Isotopically selective excitation of uranium vapor also was the basis of the Atomic Vapor 
Laser Isotope Separation (AVLIS) program at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory for 
uranium enrichment.  Laser ablation combined with measurements of laser-induced 
fluorescence (LALIF) and through-plume laser absorbance (LAPLA) have been used on a 
variety of samples that include various steels and glasses [1].  Reported elemental detection 
limits typically range between 1 and 100 ppm, with 1 to 1000 ng of material ablated and mass 
detection limits of 0.1 pg for single-shot measurements [2]. 

The availability of violet diode lasers from Nichia and other manufacturers provides 
significant flexibility in isotopic assay measurements.  With external-cavity diode lasers, 235U 
can be excited at 404.3 nm with fluorescence at 394.4 nm, while 238U can be excited at 415.4 
nm with fluorescence at 493.3 nm.  The approximately 100-nm difference in fluorescence 
wavelengths is trivial to separate spectrally using optical bandpass filters.  Likewise, for 
LAPLA measurements, the two-laser absorption channels can be separated easily with optical 
filters or diffraction gratings.  While these lasers are not as small and low-powered as those in 
CD-ROM drives, they are small enough to be integrated suitably into a transportable 
instrument. 

Diode laser LALIF and LAPLA spectrometry was applied to measure gadolinium isotope 
ratios in solid samples by laser ablation.  Gadolinium has excitation wavelengths very close to 
the transitions of interest in uranium.  Gadolinium has several isotopes, and the natural 
152Gd/160Gd ratio of 0.009 is in the range of what will be encountered for 235U/238U isotopic 
ratios.  LAPLA measurements, shown in Fig. 1, were demonstrated clearly using 152Gd (0.2% 
isotopic abundance) with a good signal-to-noise ratio.  The ability to measure gadolinium 
abundances at this level indicates that measurements of 235U/238U isotopic ratios for natural 
(0.72%), depleted (0.25%), and low-enriched uranium samples will be feasible. 
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FIG. 1. Gadolinium isotope measurements using LALIF and LAPLA.  The y-axis (diode laser power) is 
proportional to the emission wavelength.  Both the upper and lower plots share the x-axis (Time). 
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The aim of this work is to develop an automated equipment for krypton sampling, 
concentration, and purification, and for 85Kr measurement. A potential interest of such an 
equipment is the detection of undeclared reprocessing activities as 10-35 TBq of 85Kr are 
emitted per kg of reprocessed Pu [1]. Based on experience acquired during development of 
the “Spalax” Noble Gas Equipment for CTBT implementation [2], we realize a laboratory 
prototype.  

This equipment was conceived according to the following technical specifications: i) fully 
automated sampling, treatment (concentration and purification), and measurement; ii) 
trapping at ambient temperature (no cryogenic cooling); iii) a 6-hour duty cycle; iv) 85Kr 
measurement thanks to a proportional counter; v) obtention of about 0.5 cm3 of krypton. This 
krypton volume provides a detection capability of about 100 mBq.m-3 of 85Kr over 
background, assuming given performance of the proportional counter (efficiency, 
background) and given precision over stable krypton volume determination. 

The prototype is composed of four distinct stages which perform successively the following 
steps: i) a first purification and pre-concentration; ii) purification; iii) further concentration; 
iv) detection of 85Kr. 

As a first-step krypton purification and pre-concentration, we use a semi-permeative 
membrane, as for the “Spalax” equipment. Nevertheless, membranes are less “efficient” for 
krypton than for xenon. Therefore, we conducted a specific optimization of the operating 
conditions for krypton. Finally, this membrane provides an efficient purification (O2, H2O, 
CO2 are eliminated) and krypton pre-concentration in nitrogen by about a factor of three. A 
strong pressure of about 7 bars in entrance is necessary. Air equivalent processed volume in 6 
hours is about 1 m3. 

The purification stage provides an ambient temperature adsorption of noble gases on high 
specific area active charcoal bed thanks to two columns inserted in two tubular ovens (each 
divided in three heating zones) operating alternatively in 2-hour cycles. This provides a 
“chromatographic separation” by successive heating of the three zones of the oven containing 
the colums. Krypton is trapped at ambient temperature and desorbed at high temperature (≈ 
200°C). There is no need for an external desorption gas as the nitrogen carrier gas is produced 
by the system. Considering the poor adsorption capacity of most of the current adsorbents 
towards krypton, we performed an adsorbents screening to choose the best one for krypton at 
ambient temperature. 
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The concentration stage consists of three in-line activated carbon column, in small-size 
furnaces, for further reduction of the elution gas volume. Final transfer into measuring cell is 
carried out by hot desorption of the accumulated krypton for each 6-hour cycle. First tests 
show that we collect about 0.7 cm3 of stable krypton (STP conditions). 

For the detection of 85Kr, there is no commercial “off-the-shelf” system which fits our needs. 
Therfore, a proportional counter is under development with an industrial partner. Guard 
counters are located above and below the proportional counter containing the sample. The 
counter is filled with Ar + CO2 mixed with our sample (N2 + a few % Kr). Optimal gas 
proportions, efficiency, and background must be determined. 

Work in progress at present is to validate the proportional counter for 85Kr measurements and 
to assess the measurement of the krypton concentration using a stand-alone Thermal 
Conductivity Detector (TCD). Then, we plan to validate the integrated automated prototype, 
including TCD and counter, and operate it at a fixed place for 85Kr continuous monitoring in 
combination with atmospheric transfer calculations. 

An interesting feature ot this equipment is that it could conceivably be splited in two parts: a 
sampling unit that can be operated on the field (mobile sampler) and a detection unit which 
remains in the laboratory. Many configurations are imaginable with possible use of liquid 
nitrogen. 
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The new framework of strengthened safeguards as well as the recent developments in shallow 
geophysics, led the IAEA to develop their own verification capability in this area, with the 
active participation of the French Support Programme. 

In that goal, a dedicated programme has been build to fulfil the needs of Agency and reach 
basic geophysics survey capacities for inspection teams. It focused mainly on Ground 
Penetrating Radar (GPR) techniques. GPR has been selected according to its "apparent" 
operational easiness taking into account its wide range of application and the recent technical 
developments. The program comes into five main steps: 1) Identification of Agency goals and 
priorities, 2) Analysis of capabilities and limitations of GPR versus other techniques, 
3) Assessment of available GPR equipments 4) Development of manual of references and 
training programme 5) Basic analysis of potentialities of other geophysical methods. 

This program draws on Safeguard experience. It relies on LCPC skills and their calibrated test 
site and on CGG operational experience of shallow geophysics, all over the world. The 
programme is coordinated by CEA/DAM dealing with treaties verification R & D and 
environmental monitoring studies. Approach has been fed by LCPC skills in environmental 
survey and non-destructive testing and by AGAP, a French Association that has issued 
methodological guidelines in geophysics. 

The context of safeguards operation is particular. Usually, data are not interpreted and 
processed on the field. Few inspection teams would be trained and most inspectors may have 
no skills in geophysics. Then, the main programme objective was to issue guidelines and 
training programmes that meet operation's needs. Two main goals were to identify situation 
where GPR would be ineffective and to ensure valid data acquisition. An in-depth analysis of 
priority goals of the Agency in the framework of Design Information Verification (DIV) tasks 
led to take into account several general configuration (Global Configuration) for various types 
of survey: inside a wall or a slab, behind a wall or a slab, buried facilities or structures close to 
a building.  
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GPR uses high-frequency electromagnetic (EM) waves ranging from 50 to 3000 MHz that 
propagate trough the surface. It allows acquiring information on subsurface structures. GPR 
detects changes in EM properties at boundaries (dielectric permittivity, conductivity and 
magnetic permeability), as function of ground material, water content and imbedded objects. 
GPR is used for non-destructive surveys, facilities survey or environmental survey. Recently, 
user-friendly acquisition interfaces and very high frequency antennas have been developed. 

The analysis of performances and limitation of GPR was performed using Agency historical 
case. Global Questions was divided into Basic Questions as a “void in a wall”, each BQ being 
divided into Basic Requirements (BR) as “wall material”, common to several Basic 
Questions. Analysis trees were developed to assess GPR performances and limitations for 
different situations. Potential capacities of other geophysical and thermal techniques, which 
could validate or replace GPR, have been explored. Such analysis brought strong basis for 
GPR capacities assessment and for GPR data analysis for Operation Guidelines. The analysis 
of buried facilities or structures in surround of a building was enriched by a chart providing to 
the inspector an idea of the capacities of techniques for different objectives assumptions and 
depending on field context observation. 

To enable objective selection of equipments accordingly to Agency targets, an assessment of 
GPR was conducted at LCPC test site with four manufacturers among a selection of five ones. 
The test included different calibrated objects buried in a controlled geological medium and 
stuffed with LCPC concrete structures with hidden objects. A protocol was laid down, for 
antennas, acquisition parameter, real or test survey design as for pre-processing parameters. 
Free survey was possible. Data were processed with the same parameters, manufacturer and 
software, REFLEXW. Equipment was assessed along geophysical factors such as penetration, 
logistical parameters and utilization features. This test confirmed that the GPR could detect 
features buried or hidden behind a wall, such as metallic or plastic pipe. It provided a basis to 
build the training programme, the user guideline and the reference manual including on-site 
data assessment and quality control at each step. The analysis allowed identifying the 
performances of some manufacturers in a given domain. It provided the agency an exhaustive 
and objective view of equipment capacities accordingly to their needs. 

The field test confirmed that GPR could be an efficient tool for safeguards. Performances and 
limitations analysis is used to develop guidelines and reference manuals for operations. The 
approach aims to perform sound data acquisition on the field. In the perspective of in-depth 
analysis of other geophysical techniques, this programme should enable a first stage of 
implementation and provide new data. Even if data fusion and methodology have to be further 
developed and in spite of known limitations, GPR by providing new information, will 
strengthen IAEA safeguards capabilities  
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Finnish Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK) is the national authority responsible 
for the safeguards in Finland. Assessment of methods and experiences will contribute to the 
development of an effective safeguards approach for the final repository of spent fuel at 
Olkiluoto [1]. Electromagnetic Ground penetrating radar (GPR) and borehole radar has been 
considered as one possible non-destructive geophysical electromagnetic method to be applied. 
Radar instrumentation is commercially easily available and has been also applied for 
engineering purposes like detection of cavities, man-made structures and large diameter holes. 

The basis to use radar method is laid by site specific bedrock properties (electrical 
conductivity, dielectric permittivity, rock types and morphology). The experiences achieved 
during comprehensive site investigations in Olkiluoto, the geological knowledge, and current 
plans of underground rock characterization premises were considered in order to describe the 
potential, limitations, applicability and specific issues. The radar method can be applied with 
certain precautions to tunnel based imaging of bedrock volume up to distances of 30 – 40 m 
from the tunnel surfaces in maximum. However, natural reflectors (faults, shear zones, rock 
type contacts, gneissic banding and inclusions) together with tunnel construction related 
obstructions (reinforcement, grouting, excavation damage zone, technical installations, rough 
tunnel surface, etc) exist in abundance. Modelling indicates that radar method has ability to 
detect a 2 metre cubic void at 5 metres behind a rock face in typical crystalline rock 
conditions. 

In the repository application, most useful are longer survey lines along tunnel walls, roof and 
in boreholes in close proximity. Low 30 – 60 MHz frequencies shall be used for maximum 
penetration and enhancement of large engineered object visibility from natural background 
reflections. Surveys divide themselves to primary (baseline) and inspection (monitoring) 
types. The application of radar requires qualified expert for designing the survey, operating 
the instruments and carrying out processing. Data management requires a system where 
processing, knowledge, geometries and long-term data archiving are done. The tools can be 
tested at a suitable site to study instrument effects, repeatability, sensitivity, and lay-out 
issues. 

Radar method for safeguards seems to be limited to building confidence on reported as-built 
information and on geological features around underground rock rooms. This would be 
possible from limited volumes owing to access and rock mass conditions. Partial verification 
of the absence or disclosure of non-reported features is possible. The origins of all of 
anomalies can not be verified in a conclusive manner without supplementary investigations. 
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The nature of observed reflectors can act as indicator of geologic media behind the covered 
surfaces. 
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Under the new Additional Safeguards Protocol, both the obligations of States to provide 
safeguards-relevant information as well as the scope of inspections have been considerably 
expanded. It is apparent that, if this extension is to bring with it an improvement in safeguards 
effectiveness and efficiency, it should not lead to an amplification of the old situation in 
which States with large nuclear fuel cycles and minimal motivation to violate are most 
heavily controlled, while other States with obvious motivations are able to deceive the 
safeguards system successfully. 

In the context of the newly emerging, integrated safeguards regime, we address in our paper 
the determination of a rational basis for the distribution of available inspection resources, both 
among locations within a controlled State as well as among States themselves. 

In the spirit of the original conception of the NPT safeguards system, which emphasized 
objectivity and impartiality, we adopt a formal, quantified point of view. The mathematical 
framework for quantitative analysis  is provided by the theory of rational behavior in strategic 
decision making (the theory of games). 

In previous investigations of this kind, two general criteria have been considered and related  
quantitatively to one another: 

− the technical capabilities of the inspection authority, expressed as  probabilities of 
detection  achievable for  hypothetical illegal activities; and 

− the motivation and priorities of the parties involved, described in terms of their 
respective utility functions. 

In the present work we include, additionally, 

− the technical resources of the controlled states, parameterized by critical conversion 
times. 

The notion of critical time and its implications for inspections was introduced for IAEA 
safeguards  a long time ago \cite{iaea1}. The idea is that the illegal construction of a nuclear 
explosive device, starting, e.g. with plutonium diverted from a declared fuel fabrication plant, 
takes some critical time, and that this illegal action should be detected within that time. This 
has been studied in detail recently in the context of a single facility in a single State, whereby 
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sequential and non-sequential game-theoretical models were differentiated. In this paper we 
extend this investigation by using a very simple non-sequential model with two facilities, 
which nevertheless captures the basic interaction between the criteria. We place emphasis on 
the conditions necessary for fulfillment of the fundamental safeguards objective of deterrence 
and we derive reasonable and intuitively understandable conclusions. 

Next we consider two States with one facility each.  Due to their respective technical 
resources and competence, the two States may need different critical times for a specified 
illegal action - if they wish to commit one - even if they start with the same material. 
Therefore we measure their resources and capability by the respective critical times. We 
maintain, however, the requirement that the inspectorate detect an illegal action within  the 
critical time in order to fulfill its inspection goals. 
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has developed an integrated safeguards system 
analysis tool (LISSAT), which is a framework for performing systems analysis of safeguards 
effectiveness for all stages of the nuclear fuel cycle.  The method has been applied to assess 
safeguards effectiveness for a conversion facility, an enrichment facility and for various types 
of nuclear reactors.  LISSAT has the potential for evaluating safeguards for future 
proliferation resistant designs, and evaluating current safeguards tools/methods/on-the-shelf 
tools to assess safeguards strategies beyond Hexapartite. 

The key components of LISSAT include digraph/fault tree analysis, statistical analysis and 
time-domain simulation. The digraph fault tree methodology presents a well-structured 
systematic approach for generation and analysis of the diversion paths and is more 
comprehensive and systematic than traditional safeguards analysis methods. The digraph 
analysis is an effective method to organize and structure the possible diversion activities in a 
diversion scenario together with the safeguards measures and activities relevant to the 
diversion scenario.   

The fault tree analysis incorporates possible failure modes of the safeguards measures and 
develops a fault tree for the safeguard system in this situation. Output of the digraph-fault tree 
analysis provides an identification of the safeguards elements of most importance that has the 
potential for reducing the probability of diversion of nuclear material. Additional outputs 
include the ranking of the various diversion scenarios. 

Statistical analysis provides the basic event probabilities for the fault tree and addresses the 
probabilities that a short notice random inspections plan will encounter time-clustered 
physical diversion activities, the probabilities that inspection sampling and measurement 
plans will detect concealment schemes that use large or medium misdeclarations on some 
material items, deliberate bias in measurements, and leaving some loss in the material-
unaccounted-for balance. 

The most attractive diversion scenarios are selected for time-domain simulation. The 
continuous event simulations of conversion and enrichment track the uranium flow through 
the facility. The simulations include normal operation, intermediate storage, normal variations 
of input flow, and diversion scenarios.  Simulation outputs are the time series of material 
outputs, which illustrate the data signatures of normal operation and diversion schemes.  The 
simulation results for diversions show changes both in accumulated totals of intermediate and 
final material production, and in the time dependence of production.  The amplitude of the 
results shows by how much and how soon the monitored signals are above normal 
fluctuations.  
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As a result of the analysis, if diversion paths have an unacceptably high nondetection 
probability, the results of both the digraph-fault tree analysis and time-domain simulation can 
suggest further safeguards measures. The fault tree importance analysis can suggest where 
further redundancy or more reliable instrumentation is required.  The results of the simulation 
help identify the material that need to be monitored and the ideal placement of monitors for 
detecting diversion scenarios.  The simulation may also suggest what further observations the 
inspector could observe.  Digraphs and fault trees would be modified and reanalyzed to 
determine the reduction in the nondetection probability.  In addition the cost of the 
modifications and their intrusiveness on operations would also be considered. 

LISSAT analyses can be used to compare the probabilities of detection of diversion for 
individual safeguards technologies as well as overall strategy implementations.  Additionally, 
LISSAT could be the basis for a rigorous cost-effectiveness analysis.  Finally, the simulations 
could be used on a facility or process level to aid inspectors in detecting possible material 
diversions or difficulties with specific instruments in the field.  

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the 
University of California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7504-
Eng-48. 
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In 2003 the IAEA issued Policy Paper 18, re-interpreting the definition of the starting point of 
safeguards as laid out in Article 34(c) of the Safeguards Agreement.  The new policy required 
full IAEA safeguards measures at an earlier stage in uranium processing, thereby affecting 
safeguards implementation at conversion plants processing natural uranium.  In Canada, this 
had an impact on the natural uranium refinery in Blind River, the largest in the world, and the 
natural uranium conversion facility in Port Hope.  Both plants are owned by Cameco, the 
world’s largest uranium producer.   

Under the historical definition of the starting point of safeguards, the implementation of 
safeguards at Cameco Port Hope began at the back end of the process, with the certification of 
final product (UO2 and UF6).  Cameco Blind River was not previously subject to safeguards.  
Policy Paper 18 re-defined the starting point of safeguards as the first step in the processing of 
uranium ore concentrate, which meant both facilities had to be placed under safeguards from 
beginning to end. 

The challenges associated with this undertaking were mainly tied to lack of experience:  the 
operator, especially Cameco Blind River, was unfamiliar with the requirements of the IAEA, 
while the Agency had no previous experience with verifying such large throughput natural 
uranium bulk handling facilities.  Furthermore, the appropriate infrastructure had to be put in 
place before implementation could proceed.  This included: deciding on the precise process 
step to be used as the starting point; establishing the accountancy structures, including 
Material Balance Areas and Key Measurement Points; and completing Design Information 
Questionnaires.  Another key prerequisite for implementation was the preparation of initial 
inventory listings for both facilities.  This was particularly challenging for Cameco Port Hope, 
which has been operating for over fifty years and has, in that time, accumulated many tonnes 
of uranium-bearing scrap and waste in storage.  Finally, the procedures and techniques for the 
verification of in-process material had to be established. 

After extensive preparatory work by the CNSC, the IAEA, and the operator, the initial 
physical inventory verifications were carried out at Cameco Blind River and Cameco Port 
Hope in July and August 2005.  Although there were a few problems – as was expected for an 
activity of this magnitude being carried out for the first time – the overall verification was 
successful. 
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The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) conducts comprehensive design 
information verifications (DIV) to affirm the declared status of a facility.  When the IAEA 
verifies the conditions at a facility that is revising its status, it needs to have a technical basis 
for confirming that the facility has changed its declared status.  There is little difficulty in 
verifying a change of status from ‘operating’ to ‘closed-down’ since that is mainly a matter of 
verifying that nuclear material has been removed from the facility.  This is more of an 
inspection activity than a DIV.  The IAEA has found that verifying a change in status from 
closed-down to ‘decommissioned’ is more complicated.  The distinction between a closed-
down and decommissioned status is important because a decommissioned facility is subject to 
less stringent safeguards measures (actually no measures under traditional safeguards), so the 
Agency must be confident that the decommissioned facility cannot be restarted and misused 
between inspections (e.g., no inspections if decommissioned; complementary access (CA) 
possible in a state with the Additional Protocol in force).  

INFCIRC/540 defines "Decommissioned" as meaning that residual structures and equipment 
essential for the facility's use have been removed or rendered inoperable[1].  The IAEA has 
compiled lists of ‘essential equipment’ for major facility types to aid inspectors in DIV 
inspections[2].  However, the definition in INFCIRC/540 does not state how much of the 
essential equipment must be removed or rendered inoperable in order to consider the facility 
as a whole to be decommissioned.  A facility may be ‘mothballed’ with many pieces of 
nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) equipment still in place.  The IAEA desires to develop 
guidelines to identify the essential equipment that must be removed or rendered inoperable for 
major facility types in order to classify a facility as decommissioned for safeguards purposes.  
The IAEA wants to compile factors such as the time, cost, and practicability of re-activating a 
facility as compared to building a new one elsewhere. Inspectors can use these guidelines 
when confirming that a facility is ‘rendered inoperable’. 

The authors will be conducting a field study to identify criteria that the Agency can use to 
confirm the decommissioned status of a facility. The authors will investigate two facility 
categories: Light Water Reactors (LWRs) and Research Reactor and Critical Assemblies 
(RRCA).  Three RRCAs located at Brookhaven National Laboratory will be included in the 
study. These facilities include a graphite-moderated natural and enriched fueled reactor, a 
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small water-cooled LEU fueled reactor, and a D2O moderated and cooled HEU fueled reactor 
which provide a diverse group of RRCAs.  We also are studying commercial LWRs of both 
BWR and PWR types in the U.S.   

This paper will address our preliminary recommendations for identifying criteria to verify the 
decommissioned status at both the RRCAs and LWRs.  We will cover the safeguards effort 
needed to insure that a facility is not reconstituted and material processed before the IAEA 
can detect this undeclared activity in a timely fashion.  
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The BN-350 reactor in Kazakhstan has been permanently shut down. The remaining 
unirradiated fuel for the reactor has been transported to the Ulba fuel fabrication facility in 
Ust-Kamenogorsk, Kazakhstan, where it was stored. The fuel contained high enriched 
uranium (HEU) with enrichment values up to 26% U-235 and some depleted uranium (DU). 
To achieve the goal of reducing their inventories of HEU within the State, the Government of 
Kazakhstan arranged to have unirradiated HEU fuel from the shutdown reactor down blended 
at the Ulba facility. In batches of three fuel elements the assemblies were disassembled and 
the fuel pins were collected in a container. A separate material balance area (MBA) was 
designated, which covered the rooms where the down blending activities took place and the 
nuclear material was stored. In a glove-box line for processing HEU, uranium dioxide pellets 
were removed from the fuel rods and converted to U3O8 powder by oxidizing in air at high 
temperature. HEU powder was mixed with low enriched uranium (LEU) powder and 
dissolved so that the resulting LEU solution could be introduced to the parts of the plant that 
were certified for processing LEU with enrichment less than 10%. The safeguards approach 
was based on utilizing standard surveillance equipment, on-site nondestructive assay 
measurements, sampling for destructive assay (DA) and continuous inspector presence during 
active processing. Inspectors carried out verification measurements on HEU, LEU and DU. 
An Active Well Coincidence Counter (AWCC) and a Mini-Multichannel Analyser with a 
sodium iodide detector (MMCN) were used for non-destructive assay measurements of 
uranium pellets and powders.  A digital surveillance system, DMOS, with eight cameras 
covered the views on essential locations during the down blending process. Sealing 
arrangements were made for steel containers and at doors of nuclear material storage rooms. 
Finally, dissolution of the mixed powders was observed to provide in-depth assurance that 
LEU could not be substituted to conceal diversion of HEU. This work demonstrated that the 
IAEA with the cooperation of the facility operator could provide assurance with a high 
confidence regarding the non-diversion of direct-use nuclear materials, LEU and DU during 
processing while simultaneously applying measures of material accounting, DA, NDA and 
C/S, and using safeguards inspection resources most efficiently. The IAEA has gained a great 
deal of experience to extend this model to future opportunities for downgrading HEU 
materials that are not covered under ongoing materials disposition programs.  
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The final disposal of spent nuclear fuel in the geological repository at Olkiluoto was accepted 
by the local municipality, State authorities, and finally endorsed by the Parliament of Finland in 
May 2001. The site investigations proceeded to the underground phase in 2004 when the 
excavation of the first underground tunnel for bedrock characterisation at repository site began. 
The Decision in Principle provides that the application for construction permit stipulated by the 
Nuclear Energy Law should be submitted as early as 2012. According the current plans the 
construction of the encapsulation plant and the final repository will start around 2014. 
 
The final disposal facility, i.e. an encapsulation plant and an underground repository, represents 
a new type of nuclear facility. No safeguards approach exists for this facility type, therefore, 
safeguards requirements need to be set. The national requirements are expected to meet both 
the IAEA and also the Euratom safeguards needs. The role of the Radiation and Nuclear Safety 
Authority (STUK) is to provide the regulatory requirements, to review the operator plans and 
by using different tools to verify that the requirements will be complied in practice. 
 
Safeguards measures of STUK are based on the national legislation and regulations as well as 
Finland’s international commitments. The requirements of final disposal safeguards differ 
considerably from those of conventional safeguards. Conventional safeguards are more or less 
based on the fact that nuclear material is available for re-verification, if needed, even though it 
might be difficult to access. In the geological disposal concept nuclear material in the 
underground repository cannot be included in this category. Re-verification of spent fuel will 
not be accessible for safeguards purposes due to safety limitations and the “final” nature of the 
disposal. 
 
Finnish national requirement is that spent fuel will be comprehensively verified prior 
encapsulation and final disposal with the best available method. The method should reveal 
partial defects of the assembly, preferably at the pin level. The verification together with the 
earlier safeguards measures will give satisfactory assurance that the material disposed is as 
declared. It will also give assurance that any future safeguards related question can be solved 
based on the results of the safeguards measures implemented. 
 
The final disposal facility is now under design and construction. Recognising the 
recommendations generated in the IAEA’s Programme for Development of Safeguards for 
Final Disposal of Spent Fuel in Geological Repositories, the implementation of the necessary 
safeguards measures by the Finnish safeguards authority was initiated. 
 
The main safeguards objectives at the present pre-nuclear phase are: 1) Generation of the 
verified as-build design data that corresponds with the excavated rock space and its geometrical 
volume, and 2) Assessment of all available safeguards relevant monitoring data to assure the 
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absence of undeclared nuclear activities at or near the repository. In order to fulfil these 
requirements the implementing company is obligated to report the excavation plans and 
progress and monitoring reports timely to STUK. 
 
The progress in excavation work and its influence to the environment is monitored to maintain 
the public and scientific confidence in the repository project. The wide range of monitoring 
methods contributes to the establishment and maintenance of a coherent and reliable set of data 
and information for the use in drawing the required safeguards conclusions. Seismic monitoring 
is applied continuously to ensure the safety of the rock masses and in addition to ensure the 
absence of undeclared nuclear activities in the vicinity of the repository. 
 
The remote monitoring methods, including possible satellite imagery, are however insensitive 
to the amount of rock volume excavated or to the volume and shape the underground space 
produced. Therefore these can not be used for design information verification, namely to 
establish correspondence between the declared excavated rock volume and its declared shape 
and the one actually constructed. Therefore, the timely in-situ verification of the reinforced 
rock spaces in which all installations will be constructed is carried out in a continuous and 
comprehensive manner using surveying techniques. 
 
Taking into account the complexity and novelty of the matter it would be beneficial if the 
IAEA and the State had binding, but flexible, implementation arrangements to ensure that the 
safeguards for the geological repository will meet the IAEA safeguards needs effectively - 
during the repository’s whole lifetime, now and in the far future. 
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This paper describes the development of a system used by the Nuclear Trade Analysis Unit of 
the Department of Safeguards for handling, processing, analyzing, reporting and storing 
nuclear trade related data. The data handling and analysis part of the system is already 
functional, but several additional features are being added to optimize its use. The aim is to 
develop the system in a manner that actively contributes to the management of the 
Department’s overall knowledge and supports the departmental State evaluation process. 

Much of the data originates from primary sources and comes in many different formats and 
languages. It also comes with diverse security needs. The design of the system has to meet the 
special challenges set by the large volume and different types of data that needs to be handled 
in a secure and reliable environment. 

Data is stored in a form appropriate for access and analysis in both structured and 
unstructured formats (Figure 1). The structured data is entered into a database (knowledge 
base) called the Procurement Tracking System (PTS). PTS allows effective linking, 
visualization and analysis of new data with that already included in the system. The 
unstructured data is stored in text searchable folders (information base) equipped with 
indexing and search capabilities. 

Several other tools are linked to the system including a visual analysis tool for structured 
information and a system for visualizing unstructured data. All of which are designed to help 
the analyst locate the specific information required amongst a myriad of unrelated 
information.  

This paper describes the system’s concept, design and evolution - highlighting its special 
features and capabilities, which include the need to standardize the data collection, entry and 
analysis processes. All this enables the analyst to approach tasks consistently and in a manner 
that both enhances teamwork and leads to the development of an institutional memory related 
to cover trade activities that can be readily accessed and used in the future. 
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FIG. 1. Knowledge and information system of the Nuclear Trade Analisys Unit including 
present and planned modules. 
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In the collection and processing of Open Source information for knowledge discovery and 
other intelligence purposes, no matter how clever the search algorithm or analyst, a persistent 
problem is the management of the sheer volume of information identified.  This information 
comes in the form of unstructured, semi-structured, and structured data. One of the key issues 
that exacerbates this information overload is the production of duplicate or near-duplicate 
information.  Another is the collection of data that has little relevance or utility to the subject 
matter of interest. 

The paper documents the process of conducting a comprehensive literature search for work 
that has been done in duplicate checking/filtering, narrowing the information to a workable 
subset, then mining the subset for the techniques, trials, and errors that have been 
documented. 

In the context of a state-of-the-art Technology Data Analysis System that is specifically 
designed to organize information around an organization’s technology strategy, the paper 
provides the analysis of the design and algorithmic infrastructure that was developed to create 
a mechanized system that virtually eliminates the duplicative and irrelevant information 
resulting from Open Source data gathering activities.  This system, the Automated Knowledge 
Discovery System (AKDS), is designed to automate the identification, retrieval, analysis, and 
organization of scientific, technical, and business data and  provide a continual surveillance of 
the current state of the technologies of specific interest to an organization.  This paper focuses 
on the text analysis modules that enable the identification of duplicate and irrelevant 
information; the paper also provides metrics on results that have been studied in controlled 
trials and relates that to analyst productivity. 

Duplicate and Near Duplicate Detection – The AKDS system provides duplicate 
assessment based in part on the IMatch algorithm devised by Abdur Chowdhury [1].  The 
algorithm operates by taking a series of normalized ‘slices’ of terms from a frequency ordered 
bag of words document and applying the SHA1 hashing function.  The process then evaluates 
the document hashes to identify documents that have similar content and for which 
subsequent documents do not have any new or unique information.  Both the size and offset 
of the frequency ‘slice’ that is hashed determine the level of discrimination that is applied.   

Based on a system’s requirements, the identical or nearly identical information (near 
duplicates) can be kept in the system and clustered; these document clusters can be used as an 
effective way to minimize how much information is presented to system users.  When a user’s 
query returns documents that are members of such a cluster, the most representative or ‘best’ 
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document may be displayed to the user and the near duplicates would be initially hidden from 
the user.  Conversely, if there is no perceived value in maintaining all of the documents, the 
near duplicates can also be deleted from the system.  This can be accomplished in an 
automated manner by comparing the number of coinciding hashes while accounting for their 
slice size and offset in the term frequency based representation from which they were derived.  
The user may then specify a threshold-based degree of hash matching, above which 
documents may be automatically rejected.  This module is particularly useful for systems that 
are evaluating large volumes of unstructured textual data such as Internet search engine 
queries that have a tendency to return the same or similar documents from multiple sources; 
this module has also proven to be effective in identifying documents where multiple versions 
have only slight modifications for which the end user would gain little utility beyond the 
initial document reviewed. 

Irrelevant Information (Spam) Filtering – The system evaluates document features to 
identify documents that contain little, if any, utility.  This process utilizes the See5 decision 
tree algorithm developed by Ross Quinlan [2] to determine whether the prevalent features (or 
lack thereof) indicate that a document has a high potential for useful informational content.  
The features used to assess documents fall into three major categories: HTML tags, parts of 
speech (POS), and phrase analysis.  HTML features consist of the density of a given tag 
within a document.  POS analysis utilizes Word Net [3] to determine the potential parts of 
speech individual tokens may have.  In addition, stop words (e.g., a, an, the, therefore, etc.) 
are counted.  The phrase tagging data analysis determines the density of noun and 
prepositional phrases as well as complete sentences, fragments, proper nouns, and other 
named entities.  The densities of all of these features are applied to a See5 decision tree to 
determine whether the document is of good quality or a web form, advertisement, or list of 
links or other unwanted data.  Documents that are determined to be low value by their See5 
classification are removed from the system.   
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The information portal will provide IAEA staff with a computer interface to access data world 
wide based on queries for information by geographic areas, such as a country or location in a 
country. Internal IAEA sources could also be accessed. An open architecture is proposed that 
could utilise existing and future applications and tools. The proposed approach also would be 
able to integrate with the IAEA ISIS Re-enginneering Project (IRP). 

The first phase of the ‘Integrated Information Portal’ (IIP) was presented at the last INMM 
meeting in Phoenix. The system utilizes state-of-the-art geospatial tools, ESRI ArcIMS Web 
Services and GeoTango GlobeView for the development of the IIP. The user requirements, 
system design, and the initial prototype were presented. This project is one of the initiatives 
sponsored by Canadian Safeguards Support Program in support of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA). The goal is to develop an easy-to-use, effective on-line tool to 
support timely decision making.  

This paper presents the development of a prototype of the IIP concept using 
ArcIMS/ArcGIS/ArcWeb Services. The prototype includes several case studies using open-
source information readily available from the Web to illustrate the simplicity in navigational 
tools which would be useful for decision makers. It has been envisaged that avialable open-
source information on the Web could be a valuable source of information for the IAEA as 
many of the data sources are generally reliable, up-to-date, public, and cost-free or at nominal 
cost. The IIP is designed as a global and web-based information portal to support timely and 
informed decisions by using multi-source information access; however, with proper access 
control, link to protected confidential databases including those of the IAEA can be readily 
incorporated in its open-architecture design.  

In this prototype, GIS users would search for geographic information and connect to the portal 
for information access. The search capacity may be by name, latitude/longitude coordinates or 
it  could be a graphical based map search. ESRI ArcIMS Viewer is used as client. Meta data 
catalog server stores the references of geographic information at various portals. The users 
can manage and serve metadata catalogs on a local network, a secured network, or the World 
Wide Web. The ArcIMS Metadata Server can be access through ArcIMS services. The ESRI 
suite of ArcIMS, ArcGIS, etc. are discussed in Figure 1 to illustrate the concept and 
appplication. However, other suites of GIS software, including open source software, can be 
used to implement to concept of building a similar portal. Key components in this architecture 
are briefly outlined below.  
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- Client: ArcIMS Viewer interacts with the client/server architecture in order to asses, view, 
and analyze geographical data. 

- Server: ArcIMS server is used to publish maps, data, and meta data on the Web. 
Confidential data are controlled and uploaded by ArcIMS Manager with appropriate security 
in terms of accessing and viewing. 

The open architecture and modular design of the IIP would allow implementation of the 
design using different GIS software, outside services for data and other types of software such 
as those used for visualization, network analysis, and  safeguards related applications.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 1. Intergrated Information - System Architecture. 
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The provision of information by States constitutes a key element for the implementation of 
IAEA safeguards.  Reports on the changes, inventories and balances of safeguarded nuclear 
material have been received since the 1960s, beginning with INFCIRC/66 and followed by 
INFCIRC/153 type safeguards agreements. 

The primary information provided by States is with respect to nuclear material accounting and 
the additional protocol.  Nuclear material accountancy, while remaining a cornerstone of 
international safeguards, is now being interleaved with additional protocol information to 
provide a more complete and thorough view of a State’s declared overall nuclear programme.  
As a result of the evaluation of State-declared information and all other safeguards-relevant 
information available (including the results of in-field verification activities and open source 
information), the IAEA is able to draw conclusions regarding the non-diversion of nuclear 
material as well as the absence of undeclared nuclear activities. 

The needs of strengthened safeguards mandate accurate, complete and timely reporting, 
necessitating maximum use of the different types of State declared information.  To these 
ends, the IAEA is in continuous contact on reporting matters with States.  Furthermore, the 
IAEA trains State personnel on the associated reporting mechanisms, provides software to 
increase the quality of nuclear material accounting reports as well as a system to assist States 
in the preparation of additional protocol declarations.  As the IAEA looks to the future, a 
major project is currently in progress for the complete re-engineering of all safeguards IT 
applications, including the nuclear material accounting system.  The gains expected by 
updating the hardware and software are increased information utilization and correlation by 
implementing state-of-the-art systems. 

This paper will describe the progress, plans and issues associated with State Declared 
Information. It will explain that, although processing of such information is commonly 
referred to as ‘nuclear material accounting’, this involves far more than just ‘balancing the 
books’.  It will demonstrate that processing a large diversity and volume of State declared 
information under strict requirements requires special skills, deep knowledge and vast 
experience in the application of safeguards. 

The paper will also argue that the nature of State declared information is such that the skills 
mentioned above are essential not only for meeting the day-to-day needs of safeguards, but 
also for more in-depth analysis including extracting and analysing information needed for 
drawing conclusions in State Evaluations and the Safeguards Implementation Report.  
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Looking ahead, it is critical to maintain the necessary high levels of expertise for ensuring the 
optimum utilization of State declared information. 
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The Safeguards and Physical Protection Coordination (COSAP) integrates the structure of the 
Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission (CNEN) that is a governmental entity in Brazil. 
COSAP itself is responsible for the control of nuclear materials, the physical protection of 
facilities handling nuclear or radioactive materials and the control of the illicit traffic of 
nuclear and radioactive materials. 

Besides this control of the nuclear material implemented by the state safeguards system, all 
the nuclear material after the starting point of application of safeguards is subject to a regional 
safeguards system (implemented by ABACC – Brazilian-Argentine Agency for Accounting 
and Control of Nuclear Materials) and an international safeguards system (implemented by 
IAEA – International Atomic Energy Agency). 

Under this scope, COSAP has to maintain the inventory knowledge of nuclear material of all 
nuclear facilities in the country updated, and to report inventory changes to ABACC and 
IAEA based on data collected from the operators of the facilities. Nowadays, this data 
collection is made by means of collections of MS-Excel spreadsheets for support documents, 
general ledgers and inventory lists which is not the best situation. The accounting reports are 
then prepared and submitted by encrypted e-mail to ABACC and IAEA. 

COSAP has recently been involved in upgrading the Nuclear Material Accountancy and 
Control System of Brazil. Such upgrading is based on an entirely new software system (E-
GAMMA) that is being developed right now in Brazil by CNEN staff. This software will be a 
Web system installed in a dedicated server under a secure environment maintained at CNEN 
headquarters, and each facility or institution will be provided with the necessary hardware and 
software to access the system (Digital Clients Certificates, Smart Cards, VPN, computers, 
etc). 

Users will access the system with strong passwords with creation rules and expiration dates 
controlled by the software. The system provides different function menus, according to each 
access profile. All nuclear facilities in Brazil will be granted on-line access to this system in 
order to record any inventory changes that may occur. Each facility will have an account in 
this system that will suffer changes as nuclear material enters in, is produced, or moves out of 
the facility. 

Also, the State Authority as well as the Controller Agencies will have access to this system, 
by means of distinct access profiles, to get information regarding to support documents, 
general ledgers, item lists and accounting reports at any time. The information could be 
downloaded by both agencies in PDF format. 
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In order to reduce the quantity of record errors that occurs today, E-GAMMA was designed to 
validate the data entered by the facility operators with a table of rules registered by the Sate 
Authority, based on the information existing in the Facility Attachments and Design 
Information Questionnaires. 

Actually, the data that will be recorded is an intention of the shipper to transfer material out of 
his Material Balance Area (MBA) and is then virtually sent to the receiver MBA for 
agreement. At this moment the system notifies the receiver MBA, by email, about the 
existence of a document in a “waiting for agreement” status. The same way, the agreement of 
the receiver MBA, the request for the State Authority approval, the approval by the State 
Authority, the shipment to the receiver MBA after batch information detailing and the final 
receipt by the receiver MBA are all document status changes that are identified by E-
GAMMA and notified by email. This way the system keeps track of the whole history of the 
nuclear material transfer transactions. 

The same way, foreign shipments and receipts, Shipper-Receiver Differences (SRD), and all 
others inventory changes are recorded in the system. Monthly, the accounting reports (ICR, 
PIL, MBR) are generated and the files are turned available for downloading by the Controller 
Agencies. The timeliness required in notifying in advance the agencies, normally during 
imports and exports, is also taken into consideration in the design of the system. 

Therefore, the data entered in the system are the support documents that may have a print-out 
of support documents, general ledgers or accounting reports. Considering this, in the future, a 
condition would be reached where the agencies could access the system previously to an 
inspection and do all the accounting verification, and go to the field inspection just to perform 
the physical verification of the material, this way reducing costs and the inspection effort for 
the whole country. 

The CNEN also recognizes that the implementation of the system will change a lot the 
accounting procedures existing at the facilities today, which means that the facilities will have 
to receive training on dealing with the system. On the State level, with the implementation of 
the system, the State Authority will have much more control and traceability on the inventory 
changes will also have some statistical tools to evaluate SRD and Material Unaccounted For. 
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Since long Bangladesh has been using atomic energy and related technology inthe different 
fields of health, industry, agriculture, research and education. In  course of time Bangladesh 
has signed a number of agreements and conventions to seek international cooperation and 
assistance in those fields. On the other hand, for the purpose of international safeguards 
Bangladesh has joined the Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT) in September 1979. In this 
connection Bangladesh has also signed IAEA safeguards agreement that has come into effect 
in June 1982. To be transparent and to show further respect for international safeguards 
Bangladesh has signed protocol additional in March 2001. As a signatory of both IAEA 
Safeguards Agreement and Protocol Additional in connection with NPT Bangladesh is fully 
committed for peaceful uses of atomic energy in the country for ensuring safety and security 
of all radioactive sources, nuclear materials and practices. Bangladesh, as a matter of policy, 
has incorporated in its legislation the NPT as well as other relevant international/bi-lateral 
conventions and agreements for compliance by any person or practice dealing with 
radioactive sources & nuclear materials. 

Bangladesh has established and maintaining a system of accounting for and control of all 
nuclear materials in the country. As a part of national safeguards program the facilities in the 
country using nuclear materials have been divided into two material balancing areas 
differentiating by separate codes namely, BD-A for facilities within Atomic Energy Research 
Establishment (AERE), Savar and BD-Z for all other locations or facilities outside AERE. To 
maintain records of all nuclear materials for these two separate entities two senior officials 
from Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission (BAEC) have been designated to perform their 
responsibilities in this regard. Information is gathered from these two areas to prepare 
separate reports, which are then combined together to make one report for sending to IAEA 
through authorized communicating channel. The nuclear regulatory body under BAEC also 
monitors safeguards activities within the framework of Nuclear Safety and Radiation Control 
Act (1993) & Rules (1997) specifically for compliance of the rules 88 through 90. The 
Government   provides full co-operation to IAEA safeguards inspectors for accounting and 
verification of any nuclear material in the country. Bangladesh provides IAEA on a regular 
basis requisite information as identified in article 2 and in prescribed periods as mentioned in 
article 3 of the additional protocol through prescribed forms. So far statements of conclusion 
on the verification activities conducted by IAEA inspection teams are quite satisfactory and 
no mismatch was found in this regard. As Bangladesh’s nuclear programs are purely aimed at 
peaceful purposes, designated safeguards inspectors from IAEA enjoys enough freedom for 
complementary access to any place on a site or practice as per article 4 and 5 of protocol 
additional under safeguards agreement. In recent years several environmental samples from 
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different sites of the country were tested in IAEA laboratories and no unwanted nuclear 
material was detected. 

In Bangladesh activities under the safeguards agreement are functioning smoothly without 
any constraints. However, for further improving the effectiveness of safeguards activities 
attention of the appropriate authority is being drawn to the  following points: 

1. State regulatory control over inventory of nuclear materials under the safeguards 
agreement should be strengthened by increasing the supervisory activities. Technical 
capability of the state regulatory authority should also be increased in respect of 
safeguards. 

2. At present Bangladesh has technical deficiency in respect of environmental monitoring. 
For conducting such monitoring procurement of modern NaI(Tl) detector(s) coupled 
with MCA can be very much useful.    

3. Amidst global concern in illicit trafficking of nuclear materials and suspected nuclear 
terrorism, respective authority should take proper steps to introduce border gate 
monitoring systems to control the above clandestine activities.  

4. Any data received by satellite imagery system of safeguarding requires to be verified by 
the state regulatory authority before arranging of any special trip by the inspectors for 
avoiding any kind of misinterpretation of the data that might occur and thus making 
inspections cost effective.  

5. Venders would be required to provide full information (quantities, composition and 
other specifications) of any nuclear material integrated with an equipment or machinery 
during transfer into and out of a state. 
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The Euratom Treaty stipulates that the operators of nuclear facilities in the European Union 
Member States should submit nuclear material accountancy reports to Euratom. The form and 
contents of these reports are detailed in a Commission regulation. 

At the same time the Safeguards agreements of Euratom, its member states and the IAEA 
require that reports are submitted from Euratom to the IAEA, according to the requirements 
set up in the Subsidiary Arrangements. 

A third set of notifications and reports are required for the fulfillment of the cooperation and 
trade agreements of  Euratom with third States. 

The paper describes the Euratom NMA system as the basis for the successful implementation 
of all above agreements, and its recent overhaul to take into account additional reporting 
requirements stemming from the Additional protocols, but also from the IT developments. 
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KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute) has been developing the DUPIC(Direct 
Use of PWR spent fuel in CANDU) fuel cycle and ACP(Advanced Spent Fuel Conditioning 
Process) technology for the purpose of spent fuel management. 
A safeguards system has been applied to R&D process for fabricating DUPIC fuel directly 
with PWR spent fuel material. Safeguards issues to be resolved were identified in the areas 
such as international cooperation on handling foreign origin nuclear material, technology 
development of operator's measurement system of bulk handling process of spent fuel 
material, and built-in C/S system for independent verification of material flow. All those 
safeguards issues have been finally resolved. The lab-scale DUPIC facility(DFDF) safeguards 
system was successfully established under the international cooperation program. 
The ACP has been under development at KAERI since 1997 to tackle the problem of the 
accumulation of the spent fuel. The concept is to convert the spent oxide fuel into a metallic 
form in a high temperature molten salt in order to reduce the heat power, volume, and 
radioactivity of the spent fuel. The main objective of the ACP is to treat the PWR spent fuel 
for a long-term storage and eventual disposal in a proliferation resistant and cost effective 
way. Moreover, the electrolytic reduction method of the ACP can contribute to the innovative 
nuclear energy system as a key technology for the preparation of the metallic fuel. Since the 
inactive tests of the ACP have been successfully implemented to confirm the validity of the 
electrolytic reduction technology, a lab-scale hot test will be undertaken in the ACP 
facility(ACPF) to validate the concept. 
Based on the results of a safeguards implementation at DFDF hot cell, the reference 
safeguards design conditions are established for the ACPF. Basically, the nuclear material 
accounting will be performed by ASNC(ACP Safeguards Neutron Counter), which is the 
same concept as the adopting a curium ratio technique[1]. The ASNC has been developed by 
upgrading a well-typed NDA system in considering high-efficiency, high-accuracy and 
remote friendly manner for the hot cell operation. The prototype design is shown in Fig. 1. 
There are three types of samples to account in the ACPF hot-cell operation; the U metal ingot, 
the UO2 and U3O8 powder or the rod cut, and the salt waste. From the multiplication 
analysis, we don’t need the triples neutron rate measurement and it is possible to account 
these samples through singles and doubles rate measurement. Therefore, the SNM(Special 
Nuclear Material) data of all samples could be measured by the ASNC. In general, counters 
that measure only singles and doubles need a flat spatial response and a reasonable detection 
efficiency (20 ~ 30%). The mean neutron detection efficiency of the ASNC is about 20.7% (σ 
= ±1.32%) in the axial direction and 21.06 % (σ = ±0.89 %) in the radial direction as seen Fig. 
2. The Pu content in the metal ingot can be verified by using the Cd ratio method and this 
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method can be easiely applied to the ASNC[2]. The R&D efforts for ACP safeguards system 
will continue to stabilize and enhance the performance of the system through the integration 
of material accounting system and remote monitoring system. 
 

 
FIG. 1. MCNPX 3D model of the ASNC. 
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Axial position of 252Cf source from cavity rear [cm]

 Mean:20.7%, Relative Standard Deviation:1.32%

 
FIG. 2. Axial efficiency profile of the ASNC for a 252Cf neutron source. 
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This installation is part of a U.S. Department of Energy-sponsored project to develop and 
address safeguards for uranium earlier in the fuel cycle than has been customary.  The 
purpose was to establish the technical feasibility of uranium safeguards at the point of the 
Natural Uranium Conversion Plant (NUCP), where raw uranium ore is converted to uranium 
hexafluoride gas.  The objectives of safeguards at this point are: 

− To provide a more complete level of safeguards protection at the state level. 

− To provide a more accurate measure of the feedstock to the subsequent uranium 
enrichment process. 

The project began with a paper study of the problems of implementing safeguards measures 
on a Natural Uranium Conversion Plant.  The study included numerical simulations of the 
plant by both Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory participants.  As a result of this study, we determined that effective safeguards 
could be implemented on a NUCP with measurements at a few critical locations.  One such 
location was midway through the chemical process, just after the conversion to uranyl nitrate 
solution.  In a typical plant, there is usually only one pipe per process line containing the 
entire uranyl nitrate flow.  If the uranium flow could be measured through this pipe(s), then 
the total plant throughput could be measured.   

The next step in this study was to design a uranium flow monitor: an instrument that could 
measure the total, integrated flow of uranium as dissolved uranyl nitrate, through the pipe, 
subsequent to the dissolving of uranium in the nitric acid.  The instrument was designed at 
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and ORNL.  It combined a neutron detector to 
determine the uranium concentration (by means of detecting the neutrons from the 
spontaneous decay of 238U), and a fluid flow meter, which is manufactured commercially.  
The product of these two measurements is the flow of uranium through the pipe.  The sum of 
a sequence of continuous measurements is the total, integrated, uranium throughput. 

The next steps were to engineer, build, and install this flow meter. This report summarizes the 
installation of this flow meter at the Springfields NUCP in Great Britain.   

The system consisted of 3 main components: the Endress-Hauser flow meter, the neutron 
detector, and the data acquisition and control electronics.  The principle is that the neutron 
detector measures uranium concentration, the flow meter measures the volume of fluid flow 
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through the pipe, and the product of the two is the uranium flow through the pipe.  The data 
acquisition and control electronics provides power, data acquisition, control electronics for the 
flow meter, high voltage for the neutron detector, and a temperature controller to maintain the 
headspace volume of the neutron detector at a constant temperature.  The headspace volume 
contains the pulse amplifiers for the 3He tubes of the neutron detector.  The entire system is 
designed to operate out-of-doors.   

The system was designed, developed, built and tested at ORNL and LANL.  The final 
installation at the Springfields NUCP was completed on December 22, 2005.  To date, 70,000 
data points have been sucessfully acquired.  Each data point is a 100 second count of the 
neutron data, the flow meter measurement of volume flow, and the flow meter measurement 
of mass flow.  The data have been continuous and uninterrupted from December 22, 2005 
through March 21, 2006. 

The picture below shows the raw data results displayed on the Advanced Multiplicity Shift 
Register (AMSR) Watcher program, which monitors data acquisition under the LANL 
Unattended and Remote Monitoring (UNARM) based, Multi-Instrument Collect (MIC) 
software.  AMSR Watcher provides near-real-time confirmation of successful data 
acquistiion.  The values for a 100 second count of neutrons, volume flow, and mass flow are 
shown.  The last 20 data points are displayed.   
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1. Introduction 
 

Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) developed the Epithermal Neutron 
Multiplicity Counter (ENMC, Fig.1) under the joint study program with Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (LANL). ENMC is a new developed NDA system in order to 
improve the measurement uncertainty for impure MOX samples. The ENMC has a 
feature that it can measure not only thermal neutrons which is measured by the 
conventional NDA system (ex. PSMC: Plutonium Scrap Multiplicity Counter) but also 
epithermal neutrons. The thickness of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) of the ENMC 
was reduced to detect the epithermal neutrons. The number of 3He tubes and the pressure 
of 3He gas in tubes were increased in comparison with the PSMC (Table 1) because the 
cross section with 3He of epithermal neutron is smaller than one of thermal neutron. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of 3He tubes of ENMC and PSMC. 

 PSMC ENMC 

Number of 3He tubes 80 tubes 121 tubes 

Pressure of 3He in tubes 4 atm 10 atm 

 
By these improvements, the ENMC has a high efficiency of neutron measurement 

of 64% and a short die-away time of 20 microseconds [1]. The measurement of 
epithermal neutron before well moderating contributes to improve the measurement 
uncertainty considerably.  

 
2. Initial calibration test of the ENMC 
 

The calibration test was performed at LANL and JAEA. As a result of the 
calibration test by using MOX samples, it was confirmed that the ENMC had high 
performance in comparison with the PSMC. For example, the measurement time of the 
ENMC to get the same measurement uncertainty was reduced about one-tenth to one-
thirtieth in comparison with the PSMC. 
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3. Functional test of the ENMC 
 

JAEA attempted the functional test of the ENMC to utilize the ENMC capability to 
the full. This functional test had two phases. The purpose of the phase I functional test 
was to evaluate   the measurement error of the ENMC. As a result of the phase I 
functional test, systematic error of the ENMC was 1.3%, the random error was 0.2 – 
0.3%, and the total measurement uncertainty was 1.4 % for large MOX samples with 100 
minutes measurement. The dominant error factor was the systematic error and the major 
reasons for the error were sample positioning and triples dead-time corrections [2]. The 
purpose of phase II functional test was to improve the total measurement uncertainty of 
the ENMC. In this test, the optimum measurement conditions (ex. calibration slope, 
measurement time, Pu mass) were evaluated to minimize the systematic and random error 
of ENMC. As a result of phase II functional test, it was confirmed that the total 
measurement uncertainty of ENMC would be reduced to 0.6% in case of pure MOX 
samples.  

 
4. Conclusion 
 

The ENMC can measure the pure and impure MOX samples with high accuracy 
and short measurement time. These results can be expected to contribute to improvement 
both of the material accountancy of facility and the efficiency of verification activity for 
impure MOX samples. In case of measurement of pure MOX samples, the total 
measurement uncertainty that can be achieved by ENMC is about 0.6%. It would be 
possible to reduce the DA samples for verification measures by the application of ENMC 
to inspection activities. Reduction of DA samples for verification measures is beneficial 
for both the operator and inspectorate.  

 
As for material accountancy for impure MOX samples, the sampling error of the 

ENMC is smaller than that of DA because ENMC can measure the large sample 
compared with DA. Therefore, there is a possibility that the total measurement 
uncertainty of ENMC including sampling error can be superior to DA, and it can be 
expected that the accuracy of material accountancy for a facility can be improved with 
low cost. 

 
In the next phase, we will evaluate total measurement uncertainty of the ENMC and 

DA including sampling errors. The ENMC can be a useful tool in determining sampling 
errors by measuring the entire sample as well as multiple grab samples for DA. 
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FIG. 1. The layout of the 3He in the detector. 
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Standard non-destructive assay methods cannot quantify uranium or plutonium sources in the 
milligram range when embedded in a substantial waste matrix.  Methods such as the passive 
neutron correlation technique (or neutron coincidence counting), where neutrons emitted from 
spontaneous fission in Pu isotopes are detected in a passive neutron well counter, work well 
for plutonium masses as small as hundreds of milligrams.  In this technique, frequency 
distributions of signals representing neutron detections are recorded in time intervals using a 
so called frequency analyser (or multiplicity counter).  The fissile mass is determined, 
together with other sample parameters, by solving linear equations expressed as function of 
the factorial moments of the frequency distributions also known as the signal singlets, 
doublets and triplets.  The limitation of this technique when applied to low spontaneous 
fission rates is mainly due to the uncertainty in the determination of the factorial moments 
caused by the variation in the cosmic radiation background. 

We are currently investigating an alternative method to the standard passive technique with 
the purpose to improve the detection limit of plutonium or uranium in waste by at least one to 
two orders of magnitude.  This technique, called the active neutron correlation technique, uses 
a pulsed neutron generator to induce fission in the fissile isotopes with subsequent detection 
of the fission neutrons.  The detector head used for this purpose is different in many ways 
from the standard passive neutron detector head.  The detection system for the fission 
neutrons is based on cadmium covered polyethylene blocks with embedded 3-He neutron 
detectors.  These fast neutron detector arrays are located on all six sides of the rectangular 
sample cavity to yield a high detection probability of the fission neutrons.  A thick graphite 
moderator is located between the fission neutron detector arrays and the sample cavity on all 
sides.  Other neutron detectors include monitors of the neutron emission from the generator 
and thermal flux monitors inside the cavity.  The neutron generator is located inside the 
sample cavity.  The neutron generator, in form of a sealed mixed beam (D, T) accelerator, is 
capable of emitting 14-MeV neutrons at a rate of 2⋅108 neutrons per second.  These source 
neutrons are emitted in bursts of duration less than 10 microseconds.  After a slowing down 
time of about 500 microseconds, an average thermal neutron lifetime of about one millisecond 
is achieved in the graphite moderator and the sample cavity.  By pulsing the neutron generator 
with a period of 10 to 20 milliseconds and selecting an appropriate delay after the source 
burst, it is possible to interrogate an object containing fissile material with a pure thermal 
neutron flux decaying with a characteristic single exponential function.  Figure 1 shows the 
detector head installed at the Joint Research Centre to study the active neutron correlation 
technique.  The drawing indicates the neutron generator (yellow) inside the sample cavity, the 
graphite moderator (brown), the neutron detector arrays, and the external shielding. 
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FIG. 1.  he JRC Pulsed Neutron Interrogation Test Assembly (PUNITA). 

The data collection and part of the instrumentation is different to the well-known Differential 
Die-Away technique.  A new frequency analyser has been developed to record the frequency 
distributions during the repeated thermal neutron interrogation periods.  The factorial 
moments of these distributions are used to obtain the induced correlated neutron signal 
multiplets of order one, two and three.  The analytical model then permits the determination 
of the fissile mass in a waste container together with the associated neutron detection 
probability similar to the models known from the analysis of the spontaneous fission neutrons 
in the passive neutron correlation technique.  The absolute flux of the interrogating neutron 
source is eliminated by assaying a well characterised fissile reference sample.  The sensitivity 
of the active neutron correlation technique enables the assay of waste containing very small 
fissile quantities i.e. in a fissile mass region where the standard passive neutron correlation 
technique is no longer applicable.  The time constant background due to cosmic radiation, 
environmental neutron sources, spontaneous fission neutrons and delayed neutrons can be 
eliminated by forming differences of factorial moments.   
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Active well coincidence counters are widely used for nondestructive assay applications in 
nuclear safeguards and nuclear waste characterization.  The method is based on the detection 
of correlated neutrons from fission by He-3 detectors embedded in a polyethylene moderator.  
In the assay of uranium, an active measurement must be performed to induce fission in the 
material, and typically Am/Li neutron sources are used as the active source.   

Monte Carlo studies of the measurement setup are useful in the design, optimization, and 
analysis of the entire measurement system. The simulation must take into account many 
factors, for example the Am/Li neutron spectrum, the multiplicity of neutron emission in 
induced fission events, and the detection of thermalized neutrons by the He-3 counters. In this 
study, we address these issues and present a detailed analysis of the measurement system that 
includes parameters such as the length of fission chains generated in the fissile material by the 
source neutrons, the time of neutron detection in the He-3 counters, and the generation 
number of the detected neutrons. The simulations are performed with the MCNP-PoliMi code 
[1]. 

The simulation results are compared with measurements performed on uranium oxide 
standards with an active well coincidence counter that is in use at the Y-12 National Security 
Complex. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the MCNP-PoliMi simulation for the active well 
coincidence counter. 

 In addition to the simulation of traditional multiplicity parameters given by the shift register 
(singles, doubles and triples), MCNP-PoliMi allows the user to simulate the entire distribution 
of time correlations between detectors and detector autocorrelations. We show that this 
approach, also known as time interval analysis and first proposed by Bruggeman and 
colleagues in 1996 [2], has the potential to lead to a more robust and complete analysis 
compared to the measurement of multiplicity alone.  

The results of this study serve as a preliminary validation of the MCNP-PoliMi code for the 
simulation of measurements performed with active well coincidence counters. 
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FIG. 1. Geometry of MCNP simulation. 
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Organic scintillators (plastics and liquids) are commonly used in measurement systems for the 
detection of nuclear materials. Neutron detection in this type of detector occurs by multiple 
scatterings on hydrogen and carbon, the main constituents of the scintillator. The analysis of 
the statistics of neutron collisions is important to understand the mechanism of neutron 
detection, and to perform subsequent unfolding procedures aimed at determining the incident 
neutron spectrum.  

We describe the Monte Carlo simulation of neutron interaction with the detector material for 
varying detector sizes and varying incident neutron energies. The simulations are performed 
with the code MCNP-PoliMi, which allows event-resolved predictions of the interactions of 
neutrons with the detector material. A subsequent post-processing of the simulation results 
allows us to determine the number of elastic collisions that the neutrons undergo with 
hydrogen and carbon, together with the amount of energy that is deposited as a function of the 
number of collisions. The light output generated by the hydrogen and carbon recoils is also 
modeled, and the total detector efficiency is determined as a function of the incident neutron 
energy. The result of one such simulation is shown in Fig. 1: the light output is shown as a 
function of the number of elastic scatterings on hydrogen and carbon for 1 MeV incident 
neutrons.  

For neutron energies above 4.4 MeV, inelastic scattering on carbon can occur, and subsequent 
gamma rays can be generated inside the detector. This effect is taken into account and its 
contributions to the light output are discussed.  
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FIG. 1. Distribution of the total light output as a function of the number of scatterings on H and C. 1 
MeV incident neutron energy. 

 

An analytical model is developed to describe the amplitude probability distribution of the 
light output generated in the scintillator for a monoenergetic flux of neutrons, taking into 
account the multiple collisions and the conversion of the deposited energy per collision to 
light pulses. The analytical model can be solved quantitatively by numerical quadrature.  

The possibility of including in the model neutron inelastic scattering and light generation by 
inelastic gamma rays is also investigated. 
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The safeguards criteria of the IAEA require that, in addition to an annual verification of the 
physical inventory taking of facility operators, a regime of randomised inspections be 
implemented at fuel fabrication plants, in order to achieve 100% verification coverage for 
domestic transfers on nuclear material. 

The advance notification period for such randomised inspections depends on the time that 
such material is available for verification, or commonly referred to as ‘residence time’. In the 
case of this particular facility, the residence time is almost zero; therefore the SNRI scheme 
being developed is based on a very short inspection notification time to match the very short 
residence time, in order to achieve safeguards goals. 

The paper will address the implementation issues and activities to be performed together with 
a regional inspection authority. 
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The SNRI (Short Notice Random Inspection) and Borrowing inspection have been conducted 
at all four Japanese LEU FFPs (Low Enriched Uranium Fuel Fabrication Plants). Routine 
implementation started in 2000 and ninety-seven SNRI have been carried out up until Mar. 
2006.  

The most important features of SNRI include 100% verification coverage of material flow 
into and out of the facility by applying random sampling theory to the population of the 
material flow. Since the random sampling is applied any flow item has some chance for 
verification, i.e. the detection probability is kept to positive value. This is in sharp contrast to 
the conventional interim inspection regime where prior notification to the state/operator is 
given and no statistical random selection of inspection date is implemented, thus the detection 
probability could be almost zero if it were not for 100 % of material available for verification 
at the time of inspection that is practically impossible for the facilities with relatively large 
throughputs like the Japanese LEU FFPs.  

In order to operate the SNRI regime satisfactorily it is necessary to meet several prerequisites. 
The most important among them are 1. the operator lets the inspectorate (IAEA and National 
Competent Authority for SG matters) know on a daily basis by means of on-line data 
transmission (mailbox) the relevant information of the items when the materials for receipts 
and shipments have become available for verification (Birth) and when they have become 
unverifiable (Death), 2. inspectorate chooses the inspection date on a random basis that is not 
known to the operator until the notification window (9:30-10:00 on the day of inspection) and 
3. agreeing the minimum residence time (RT) that is defined the minimum staying time of an 
item being the state of verifiable.  

The RT is set to a point that meets both the facility operators’ fabrication requirements and 
giving reasonable detection probabilities to the inspectorate. Since the RT is the commitment 
made by the operator that the item be kept to be available for verification any time during RT 
period, the shorter, the better from fabrication planning point of view because that will give 
more freedom for making more flexible production scheduling.  On the other hand, however, 
the longer, it is the better from the detection probability and inspection-scheduling viewpoint. 
As the compromise of aforementioned conflicting requirements the present RT is set to seven 
(7) workdays (WDs) uniformly for all four facilities for the final products, i.e., FF (Fuel 
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Assemblies). RT for the receipts is set, facility specifically to one (UO2 at a facility) to seven 
(UF6 at a facility) WDs, taking into consideration different operational requirements from a 
facility to another.  

Even in the case of the shortest RT (1 WD) since the average lifetime (Difference between 
death and birth date) of items are relatively large (30WDs) and the random sampling plan is 
applied to whole population including those of out-of-residence (the age of item exceeds RT 
but still alive and verifiable) practical verification coverage is found reasonably high. 

As regards the borrowing inspection (Inspection to detect borrowing of nuclear material 
between LEU FFPs), simultaneous verification of a randomly chosen borrowable stratum of 
randomly chosen FFP has been in practice with the PIV of an LEU FFP.  In other words at the 
time of the PIV at one of LEU FFPs, one of other facilities will be randomly selected for a 
borrowing inspection on short notice.  One of the most challenging activities in the borrowing 
inspection is the speedy estimation of in-process inventory. For this purpose the IWES (In-
process Walk-through Examination System) has been developed by the authority (JSGO 
(Japanese Safeguards Office)) and NMCC (Nuclear Material Control Center) and in use since 
2004. 

Both SNRI and borrowing inspections have been developed and conducted in such a way as 
to improve effectiveness and efficiency of IAEA Safeguards. The facility operators are proud 
of having been able to contribute to the successful development and implementation of these 
new innovative SG approaches. Now that the IS (Integrated Safeguard) regime was 
introduced to the Japanese LEU FFPs beginning 2005 that the frequency of SNRI and 
borrowing inspection has been drastically reduced (from average 5 to 2 annum/facility for 
SNRI and one to 0.5/year�facility for borrowing inspection), one of the operators’ biggest 
challenges is the way to maintain the quality of inspection support to the highest level without 
having frequent actual inspections. Also keeping motivation of relevant staff is another 
concern. To cope with these challenges it is suggested to strengthen the scheme of timely 
mutual consultations between inspectorate and operators for improving inspection and 
supporting practices and dedication of inspectorate and operators for periodic review and 
updates of relevant procedures is strongly recommended. 
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Canada attained the broader safeguards conclusion in September, 2005. This paper describes 
the Canadian experience in our quest to attain the conclusion and in interacting with the IAEA 
and with Canadian industry on the development of a State-level approach for Canada to be 
implemented after the conclusion had been attained. The paper will describe the process 
which featured an open and transparent dialogue between the IAEA, the SSAC and Canadian 
operators - a key element in all stages of development. The paper will also outline Canada’s 
preparations for signing and implementing the Additional Protocol, our input into the 
conceptualization of an IS approach for Canada, and our approach to attaining the conclusion. 
Finally, it will identify some of the challenges that remain to be addressed in transitioning to 
the full implementation of an IS State-level Approach. 
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ESARDA, the European Safeguards Research and Development Association, pursues as a 
main objective to assist the European safeguards community with advancing progress in 
safeguards and enhancing the efficiency of systems and measures. Key bodies of ESARDA 
are standing Working Groups dealing with various technical subjects.  

The ESARDA Working Group on Integrated Safeguards was created in 2000 with the 
objective to provide the Safeguards Community with expert advice on methodologies and 
approaches to integrate INFCIRC/153 and INFCIRC/540 measures and to present a forum for 
the exchange of information, views and experiences in that regard. Its members represent 
inspectorates, national authorities, operators and research centres active in the field of 
safeguards. 

The Working Group very soon realized that a first milestone on the road to Integrated 
Safeguards is the successful and functional implementation of the Additional Protocol. 
Discussions and activities concentrated on actions necessary to reach this end thereby taking 
into account the specific situation in European States. 

Among the topics discussed were issues of: 

− how to establish a functional site definition for different types of installations, ranging 
from small locations with very small amounts of nuclear material to complex 
installations with a complex history;  

− how to deal with different and even conflicting requirements in the context of 
unannounced inspections; and 

− how to interpret and handle the requirements for R&D declarations considering the 
needs and interests of all parties involved; etc.  

 
The IAEA participated in most of the meetings as an observer and provided the group with 
valuable background information on Additional Protocol questions and received in turn a 
deep insight into our considerations, motivations and concerns. This procedure contributed 
much to a better mutual understanding that is not least reflected in the revised draft of the AP 
implementation guidelines.  
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After the ratification of the Additional Protocol (AP) by the Government of Japan in 
December 1999, the complete set of the strengthened safeguards measures has been applied to 
Japan. IAEA completed the development of the conceptual framework of integrated 
safeguards (IS) in 2001. The concept of IS is the optimum combination of all safeguards 
measures available to IAEA under comprehensive safeguards agreements and additional 
protocols to achieve maximum effectiveness and efficiency in meeting the IAEA safeguards 
obligations within available resources. IS is implemented in a State only when the broader 
conclusion is drawn. 

Due to the large nuclear fuel cycle in Japan, IAEA and Japan decided, in 2001, to start 
preparation of the IS approaches for light water reactors (LWRs), spent fuel storages and 
research reactors and critical assemblies (RRCAs). Especially IS approach for LWRs was 
very important for Japan as well as IAEA, because there were more than 50 LWRs in Japan 
and it was one of the practical good examples to show the other States how effective and 
efficient of the IS approaches are.  

There were several meetings for the development of IS approaches and procedures for LWRs 
with/without MOX, with the participations of IAEA, Japanese Government and facility 
operators. After making the drafts of IS approach and procedures for LWRs without MOX, all 
parties participated in the field trials for the completion of them. The main purpose was to test 
how to carry out random interim inspections along with the draft IS approaches for LWRs 
with/without MOX. It was a big challenge for all parties. There were three phases of trials and 
at the last phase IAEA selected the facilities along with the procedures. With co-operation 
from the facility operators, the trials were completed successfully in 2003 and Japan was 
ready for the implementation of IS doe LWRs without MOX. 

In June 2004, the broader conclusion for Japan was drawn and IS measures for LWRs without 
MOX, spent fuel storage and RRCAs were implemented from 15 September 2004. It was not 
a complete set of State-level IS approach for Japan and some of IS approaches for facilities or 
sites are still being developed. Even so, it was bridgehead to the IS implementation in Japan. 

After the transition period of the implementation of IS for LWRs without MOX, the routine 
implementation started on 1 January 2005.  The year, 2006, will be the first year for IAEA 
and the Government of Japan to see the efficiency and the effectiveness of IS implementation 
at LWRs without MOX for 2005. We hope that these approaches will encourage the other 
States, which do not conclude APs yet, to contribute the effective IAEA safeguards 
implementation and the strengthened non-proliferation regime. 
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IAEA developed a ‘roadmap’ towards the implementation of integrated safeguards in Canada 
in consultation with the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) and the facility 
operators. This paper describes the status of implementation of integrated safeguards at Multi-
unit On-Load Reactor (OLR) CANDU sites in Canada.  
 
Traditionally a large amount of inspection effort has been used for the verification of spent 
fuel transferred from the OLRs to their associated dry storages. Under integrated safeguards, a 
large saving of inspection effort is expected by a safeguards approach that relies on an 
unannounced/random inspection regime together with provision of information by the facility 
operators. Advance notices of the facility operational programme and the declaration of 
accounting and operating records are provided through agreed communication procedures (i.e. 
the mailbox system). Mention is also made of activities included in the new safeguards 
approach specified as responsibilities assigned to the Operator in the framework of integrated 
safeguards, primarily related to the timely provision of advance operational information and 
monthly accountancy declarations.   
 
In order to enhance the integrated safeguards approach, remote transmission of surveillance 
and NDA data has been installed at all multi- and single-unit OLR sites in Canada. The 
information provided by the facility operators is also used for the evaluation of the remote 
monitoring (RM) data. The RM regime makes it possible for the IAEA to evaluate state-of-
health and safeguards data in a timely manner and eliminates the need for quarterly on-site 
inspections.  Though the overall effort for surveillance and NDA evaluation will not decrease, 
the quality and timeliness of the surveillance and NDA data will significantly improve. 
 
In 2004, the IAEA (Toronto Regional Office), the CNSC, and Ontario Power Generation held 
a field trial of an integrated safeguards approach for spent fuel transfers at the multi-unit 
CANDU stations. Arrangements for unannounced inspection access and for the provision of 
information were tested. The IAEA began testing the RM data handling and review 
procedures in 2005. Experience gained during the 2004 field trial combined with the testing of 
RM data review and handling procedures was applied to the development of an effective 
integrated safeguards approach for multi-unit OLR sites, and to design workable access 
arrangements and procedures for provision of information. Emphasis is on efforts to find 
solutions to problems encountered during the field trial and to optimize data handling 
procedures at the regional office.  
 
A brief description of the experience gained from RM data evaluation from the installed NDA 
systems (Core Discharge Monitors and Fuel Bundle Counters), as well as from the 
surveillance systems (DMOS) installed at the OLR sites, is presented in the paper. The remote 
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transmission of the State-of-Health of the equipment has minimized the consequences of 
equipment failures. Guidelines and procedures for the weekly technical and safeguards review 
of the RM data have been implemented with the participation of the inspectors and the 
technical service staff of IAEA. A technical challenge has been the assurance of maintaining 
information security in the data handling and archive procedures. 
 
Development of mechanisms to enhance communications with the Canadian counterpart is 
also discussed in the paper. In this sense, reference is made to the design of a Data 
Management System (DMS) adopted by the IAEA. The DMS simplifies the provision and 
handling of advance operational information and accountancy declarations, and to reduce 
inspection efforts at Multi-unit stations (the mailbox system).  
 
Provision of information has been arranged in the context of integrated safeguards.  Advance 
information of the operational programme including spent fuel transfer and its updates are 
sent in specified intervals and are used to determine the unannounced inspection programme.  
Monthly declarations of the accounting and operating records are being submitted and are 
evaluated and used as the basis for monthly inspection reports.  Means for electronic 
communication are being developed. 
 
The re-start of some OLR units in the near future is taken into account in the approach, as 
well as the spent fuel transfer scheduled to begin for the first time from two other multi-unit 
stations to their associated storages. The current concept of the natural uranium zone approach 
for Canada will be replaced with implementation of the State level integrated safeguards 
approach.   
 
An analysis of the potential savings once the integrated safeguards approach is fully in force 
at multi-unit CANDU stations is presented in the paper, focusing the discussions in the 
estimated reduction of inspector presence at the facilities. This reduction will benefit both the 
IAEA and Canadian facility Operators. Inspector efforts will rather be focused on efficient 
handling of information for unannounced inspection planning, documentation of remote 
monitoring inspections, and planning and conducting design information verifications and 
complementary access to support reaffirming annually the conclusion that there are no 
undeclared activities in Canada.  
 
Finally a summary of the relevant safeguards measures being implemented during 2006 in 
preparation for full integrated safeguards implementation according to the agreed timeline are 
described.  
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Differential radar imagery of images regularily acquired by synthetic radar aperture 
instrument onboard commercial satellite plateforms (ENVISAT, ERS, RADARSAT, etc.)  
allows to monitor evolution of ground subsidences with an accuracy typically better than few 
millimeters and independent measurement every about 20 m. The technique of SAR 
interferometry is described and illustrated on some test cases. Interferograms are computed 
from the phase difference of SAR images matched with an sub-pixel accuracy. The phase 
difference includes information about the distance between orbits, atmospheric phase delays, 
topography and the component of the ground displacement along the line of sight of the 
satellite. The displacement of the ground is estimated with an accuracy better than the radar 
wavelength (5.6 cm in C band) using standard Digital Elevation model (SRTM) because the 
sensitivity to displacement of the interferogram is far better than their sensitivity to 
topography. An end-to-end operational software has been developped at CEA.  It allows to 
compute whole archives of  images and thus provides information about the evolution of sites 
with time within the past decade. Especially a procedure has been developped that allows to 
estimate subsidence rates from images presenting a non uniform date distribution. The 
caracteristics of the software are presented. Interferograms also include residual atmospheric 
artefact resulting from the interaction of the radar beam with both the ionospheric plasma and 
the atmospheric water vapor. The atmospheric delays may prevent accurate estimation of 
subsidence at some places. A filter is presented that use both the meteorological  meso-scale 
model MM5 and radiometric measurements acquired simultaneously with the radar images. 
The meso-scale model allows to estimate the atmospheric delays at wavelengths larger than 
about 2km. Radiometric images acquired within the water vapor absorption bands provide an 
estimate of the atmospheric delays at high spatial resolution below cloud free areas. Some 
results over  sites of interest are presented and discussed. 
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The use of satellite imagery for nuclear safeguards applications today is very much limited to 
visible and short-wave infrared data, due to at least two reasons: First, from a technical point 
of view, these data provide the best spatial resolution in the sub-meter range for the analysis 
of small-scale nuclear-related activities. Second, from the user’s point, the (visual) 
interpretation of visible and near-infrared data is more obvious rather than the analysis of 
thermal infrared, hyperspectral or radar image data requiring extensive pre-processing and 
knowledge on the sensor. However, also satellite data from thermal infrared, hyperspectral 
and microwave sensors involve information being relevant for nuclear monitoring. The given 
paper proposes an object-bases procedure for the combined analysis of high-resolution 
optical, thermal infrared and hyperspectral satellite imagery for different nuclear safeguards-
related tasks. Some case studies using ASTER, HYPERION and QUICKBIRD data will 
demonstrate the advantages of this approach. 
 
1. MONITORING OF URANIUM MINES AND MILLING 
 
Under Integrated Safeguards all States having signed the additional protocol are obliged to 
declare the whole states production of uranium. Information on the production of individual 
mines and concentration plants have to be provided on request to the IAEA. In order to be 
able to verify the States declaration and to guarantee the absence of undeclared mining and/or 
milling activities, satellite imagery data are also taken into consideration Safeguards-related 
information identifiable by satellite imagery are signs of water, power and chemical usage, 
level of mining respectively milling activities, geographic extent of mining activities and the 
presence of other industrial activities associated with mining or milling respectively. The 
question whether hyperspectral data may be used to determine the surface mineralogy of 
exposed uranium tailings, has been controversially discussed recently. According to those 
results, analysing solely hyperspectral image data will not be lead to the identification of 
uranium activities or to the differentiation of uranium mining activities from other types of 
mining respectively. Nevertheless, hyperspectral data provide relevant information and thus 
the context within other remotely acquired data, such as high resolution imagery, can be 
interpreted. An object-based procedure is developed in order to use both the hyperspectral 
information and the shape and topology features from the high-resolution imagery. By this 
means, the classification accuracy and the interpretation of the site could be enhanced. 
 
2. MONITORING THE OPERATIONAL STATUS OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES 
 
Since different materials (soils, plants, water, man-made materials) selectively absorb short-
wave solar energy and radiate the long-wave (thermal) energy in a specific way, it is possible 
to determine the type of material based on the thermal emission characteristics of the material 
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- in case the atmospheric conditions and other influencing factors are known. Moreover, 
thermal data could be used to evaluate whether significant changes have taken place in the 
thermal characteristics of these materials over time. Thus, the use of thermal infrared imagery 
for the monitoring of (heat generating) nuclear facilities seems to be reasonable, even though 
the spatial resolution of satellite-based thermal infrared sensor bands is still limited to 60m 
(LANDSAT 7) and 90m (ASTER) respectively. The image data given by the thermal infrared 
system enables the user to analyse thermal differences between the area of interest and its 
neighbourhood and thus to derive information on the operational status of the facility. The 
description of an object as ”cold” or ”warm” compared to its neighbourhood has to be given 
in connection with the material and environmental parameters. Environmental influences may 
overlay or modify the natural or artificial thermal radiation or even result in thermal 
anomalies. The thermal behaviour of two different materials during the course of the day 
shows, that general statements in terms like ”warmer or colder than another object” are not 
possible.  Thus, also thermal image data has to be analysed in combination with other data to 
extend the information content. As before, this combined analysis is best carried out object-
based to verify the member state’s declarations, to monitor the construction of facilities and to 
detect undeclared activities.  
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Using aerial photographs and satellite imagery, typical features of research reactors and 
pressurised water and boiling water power reactors were determined. It was found that, in 
satellite images, there are features that could be recognised and used to distinguish 
between research and power reactors and between a fossil fuelled power plant and a 
nuclear power reactor. From such data it is also possible to recognise a civil reactor from 
that used for defence purposes. Moreover, it was found that from satellite images it is 
possible to distinguish between a PWR and a BWR. Object-oriented classification 
techniques were used to recognise the above developed features automatically. This was 
then validated using high-resolution (0.61m to 1m) imagery. This paper describes how the 
software could automatically locate and identify a nuclear reactor facility in a large 
satellite scene and some of the preliminary results are given. The work is carried in 
cooperation between the Department of War Studies at King’s College London, London, 
UK and the Research Centre, Jülich, Germany. 
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Recently, International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has focused its efforts on 
strengthening nuclear verification capability to find undeclared nuclear activities. The Agency 
has proposed measures for enhancing these capabilities in the area of RS (remote sensing) 
using satellite imagery. In this paper, RS technology is reviewed for its applicability to the 
safeguards fields. Satellite imagery is routinely used for safeguards purposes such as the 
analysis of the member states’ declarations and the planning of inspections and CA.  

With satellite photographs of high resolution (~0.6m), information of objects on the ground 
can be accessed without visiting the place of interested. RS technology can help the Agency 
in confirming the operational status of nuclear fa-cilities, and in understanding the features 
and changes of building in nuclear sites. Since the Agency has plans to en-hance its analytic 
capabilities with the member states’ assistance, so it is important to review various and 
advanced RS technologies to support the Agency. 

Remote sensing is the science of obtaining information about an object, area, or phenomenon 
through the analysis of the data acquired by a device that is not in contact with the object, 
area, or phenomenon under investigation. But it is usually limited to the technology to extract 
information from the image data which are achieved by sensors mounted on the airborne or 
space borne platforms.  

In order to collect data of ground objects or earth surface, sensor should gather reflecting 
electromagnetic waves from the targets. The reflecting electromagnetic waves have unique 
characteristics dependent on surface conditions and environmental parameters such as 
humidity, temperature, or content of air pollutants. 

The achieved image can not convey the real value of the surface data due to the physical 
limitation of the sensors. The quality of the data is determined by the resolving power of 
sensor, which might be classified into four categories as described below. 

(1) Spatial resolution : a measure of the smallest angular or linear separation between two 
objects that can be re-solved by the sensor. 

(2) Spectral resolution : the number and dimensions of specific wavelength intervals in the 
electromagnetic spec-trum to which a remote sensing instrument is sensitive. 

(3) Radiometric resolution : the sensitivity of a remote sensing detector to differences in 
signal strength as it re-cords the radiance flux reflected or emitted from the terrain. 

(4) Temporal resolution : frequency of data acquisition over the area. 
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It is necessay to extract spatial information from raw satellites imagery in order to analyze the 
information of specific target or area. Various techniques for satellite image processing have 
been developed and presented, such as land coverage classification, feature extraction, 3D 
terrain analysis, change detection, etc. 

Although it is generally recognized that RS technology has contributed to find undeclared 
nuclear activities, its us-age is still limited to visual analyzing satellite images as simple 
photographs. Since the skill for hiding clandestine structures or activities will evolve in line 
with the advancement of verification technology, it is required to develop new techniques to 
draw more correct information from imagery. 

The verification capabilities with RS techniques can be enhanced by developing techniques in 
the following areas : 

1) Expanding Application of SAR Image. 

2) Enhancing Image Analysis with High Resolution. 

3) Development of Change Detection Technique. 

4) Real-time Image Achieving and Analysis. 
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The ISIS Re-engineering Project was initiated to assist the IAEA in addressing current and 
future verification and analysis activities and also on building the new information technology 
framework for strengthened and integrated safeguards.  It is a unique opportunity to enhance 
all information services for the Department of Safeguards and will require project 
management ‘best practices’ to balance the limited funds to the available resources with 
divisional priorities.  To be successful the program requires the participation from all 
stakeholders to create a comprehensive and cohesive Plan that provides a flexible but stable 
foundation to address our changing business needs.  The expectation is that high-quality 
integrated information systems will be built that incorporate state-of-the-art technical 
architectural standards, improved business processes and consistent user interfaces to store 
various data types in an enterprise data repository which is accessible online in a secure 
environment.  
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Increasing risks related to the security of safeguards data, the need for more rapid and secure 
communications with Member States, and the growing use of systems with distributed 
security functions, have emphasized the need for a comprehensive Information Technology 
(IT) security framework, including the assured identification of users and devices.  A 
complete IT security infrastructure must support levels of protection appropriate to the risks 
and threats of most current safeguards sensitive applications, while at the same time forming a 
framework for its expansion in the future to support additional applications and assurance 
levels.  Fundamental to such a framework is support for the use of public key cryptography 
and the associated key management procedures and policies. 

Public key cryptography is rapidly becoming the technology of choice for the implementation 
of security functions.  It is being used today to protect safeguards data while stored on 
electronic disks and while carried over wide area networks using secure virtual private 
networks.  Increasingly, communications with Members States will rely on the 
confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation and authentication available from secure electronic 
mail and other public key based approaches.  Within the IAEA itself, public key certificates in 
conjunction with smart card technologies are being adopted to ensure the trusted identification 
of individuals and devices. 

Within this context, a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), along with the associated policies and 
practices, is required for the creation and management of keying material and public key 
certificates.  Keys must be created securely, backed-up when used by applications requiring 
key recovery, and periodically replaced to ensure that they are not used for too long.  
Certificates corresponding to these keys must be carefully issued to authenticated entities for 
authorized purposes.  Controls embedded in certificates permit them to be tailored and 
restricted to specific purposes and applications, and proper enrolment procedures will ensure 
that only authenticated entities receive the electronic permissions they need. 

Work is underway in conjunction with the Safeguards Information Technology Division 
(SGIT) to define the types and assurance levels required for public key certificates and the 
technical, policy and procedures needed for the deployment of a supporting safeguards PKI.  
This work is leveraging international standards and profiles for public key infrastructures, and 
aligning safeguards requirements with accepted international practice.  Policies and 
procedures are being developed to meet both IAEA and Member State requirements and the 
resulting PKI will become an integral part of the new IT security framework being deployed 
by the SGIT. 
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This paper will discuss the requirements for a safeguards PKI to support the protection of 
safeguards sensitive data to the “confidential” level.  It will also describe the work underway 
to provide interim support for a small range of public key enabled applications, including 
support for a test “electronic mailbox” system currently being deployed to test the secure 
electronic submission of operator declarations using public key based electronic messaging.  
This paper will further elaborate on one of the infrastructures which forms part of the SGIT 
security roadmap. 
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A technical safeguards challenge has remained for decades for the IAEA to identify possible 
diversion of nuclear fuel pins from Light Water Reactor (LWR) spent fuel assemblies. 
Various attempts have been made in the past two decades to develop a technology to identify 
a possible diversion of pin(s) and to determine whether some pins are missing or replaced 
with dummy or fresh fuel pins. None of the previous attempts was able to satisfy the IAEA’s 
requirements.  

In this paper, we present a concept and on-going efforts to develop a new safeguards 
instrument for detection of pin diversion from spent fuel assembly. The instrument uses 
multiple tiny radiation detectors in a form of cluster (detector cluster) and high precision 
driving system to collect radiation signatures inside Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) spent 
fuel assemblies. The data obtained in such a manner provide spatial distribution of neutron 
and gamma flux within a spent fuel assembly. A Monte Carlo simulation study was 
performed to validate the concept using a realistic 17x17 PWR spent fuel assembly. The 
results of the Monte Carlo simulation study show that indeed 3 dimensional neutron and 
gamma data, when obtained in the presence of missing pins, have data profiles distinctly 
different from the profiles obtained without missing pins.   

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the 
University of California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7504-
Eng-48. 
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A Coordinated Technical Meeting on Spent Fuel Verification Methods held in Vienna in 
March 2003 stressed the need for partial defect testers for spent fuel in both wet and dry 
storage.  

One of the candidates for partial defect testing is the FORK detector. The performance of the 
FORK detector as a partial defect tester was investigated experimentally in the framework of 
a Joint Task for the IAEA by the Finnish, Swedish and Belgian Support Programmes. This 
was done by replacing fission chambers in the FORK detector by He-3 tubes and simulating 
spent fuel with fresh MOX-fuel. 

It was concluded that the FORK detector was not suitable as a partial defect tester, since fuel 
pin removal could be not be detected in an unambiguous way for all possible scenarios [1, 2]. 

However, later analysis of the results revealed that a possibility exist to interpret the 
measurement results unambiguously, provided that some additional measurements are 
performed. 

It was decided to perform simulation calculations for some of the configurations that were 
investigated during the Joint Task for validation of the correctness of the simulation 
methodology and to investigate the applicability of the proposed additional measurements for 
an unambiguous partial defect test. 

The calculations that were performed for the validation of the correctness of the simulation 
methodology first showed for some configurations high discrepancies between the 
calculations and measurements [3]. The discrepancies were for some configurations as high as 
10%. It was concluded that additional improvement of the calculational model should be 
performed in order to reduce the observed discrepancies. 

Additional calculations have been performed in order to reduce the discrepancies between the 
measurements and calculations. Acceptable results were obtained when the He-3 and 
ionisation tubes were positioned a few centimeters backwards, while the backends of the 
tubes were positioned at the same level instead of that the centres of the tubes were positioned 
at the same level. The observed discrepancies were at maximum 4%, while the majority of the 
discrepancies were less than 1%. 

The assumed positioning errors are considered as likely to happen, therefore they are accepted 
as cause of the previously observed large discrepancies. The simulation methodology is now 
considered as reliable and can be used for simulations of measurements on spent fuel 
assemblies. 
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This paper describes the results of the simulations of spent fuel assembly measurements with 
the FORK detector and assesses the applicability of the proposed additional FORK 
measurements for spent fuel characterisation. 
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The digital Cerenkov viewing device (DCVD) is used by the inspectors of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency to non-intrusively verify long-cooled spent fuel. Collimated 
Cerenkov light between the fuel rods in spent fuel, detected when the instrument is moved a 
few centimetres off alignment, indicates the presence of fission products in the fuel assembly. 

The digital nature of the DCVD opens up the area of image processing. Image enhancement 
and noise reduction assist in the identification of fuel designs and give the potential to 
automatically detect missing and substituted fuel rods (partial defects). Image analysis 
programs such as Image Pro, MATLAB and LabVIEW were used to examine spent LWR fuel 
to detect characteristics of missing fuel rods, substituted fuel rods and partial-length fuel rods 
in a number of BWR fuel assemblies. 

One example is shown below in which MATLAB was used to measure the intensity of 
selected regions of interest. The example shows that the missing rods (identified as 2 and 3) 
clearly show higher counts than the immediately adjacent short-rod regions (1 and 4), 
indicating that more light is coming up from the full length of the assembly than the adjacent 
water regions where a partial length rod occupies much of the assembly length. 
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Region 1: 3204 

Region 2: 4427 

Region 3: 4204 

 

Region 4: 3870 

FIG. 1. Intensities (pixel counts) from MATLAB. 

 

Other areas of study included noise reduction by filtering, dark frame characterization, frame 
averaging/bad frame removal techniques and running average optimizations. Pattern (or 
object) recognition procedures were used to identify anomalous regions within a fuel 
assembly to enable highlighting of suspect rods in the assembly image. Graduated 
background intensities from near neighbours were also subtracted, pixel by pixel, from 
assemblies of interest. 

This paper provides results of this study, discusses the degree of success and indicates 
directions for future development. 
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The digital Cerenkov viewing device (DCVD) is a valuable instrument for safeguard 
inspections, where it is possible to verify very long-cooled spent fuel assemblies (gross 
defect). The instrument measures the Cerenkov light emitted from a spent fuel assembly and 
produces an image that can be evaluated by a safeguards inspector. 

The present work is part of a theoretical assessment of the ability of the DCVD to be used for 
partial defect verification. Simulations have been performed to determine the emission of 
Cerenkov light in spent nuclear fuel assemblies, in which fuel rods have been substituted with 
water rods, fresh fuel rods or homogeneous zircaloy rods. The simulations serve as a base for 
theoretical studies of the characteristics of images obtained by a DCVD for these types of fuel 
assemblies. 

The Cerenkov light emitted from nuclear fuel is caused by electrons travelling faster than the 
speed of light in the water surrounding the fuel rods. The main source of these high-speed 
electrons is the Compton electrons generated by gamma rays emitted from the fuel into the 
water. In this work, the flux distribution of electrons at energies above the threshold for 
Cerenkov-light production of 257 keV have been obtained by simulations using the 
established Monte Carlo simulation code MCNP, version 4C2 [1]. The emission of gamma 
rays from the fuel has been simulated and the induced electron flux distribution has been 
calculated. Based on the electron flux distribution, the emission of Cerenkov light has been 
modelled. The results of these simulations are emission distributions maps for different 
distances along the fuel. 

The final image on the detector is created by tracing many rays from approximately twenty 
axial distances in the fuel assembly, through the lens and to the detector. At each distance, the 
Cerenkov light intensities are selected from the source distribution maps obtained from the 
MCNP runs. The ray tracing code ZEMAX was used produce the final simulate DCVD 
detector image. Two examples are shown below in FIG. 1. In this example one single, and 
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one 2x2 group of rods have been replaced with fresh fuel rods. In the left image the fuel rods 
are black, as they would be if they were irradiated, and in the right image they are shiny, to 
simulate unirradiated rods. The irradiated substituted rods are more clearly detectable than the 
unirradiate rods. 

 

FIG. 1. Simulated DCVD detector images. 
 
The fuel model used for creating the images above are simplified geometrically, but more realistic 
models have been done and compared to real images taken with the DCVD equipment. The results of 
these advanced models will be presented in this paper. 
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Spent fuels can be verified by measuring radiation attribute from fission products, activated 
structure components and transuranic elements that build up as a result of fission process. 
However, due to the intensive radiation and severe environment of spent fuel storage, the 
applicable radiation detectors and measurement techniques are very limited[1]. In Wolsung 
NPP, CANDU spent fuels discharge 16~24 bundles from the reactor core at everyday. Those 
are contained on a tray and the tray is stacked in the spent fuel pond. The IAEA verifies the 
spent fuels during the PIV(Physical Inventory Verification) period using a NDA or 
underwater viewing devices. However these devices cannot verify all the spent fuels in the 
pond area due to the funnel structure at the bottom layers of a stack. Currently, the IAEA and 
National inspector verifies the spent fuels using SCAV(Spent fuel CANDU Verifier) by 
moving vertically along the space in between the columns of trays. But, the detector size 
(abided by gamma shielding requirements) is very large and the detector cannot access to the 
spent fuel bundles due to the funnel structure. If the C/S fails, the inspector requires to move 
the trays for re-verification one by one. But this movement has given the burden and a 
potential danger to the facility, as well as a time consuming. The OFS system has very small 
sensor and it is possible to detect the spent fuel stored in difficult to access area. Fig. 1 shows 
the configuration of OFS system [2]. 

 

FIG. 1. The configuration of OFS. 

The detection part inserted between bundles in tray, which is around 1.5cm gap. The OFS 
system measures the gross gamma intensity as a function of vertical position by scanning the 
storage stack without moving the tray. The OFS system is consisting of scanning part, 
detection part and data acquisition part. In order to use this system as IAEA verification 
equipment, we are developing User Req. in consulted with IAEA. The draft version of User 
Req. has been developed. The main concepts of User Requirement are three principals; 
compact, user friendly and easily handle to decommissioning for system. Based on these 
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principal, the user req. would be made upon and the developing system should be established. 
The characteristics of the developing system like as follows; easily handle rolling position, 
digital indicator(find out the current position of the detector), PC sliding Guide, no vibration 
in putting the detector into the target position(damping function), Light weight(less than 40 
Kg). Fig. 2(a) describes the picture of the OFS system. Fig. 2(b) shows the measurement 
result using OFS system from bottom to upper layer of spent fuel. 
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FIG. 2(a). The picture of the OFS system  FIG. 2(b). Measurement result. 

 
From Fig. 2, OFS system detected the tray of 16 layers. The measurement result easily found 
out the clear peak as the spent fuel existed in each tray. The OFS system can be used to item 
counting tool for safeguard purpose.  
If the OFS system will be applied to IAEA inspection, then it will be minimized the 
inspection effort and impact on CANDU power plant operation. And if the OFS system will 
be admitted to the qualified verification tool from IAEA, the OFS system should be able to 
use to CANDU operation country for verification equipment.  
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The Additional Protocol (AP) is in force in all 25 Member States of the European Union 
(EU). The three APs related to the Safeguards Agreements INFCIRC/193, INFCIRC/263 and 
INFCIRC/290 entered into force on 30 April 2004 covering the fifteen states members of the 
EU at that time. These APs are all trilateral agreements between the IAEA, the Member States 
and the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom), reflecting the role of Euratom has 
as regional safeguards authority for accountancy and control (RSAC) in the European Union. 
They are also the only trilateral APs currently in force in the world.  

At the time of the EU enlargement in 2004 the AP was in force in seven of the ten new 
Member States. These States have been reporting to the IAEA on the basis of their bilateral 
APs for several years. In the remaining three new Member States the AP was brought into 
force after their accession to the EU. These states are now preparing their initial declarations. 

The European Commission is a supra-national body, which in addition to its role as a RSAC, 
is also a nuclear operator and an important component of Europe‘s nuclear research capacity. 
It therefore declares its own activities relevant to the AP as a separate entity and party to the 
AP. 

Thanks to its role as a focal point in implementing the AP in the European Union, the 
Commission has accumulated an ample experience in reporting, following up and in matters 
relating to Complementary Access. The paper reviews this experience and presents an outlook 
of the future challenges of the AP implementation in the EU.  
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The former Czechoslovakia acceded to the Non-Proliferation Treaty on 1 July 1968. 
Safeguards has been accepted as set forth in the Safeguards Agreement between the 
Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the IAEA published in the IAEA 
INFCIRC/153 which was signed on 1 March 1972 and entered into force on 3 March 1973. 
Based on requirements of the Safeguard Agreement the State System of Accounting for and 
Control of nuclear material has been established and the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy 
Commission was authorized to play the role of a regulator in this area.  
 
After dissolution of Czechoslovakia the Slovak Republic succeeded to the Safeguards 
Agreement. As a regulator the Nuclear Regulatory Authority of the Slovak Republic (UJD) 
has been constituted. 
 
A full legal frame of safeguards has been completed in the Act No. 130 Coll. on Peaceful Use 
of Nuclear Energy issued in 1998. Subsequently in 1999 the UJD defined in Decree No. 198 
details and requirements on accounting system. After European Union (EU) accession EU 
legislation became valid in the Slovak republic. In order to meet requirements described in 
Euratom Treaty and Regulation No. 302/2005 on the application of Euratom safeguards, it 
became necessary to adapt national legislation. On 1 December 2004 a new Atomic Law No. 
541/2004 Coll. on Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy entered into force. Following new Atomic 
Law and EU safeguards legislation Decree No. 54/2006 Coll. on the record-keeping system 
and control of nuclear material as well as notification of selected activities was issued. 
 
In the frame of strengthening the IAEA safeguards an implementation of the Protocol 
Additional became actual. As a first step an impact on legislation has been assessed. The 
Protocol Additional was signed by the government of the Slovak Republic in September 
1999. However, the Protocol could not be ratified, as the laws being in effect in the Slovak 
Republic in 1999 did not make it possible to meet all requirements resulting from the 
Protocol. To enable the ratification of the Protocol Additional, first of all it was necessary to 
amend the Atomic Law and associated regulations. 
 
On 21 June 2004 the president of the Slovak Republic has signed the letter of accession of 
Slovakia to the safeguards agreement INFCIRC/193 including the relevant Additional 
Protocol. On 1 December 2005 this agreement entered into force. During the period between 
1 May 2004 and 1 December 2005 the Slovak Republic had to report both to the IAEA 
(according INFCIRC/173) and to the European Commission (according to the Euratom Treaty 
and  Regulation No. 302/2005). Starting from 1 December 2005 the UJD has begun with the 
implementation of INFCIRC/193 and its Protocol Additional. 
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As an instrument supporting non-proliferation of nuclear weapons a control of export/import 
of nuclear material, nuclear related and dual-use material, equipment and technologies is 
being used. The government of the Slovak Republic like many other governments uses for 
this purpose licensing system.  
 
Basic principles for control of export/import of selected goods were defined in the Act No. 
26/2002. The act clearly describes requirement of exporters/importers and also responsibility 
and powers of the regulator which is the Ministry of Economy of SR issuing license. In like 
manner as for safeguards, after accession to the EU, Regulation 1334/2000 setting up a 
Community regime for the control of exports of dual-use items and technology entered into 
force.  
 
The role of the UJD in the export/import control system is anchored in the Act No. 541/2004 
Coll. The act gives the UJD power to issue permission for export/import of nuclear material, 
nuclear-related or dual-use material, equipment and technologies a list of which is included in 
Regulation 1334/2000. In issuing the permission the UJD strictly follows recommendations 
and requirements of the Regulation 1334/2000 and NSG guidelines published in the IAEA 
INFCIRC/254 and guidelines of the Zangger Committee published in the IAEA 
INFCIRC/209.  
 
The government of the Slovak Republic plays active role within activities of the NSG and the 
Zangger Committee aimed in strengthening non-proliferation regimes. Delegation of Slovakia 
is actively participating on activities of the NSG consultative group, which performs support 
to NSG plenary meetings.  
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National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control (CNCAN) is the national regulatory 
body with regulation, authorization and control responsibilities. CNCAN has the right and 
obligation to ensure that safeguards are applied, in accordance with the terms of the 
safeguards agreement, on all source or special fissionable material in all peaceful nuclear 
activities within the State, under its jurisdiction or carried out under its control anywhere, for 
the exclusive purpose of verifying that such material is not diverted to nuclear weapons or 
other nuclear explosive devices. CNCAN has built a strong primary and secondary legislation 
in order to have a strong legal framework to fulfill the NPT, Safeguards Agreement and 
Additional Protocol requirements. 

In respect of the non-proliferation issues CNCAN has as a major goal to strengthen the 
effectiveness and to improve the efficiency of the safeguards system. Also closer co-operation 
between the IAEA and CNCAN as coordinator of the national system of accounting for and 
control of nuclear material has been developed by organizing international and national 
seminars on the implementation of safeguards and the additional protocol. After the entry into 
force of the Additional Protocol, CNCAN prepared appropriate declarations and   answers to 
the relevant IAEA questions in order to obtain a drawn conclusion of the absence of 
undeclared nuclear material and nuclear activities within Romania territory. The IAEA 
evaluated in Romania not only the results of its nuclear material related activities under the 
Safeguards Agreement but also the results of its broader, more qualitative, evaluation and 
verification activities under the Additional Protocol. CNCAN assured that the IAEA 
inspectors have complementary access according to the Additional Protocol as requested in 
accordance with the provisions of the Safeguards Agreement and the Additional Protocol and 
cooperated in resolving in a timely manner, any questions or inconsistencies identified by the 
IAEA during its verification and evaluation activities. During 2001-2006 the IAEA performed 
in Romania 21 complementary accesses and took 21 samples.  

Training for the implementation of the Additional Protocol started in 2001 with a national 
seminar organized by the IAEA and CNCAN. In 2003 IAEA and CNCAN organized a 
regional seminar on the Additional Protocol implementation during 2004 - 2005 national 
seminars.  
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Bangladesh is deeply committed to nuclear non-proliferation. Signing and accesses to 
different unilateral protocols, agreements and treaties like Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT), Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), Safeguards Agreements, Nuclear 
Cooperation Agreements with the USA and other countries etc. are the manifestations of such 
commitment. The first of such agreements, the NPT was signed in August 1979. NPT is a 
national commitment that the signatory country will not engage in activities related on nuclear 
detonations. Subsequently a bilateral agreement entitled “Safeguards Agreements” was signed 
with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in June 1982. This provides for 
international verification of facilities and balancing of nuclear materials and the facility, 
TRIGA Mark-II Research Reactor Facility of Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission 
(BAEC) is inspected physically by the IAEA Safeguards Inspectors on an annual basis. For 
this purpose, a subsidiary arrangement was made with the IAEA, which had defined the scope 
of such verification. Bangladesh has also signed a Nuclear Cooperation Agreement with the 
USA on September 17, 1981, which facilitated export of nuclear technology from USA to 
Bangladesh. Bangladesh also signed another bilateral agreement entitled “Protocol Additional 
to the Safeguards Agreements” with the IAEA in March 30, 2001. The main purpose of this 
agreement is to provide the IAEA with information on “so called dual-purpose materials and 
facilities” including the front end and back end of the nuclear fuel cycle. Its enforcement 
required filing of an initial declaration, draft of which has been sent to the MOSICT for 
approval and transmittal to IAEA through the office of the permanent mission in Geneva. This 
protocol till to-date is the highest level of verification under the non-proliferation regime. The 
commitment of Bangladesh to non-proliferation is adequately reflected in this document. 
IAEA would decide on the modalities, frequency and scope of conducting its verification 
program on the basis of the declaration. It may be pointed out that the IAEA Inspectors are as 
a rule designated subject to their acceptance by the Government. After intensive preparatory 
works, Bangladesh signed the CTBT in October 1996. The Treaty was ratified in March 2000. 
This Treaty provides for an additional commitment of the signatory country that it would not 
conduct any nuclear detonation in the future. It may be pointed out that Bangladesh is one of 
the 34 countries of an exclusive list relevant to the Treaty. It was envisaged that the Treaty 
would not come into force until and unless each of these states signs the Treaty. This is a 
manifestation of Bangladesh’s potential nuclear capabilities and by signing this Bangladesh 
has adequately and convincingly reiterated its commitment to the international community 
about its peaceful intentions. 
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Atomic Energy Research Establishment (AERE) is the largest R&D establishment of the 
BAEC.  It is about 40km away from the Dhaka city. It is the only establishment in the country 
where nuclear materials are being used. The 3 MW TRIGA Mark-II research reactor of BAEC 
has been operating since September 14, 1986. The reactor is used for radioisotope production 
(131I, 99mTc, 46Sc), various R&D activities, manpower training and education.  As a facility 
and material balance area, AERE facilities have been designated by the Agency (IAEA) as 
BDA-, BD-A and BDZ- respectively.  The facilities at AERE which are of concern from 
safeguards point of view are the 3MW TRIGA Mk-II research reactor and the radioisotope 
production laboratory. The reactor facility has fuel elements and fission chambers where 
nuclear materials are used.  Where as the radioisotope production laboratory has isotope 
transfer cask made from depleted uranium. Accounting of nuclear materials is carried out by 
maintaining and routinely updating several records as recommended by IAEA and standards 
prescribed/adopted by the Nuclear Safety and Radiation Control Regulations of BAEC.  
Nuclear fuel was first imported into the country in 1985.  Fuels were loaded into the reactor 
core on 13 September 1986.  IAEA safeguards inspectors visited the facility for the first time 
in 1986.  Since then the facility is inspected regularly on annual basis by two or three 
inspectors at a time. The inventories of nuclear materials at AERE include several kilograms 
of 19.7% enriched uranium in the form of TRIGA fuels, several kilograms of depleted 
uranium in the form of shielding for the radioisotope transfer cask and a few grams of 99.3% 
enriched uranium in the form of fission chambers.  A few of the fuels are still fresh and they 
have been stored in the fresh fuel storage room.  Rest of the fuels is loaded into the reactor 
core.  The facility has not yet generated any spent fuel.  According to the safety analysis 
report (SAR), the initial core loading is capable of producing about 1278 megawatt-days of 
energy.  But as of now, the figure for the total cumulative burn-up stands only at around 392 
megawatt-days with the total operating hours of about 5140 hrs.  However it is expected that 
after completion of the ongoing reactor system-upgrading program, utilization of the reactor 
will be increased manifolds and as result the burn up figure will rise sharply. 

BAEC with its limited resources is always trying hard to strengthen the safeguards and 
physical protection programs around its reactor and associated facilities.  As a part of this 
strengthening program, close circuit TV (CCTV) system has been installed at the reactor 
facility.  Other physical protection devices such as balanced magnetic switch, infrared motion 
detector, electronic access control system etc. are also being considered for installation at the 
facilities of AERE. Presently AERE does not have any facility to measure the actual amount 
of nuclear materials in its possession.  For ascertaining the amount of the inventory, AERE 
needs to depend solely on the information provided by the manufacturer/supplier of the 
product containing the nuclear material.  It is, therefore, strongly felt that necessary facilities 
should be developed and required manpower to be trained such that amount of nuclear 
material declared by the manufacturer/supplier could be ascertained independently.  

Bangladesh is committed for peaceful use of nuclear energy.  As a part of its commitment it 
has signed and rectified almost all the international treaties, agreements, protocols, in 
connection with the nuclear non-proliferation.  It has also signed relevant international 
convention related to nuclear and radiation safety.  Bangladesh will continue all its efforts in 
order to strengthen the nuclear non-proliferation regime so as to achieve a peaceful world for 
the generations to come.  To achieve the goal, it will welcome all sorts of cooperation and 
help from various International Agencies and technically developed nations. 
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Cuba has been involved in the implementation of IAEA’s safeguards for around 25 years. 

From the very beginning of its nuclear power program, partial safeguards agreements for each 
of its nuclear facilities were subscribed between Cuba and the Agency since 1980. Later, in 
1999 and following the establishment of measures for strengthening effectiveness and 
improving efficiency of the IAEA’s safeguards system by the international community, Cuba 
signed an additional protocol to its safeguards agreements in force at that time. 

During this period (1980-2004) Cuba established a State System for Accounting for and 
Control of nuclear materials (SSAC) along with its legal support. For almost 14 years the 
IAEA carried out inspections aimed at verifying the compliance with its safeguards 
commitments by Cuba. 

Cuba made a further commitment towards a global and regional nuclear non proliferation, 
peace and international security, when on September 14th, 2002 decided to become a member 
of both the Treaty for the prohibition of nuclear weapons in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
and the Treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. 

In September 2003, Cuba decided to sign, simultaneously with the Agency, a Safeguards 
Agreement and its Additional Protocol, which entered into force on June 6th, 2004. 

The present stage has been characterized by the strengthening of its SSAC and its legal 
support along with the negotiation and instrumentation of its new safeguards commitments. 
Since June 2004 the IAEA has been involved in the verification of the correctness and 
completeness of the information provided by Cuba as part of its obligations.  
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The co-operation within the framework of the Quadripartite Agreement is an on going activity 
and the success of a regional and an international safeguards system working together relies 
on the good coordination between the parties.  The requirement for both efficient and 
effective safeguards, as well as the requirement for both Agencies (ABACC and IAEA) to 
minimize inspector resources and intrusiveness while applying safeguards, and the need for 
each Agency to be able to reach its own independent conclusions, makes coordination 
complex and sometimes difficult. In addition to this the introduction of new safeguards 
policies, new safeguards approaches, new technologies and equipment increases the 
complexity of the relationship between the two Agencies. 

This paper presents a description of the main co-ordination activities achieved between 
ABACC and the IAEA in the framework of the Quadripartite Agreement, INFCIRC/435, 
during the last four years. Introduction of new policies, new safeguards approaches and 
activities at sensitive installations, optimization of inspection effort, establishment of 
inspection procedures for non-usual activities, implementation and use of safeguards 
equipment on a joint use basis, coordination of equipment supply and maintenance, and 
implementation of new  techniques in the field are considered. The paper presents an 
overview on the planning, implementation and results analysis of inspection activities and 
how joint inspection activities have contributed towards the safeguards system. Some views 
are also presented on further improvements and what is foreseen in the near future within the 
framework of integrated safeguards. 
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Development of new safeguards instrumentation for use by the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) is spurred by a number of factors:  Technical issues include issues such as the 
emergence of new technologies and the inevitable obsolescence of system components.  
Policy-related issues include changes in safeguards policies, new approaches to the 
safeguarding of excess material, and the introduction of new types of facilities to be 
safeguarded.  To cope with these issues, development projects are required that migrate 
between current safeguards systems and state-of-the-art technology.  These projects usually 
involve IAEA staff as well as Member States and their support programs, the private sector, 
and research and development institutions.  One such development project currently 
underway is the migration between the IAEA’s DCM-14 based surveillance system to the 
Next Generation Surveillance System (NGSS).  The challenges and opportunities of the 
NGSS project include those factors that prompted the migration, the development of user 
requirements, the selection of appropriate development partners and funding resources, and 
issues in the development itself.  This paper will outline the challenges, issues, opportunities, 
and synergies that relate to safeguards instrumentation migration, using the NGSS project as 
an example.  The problems necessitating new development will be outlined, as will the 
management of these problems from project initiation until new instrumentation is available 
for replacement.  The generation of user requirements will be explained in detail.  Focus will 
be given to how to best manage this process in order to produce requirements that will be 
useful both during the development project and after the migration is completed.  The 
challenges and opportunities in the selection and procurement process will then be 
highlighted, followed by the structure of the actual development project.  Finally, some 
general comments and recommendations on how a comprehensive lifecycle management plan 
for safeguards instrumentations could alleviate migration problems and the pressure to 
quickly complete development projects will conclude the paper. 
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ESARDA is the European Safeguards Research and Development Association. Among the 
various activities of the association, Working Groups are established to promote and 
undertake collaborative R&D and information exchange activities in various fields. The 
Working Group for techniques and standards for Non-Destructive Analysis (ESARDA NDA-
WG) was established with the mission to provide the Safeguards Community with expert 
advice on Non Destructive Analysis methods, procedures, reference materials and on the 
performance of NDA methods, as stated in the Terms of Reference. 

The achievement of the above objective can be obtained through a series of tasks: 

1. Maintain a list of NDA methods and instruments currently used or under development 
for accountancy and verification purposes. 

2. Determine the reliability of NDA methods where possible with inter-comparison 
exercises of safeguards measurements. 

3. Advise EURATOM and IAEA on the implementation of new and improved methods 
and advise on areas where R and D is needed. 

4. Promote and coordinate R and D programs to fulfill safeguards and nuclear material 
management needs. 

5. Promote the systematic and correct use of Reference Materials. 

6. Assess and disseminate Performance Values for Uncertainties in NDA methods of 
nuclear material measurement. 

7. Participate in the review, and promote the use of, International Target Values for 
uncertainties in measurements of nuclear material. 

8. Consider sampling errors and sampling problems and their significance for NDA 
results. 

9. Promote the use of internationally agreed definitions and terminology in the reporting 
of measurement results. 
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10. Assist in the development of new NDA methods in support of new safeguards 
requirements. 

11. Promote cooperation with other working groups and the inspection authorities. 

12. Collaborate with other working groups to develop comprehensive and integrated tools 
to fulfill new safeguards requirements. 

The paper will describe the major projects (ongoing or recently completed) undertaken by the 
NDA Working Group. 

In the field of general NDA Instrumentation the WG has participated to the redaction of the 
document on “International Target Values 2000 for Measurement Uncertainties in 
Safeguarding Nuclear Materials”. Then the real performances of NDA instruments have been 
reviewed in the document “Performance Values for NDA techniques applied to safeguards”. 
Another performance value document for NDA techniques applied to waste sentencing is in 
progress. Together with the C/S-WG, a joint document on “Guidelines for developing 
Unattended Remote Monitoring and Measurement Systems” has been issued. Finally a 
collection of NDA instrument characteristics is going to be compiled in a data-base. 

In the field of gamma spectrometry several inter-comparisons have been organized, the last 
one was the Pu-2000 exercise, in order to assess the capabilities of this technique. This has 
recently found an important milestone in the organization of the Workshop on “Gamma 
Evaluation Codes for Plutonium and Uranium Isotope Abundance Measurements by High-
Resolution Gamma Spectrometry: Current Status and Future Challenges” held in Karlsruhe in 
November 2005. A large variety of uranium and plutonium spectra acquired during these 
exercises has been collected in the “ESARDA U/Pu Spectra Library” available on the web for 
anyone who wants to use them to assess the performance of a spectra analysis code. 

The working group is currently organising an inter-comparison exercise of measurement 
techniques applied to the characterisation of plutonium in waste drums. 

A large interest is devoted to the application of Monte Carlo techniques to the numerical 
simulation of neutron counters. Three benchmark exercises have been carried out in the last 
years in order to assess the capabilities of Monte Carlo to reproduce the experimental data: 
one was on a simple geometry in order to analyse the influence of the main physical 
parameters, a second one on the real coincidence calculation for an active neutron collar and 
the third one on a passive multiplicity counter. The WG is also redacting a “Good Practice 
Guide in the use of Numerical Simulation in NDA”. 
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Secure, reliable and cost-effective communications are becoming an increasingly important 
tool for safeguards verification. This trend began with the initiation of remote monitoring 
implementation, where secure and cost effective data communications were required both to 
satisfy the confidentiality requirements of Member States and in order to meet the rigorous 
data authenticity requirements which allow the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
to draw credible and independent conclusions. 

In addition, the implementation of additional protocols  and integrated safeguards increases 
the importance of information (obtained in the course of an inspection, visit, complementary 
access or design information verification) being analyzed and corroborated with other 
information sources stored at IAEA Headquarters or Regional Offices, often while the 
inspector is still on-site. This requires the capability of enabling the inspector, wherever he is 
in the field, to communicate with the IAEA data network via secure voice, video or data 
communications. The data network should allow the inspector firstly to ‘push’ information to 
Headquarters, thereby providing Agency managers with the ability to evaluate data in close to 
real time, and secondly to ‘pull’ information from IAEA databases for further evaluation in 
the field. 

In order to improve the IAEA’s present capabilities in the area of secure data 
communications, in 2005 the Department of Safeguards initiated cooperation with the 
European Space Agency (ESA) on secure satellite communications. Within the framework of 
this cooperation, as well as testing the ESA provided satellite terminal at IAEA Headquarters 
and in a nuclear facility, two feasibility studies were carried out to address the viability of 
end-to-end communications services based on existing in-orbit and on-ground infrastructures 
(short term) and also the potential deployment of advanced satellite communications based 
services in line with the anticipated future demands of IAEA safeguards. 

The present paper will present the results of the aforementioned studies, including cost benefit 
analyses and possible implementation options, while at the same time assessing how 
improved communications associated with other Headquarters infrastructure can improve 
IAEA capabilities for safeguards implementation. 
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To permit valid conclusions to be drawn from safeguards data, it is essential that this data be 
authentic.  That is, it must be known that the data originated from the intended source, that the 
data was not changed in transit and that it is not a repeat or delayed copy of previous data.  
Furthermore a compromise of the source must not permit new trusted data to be generated and 
should not invalidate previous data.  Authentication should be designed into safeguards 
systems instead of being added later.  Failure to integrate authentication early in the design 
results in systems that are expensive or possibly impossible to deploy securely.  This paper 
gives some of the factors that should be considered and some of the methods that can be 
employed for ensuring high security while minimizing cost.  The paper is a compilation of 
some of the lessons learned by the authors during the last few years of working with the 
authentication of these systems.  Examples are given of approaches that worked well and 
some that the authors found less successful. 

More use is being made of unattended and remote monitoring, and more facilities are 
becoming heavily automated.  In some cases sensors and data generators may be deployed in 
many locations within a facility and may not be easily accessed (or may be located in 
hazardous locations).  Because of these factors, physical access is becoming more limited, so 
safeguards systems must be designed to maximize reliability and to minimize inspection and 
maintenance time.  For example, tamper indicating enclosures are only effective when they 
are adequately inspected, thus the number, size, and complexity of tamper indicating 
enclosures should be minimized.  This might be accomplished by applying cryptographic data 
authentication at the sensor thus avoiding the need to install tamper indicating conduit (The 
inspection of long runs of conduit is difficult and expensive.) 

The proper use of standard internationally accepted protocols for data authentication and 
confidentiality protection leverages the use of protocols which have undergone significant 
peer review and potentially allows the use of commercially available software and hardware.  
These commercial products are sometimes available with security certifications, reducing the 
need to conduct custom and expensive vulnerability assessments.  The cryptographic tokens 
used in the Sign and Forward system and the hardware used for the virtual private networks 
employed in remote monitoring systems are examples of this approach. 

A modular approach for security critical components has many benefits.  There is a much 
higher probability that the components can be used in multiple applications, allowing designs 
to be reused, and reducing training and maintenance requirements.  By the proper partitioning 
of the security critical functions to modules, rather than distributing them throughout the 
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system, the complexity of the security assessment is reduced leading to reduced costs and 
increased confidence.    

Every security critical component must have a method for verifying that the integrity of the 
system has not been compromised when a possibility exists that unauthorized individuals 
might have accessed the equipment.  Some examples of how this can be accomplished are 
included in the paper. 

The use of public key cryptography helps to minimize the security issues associated with the 
use of secret keys in multiple locations, so this technology is a desired alternative to the 
symmetric key cryptosystems employed in much of the existing safeguards equipment.  

There are also many new issues that must be examined, such as the possibility of remotely 
maintaining systems without compromising their security and remotely upgrading the 
software to address newly discovered security problems. 

Active tamper indication is also a technology that should increasingly play a role in the 
systems that will be developed and deployed in future systems. 
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One of the activities related to a research reactor can be neutron irradiation of various uranium 
targets. The targets may contain encapsulated UO2 in pellet or powder forms. The uranium 
mass in one target can be between grams and several hundred grams. Irradiation of the larger 
uranium masses in one target would be inefficient because of the neutron flux degradation 
inside the target. The irradiation time can vary from several hours to one to two years. The 
irradiated targets discharged from the reactor should be cooled for a certain time before any 
other measurements or chemical separation will be performed. The cooling time can vary 
from half a year to several years or even longer. The State’s declaration provides information 
on the uranium enrichment, quantity of the irradiated uranium and irradiation history of the 
targets. 
 
The objectives of the safeguards verification activity are: 
 
- To confirm that targets were irradiated during the declared time period. 
- To confirm the irradiation parameters, namely cooling and irradiation time. 
- To confirm that the declared material was irradiated. 
- To confirm that the declared quantity of material was irradiated. 
 
On-site inspection will be necessary to count, weigh targets and make high resolution gamma 
spectrometry (HRGS) measurements of the selected targets. Several targets should be sent for 
destructive analysis (DA). 
 
The HRGS measurements provide information on the gamma activities of the fission products 
(FP) such as 137Cs, 134Cs, 106Ru, 144Ce, 125Sb, 154Eu and 155Eu. These isotopes can be measured 
at cooling times between 3 and 12 years and if the cladding material of the targets is not 
stainless steel. Otherwise, it would not be possible to measure FP other than 137Cs because of 
the high background originated from the 60Co radiation. The uranium enrichment can be 
measured in the targets irradiated with a very short period of time (< 1 hour). Both FP and 
uranium enrichment can be measured with one large planar HPGe detector. The ISOCS 
software package can be used for estimation of the UO2 density in the targets and overall 
detection efficiency. The gamma activities of the above mentioned isotopes or their activity 
ratios are used for verification of the irradiation and cooling time. 
 
The cooling and irradiation time (Tirr, Tcool) can be evaluated by fitting of the FP activities or 
activity ratios calculated with an irradiation code (IC) to the measured values. The IC models 
the irradiation process using a 2 groups approximation for the neutron flux. The input data of 
the IC is: initial composition of the sample, irradiation parameters (neutron flux, Tirr, Tcool), 
nuclear data (fission yields and decay constants) and effective neutron cross-sections. The 
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data that depend on the design of the research reactor can be taken from open sources and the 
design information questionnaire. The fitting of the calculated activities or activity ratios to 
the measured values is performed by the least square method. The minimised parameter is 
CHISQUARE defined by equation: 

CHISQUARE = SQRT ((Σ wi [Ai(Tirr, Tcool) – Ai (meas)]2)/N), 

where Ai(Tirr, Tcool) and Ai (meas) are calculated and measured activities of the isotope i, N is 
number of the fitted isotope activities, wi = 1/[∆Ai (meas)]2 and  ∆Ai (meas)- uncertainty of the 
activity of the isotope i. The sum is taken over measured isotopes. 

The sub-samples of the irradiated UO2 can be retrieved from the samples taken for DA in a 
hot cell after an examination of the capsules by neutron radiography. The DA results are 
uranium, plutonium content and isotopic composition. The 241Am activity is measured by 
HRGS and/or by alpha spectrometry. The cooling time should be estimated using 241Am/241Pu 
ratio. 

The DA data can be used for 238U, 239Pu and 235U neutron cross-sections corrections. These 
corrections can improve agreement between calculated and measured plutonium by a factor of 
two. The calculated plutonium content gives an estimate of the total Pu in the irradiated 
uranium targets. 
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The three non-destructive measurement techniques involved in CANEGA allow the direct 
determination of six measurable quantities: the effective mass of Pu-240 from neutron 
coincidence counting, the thermal power P from calorimetry, and the plutonium isotope ratios 
238/239, 240/239 and 241/239 and 241Am/239 from gamma spectrometry. In this manner the 
CANEGA measurement approach provides a more complete fingerprint for any plutonium-
bearing sample under assay. 

The combination of the measured quantities not only leads to an improvement of the 
plutonium assay through redundant and complementary measurement information, but also 
allows one to derive a more reliable estimate for the 242Pu isotope abundance not measurable 
by gamma spectrometry. In this paper the performance of the CANEGA assay approach for 
242Pu abundance and Pu mass determination is outlined and demonstrated from measurements 
on a set of realistic Safeguards samples.  

A conceptual feasibility and design study for a transportable CANEGA prototype instrument 
has been carried out with the aim of defining the most promising and advantageous 
instrument configuration. Detailed design modelling for the individual measurement 
techniques in the envisaged instrument layout are presented and discussed in the paper. 
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The challenges in nuclear safeguards have significantly changed over the last decades. In the 
early days after implementation of safeguards agreements (INFCIRC 153) and the Euratom 
regulation 3227/76, measurements of nuclear material were the backbone of the verification 
measures. These measurements served the verification of declared amounts of nuclear 
material. In this period electrochemical or physicochemical measurement techniques (e.g. 
titration, coulometry or mass spectrometry) and radiometric techniques (gamma spectrometry, 
neutron coincidence counting) were the work horses for sample analysis.  

On the one side the measurement techniques have evolved and on the other side also the 
safeguards requirements have changed. The introduction of strengthened safeguards, the 
implementation of the additional protocol (INFCIRC 540) and the nuclear material 
intercepted from illicit trafficking led to a more investigative character of analytical 
measurements. Consequently, the new sample types triggered the transfer of analytical 
techniques from the environmental area, from materials science or from the geological or 
cosmological area to the safeguards community. Environmental analysis and nuclear forensic 
science are experiencing significant developments and profit from the interdisciplinary 
approach. 

The more specific questions will be asked in safeguards with respect to a given sample, the 
more investigative analytical methodologies will be required and the more thorough, 
interpretative and comparative evaluation of results needs to be done. Specific applications, 
possibly in combination with only minute amounts of sample call for methods of high 
sensitivity, low detection limits, high selectivity and high accuracy. The selection of the 
method or combination of methods is done according to the sample and according to the 
information required. 
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The ESARDA (European Safeguards Research and Development Association) Working 
Group on Destructive Analysis (WGDA) has been created almost three decades ago, when 
chemical methods were the workhorses of sample analysis for accountancy and verification 
purposes. Today, the majority of measurements for element and isotope assay is performed by 
radiometric techniques and chemical or physico-chemical methods are applied essentially for 
quality control purposes or when superior accuracy is required (e.g. bias defect detection). In 
modern safeguards, much more information on a sample may be required than simply its 
content in fissile material.   

The ESARDA WG DA acted as a forum for measurement experts for exchanging experience 
and views on the scientific and technical questions related to sample analysis. The group has 
been addressing issues on measurement quality (e.g. Target Values), on measurement 
methods, on sampling errors, on environmental samples and on nuclear forensic samples. 

The paper will provide an overview on the activities of the group and describe the shift in 
emphasis that the work programme of the group experienced. 
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More precise, accurate and prompt analyses of uranium and plutonium in various types of 
environmental samples are increasingly requested from the Clean Laboratory Unit, 
Safeguards Analytical Laboratory of IAEA in recent years [1]. Particles show unique 
information and up to now, the secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) has been employed 
for the uranium and plutonium particle analysis. The SIMS that is the most rapid method for 
particle analysis has, however, disadvantages for the analysis of the minor isotopes like U-234 
and U-236, i.e., not precise enough. The SIMS measurement also has a difficulty on Pu 
determination because of the interference of U-based isobaric signals. In this study, a 
combination of techniques, picking-up particles by a manipulator attached to a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM), followed by uranium and plutonium chemical purification and 
measurement by an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) and thermal 
ionization mass spectrometer (TIMS), was demonstrated for particle analysis using standard 
materials (NBS U500 and NBS 947) to develop a particle-chemical analysis.  

The particles were picked up using a glass needle with gold-carbon coating and the 
manipulator. The standard particle samples were mounted on a carbon planchet and each 
particle was picked up and transferred onto a silicon piece. After taking out the silicon pieces 
from the SEM chamber, a drop of HNO3 (0.3 M for uranium and 3 M for plutonium) was 
added. The particle on the Si piece was kept in a Teflon vial and dissolved with 15M HNO3. 
The solution was diluted to 2% HNO3 and directly measured by ICP-MS or concentrated to 
1µl for the TIMS measurements. All Si pieces and Teflon vials were cleaned and the blanks 
were measured before use. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the SEM image of a uranium particle and its energy dispersive X-ray 
(EDX) spectrum, respectively. The results of the isotope ratios (236U/238U, 235U/238U and 
234U/238U) from eight particles with diameters of a few µm of NBS U500 measured by a 
sector field ICP-MS are in good agreement with the certified values within the standard 
deviation. The standard deviations ranged from a few percent to thirty percent in these 
measuremsnts. The uncertainty improved as a function of the size of the particle. 

The results of both TIMS and ICP-MS methods will be compared in detail and the application 
of these methods to the analysis of plutonium particles taken from an inspection sample will 
be presented. 
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FIG. 2. EDX spectrum of uranium
particle (NBS U500) on silicon piece.
The peaks of uranium appear at
2.48keV (Mζ1) 3.18keV (Mα), 3.34keV
(Mβ), 3.55keV (Mγ). 
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FIG. 1. SEM image of uranium
particle (NBS U500) on silicon piece.
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Quantitative measurements of plutonium and uranium represent established and indispensable 
key measures for the assessment and verification of the nuclear material balance in nuclear 
materials safeguards. The required measurements are traditionally performed with high 
accuracy by means of conventional non destructive and destructive analytical techniques. 
With the introduction of new highly sensitive techniques in nuclear analytical laboratories 
allowing reliable measurements of trace elements in nuclear material samples, additional 
verification techniques now become feasible and applicable in nuclear safeguards.  

The spectrum of impurities contained in any nuclear material represents a memory of its 
history and can be regarded as a fingerprint. For example, uranium materials at different 
production or reprocessing steps are in a contact with different chemical and physical media. 
These will inevitably leave their signature in the form of impurities in the nuclear material, 
thereby providing hints to their origin and sites of production.  

In this paper we present results of impurity measurements in different types of uranium 
materials (Yellow cake, UF6 and UO2), illustrating the significant variation in the respective 
spectrum of impurities.  

Specifically, we will show an example of twenty UF6 materials with the same uranium 
enrichment and different origins yielding twenty different impurity spectra. This information, 
if adequately interpreted and analysed, can provide useful input data for more efficient and 
extended verification schemes in nuclear safeguards. 
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A high-resolution sector field ICP-MS (SF-ICP-MS) (ThermoElectron ELEMENT2) with an 
ESI Apex high sensitivity inlet system and ESI autosampler was installed at the IAEA 
Safeguards Analytical Laboratory (SAL) in late 2005.  The instrument has at least three 
intended uses: (1) quality control in the form of uranium determinations from room blank 
samples collected in the IAEA Clean Laboratory and process blank samples from U-Pu 
chemical separations of environmental safeguards samples, (2) forensics in the form of trace 
element determinations in nuclear samples collected by IAEA Safeguards inspectors, and (3) 
rapid determination of uranium isotopic composition from diluted samples collected from 
uranium enrichment facilities.  The validation of the methods for (2) and (3) will be reported 
at a later date.  The importance of (1) bears on the frequency of QC measurements and 
therefore the confidence of cleanliness of the critical working areas within the Clean 
Laboratory. 

Here we report the results of method validation quality control samples collected in the SAL 
Clean Laboratory.  The ELEMENT2 is located in the nuclear chemistry area of the SAL, 
therefore the validation, which requires the analysis of uranium concentrations down to 10 
ppq, was envisioned as a significant challenge.  The need for careful chemical treatment and 
standard preparation techniques was recognized in order to mitigate potential external 
contamination effects.  A series of uranium standards covering the concentration level from 
1000 ppq down to 10 ppq was prepared gravimetrically in the SAL Clean Laboratory and 
transferred and measured on the ELEMENT2.  Although the measurements were not made 
under clean room conditions, uranium down to 10 ppq was measured with good linearity and 
repeatability.  The associated standard deviations were typically below 10%.  Due to the 
uranium background in the lab, concentration measurements below 10 ppq were much more 
variable, and therefore the reliable detection limit for uranium is in the lower picogram range.  
The validation approach encompassed more than 300 measurements and tested instrument 
signal stability, selectivity, sensitivity, linearity and consistency within short and long time 
frames.  The results presented here show that a SF-ICP-MS placed in a nuclear laboratory can 
make reliable determinations of uranium down to 10 ppq when preparation and handling 
techniques are carefully considered and carried out.  The use of the SF-ICP-MS for quality 
control in the IAEA SAL Clean Laboratory will significantly improve confidence in all 
safeguards activities by allowing for greater frequency of sample collection and measurement 
due to the instrument’s rapid analysis times and high throughput compared to TIMS. 
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A new method for the production of certified uranium oxide particles has been set up at 
IRMM. The goal is to realistically reproduce particles found in an enrichment facility. A 
small glass vial containing milligram amounts of a certified UF6 material is brought into the 
reaction vessel of the aerosol deposition generator. By breaking the vial, UF6 escapes and 
hydrolyses, forming particles that deposit on 25 mm diameter collection planchets, normally 
made of carbon. With this instrument we are able to simulate to a certain extent the conditions 
under which particles are formed from small leaks of UF6 gas during manipulations of the 
connections to the plant.  

The morphology and the elemental and isotopic composition of the particles were determined 
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and 
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). 

From our experience with the first aerosol deposition generator, we decided to develop a new 
model which is more adapted to setting temperature and humidity. The new aerosol 
deposition generator is vacuum-tight, slightly larger and made of aluminium instead of 
stainless steel. This makes it lighter and allows a better heat transfer through the walls of the 
vessel in case the temperature of the air is a factor. The generator is equipped with a Rotronic 
hygrometer for temperature and humidity read-out and has a plateau which can carry up to 6 
carbon planchets at the bottom of the vessel.  

The first tests demonstrated that by varying temperature and humidity of the air in the 
generator, the particle morphology can be altered. It has been observed that under high 
humidity conditions (around 60 % relative humidity) particles were almost spherical. When 
the UF6 is exposed to a dry atmosphere (10 – 20 %), very fine particles were formed. At 
intermediate humidity conditions, particles had an irregular shape. Under all humidity 
conditions investigated, particle size varied between 0.4 and 2.5 micrometer.  

Not only the morphology of the particles is humidity-dependent, but also the degree of 
agglomeration: particles that were formed in a dry atmosphere (10 - 20 % relative humidity) 
formed large chains of smaller particles (up to several hundreds of micrometers), in addition 
to small single particles. On the other hand, particles formed under high humidity conditions 
did not show any agglomeration.   

Whether particles agglomerate in the gas phase or on the carbon planchets was determined by 
using a filter in the vessel. Its primary purpose was to filter out the glass shards from breaking 
the vial. Different materials and pore sizes were tested and filters were placed at different 
heights in the reaction vessel. 
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To determine the impact of swiping and the subsequent transfer to carbon planchets, the 
heptane extraction technique was used on the particles produced at IRMM. Altough the 
transfer efficiency is still low, particles have been transferred successfully, yet changes in 
morphology have been observed. 

From our results so far we can conclude that many factors determine the particle composition 
and shape. However, particles can be produced in a reproducible way with a size distribution 
around 1 micrometer. It is clear that the particle morphology can contain important 
information on the circumstances in which particles were formed and these findings could 
give us more information on the history of particles found in real swipes. 

 

 

Fig. 1. SEM image of uranium oxide particles  produced with the aerosol deposition 
generator at low relative humidity conditions: Very fine single particles are present on the 
planchet in addition to chains of particles. 
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The Bush Administration has announced a new Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP) 
that seeks increased U.S. and global energy security while promoting nonproliferation by 
expanding use of economical, carbon-free, proliferation-resistant nuclear energy to meet 
growing electricity demand. The key elements of GNEP include the expansion of domestic use 
of nuclear power; demonstration of proliferation resistant recycling; the minimization of nuclear 
waste; the development of advanced burner reactors; the establishment of reliable global fuel 
services; the demonstration of small scale reactors; and the reestablishment of advanced nuclear 
safeguards. If it succeeds, the Partnership would demonstrate the critical technologies needed to 
change the way used nuclear fuel is managed – to build recycling technologies that enhance 
energy security in a safe and environmentally responsible manner, while simultaneously 
promoting nonproliferation. National and international acceptance, as well as the success, of 
GNEP will depend in large part on early demonstration of the nonproliferation elements, 
including advanced safeguards and proliferation resistance, of all GNEP fuel cycle elements. 
An enhanced, systematic, defense-in-depth approach to nonproliferation that acknowledges the 
changing threat space and new technological possibilities opened by GNEP is essential. The 
prospects for GNEP are also dependent on developments in the wider nonproliferation arena, 
including initiatives being pursued by the United States, the International Atomic Energy 
Agency, the Nuclear Suppliers Group and the Group of Eight. Not only are these efforts critical 
to the success of GNEP, but they remain valuable in their own right This paper will assess the 
importance of the nonproliferation elements of GNEP, the nonproliferation challenges that 
might arise during efforts to transition to the GNEP vision and the potential long-term impacts 
of the partnership. 
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Future nuclear energy systems are studied and discussed actively in international frameworks 
such as Generation IV International Forum (GIF), International Project on Innovative Nuclear 
Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO), and the Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP) 
proposed by US. In order for this system to be accepted by international communities, the 
proposed nuclear energy system should be highly safe and proliferation resistant. In other 
words, the deployed nuclear facilities should keep the accident risk and proliferation risk low 
and at acceptable levels during the entire facility lifetime. In this regard, maintaining 
transparency among nation-states and international communities is a critical key for the future 
global deployment of nuclear fuel cycles. 

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC), 
which is the forerunner of Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA), have been developing a 
“Nuclear Transparency Framework” concept known as Advanced Nuclear Fuel Cycle 
Transparency Concept since 2003. This concept can provide an environment in which to 
exchange scientific and technological information regarding nuclear material and technology 
to ensure their safe and legitimate use. For a variety of reasons, nuclear facilities are 
becoming increasingly automated and will require minimum manual operation. A framework 
that monitors process information continuously can lead to greater transparency of nuclear 
fuel cycle activities and can demonstrate the ability of proliferation resistance associated with 
these activities. 

In 2005, SNL and JNC/JAEA entered a cooperative program to demonstrate a methodology 
for assessing proliferation risk in support of overall plant transparency.  The Advanced Fuel 
Cycle Transparency Framework Concept was developed, and is being implemented at the 
Fuel Handling Training Model designed for “Monju”, prototype Fast Reactor at the 
International Nuclear Information and Training Center (ITC) of Tsuruga Head Office. 
“Monju” is a fully automated facility and the training model reproduces the entire Monju fuel 
handling process.  Process data from the training model is collected in a secure database at the 
ITC.  This information is then transmitted via an encrypted Virtual Private Network, where 
SNL analysts examine the data using the Transparency Software.  The software compares 
real-time activity interpreted from the process data against declared, legitimate activity.  Any 
anomalous signals or undeclared activity would then generate an alert or an increase in the 
proliferation potential and risk. 
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Transparency Framework Functionality 

This concept will expand the capabilities of transparency systems by providing the means for 
real-time monitoring and analysis of proliferation potentials and risk.  Such a system could 
contribute significantly to international agreements between nation-states and the IAEA, 
providing for the safe deployment of future nuclear fuel cycles.  This paper will describe the 
concept, implementation plan, and status of the project and exhibit progress towards the first 
demonstration of the system. 
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The current international safeguards regime could be significantly improved by considering 
new approaches for how safeguards technologies and proliferation resistance could be 
“designed into” new and existing nuclear facilities.  The global expansion in the demand for 
electricity, the increasing size and capacity of gas centrifuge enrichment plants to meet the 
projected demands of the nuclear power industry, and the need to protect sensitive 
technologies against nuclear weapons proliferation place additional emphasis on improving 
the current approach.  This paper proposes that integrating proliferation resistance into the 
design of future nuclear facilities will provide the most effective and efficient method of 
preventing the production and diversion of nuclear material and sensitive technologies.  To 
effectively integrate proliferation resistance into new and existing nuclear facilities, a 
systematic approach must be developed that can be implemented at a national level that 
facilitates efficient International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards.  The basic 
approach is modeled after the approach utilized in the integration of safety into the design of 
nuclear facilities.  This model will be familiar to the international nuclear community because 
its goal is to implement proliferation resistance and safeguards as a regulatory concept both in 
U.S. practice and as an IAEA convention (e.g., Nuclear Regulatory Commission Nuclear 
Regulations in the United States and IAEA Information Circulars).  To facilitate this, an 
Integrated Proliferation Resistance Analysis (IPRA) process must be developed to 
systematically examine a facility’s processes, systems, equipment, structures, and activities to 
ensure that all relevant proliferation scenarios that could result in unacceptable consequences 
have been adequately evaluated and mitigated.  IPRA also takes into consideration the 
development of design criteria, which defines intrinsic and extrinsic proliferation resistance 
features, to mitigate vulnerabilities.  For facilities that are already constructed, a key feature of 
the suggested approach is a thorough analysis of existing systems, structures, and components 
to determine how they can be relied upon and integrated with the new safeguards technologies 
to improve the overall proliferation resistance.  In this way, credit can be given to systems that 
may already be in place, thus minimizing the impact on existing facilities and maximizing use 
of existing systems. 

                                                      

† Subcontractor 
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The recent events have made it clear that some countries inside the NPT and not only outside 
it have developed nuclear weapons ambitions.  Therefore, the NPT states face a challenge: to 
avoid that the international non-proliferation regime could be used by some of their peers to 
advance these nuclear military programs.  The non-proliferation regime relies on the two sides 
of the trade of nuclear sensitive technologies: first on the country that exports – the country 
(supposedly a NSG member) has to comply with the NSG guidelines; second on the receiving 
country, while its facilities are under IAEA safeguards.  

However, this very simple picture does not acknowledge the complex mix of political, 
strategic, technical and industrial issues which are brought to life when non-proliferation is 
considered.  

On the export side first: 

- The AQ-Khan network case has proved to the world that NSG-states do not retain the 
monopoly of sensitive technologies. 

- The NSG guidelines are more and more precise and the dual-equipments lists tend to be 
exhaustive. However, the NSG states face a recurrent problem when they address 
materials that have dual use: the UF6-resistant valves is a tremendous example: it is nearly 
impossible, without knowing the activities of the final destination facility, to decide 
whether this valve will be used in an enrichment plant or in any kind of pharmaceutical, 
agro-alimentary or petrochemical plant. 

- An increasing number of trials are taking place in NSG member States: some industrials 
do not understand the restrictions on trade of sensitive technologies to NPT states; they 
feel that the industry does not have to wear alone the burden of non-proliferation. 

- The final decision to export a nuclear sensitive good or technology remains a sovereign 
right. 

Therefore, in many cases, the international community has to rely on IAEA safeguards in the 
destination country to make sure there will be no improper use of the transferred technology 
or equipment. 
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This explains why there is a trend towards more integrated safeguards and a renewed pressure 
on all the States that have not signed an Additional Protocol yet.  However, issues remains, 
even with States under full scope safeguards.  

- As IAEA Director General M. El-Baradei observed in Towards a Safer World1, any state 
with a fully-developed fuel cycle capability could, if it were to break away from its non-
proliferation commitments, produce a nuclear weapon in a few months. This comes from 
NPT’s article IV: in short, no activity, no matter how close it could bring a country to the 
knowledge of nuclear weapon use, can be forbidden, as long as the activity takes place 
under the frame of IAEA safeguards. 

- There always is a possibility for a country to conceal from IAEA some installations, 
which can be duplications of under safeguards civilian facilities. 

- As recent events have shown, the IAEA inspections can be somehow insufficient to assess 
with certainty that a State is not, in a facility currently placed under IAEA safeguards, 
working for military purposes. 

While restrictions on trade of nuclear sensitive technologies provide but little help to prevent 
the scenario expressed by M. El-Baradei, they could prove to be of great use in the two other 
cases. 

Taking into account all these issues, the international community has to further strengthen the 
interaction between the IAEA safeguards and the trade for nuclear sensitive technologies, 
especially the ones linked to the fuel cycle most sensitive parts – enrichment and 
reprocessing.  Yet the method is still subject to debate.  

Three kinds of options can be proposed: 

Conditional options: 

- These options are already the ones that have retained the interest of many countries.  It 
would in fact submit to IAEA-related legal conditions the transfer of any sensitive 
technology: the criteria could be the ratification of an Additional Protocol, or the full-
scope safeguards system.  The conditions could also evolve with the behaviour of the 
country: if a violation of the safeguards is observed, the right to this country to access fuel 
cycle rights would then be restricted.  But this option obviously raises the issue of non-
complying States that already possess fuel cycle-related facilities. 

Control-related options: 

- These options would focus on the downside end of the trading process: the exporting 
country would not only give to IAEA its denials notifications, but also a list of all 
technologies and goods transferred.  The IAEA would then be authorized to inspect, 
without any delay or restriction, the facility to which the equipment has been transferred, 
to ensure the proposed use is the real one.  This option would, of course, impose a legal 
obligation upon all NPT-states to accept any rapid and intrusive inspection.   

                                                      

1 The Economist, 16 October 2003 
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Strategic options: 

- This third range of options deals with international consortiums for fuel supplies; the 
trade of sensitive technologies would then be towards a multilateral commercial 
consortium or towards an international organization such as IAEA.  These options seem 
promising, as they allow the international community to make sure that the non-
proliferation regime is enforced without multiplying the inspections or the trading 
procedures.  
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The analysis of all available, relevant information constitutes an essential part of the 
evaluation of the correctness and completeness of State’s declarations. In response to the 
proliferation risks from covert networks that trade in sensitive nuclear technology, the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (hereafter referred to as the Agency) has strengthened 
its focus on clandestine nuclear related supply and procurement. Actions include the creation 
of an interdisciplinary nuclear trade analysis unit whose specific task is to coordinate the 
analysis of all relevant information. New work procedures and software tools have also been 
developed to support the processing, analysis and storage of nuclear trade related data.  The 
activities and progress of this initiative are described here, as well as its role in the State 
evaluation process. The process by which Member States can support the Agency by 
providing relevant information and expertise on a voluntary basis is also described. 
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How does an organisation assess and assure the quality of its product when that product is a 
statement regarding the absence of undeclared activities? Such a statement cannot be quality 
controlled in a traditional sense like manufactured components, there is simply nothing to 
measure or control against, and unlike a modern service industry the customer is not able to 
simply switch to another service provider if it perceives that the product is of poor quality, 
however it may define quality. 

This is the challenge that the IAEA faces as more States move towards safeguards under a 
comprehensive safeguards agreement and an additional protocol, with the requirement to 
draw conclusions not only on the correctness of declarations but also their completeness. 
Conclusions are no longer based solely on assessment against well defined Criteria for facility 
types but instead have a wide variety of inputs, ranging from expanded declarations, results of 
complementary access, assessment of environmental samples, open source information, 
satellite imagery, analysis of trade networks in addition to the output from inspections. These 
all combine to generate an overall State evaluation. When considering the far-reaching 
consequences of getting it wrong, more than hope is needed to assure the international 
community that conclusions drawn by the Agency are sound and credible.  

Part of the approach being taken by the Department of Safeguards to meet this challenge is to 
implement a quality management system (QMS) based on ISO9001:2000. Implementing a 
QMS will enable the Secretariat to confirm that the necessary and sufficient processes are in 
place, they are carried out correctly, adequately monitored and that appropriate feedback 
loops are used. Importantly it will also allow the Department to understand what the processes 
cannot deliver so that any weaknesses can be handled correctly. 

The need for a QMS was recognised internally by the Department of Safeguards in light of 
the changing safeguards environment and the move away from solely Criteria based 
safeguards under INFCIRC/153, which itself was a form of management system. It was also 
recognised by a number of other stakeholders such as SAGSI and Member States. More 
recently the requirement for implementation of quality management practices was formalised 
across the Agency in the Medium Term Strategy 2006-2011. 

The formal commencement of the Department QMS began on 24 November 2004 when the 
Quality Policy Statement was issued setting the broad aims to enhance the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the Department's verification and evaluation activities through continual 
improvement. However, even before this, training in quality management techniques had been 
made available to staff members with the assistance of the US Support Programme. 

The move to a quality management system is not simply a mechanistic activity of 
documenting the activities of an organisation but requires a fundamental change in 
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organisational culture and adoption of quality management principles. This only happens with 
sustained and active management participation and a clear understanding of the reasons for 
change by all staff. Simply it needs to involve everyone in the organisation. 

The initial stages of implementation involved undertaking a gap analysis to identify areas 
where the Department did not meet the requirements of ISO9001:2000. This led to the 
development of a project plan to address the areas of non-conformance. Priorities for the plan 
were established by considering the activities against criteria such as does closing the gap 
increase the effectiveness of the Department’s verification and evaluation activities, is it a 
required pre-cursor for enabling other activities, does it address a severe or particularly 
important issue or help overcome a recurrent problem.  

Organisational support to establish the quality management system was set up, including a 
team within the Division of Concepts and Planning to lead the project and representative 
Quality Managers from each of the Divisions were appointed. Ongoing planning and 
monitoring is carried out at monthly meetings of the Quality Managers. Since the start of 
2006 this working level meeting has been complemented with a quarterly formal management 
review of the QMS led by the Deputy Director General of Safeguards. 

Achievements to date have been the implementation of a document control system, agreed 
arrangements for continual process improvement, internal quality audit system, mapping of 
Department processes, delivery of a range of training and development of an internal website 
as a communication tool. 

The future work plan covers transition of existing documents, corrective action, process 
measurement, record control, competence, further communication and training and 
maintenance of those activities already implemented, for example, internal quality audit of a 
wider range of areas. 

The introduction of a quality management system within the Department of Safeguards is not 
a one-off project but the start of a new way of working. Implementing the system will give the 
Department the understanding of what it does and how it is done in a sustainable manner so it 
can adapt to a continually changing safeguards environment. 
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Hexapartite Safeguards Project (HSP) was created in November 1980 as an international 
forum consisting of the technology holders of gas-centrifuge enrichment and the international 
safeguards inspectorates in order to develop a strategy for applying effective and efficient 
safeguards to a commercial centrifuge enrichment plant without compromising the sensitive 
information related to centrifuge enrichment technology [1]. The participants were Australia, 
Japan, the so-called ‘Troika’ states, i.e. the Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands and 
the United Kingdom, the United States, EURATOM and the IAEA. They met for some two 
years, producing in February 1983 a final report with the agreed strategy of  the “LFUA” 
(Limited Frequency Unannounced Access)  Model [2].  

Its basic feature is to allow the safeguards inspectors to have a routine access to cascade halls 
only with a short notice and with an agreed average frequency. This model has been serving 
as the basis for enrichment plant safeguards in HSP countries with necessary modifications 
and adaptations reflecting the specific features of individual plants. However, more than two 
decades have passed since the conclusion of HSP and it has become necessary to develop new 
safeguards approaches to reflect the recent developments in enrichment and safeguards 
technology, in particular the advent of large scale facilities. SAGSI (Standing Advisory Group 
on Safeguards Implementation) recently reviewed and approved the Agency’s proposed 
approach. 

In this paper, the author, having served as the Secretariat of HSP in charge of drafting its final 
report, outlines the outcome of HSP in historical perspective, especially the issues becoming 
distinctive in the course of HSP deliberations, how they were addressed in the LFUA model, 
and the significance of HSP in the context of international safeguards, as well as its 
limitations due to prevailing legal interpretations at that time. 
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An improved model safeguards approach for gas centrifuge enrichment plants (GCEPs) has 
been developed by the IAEA.  This model builds on the basic safeguards approach for 
commercial gas centrifuge enrichment plants that was established by the Hexapartite 
Safeguards Project (HSP) in the early 1980s.  There were a number of reasons to update the 
HSP approach: since HSP concluded its work the plants covered by it have advanced in 
technology and grown in separative work capacity, operational procedures have changed and 
more plants are scheduled to be introduced; a number of States that did not participate in HSP 
have acquired the technology and built GCEPs now subject to safeguards, or are planning to 
build GCEPs; and safeguards technologies have evolved during this period. This document 
describes the revised model approach under traditional safeguards. 

There are three main paths to be considered for the acquisition of HEU by a State having a 
GCEP with a declared maximum enrichment level of ca. 5% 235U: 

(a) Diversion of nuclear material from the declared feed, product or tails by the false 
reporting of material unaccounted for (MUF), shipper-receiver difference (SRD), 
or of operator declarations reflected in operator-inspector difference statistics (D). 
The diverted material is shipped to an undeclared enrichment plant for further 
enrichment to HEU. 

(b) The introduction of undeclared feed into the plant for enrichment to a level less 
than or equal to the declared maximum. The product from this activity is not 
declared and is shipped to an undeclared enrichment plant for further enrichment 
to HEU. This path is known as ‘excess production’. 

(c) Undeclared production of HEU at the declared GCEP by reconfiguration of the 
cascades or operation in recycle mode. The HEU product is not declared and is 
shipped to an undeclared location. If declared feed is used, the missing material is 
‘diverted’ into MUF, SRD or D as in (a). Alternatively, undeclared feed could be 
used as in (b).  

A fourth acquisition path, misuse of the facility to produce enrichments higher than the 
declared maximum, but less than 20%, with enrichment to HEU at an undeclared enrichment 
plant, is not considered likely. It would have the disadvantages of both being open to 
detection by environmental sampling and requiring further enrichment at an undeclared plant 
to produce HEU. In any case, this acquisition path would be covered by measures covering 
the three main paths. 
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The objective of safeguards (paragraph 28 of INFCIRC/153) is “the timely detection of 
diversion of significant quantities of nuclear material from peaceful nuclear activities to the 
manufacture of nuclear weapons or of other nuclear explosive devices or for purposes 
unknown, and deterrence of such diversion by the risk of early detection”. From this overall 
objective, three specific safeguards objectives can be derived to cover the acquisition paths 
referred to above. These three objectives are: 

1. The timely detection of the diversion of significant quantities of natural, depleted or 
low enriched UF6 from the declared flow through the plant, and the deterrence of such 
diversion by the risk of early detection. 

2. The timely detection of the misuse of the facility in order to produce undeclared 
product (at the normal product enrichment levels) from undeclared feed and the 
deterrence of such misuse by the risk of early detection. 

3. The timely detection of the misuse of the facility to produce UF6 at enrichments higher 
than the declared maximum, in particular HEU, and the deterrence of such misuse by the 
risk of early detection. 

The safeguards approach for any GCEP must be designed to meet all three of the objectives 
listed above. The main features of the approach are: 

● Annual Physical Inventory Verification 

● Design Information Verification 

● Nuclear material accountancy verification of declared flows, i.e., natural uranium fed 
to the cascades and the low enriched and depleted uranium taken off them. The 
operator makes available 100% of the flow for verification by the Agency. This may 
be achieved by announced, unannounced or short-notice random inspections.  

● Measures to confirm that there is no undeclared production of LEU enriched to levels 
not greater than the declared maximum level.  

● Measures to detect the production of uranium at enrichments higher than the declared 
maximum, in particular HEU.  These measures should include limited frequency 
unannounced access (LFUAs) inside the cascade areas to carry out visual 
observation, environmental sampling, NDA measurements and DA sampling, where 
possible. 

The paper will describe, in detail, a range of mechanisms for possible use in achieving the 
above objectives taking into account facility specific conditions. 
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Present IAEA safeguards need to address three major concerns at gas centrifuge uranium 
enrichment facilities that are declared for the production of low-enriched uranium (LEU) 
(LEU, with <20% 235U).  These concerns are: (a) the production and diversion of a significant 
quantity of uranium with enrichments greater than declared levels (in particular, highly 
enriched uranium (HEU) with ≥20% 235U); (b) diversion of a significant quantity of declared 
uranium (particularly in the form of LEU product); and (c) production of LEU in excess of 
declared amounts (e.g., using undeclared feed).  Present IAEA safeguards derive from the 
Hexapartite Safeguards Project (HSP) of the 1980’s.  

This paper addresses two possible advanced safeguards techniques for material control and 
accounting (MC&A) to augment the IAEA’s latest model safeguards approach for gas 
centrifuge enrichment plants.  The first is designed to address the problem of how to detect 
clandestine production of significant quantities of HEU.  Allowable under current access 
rights, a neutron detector is proposed for monitoring the composition of material as it 
accumulates in chemical and cold traps outside of the cascade hall.  Because the mass of UF6 
that accumulates over time will be large (several kilograms), the neutron detector is likely to 
be sufficiently sensitive to measure the changes in the relative degrees of enrichment of 
material accumulated in the trap.  It is also possible to obtain absolute enrichment values 
using coincidence counting, which when combined with a “yes-no” threshold approach, 
would protect proprietary plant information while still providing the IAEA with an important 
new alert system.  This approach is complementary to current methods, but offers some 
important advantages: (1) unlike gamma-based systems applied to product header pipes, total 
neutron-based counting systems are not affected by hold-up, which is known to give rise to 
errors in measured enrichment values; (2) the cold and chemical traps reside in a processing 
area outside the cascade hall, and therefore can be more readily accessed by the IAEA; (3) all 
material being processed by the facility must be purified of light gases prior to further 
enrichment, meaning that some fraction of all material in the cascade will be represented in 
the cold and chemical traps; and (4) chemical and/or cold traps are used for feed, product and 
tails purification, meaning that the composition of material can be monitored at all stages of 
the enrichment process. 

The second technique is designed to detect diversion of LEU.  The proposed approach is to 
apply increased surveillance with randomized inspections, such as the “Mailbox”/Short 
Notice Random Inspection (SNRI) scheme, combined with real time mass balancing and a 
Data Consistency Monitoring System (DCMS).   The latter would use increased access to the 
                                                      

* LA-UR-06-2089 
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operator’s data.  An expanded "Mailbox"/SNRI concept can be coupled with enhanced video 
surveillance in the feed and withdrawal areas including declaration and verification of UF6 
cylinder operational data to detect activities associated with undeclared LEU production at 
GCEPs.  Authenticated load cells of the feed and withdrawal stations for feed, product, and 
tails would provide further verification of the operator’s declaration on a real time scale.  The 
operator’s declarations in the Mailbox should match what is observed on the load cells.  The 
DCMS would analyze the date from both load cells and other available measurements, and 
confirm that the material balance is consistent and detect anomalous data that would 
indicative of a diversion of LEU and of the production of HEU. 

These two techniques would expand the capabilities of the IAEA to detect undeclared HEU 
production and undeclared LEU production from undeclared feed.  The first can be applied to 
current enrichment facilities under existing access agreements.  The latter is envisioned under 
future enhanced access provisions.  Both of these techniques should assist the IAEA to reach 
its detection goals for the new model safeguards approach at enrichment facilities. 
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The safeguards’ objectives for declared centrifuge enrichment facilities are the detection of 
the diversion of declared nuclear material and of facility misuse to produce enrichments 
higher then the declared maximum, in particular high enriched uranium or to produce 
additional nuclear material. Due to its technical features – large separation factor, low energy 
consumption, small equilibrium time and flexibility for configuration’s change, safeguarding 
centrifuge enrichment facilities remains a key point of the safeguards system. The safeguards 
approach presently applied to commercial centrifuge enrichment facility is based on the 
Hexapartite Project that was developed in a totally different technical and political framework 
and seems to be not appropriate to cover some important misuse scenarios. In addition, the 
current safeguards criteria are not applicable to small centrifuge enrichment facilities. 

The present non-proliferation environment, the existence of facilities with separative 
capacities varying from few hundreds to several millions of SWUs, the increased flexibility of 
cascade design and the new available methodologies and techniques for verification make 
necessary to review the safeguards approach for centrifuge enrichment facilities. This is a 
very relevant task, considering the improvement on the separative efficiency and the growing 
number of countries possessing centrifuge technology. To face this challenge the IAEA 
convened in April 2005 a Technical Meeting on Techniques for Verification of Enrichment 
Activities, where several techniques and methodologies were presented and discussed. Based 
on the last developments in this area, this paper analyses some alternatives for developing an 
enhanced safeguards approach for centrifuge enrichment facilities. The main boundary 
conditions and constraints, including the need to protect technological and commercial 
information are described and possible solutions are discussed. The impact of the introduction 
of integrated safeguards regime on the safeguards approach is also assessed.   
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ABACC has been involved in the application of safeguards to small sensitive enrichment 
facilities since the start of its activities in 1994. The negotiation and implementation of 
safeguards approaches for small centrifuge enrichment facilities were important achievements 
that strengthened the role of ABACC and effectively showed the advantages of having a close 
cooperation between the international and the regional safeguards systems. 

Even though the experience gained initially was very important and useful, the approaches 
implemented were focused with priority on safeguards effectiveness and on the special 
provisions to protect sensitive information. As a consequence the approaches required large 
inspection resources, which limited their application to facilities with small installed 
enrichment capacities.  

This paper deals with the new challenges to maximize safeguards effectiveness, the non 
disclosure of sensitive information and the optimization of the inspection resources whenever 
the enrichment capacity is increased 

A safeguards approach that includes innovative elements was developed. Those elements 
include the random closing of the SWU and Mass balance complemented by operational 
declarations through mailbox; the unannounced access to the cascade hall strengthened by the 
use of surveillance on some strategic points; managed visual access and comparison with 
reference files during DIVs and unannounced access; use of complementary conventional 
surveillance on connected cylinders at the feed and withdraw stations and on potential feed 
points; and, swipe sampling. 

The potential application of new technologies is also foreseen in this approach. In the near 
future good progress is expected in the remote  transmission of the mail box declarations, the 
state of health of the surveillance system and the use of VACOSS seals in conjunction with 
the conventional surveillance on the feed and withdraw station.  

The main safeguards measures involved in this approach are described. The main diversion-
misuse scenarios and the correspondent safeguards measures are analyzed.  
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The IAEA has placed increasing priority on the conduct of comprehensive design information 
verification (DIV), including verification of the declared closed-down or decommissioned 
status of a nuclear facility.  There is a defined process for the life cycle of a nuclear facility 
from ‘operating’ to ‘closed-down’ and closed-down to ‘decommissioned’.  The process calls 
for States to submit revised design information accordingly based on changes of the status of 
the plant.  

There is little difficulies in verifying a change of status from operating to closed-down since 
that is mainly a matter of verifying that the nuclear material has been removed from the 
facility.  It has proven much more difficult, in practice, to verify a change in status from 
closed-down to decommissioned. 

To assist the IAEA of making a confirmation of the decommissioned status of a plant, lists of 
‘essential equipment’ have been prepared for major plant types.  However, the definition in 
INFCIRC/540 does not state how much of the essential equipment must be removed or 
rendered inoperable in order to consider that the facility, as a whole, is decommissioned for 
purpose of safeguards.   

Japan Support Programme for Agency Safeguards(JASPAS) wants to assist the IAEA in 
developing guidelines for several types of facility on how much and which pieces of essential 
equipment must be removed or rendered inoperable in order to accept a State's declaration 
that a plant has been decommissioned.  The confirmation of the decommissioned status of the 
gas centrifuge enrichment plant is produced as a second report of this task with reference to 
Japanese decommissioning experiences.  

The most plausible proliferation scenario using a gas centrifuge enrichment plant, as being 
decommissioned, is the undeclared operation of the process.  The IAEA should verify the 
status of the decommissioning processes with step by step activities to assure that the process 
is in an irreversible condition.  

At the time that the enrichment process is closed down and nuclear material including feed, 
product and inprocess inventories of UF6 are removed, routine inspections will stop.  If the 
nuclear material held in the plant is less than 5ekg, the IAEA can continue to carry out one 
routine inspection in a year and appropriate verification activities through DIV and 
complementary accesses to confirm the absence of undeclared activities in a plant. 
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After removal of all nuclear material, the plant is still assigned as a ‘facility’ until the plant 
loses the capability of enrichment. The capability to restart the isotope separation process may 
still exist.  The term ‘rendered inoperable’ for a gas centrifuge enrichment plant is the 
important point of its status during decommissioning taking into account whether the plant 
losts the capability for isotope separation.  That is the point that especially designed 
equipment and systems including piping works for the isotope separation procesess have been 
removed. 

The IAEA retains the right and obligation to carry out DIV and to conduct complementary 
access for confirmation of the decommissioning status during lifetime of facility.  Verification 
activities should be taken by the IAEA to assure the irreversibility of each step of the 
decommissioning process with apropriate measures e.g., the application of seals and 
surveillances.   

For the confirmation, an appropriate arrangement for submissions and updates of 
decommissioning status is necessary to agree between the SSAC including plant operator and 
the IAEA. 

After losing capability for enrichment, the IAEA continues to carry out complementary 
accesses to confirm the decommissioned status of the plant. 

Because especially designed equipment, including parts of rotor and rotor itself has a 
possibility of second hand use, the tracking of the removed equipment is necessary whether 
the equipment should be dismantled or destroyed.  It may be difficult and not very meaningful 
to attempt to track dual-use equipment and components such the high power electric supply 
system and frequency changer or generators as they can be used for other purposes, such as 
non-nuclear use.  Unfortunately, the tracking activities of the equipment are outside scope of 
the safeguards.  It is expected that the activity would be formulated in the non-proliferation 
regime.  
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The Tokai Reprocessing Plant (TRP) in Japan was the first reprocessing to come under 
international safeguards and state system of accounting for and control of nuclear material 
(SSAC) in Japan.  TRP has an operating throughput of around 90 tones heavy metal (HM) per 
year with a product of plutonium nitrate.  During the more than 25years of applying 
safeguards at TRP, the IAEA and the Japan Safeguards Office (JSGO) have significantly 
strengthened the safeguards approach and in doing so learned how to overcome some of the 
inherently technical factors limited at a complex, flow facility. 

The IAEA and the JSGO need to design a new credible safeguards approach for a large 
commercial scale reprocessing facility with decision in the 1980s to construct the Rokkasho 
Reprocessing Plant (RRP) in northern mainland of Japan, with a throughput of 800t HM/year.  
The RRP is managed and operated by Japan Nuclear Fuel Limited (JNFL). 

There was a concern within the international community whether the IAEA could overcome 
these challenges.  As a result of the concern, a multinational forum referred to as LASCAR 
(Large Scale Reprocessing Plant Safeguards) was established to address how an effective 
safeguards approach could be implemented at such a facility and yet maintain an efficient use 
of resources.  This forum, which was founded in large part by the Government of Japan 
during the period of 1988 through 1992, was made up by more than 50 experts in safeguards 
and reprocessing technologies.  One of the primary findings and recommendation was in the 
areas of on-site laboratory (OSL) capabilities. 

The recommendation for the OSL was to take independent samples and obtain timely results.  
One of the difficulties encountered in bulk facilities, particularly with flow processes, is the 
taking of representative and valid samples.  Since inspectors are normally not allowed to 
directly take the samples from bulk materials, they must depend on the operator to provide 
them.  In some cases, human observation is adequate to assure continuity of knowledge (CoK) 
of the sample.  However, in a reprocessing plant the taking of solution samples is normally a 
remote operation and therefore not observable. Therefore, it was necessary to develop a 
means of authenticating samples taken by the operator’s remote sampling system. 

Having obtained valid samples, analysis needs to be performed in a timely manner.  This is 
particularly important in a high throughput facility such as the RRP.  Analytical results are 
reported within days needed so that the inspectors can evaluate material flows and 
inventories.  It also allows the inspectors to identify questionable results or follow-up 
activities, such as additional analysis. 

For the reason of timely results and due to the cost of shipping samples to the IAEA 
laboratory in Austria (SAL) and the NMCC laboratory in Tokai, Rokkasho Safeguards 
Laboratory as an OSL has been built in joint cooperation with the JSGO, NMCC and JNFL.  
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This laboratory is jointly used by the JSGO/NMCC and IAEA, and strict measures are 
implemented to assure that independent results are obtained by both inspectorates.  The means 
of authenticating samples by the operator’s sampling system is achieved through the use of 
Independent Jug Passage Detectors (IJPD) installed on the Pneumatic Transfer Network 
(PTN).  The sensors track the empty sampling jug from its origin to the sampling bench and 
then to the inspectorates OSL.  Information from the IJPDs is correlated with information 
from the ASAS (Automatic Sampling Authentication System), the OSL and the operator 
declared data. 

The NMCC have been licensed to use the nuclear material samples in the OSL from the 
Safety Competent Authority and measures the samples independently under the contract with 
the JSGO.  The IAEA inspector/ analysts also measure the samples independently however 
they are to act on a safety principle under supervision of NMCC. 

The analytical instruments in OSL for the RRP, obtained by the recommendation of the joint 
safeguards IAEA/JSGO/NMCC, have been installed with hot cell and glove boxes.  The 
instruments are HKED, TIMS, Density Meter and others.  The HKED (Hybrid K-edge/X-ray 
Fluorescence densitometer), which has the successful experience in the Reprocessing Plants 
in Europe, has analytical measurement capability for timely on-site input accountancy 
verification.  The Isotopic Dilution Mass Spectrometry (IDMS) by TIMS has also introduced 
for the destructive analysis way of high precision in OSL.  The functional tests have been 
carried out using these instruments under the uranium test.  The NMCC analysts have been 
skilled up the measurements for the installed instruments and negotiated the interface of 
NMCC/IAEA and NMCC/JNFL with a viewpoint of safety and inspection.  

The effort and resources, which have been required to develop and implement the safeguards 
approach for the RRP, have been shared between the JSGO/NMCC, the IAEA and the JNFL.  
The most important factor leading to the success of the RRP challenges is the open and full 
cooperation between all parties, the JSGO/NMCC, the IAEA and the JNFL. 
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The Tokai Reprocessing Plant (TRP) as the first pilot plant in Japan started a series of 
operational testing for spent fuel  reprocessing of light water reactor in 1977. In the meantime 
with over 30 years, we have developed a lot of measurement techniques to establish a precise 
and effective accountability analysis as well as a safeguards analysis for use in the national 
and international verification on nuclear materials. 

Isotope Dilution Mass Spectrometry (IDMS) technique for accountability analysis of the 
uranium and plutonium in reprocessing solutions has been demonstrated for many years at the 
TRP. In the IDMS analysis for input solutions, isotope dilution spikes have been provided by 
IAEA and utilized in common mode since 1990. Experiences by the use of this method during 
more than 15 years have confirmed the performance data with uncertainty level of less than 
0.1%. IDMS has been also applied to accountability samples of Pu nitrate solution and high 
active liquid waste etc. According to type of sample we have prepared kinds of isotope 
dilution spikes required in each measurement optimizing appropriate contents of U and Pu. It 
is therefore said that high performance measurement technique using IDMS is completely 
established in the field of  nuclear reprocessing research. Its quality of the IDMS has been 
also proven by intercomparison analyses. 

In 1994 an updated K-edge densitometer (KED) for Pu product solution was installed in the 
laboratory for on-site verification measurement of inspection activity by national and 
international inspectors. Its development and installation were carried out as a part of Japan 
Support Program for Agency Safeguards (JASPAS). The KED system is installed in a glove 
box equiped with an X-ray generator, which is different type from previously system with X-
ray sources using radioactive isotopes such as Co-57 and Se-75. In order to apply the 
improved KED system to safeguards measurements, one of the more difficult problems for 
authentication of the measurement system was the determination of reference material of the 
Pu in liquid state because of its evaporation and radiolysis properties. Thus we investigated a 
solid type Pu reference material in glass matrix that can be expected to obtain a long term 
stability. With over ten years experience of using the vitrified reference material, we have 
been confirming its effectiveness and stability from large number of measurements in actual 
verification activities for product of Pu nitrate during reprocessing and PIVs. 

As mentioned above Pu product is basically measured by KED for safeguarding in the 
analytical laboratory but DA sample for off-site analysis is also taken in random selection 
basis or in case of outlier of KED measurement. To achieve the reproducibility of sample 
treatment in a glove box before shipping at a few mg level of aliquot,  a robotized system for 
the automatic preparation of Pu nitrate solution has been developed and applied. A six-axis 
industrial robot is mounted at the center of a glove box floor and other equipments, such as 
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analytical balance and autoburette, are placed at the circumference. The robot arm weighs an 
inspection sample in a flask, adds nitric acid to dilute the sample to permissible concentration 
for the shipment and takes an aliquot in a vial. This system has also a function of sample 
preparation for IDMS analysis, which is used for operator’s declaration of Pu product 
concentration. The performance has been compared with that of talented-operator. As a result 
the robotization would make us possible to treat safeguards sample with a high degree of 
accuracy. 

In accordance with safeguards criteria being undertaken, much attention has focused on Pu 
amount in high actively liquid waste(HALW). A spectrophotometric determination method 
for plutonium in HALW has been developed for safeguards verification analysis. The method 
offers reduced sample preparation and lower analysis time compared to traditional techniques, 
IDMS. This method was validated through comparison experiments with IDMS. The 
analytical results for Pu in HALW using this method were in good agreement with those 
obtained using IDMS. As a part of considering authentication, Nd internal standard has been 
provided by the IAEA so that an inspector can check the instrument conditions and the 
analytical scheme as well. The proposed method was successfully applied to independent on-
site safeguards analysis at the TRP. 

As mentioned above, analytical technology has been successfully established in current 
reprocessing plant in Japan. We will take over our experiences to the next commercial 
reprocessing plant at Rokkasho in Japan. Also we have been working on a series of testing for 
the on-site laboratory at Rokkasyo in the JASPAS framework. 

This paper will describe the details based on the recent results in overall activities at the TRP.  
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The On-Site Laboratory (OSL) has the commitment to provide IAEA safeguards with reliable, 
accurate and timely results of the inspection samples taken at the Rokkasho Reprocessing 
Plant (RRP). The Laboratory is an important part of the effort to safeguard adequately this 
large reprocessing plant and is located on the premises of the RRP which facilitates solving 
the timeliness dilemma. The OSL is operated jointly by the analysts of IAEA and 
NMCC1/JSGO2. This joint task requires solving new challenges in destructive analysis (DA), 
sharing instruments, space and procedures in order to reach the best analytical results 
possible. 

While great efforts are made by the inspector analysts (IA) to achieve excellence in the 
sample chemistry no minor effort is made by the IAEA to ensure that the results are 
adequately authenticated. Due to the fact that the instruments are jointly used, new approaches 
for the implementation of measures for authentication and continuity of knowledge (CoK) 
have been designed and put into practice.  

The authentication measures include securing the instruments and the data produced. 
Additionally, maintaining CoK of the samples that undergo different chemical analysis, 
securing the procedures and considering measures of deterrence have been given special 
attention. All which build a relative solid frame for independent DA. It must be understood 
from the beginning that a 100% assurance for a tamper free operation is a great challenge, and 
that the best achievable authentication under the given situation is the target for the IAEA. 

The implementation of authentication in the routine sample chemistry requires additional 
efforts on part of the IA and has an impact on the time needed to do the work if compared to 
the activities of a normal nuclear Laboratory. 

This paper describes the authentication policy in the OSL, the specific measures that are 
implemented and the range of confidence expected in different procedures. 

 

 

 

 
                                                      

1 NMCC: Nuclear Material Control Center 
2 JSGO: Japan Safeguards Office 
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1. Introduction 

A successive solution monitoring is essential on a safeguards approach of reprocessing plant 
in which a large amount of nuclear material flows in the process. A monitoring of liquid level, 
density and temperature is made continuously in order to evaluate behaviour of solution 
transfer between vessels. 

2. Experiments 

In NMCC, the extensive experiments of solution transfer have been carried out using the Test 
Equipment for solution TRAnsfer (TETRA) which simulates a main process of reprocessing 
plants such as vessel types, liquid transfer equipments and mixing devices. The Process 
Information Universal Database System (PI) and Data Analysis and Interpretation for solution 
monitoring (DAI) software were introduced to analyze the TETRA experiments for transfer in 
cooperation of IsprsaJRC and NMCC. The PI is used for logging of TETRA’s data. And DAI 
uses the records of PI. 

TETRA has 4 main vessels. In this time, the pump transfer is used for the basic procedure. 
DAI can recognize the hours of operation under checking with predefined parameters. On 
checking, DAI makes a comparison between predefined slope value [kPa/h] and mean slope 
of time window. When the mean slope of time window equals to the predefined one, DAI 
flags and displays it with the behaviour. 

3. Results and Discussion 

DAI uses the tank cycle setting for recognition (Fig. 1). Each square mark means one event, 
such as the start of recieving (e.g. filling). Events have some setting parameters. The main 
parameter is the slope value[kPa/h], which is the mean slope of the time window.  

The recognized results of DAI are shown as Fig. 2(a). The circle on the plot means the 
recognized points. It was ensured the level of transfer changes into both shipping and 
receiving vessels. However, according to the recognized result in details, there is latency 
among these displayed points. It is thought the latency at the start hours of transfer would be 
the factor of underestimating for the receiving payment difference. And others, the latency at 
the stop time of transfer is considered as less influence on the transfer difference if the level is 
constant. 
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It become clearly shown that in order to measure the shipper/receiver difference with 
accuracy, it is important to recognize the start hours of operation at the point near real 
operation hours. 

Fig. 2(b) is the recognition output with multi events setting. The recognized hours at (a) is late 
from the operation hours. However, the recognized hours at (b) is nearly equal to the 
operation hours. The hours of start receiving are forward to the operation hours, so the latency 
time of recognized hours from the operation hours is minus value.  

Using these recognized hours, the shipper/receiver difference was calculated with three 
conditions. The condition as follows, (1) Based on operation hours, (2) Based on recognized 
hours with the single event, and (3) Based on recognized hours with the multi events. 

In (1) case, the maximum deviation was +6[L]. 
In (2) case, on the other hand, the deviation was -93[L] to +28[L]. 
In (3) case, the deviation was -3.5[L] to +10[L].  

The range of case (3) was the one ninth of the range of case (2), and equivalent to the 
calculated deviation of case (1). 

4. Conclusion 

DAI could recognize the transferring operation using mean slope of transfer. With the multi 
event setting for each transfer, the latency time of the recognition based the operation hours 
was shorter than that with the single event setting. 

Therefore, the recognition with the multi event setting is useful for the calculation of transfer 
deviation. And it is effective in using these event settings for adjusting the solution 
monitoring at the large reprocessing plant. 

 

FIG. 1. Tank cycle for DAI.                                                 FIG. 2. Recognition output. 
a) upper; single evet setting 
b) lower; multi event setting 
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Accurate measurement of density, level and volume by dip-tubes in an annular tank for 
plutonium nitrate is indispensable for material accountancy and safeguards in a reprocessing 
and conversion plant. The principle of this method is to measure true hydrostatic pressure at 
the tip of the tube, which postulates that solution in a tank is resting (motionless) during 
measurement. Such condition is satisfied by short time interruption of agitation at the 
measurement to determine plutonium mass. However, it is very difficult to continue such 
condition, because solution is being agitated for safety reasons. Therefore, the solution is 
circulated and causes some fluctuation and possibly some small bias on hydrostatic pressure 
measurement. The width of 
fluctuation and small bias could 
reach around one-third percent 
that depends on configuration of 
dip-tubes, airflow rate of 
agitation, solution level, and 
various supports inside the tank. 
As a result, volume monitoring 
data does not reflect correctly 
the amount of solution in a tank.  

Continuous monitoring data is 
used for operator to find a sign 
of unexpected event such as 
clogging of dip-tube or pipe 
leakage, and for inspector to 
check undeclared operation. So, 
it is strongly desired to improve 
accuracy and resolution of tank 
monitoring. Fig. 1a is the 
example of volume monitoring 
data. The effect of agitation stop 
appears coincidentally and 
symmetrically in density and 
volume. This is the result of 
volume calculation procedure. 
Fig. 1b is the example of mass 
monitoring simply calculated by 
volume multiplied by density. FIG. 1. Example of continuous monitoring data. 
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During the period shown in Fig. 1, plutonium nitrate solution was stored and IIV was carried 
out. The day before IIV, operator interrupted agitation very limited time and measured 
density, volume and temperature necessary for declaration. Inspector verified these data at IIV 
in the same manner followed by sampling. During sampling, solution was circulated between 
tank and sampling line using airlift and vacuum system, thus the amount of solution in the 
tank decreased. After sampling, solution temperature decreased a little, so density increases 
and volume decreases. However, the mass did not change because the volume of sample was 
very little (~ 0.03L). The mass decreased only due to evaporation (~ 0.1L/day). So, it was 
confirmed in Fig. 2b that mass monitoring is free from agitaion and also free from 
temperature change. Mass monitoring reflects correctly the amount of solution in a tank. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The reason of such bias and fluctuation is that the effect of solution flow on hydrostatic 
pressure measurement around the density tube (minor tube) is larger than the effect around the 
level tube (major tube) which is set close to the deepest point where solution flow is nearly 
stagnated shown in Fig. 2. The effect of solution flow is recognized as the change in excess 
pressure due to bubbling at the tip of the dip-tube. The excess pressure varies, for example, 
from 10 Pa to 60 Pa and integrated average is around 50 Pa in motionless water [1]. The 
solution flow can shift easily the average in the order of ten Pa. The effect of solution flow on 
pressure measurement is not compensating between the major and the minor, so measured 
density has a small bias and fluctuation. As a result of calculation procedure, measured 
volume also changes. However, the mass calculated by volume multiplied by density is 
roughly proportional to the major pressure measured at the stagnated point, so the small bias 
and fluctuation is reduced. The uncertainty of density pressure measurement has a decisive 
influence not only on conventional volume measurement [2] but also on continuous volume 
monitoring. 

 

 

 

FIG. 2. Solution flow and its effect on pressure measurement during agitation. 

Excess pressure at Minor  down→

(Major-Minor)  upP∆ →

Density (Major-Minor)P∝ ∆

Level (Major-Ref.) / DensityP∝ ∆

Volume (Level)
where  is monotonically increasing

F
F
=

Mass (Major-Ref.)P∝ ∆

Excess pressure at Major  stable→
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The United States has recently increased its R&D program in the reprocessing of commercial 
spent nuclear fuels. This change is taking place in the context of the Global Nuclear Energy 
Partnership (GNEP) program. As part of the GNEP program, changing the chemical steps of 
the reprocessing from the more common PUREX process to the UREX process is under 
investigation. Changes to the chemistry will impact the safeguards needs for the reprocessing 
plant, this impact needs to be investigated. An initial report was written by Pickrell et al.1 
This paper is a logical follow up to that initial work. The results of MCNP(X) calculations of 
key measurement locations in a UREX reprocessing facility are presented. These calculations 
evaluate the proposed neutron and gamma measurements. An “Ensslin figure-of-merit” is 
used in the analysis, as well as some gamma ray computational methods. An AMUSE 
spreadsheet indicating the isotopics of the reprocessing streams (from Argonne National 
Laboratory) is used as key input data as well as a geometric understanding of each 
measurement location. 
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Accurate determinations of volume are a fundamental component of the accountancy of 
nuclear material (NM) in a facility that processes such material in liquid form. In the 
Rokkasho-mura Reprocessing Plant (RRP), the inlet accountancy is performed in a tank (IAT) 
that has been initially calibrated during the cold tests in 2002. To ensure that the calibration 
curve V = f(H) is remaining valid during the whole life of the plant, the operator performs a 
specific test once a year during a long time shutdown.  

This test consists in pouring known amounts of water in the tank and measuring the resulting 
height of liquid with the dip tubes (fast bubbling rate). The IAEA is measuring independently 
the levels and densities in the tank using its own manometers, part of the SMMS-1 system. 
The temperature and mass values are operator’s data. During the test, inspectors randomly 
survey the data collected by the operator. Samples are taken in the tank before and after 
calibration, and also in the feeding tank. These samples are independently measured in the 
OSL. 

In order to limit the errors, the procedure and conditions of the calibration check are very 
close to the ones of the initial calibration. Yet some differences cannot be avoided, such as the 
presence of the heel in the bottom in the tank, the presence of a hydraulic seal on the feeding 
line, the operation of the ventilation off gas system, the use of humidified bubbling air, and so 
on. The evaluation of the calibration check results by the IAEA must take into account all the 
possible errors or biases in order to detect any significant change in the way volumes are 
measured in this tank. Many technical issues are discussed internally (SGOA2, PSA) and with 
the operator during technical meetings.  

 

Key Words: RRP, accountancy, calibration, IAEA 
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Design Information Verification (DIV) is one of the fundamental cornerstones for the 
development of a safeguards approach for a facility. Design Information Verification is 
performed throughout the life cycle of a facility in order to ensure the absence of undeclared 
design changes and that the safeguards approach remains appropriate and valid. 

In a large complex facility it is a challenging task to verify the accuracy and completeness of 
the declared design, and to monitor the modifications and changes that occur during the life of 
the facility. DIV activities in such a plant require a tremendous investment in human 
resources, financial resources and time.  

Large complex facilities also have inherent design features that impose limits on the accuracy, 
completeness, and continuity of knowledge achievable using traditional DIV methodology.  
Additionally, physical access to the places of safeguards interest may be difficult.  

In 2003, the Agency introduced an innovative device – the 3-dimensional Laser Range Finder 
(3DLRF) – that is capable of meeting some of the challenges involved in performing DIV at 
large complex facilities.  

This paper describes the Agency’s experience in using the 3DLRF at the Rokkasho 
Reprocessing Plant (RRP) in Japan. 
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Rokkasho reprocessing plant (RRP) has an operating throughput of 800tU/y and the 
construction had completed. In RRP, active commissioning test is being performed for final 
confirmation of the system and validation, and the commercial operation is scheduled in 
second half of 2007.  

The IAEA has been implementing international safeguards to reprocessing plants around the 
world for more than 30 years, and also Japan has applied the safeguards to Tokai 
Reprocessing Plant about almost 30 years experienced.  However, it has never before been 
experienced with designing a credible safeguards approach for a large scale reprocessing 
plant. 

The safeguards discussion was initiated in 1988, but that time no available any model or 
guideline that could be used as a reference. Therefore, during the period of 1988 through 
1992, a multinational forum, referred to as LASCAR (Large Scale Reprocessing Plant 
Safeguards) provided recommendations that how an effective safeguards approach could be 
implemented to the large scale plant with maintaining an efficient use of resources.   

In order for establishment and implement an effective, efficient and credible safeguards for 
RRP, IAEA, State and JNFL has studied and discussed the safeguards approach and 
safeguards system under extensive cooperation manner. 

This paper presents the following especially from the operator’s viewpoint: 

- Overview of the safeguards system at RRP. 

- Joint use of equipment dedicated to the safeguards between IAEA and State. 

- Use of operator’s equipment for the inspections. 

- Providing timely analytical results by Onsite Laboratory (OSL) with Automatic 
Sampling Authentication System. 

- Implementing Design Information Examination (DIE) and Design Information 
Verification (DIV) during construction stage.
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Safeguards improvement for the Tokai Reprocessing Plant (TRP) 
 
 T. Onizawa, T. Kimura, K. Kurosu, T. Hayakawa, J. Fukuhara 

 Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA), Tokai, Japan 

E-mail address of main author: onizawa.toshikazu@jaea.go.jp 

 

The Safeguards have been implemented at the TRP with cooperation between the 
Government of Japan (GOJ) and the IAEA. The IAEA has established the guidelines in order 
to improve the strengthen and the efficiency of the IAEA’s safeguards. As a result of this 
effort the IAEA requested the Safeguards Improvement Plan for TRP in 1995. The JAEA had 
actively tackled the Improvement Plan which is divided into four areas and ten tasks from 
1995 to 2003. The outline of each task including the major areas where the JAEA had 
contributed to the improvement are as follows: 

(1) Design Information 

Task 1: Revision of the Design Information Questionnaire (DIQ) 

The JAEA revised the DIQ by adding of detailed information and provision of 
necessary engineering drawings. During the Design Information Examination 
(DIE) carried out by the IAEA, the JAEA cooperated by explaining the 
purpose of equipment and details of the drawings. These enable the IAEA to 
investigate more effective and efficient Safeguards for TRP. 

Task 2: Design Information Verification (DIV) 

The DIV plan proposed by the IAEA has been agreed among the IAEA, the 
GOJ and the JAEA. The confirmation of the plant operation status at the Other 
Strategic points defined by IAEA and the periodical DIE/DIV have been 
implemented based on the agreed DIV plan. The activities for life time DIV 
and confirmation of plant operation status provide additional assurance of 
undeclared design changes and undeclared operations. 

(2) Monitoring of Main Flow and Inventory 

Task 3: Solution Measurement and Monitoring System (SMMS) 

The JAEA developed and installed the SMMS which meets the IAEA's 
requirements (independent measurements, continuous monitoring and 
unattended mode) under the JASPAS program. The system has been used for 
verification of operator declarations and confirmation of solution transfers. 

Task 4: Sample Integrity 

The IAEA installed three Short Surveillance Video Units (SSVU) outside the 
cell and glove box where sample treatment is carried out. These system enable 
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the inspectors to carry out another inspection activity during the sample 
treatment because the system can maintain the Continuity of Knowledge 
(COK) for the samples. In addition, Sample Vial Secure Containers (SVSC) 
are used to ship IAEA’s dried sample to produce more assurance of the COK.  

(3) Waste Monitoring 

Task 5: Verification of Hulls Cask Movements 

The JAEA developed and installed the Hulls Monitoring and Measurement 
System (HMMS) in cooperation with Los Alamos National Laboratory 
(LANL). The system is used to confirm whether the Hull cask transferred out 
from the fuel storage area is empty or contains hulls and is also used for 
measuring the amounts of nuclear material associated with the hulls. 

Task 6: Verification of Transfer of High Active Liquid Waste (HALW) 

Procedures for the verification of HALW transfer including the treatment of 
inspector’s samples were discussed in order to minimize the effects on the 
process operation and agreed among the IAEA, the GOJ and the JAEA. The 
inspection activity was introduced to satisfy the IAEA’s SG Criteria. 

Task 7: Verification of Vitrified HALW 

The JAEA developed and installed the Vitrified Waste Coincidence Counter 
(VWCC) for the canisters which contain the vitrified waste in cooperation with 
LANL with a view toward the promotion of inspection efficiency. The system 
is used for the quantitative verification of the nuclear material contents in the 
canisters. 

(4) Material Accountancy 

Task 8: Shipper/Receiver Difference (S/RD) 

The JAEA had tackled to improve the accumulated SRD in TRP. As a result, 
considerable SRD has decreased by reevaluation of quantity of nuclea loss of 
the stored spent fuel assembly and of nuclear material contained in the Pulse 
Filter Rinsing Solution (PFRS). 

Task 9: Near Real Time Material Accountancy (NRTA) 

The JAEA reviewed formulas for estimating the quantity of plutonium in the 
unmeasurable inventory, such as, extractors and pots in each process. The 
JAEA provide the data with NMAX code for NRTA software to enable the 
IAEA to evaluate the influence of the various measurement uncertainties on 
MUF and to carry out statistical analysis of sequential MUF. 

Task 10: Provision of Data to IAEA by Diskettes 

The JAEA provide data related to inventory changes and inventory to 
inspectors on diskettes. It makes it possible for the IAEA to computerize the 
data calculation and evaluation, which results in efficient inspection. 
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Conclusion: The Improvement Plan for TRP safeguards of the IAEA was accomplished in 
2003, and a considerable part of Safeguards Approach has been improved in both efficiency 
and effectiveness. 

Future challenge: The JAEA has tackling the investigation for introducing the Integrated 
Safeguards into TRP in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of safeguards. 
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Progress in dismantling of the WAK Pilot Reprocessing Plant: 
Vitrification of the HLLW 
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 Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage Karlsruhe Rückbau- und Entsorgungs- GmbH (WAK 
GmbH), Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany 

E-mail address of main author: Joachim.Lausch@wak.fzk.de 

 

In the past international nuclear safeguards was focused on operating facilities and in these 
facilities namely on the product streams. The amount of nuclear material in waste was 
regularly measured or estimated by the plant operator but normally accepted by the IAEA 
without verification, if certain limits were observed. With the additional protocol in force, 
safeguards measures are applied on (in a technical sense) decommissioned plants and it seems 
that the conditioning of waste will be safeguarded by the IAEA to a higher degree than in the 
past. This paper will describe in detail the situation at the Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage 
Karlsruhe (WAK). 
 
The German pilot reprocessing plant was commissioned in 1971 and finally shut down at the 
end of 1990. During 31 campaigns 210 Mg of uranium and 1100 kg of plutonium originating 
from different German reactors were reprocessed. All separated plutonium and uranium were 
shipped off site. Starting in 1996, the process building has been totally dismantled and all 
liquid and solid wastes of low and medium level activity were shipped to the waste treatment 
and intermediate storage facility at the Research Centre Karlsruhe (FZK). In a separate 
building (LAVA) approximately 60 m³ of high level liquid waste (HLLW) with a total 
radioactivity of nearly 8E17 Bq are stored as “retained waste” to be conditioned on site. This 
vitrification project also has been established in 1996 and a new building for the 
Verglasungseinrichtung Karlsruhe (VEK) is finished and equipped, now waiting for the 
licence of hot operation in the beginning of 2007. An overview of the WAK dismantling 
project has been given in [1]. 

The vitrification of the HLLW is an essential step for the total dismantling and demolition of 
WAK. The VEK facility is only planned, constructed and licensed for this specific task that 
should be terminated within two years. Looking at the vitrification, it is straight forward 
process: receiving a volume of 1.6 m³ HLLW from LAVA, the solution is poured 
continuously on the surface of the melted glass. The raw glass itself is dosed batch wise as 
small pearls of glass frit. The HLLW is dried, calcinated and its chemical elements are 
incorporated as oxides into the glass matrix. The glass will be filled in four steps of 100 kg 
into stainless steel canisters and cooled down for several days. Then a lid is welded remotely 
on the canister, the canister is decontaminated and neutron as well as beta and gamma doses 
are measured prior buffer storage. When 28 canisters are filled they will be loaded to a 
CASTOR cask. In total 130 canisters will be produced and five CASTOR casks will be 
transported together to an intermediate storage facility. The design of VEK has been already 
described in detail [2]. 
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Concerning the safeguards relevance of the process and the glass product, the IAEA may 
accept that a credible diversion path does not exist for the nuclear material. The nuclear 
material content of the HLLW is well known to the IAEA. The vitrification process itself has 
no possibilities of recovering U and Pu and, furthermore, on the sites of FZK and WAK 
reprocessing capabilities do not exist anymore. As a consequence, the design verification of 
VEK, sealing of back transfer lines from VEK to LAVA (necessary for safety reasons), and 
the authentication of the operator measurements on the product canisters should be sufficient 
for a statement of compliance with the safeguards rules. Of course, WAK is open for any 
additional safeguards measure that does not modify the licensed status of VEK or will be 
intrusive during the two years period of facility operation. 
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The Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant (RRP), which is currently in the process of active 
commissioning, is scheduled to begin commercial operation in the fall of 2007.  The planned 
operating throughput of the plant is 800t of uranium in irradiated light water reactor (LWR) 
fuel per year.  This corresponds to approximately 8 tons of plutonium per year.  The plant is 
designed to separate the LWR fuel and produce mixed plutonium-uranium oxide (MOX) 
powder for future processing to reactor fuel, uranium oxide and vitrified waste.   

RRP has been an active IAEA task since the early 1990s and is currently transitioning from a 
safeguards project to a safeguarded facility. The development and implementation of 
safeguards at RRP represents one of the largest safeguards endeavors not only in terms of 
nuclear material under safeguards but also in terms of costs for equipment development, 
procurement and installation, and human resource requirements. The IAEA has been 
conducting routine inspections at RRP since the first spent fuel assemblies were received by 
the facility in 1998. However, when the first LWR assemblies were introduced into the 
process in March of 2006 the IAEA implemented a regime of continuous inspections during 
operations. This inspector presence ensures that adequate safeguards are applied to the 
material, provides support the installation, testing and validation of safeguards equipment, and 
facilitates development/modification of the procedures necessary for day-to-day operations. 

The startup of the Rokkasho facility has been a stepwise process. Each time the nuclear 
material reaches a new stage in the process we are confronted with new challenges. Currently 
the plutonium and uranium separation and purification systems are being tested and most of 
the nuclear material remains in solution.  The next phase will be to test the MOX production 
processes and associated safeguards equipment.  This task of implementing safeguards and 
installing, adjusting and evaluating the safeguards equipment and computer support systems 
has proven to be a challenge for the IAEA, the State authorities and the operator.  In order to 
overcome the obstacles we face, we must rely upon a continuous dialogue, the meticulous 
planning of activities and the teamwork of all the effected divisions within the IAEA and with 
our Japanese counterparts.  To date we have been able to meet those challenges by developing 
mutually agreeable solutions to the problems we have faced.  This helps us to better 
understand the complex situation and helps to better prepare for the future. 

To meet the challenges of today and the future, as the Rokkasho moves to full operation, all of 
the parties involved to be committed to implementing three key components for success: 
communication, coordination and cooperation. 

Key Words: Rokkasho, RRP, Reprocessing, Safeguards, IAEA 
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Transfers of spent fuel to dry storage, where the fuel is not easily accessible for verification, 
have become a common occurrence at many nuclear reactors. The International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards on such transfers currently consume a considerable 
amount of inspection effort and are forecast to increase further. Under traditional safeguards, 
spent fuel transfers have been inspected by continuous inspector presence or by unattended 
instruments. 

The IAEA has recently developed a new safeguards approach for spent fuel transfers to dry 
storage for States under integrated safeguards. For States with a comprehensive safeguards 
agreement and an additional protocol in force for which the Agency has completed sufficient 
activities and evaluation and found no indication of diversion of nuclear material placed under 
safeguards, and no indication of undeclared nuclear material or activities for the State as a 
whole, safeguards activities can be optimized in light of the added safeguards assurance 
provided by measures of the additional protocol. 

The paper introduces a new safeguards policy, which was developed for transfers of spent fuel 
to dry storage for States under integrated safeguards, and describes a safeguards approach for 
transfers of spent fuel to dry storage at common reactors. The policy provides basis for the use 
of unannounced inspections to confirm the operator declarations of spent fuel transfer 
activities. During transfers of spent fuel to placement in dry storage, continuity of knowledge 
will be maintained by an unannounced inspection programme or some combination with 
temporary containment/surveillance (C/S) measures. With the policy, it will no longer be 
necessary for IAEA inspectors to be physically present during all spent fuel transfers. 

Traditional Safeguards Practices 

When spent fuel is discharged from a reactor to a spent fuel pond, it is verified by Agency 
inspectors or by unattended instruments. In traditional safeguards, permanent surveillance 
measures are applied to the spent fuel pond area at power reactors to maintain continuity of 
knowledge of the verified spent fuel. The surveillance is evaluated quarterly to meet the 3-
month timeliness goal for spent fuel (which is categorized as ‘irradiated direct use material’). 
When the spent fuel is transferred to dry storage where it becomes difficult to access, the 
inspectors verify the spent fuel prior to transfer and maintain continuity of knowledge by 
observing the loading and transfer activities or applying temporary C/S measures until 
permanent C/S is applied. In most cases, the spent fuel is then designated as ‘difficult-to-
access’ and Dual C/S is applied.  

The defect test level under the traditional safeguards depends on whether the fuel assemblies 
can be dismantled in the storage pond. For fuel assembly types that cannot be easily 
dismantled (e.g., CANDU bundles and welded LWR assemblies), a gross defect test is 
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sufficient. For fuel assembly types that can be easily dismantled (e.g., non-welded LWR 
assemblies), a partial defect test should be applied to protect against pin diversion, using the 
best available method approved for inspection use. Between the time of final verification and 
placement in dry storage under C/S, continuity of knowledge should be maintained by 
inspector presence or C/S measures. 

Summary of Integrated Safeguards Approach 

When spent fuel has been previously verified (the verification requirements would be the 
same as specified in traditional requirements) and has remained under successful C/S 
measures, verification of spent fuel to be loaded into dry storage containers is not required 
before that spent fuel is transferred to dry storage. 

Between the time of final verification and placement in dry storage under permanent C/S, 
continuity of knowledge should be maintained by continuous inspector presence, temporary 
C/S measures, an unannounced inspection programme, or some combination of those 
measures. 

Unannounced inspections could be implemented at facilities meeting the following 
conditions. 

• The facility operator should provide timely declarations on operational activities related to 
the spent fuel transfers. The declarations should be submitted using a mailbox system. The 
declarations should include the information necessary for effective confirmation of the 
spent fuel transfer operations, e.g., describing spent fuel to be transferred and spent fuel 
already transferred, with their storage locations and the time sequence of the operational 
steps involved (including the availability of the spent fuel for Agency’s verification). 
During unannounced inspections, the facility information declared to the Agency should 
be confirmed. 

• The inspector access time for unannounced inspections should be shorter than the 
concealment time for any plausible diversion. The frequency of unannounced inspections 
should be sufficient to provide the required level of assurance of non-diversion during 
transfers. The main factors taken into account in establishing inspection conditions and 
frequency should be the time required for transfer operations, the amount of nuclear 
material per transfer, information declared by operators, and access time to the strategic 
points. 

At facilities that cannot meet the conditions for implementing unannounced inspections, the 
spent fuel transfer activities should be continuously observed by Agency inspectors or by 
unattended instruments. 

The paper will describe the rationale for the changes, key features of the new policy, and the 
elements of the new safeguards approach. 
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The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) in 2002 undertook an IAEA Support 
Program task to develop and test an Integrated Safeguards (IS) approach for transfers of spent 
fuel to dry storage at multi-unit CANDU stations. The IS approach that Canada proposed in 
2003 was successfully field tested in Canada by the IAEA in 2004.  

Since then the IAEA has drawn a positive conclusion for Canada and is preparing to 
implement IS in Canada based on the State-level Integrated Safeguards Approach (SLA) for 
Canada that was concluded in November 2005. Implementation of an IS approach for 
transfers to dry storage, similar to the one proposed by Canada, will be part of the initial phase 
of the implementation of the SLA. 

This paper briefly reviews the IS approach for transfers proposed by Canada and explains 
how the approach may be modified for implementation as part of the SLA to take into account 
lessons learned from the field test, operator and IAEA concerns, and developments in 
technology. 
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In Germany, the current approach for spent fuel management is on-site interim storage in 
transport and storage casks as part of a political agreement between the German government 
and the nuclear operators on the future use of nuclear energy. Recent legislation has triggered 
the construction of on-site dry storage facilities at nuclear power plants. A reason behind this 
is to avoid transportation of spent fuel that is determined for direct final disposal via public 
road or rail systems to away-from-reactor storage facilities, as they had been built at Gorleben 
and Ahaus. Spent fuel will be loaded into shielding casks, e.g., of the CASTOR®-type, and 
transferred out of the reactor containment into the associated on-site dry storage facility. On-
site interim storage of spent nuclear fuel has a strong political relevance for the nuclear debate 
in Germany. On-site interim storage facilities are being taken into operation on a step-by-step 
basis. 

The intention is to develop acceptable safeguards concepts for both transfer and dry storage of 
spent fuel, ideally, a standard safeguards concept that would match all German nuclear power 
plant sites without ignoring technical and organisational differences. From the State’s point of 
view the safeguards concepts have to comply with requirements related to operational safety, 
radiation protection, and physical protection. Furthermore, they have to take into account the 
political and technical boundary conditions as well as the time schedule for spent fuel 
transfers that has been coordinated between all the nuclear power plant operators. 

From a safeguards point of view material balance areas have to be defined and basic technical 
characteristics (design information) of the on-site interim storage facilities have to be reported 
to the Euratom Safeguards Office for re-transfer of this information to the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Furthermore, plant operators have to announce to Euratom, 
in advance, dates and times of the CASTOR® loadings as well as numbers of CASTOR® 
casks that will be loaded and transferred. During the first three years, the number of casks will 
be quite high that will be transferred out of the reactor containments. Subsequently, the 
number of transfers per year will reach an equilibrium. 
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For the potential safeguards concepts sealing, optical surveillance, and radiation monitoring 
are discussed. Possible types of seal are metal cap seal, COBRA fibre optic seal, and EOSS 
electronic seal. Possible digital image surveillance systems are ALIS and DSOS. Their 
feasibility in view of a facility specific safeguards instrumentation concept should be proven. 
Furthermore, installations of cables may become necessary, and the installed safeguards 
instrumentation has to comply with national safety requirements. As the inspection effort may 
be high, the potential for reduction should be analysed. For instance, interfacing of electronic 
seal and image surveillance offers the possibility for the plant operator to apply or remove a 
seal under surveillance in the absence of the safeguards inspector. Furthermore, the potential 
of remote date transmission should be studied. 

Under storage conditions there will be a high radiation level. This should be taken into 
account when discussing the problems of a 40-years spent fuel storage and designing an 
adequate safeguards concept. Although it is desirable to harmonise and standardise the 
safeguards concepts for all on-site interim storage facilities, there may be technical and 
organisational differences in the individual facilities that will have to be taken into account. 

IAEA, Euratom, and plant operators will be interested in keeping the safeguards concepts as 
simple as possible, while there should be consistency between all the on-site interim storage 
facilities. In the storage facilities, the inspection effort should be as low as possible, in order 
to minimise accidental risk and radiation exposure. 

The paper will address all these issues and give an overview of the status of safeguards 
implementation. 
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The International Atomic Energy Agency uses Environmental Sampling for Safeguards (ESS) 
to give additional assurance of the absence of undeclared nuclear materials and activities in 
States covered by comprehensive safeguards agreements. The analysis of individual 
micrometer-sized particles (so-called “particle analysis”) has been used since the beginning of 
the ESS programme because of its high inherent sensitivity (pg levels) and the wide range of 
isotopic information which can be obtained with methods such as Secondary Ion Mass 
Spectrometry (SIMS) and Fission-Track Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometry (FT-TIMS) 
[1]. This paper will describe our investigations of several other micro-analysis methods, thus 
demonstrating their ability to provide additional diagnostic information about particles which 
would complement the isotopic information from SIMS or FT-TIMS. These methods include 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) Spectrometry [2], 
Micro-Raman Spectroscopy, Transmission Electron Microscopy with Electron Diffraction 
and SIMS used in a multi-element microprobe analysis mode. These are capable of providing 
information on individual particle morphology, structure and composition. 

We start by applying these techniques to a range of U test compounds – UO2, U3O8, UO3, 
UO4, UF4, UO2F2 and yellowcake – to establish the fingerprint information available. 
Morphological and compositional differences were seen, even for materials that were thought 
to be quite similar. For example, one sample of UF4 showed a strong Raman spectral band 
while another sample of the same nominal compound did not. SEM measurements also 
showed interesting morphological differences between batches of different uranium oxides. In 
the case UO2F2, freshly-prepared at IRMM Geel, Belgium [3], a preliminary assessment of 
environmental stability has also been made.  

Following this study, a set of 6 UO2 test samples was submitted blind to the QinetiQ 
laboratory in an attempt to group them into classes reflecting the production processes which 
formed them. The conclusions were fully consistent with the known origin of the samples. 
This study demonstrated the power of these combined methods to distinguish between 
materials of different origin, thus increasing the ability of the IAEA to detect undeclared 
materials in the presence of nominally very similar declared materials. These investigations 
demonstrate the value of this type of analysis for obtaining information on particle process 
history [2], and point the way to future work to improve and extend applicability.  
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FIG. SEM classification of UO2 samples by morphology: 1&5 – Distinct fused sub-µm grains; 2&4 – 
Flaky, lamellar; 3&6 – Rounded porous particles.  
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JAEA has been developing analytical techniques (see Fig.1) for ultra-trace amount of nuclear 
materials in the environmental samples in order to contribute to the strengthened safeguards 
system. Development of essential techniques for bulk and particle analysis of the 
environmental swipe samples has been established as ultra-trace analytical methods of 
uranium and plutonium. In January 2003, JAEA was qualified as a member of the IAEA 
network analytical laboratories for environmental samples. Since then, JAEA has conducted 
the analysis of domestic and the IAEA samples and obtained reliable data. In addition, JAEA 
is developing the analytical techniques to improve the analytical ability for the safeguards 
environmental samples. For bulk analysis, study is focused on the improvement of reliability 
of isotope ratio measurements by ICP-MS. Alternative chemical separation schemes are under 
development and a desolvation module is introduced to reduce the polyatomic interferences. 
In particle analysis, the sample preparation procedure for SIMS method is modified to 
measure the 234U/238U and 236U/238U ratios for individual particles. We are also developing 
fission track-TIMS method to detect uranium particles more effectively from the viewpoint of 
preliminary estimation of uranium enrichment. A screening instrument of X-ray fluorescent 
analysis is equipped to measure elemental distribution on a swipe surface, which provides 
information about impurities to be considered in chemical purification of uranium and 
plutonium. 

At the presentation, the track of research and development activities at JAEA as well as 
progress in development of advanced techniques will be reported. 
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Most research reactors are used for neutron activation analysis of a wide variety of 
environmental samples such as soils, sediments, vegetation, rocks, ores etc. IAEA inspectors 
collect swipe samples at research reactors to verify that undeclared irradiation activities are 
not carried out. These samples may contain signatures which indicate various activities. 
Gamma spectrometric screening results are typically reported for up to 20 different gamma 
emitters in one sample with half-lives from several days to tens of years. This information is 
primarily used to draw qualitative conclusions about activities performed at the facility. In 
some cases it is not a trivial task to make these conclusions. 

This paper shows that computer modeling of the irradiation process and cooling period can 
help to clarify cases where consistency of results is in question. Particularly, comparison of 
modeling results with experimental data can be useful to verify: 

- if any bulk uranium or thorium targets were irradiated, 
- operator declaration about types of the irradiated samples, 
- approximate date when irradiation took place (including time between sampling and  

last irradiation activity), 
- length of irradiation. 
 

The software application ‘Nuclear Analysis 2.0’ is used for neutron activation analysis (NAA) 
modelling in this paper. Irradiation parameters and initial inventory (stable isotopes for NAA) 
are input into the program and neutron activation product activities are computed. 

Example Scenario 

[1] The idea for this approach came from the analysis of gamma screening results from 
baseline swipe samples collected by the IAEA inside the hot cells of various research 
reactors.  Several theoretical scenarios are developed which model typical scenarios 
encountered during IAEA inspections as well as artificial (but characteristic) data which 
help illustrate various analysis and evaluation fundamentals. The primary example case 
is a typical research reactor which uses LEU fuel and has a hot cell complex with a 
radiochemical laboratory for preparation of radioisotopes for various purposes, 
including medicine, R&D, agriculture, etc. The irradiation scenarios for the model test 
case are: 

− irradiation of tellurium, samarium, molybdenum or iridium targets for 
radioisotope production, 

− neutron cross-section studies and fission track analysis, 
− irradiation of 197Au for neutron flux monitoring, 
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− neutron Activation Analysis of biological samples, electrolytes, thin films, 
− medical isotope production, such as 99Mo. 

The model is tested by comparing it to irradiated standards. The standard material show the 
following isotopes:  46Sc, 51Cr, 54Mn, 58Co, 59Fe, 60Co, 65Zn, 95Nb, 95Zr, 113Sn, 123Te, 124Sb, 
181Hf, 182Ta and 233Pa.    

Special attention is drawn to the presence of 233Pa in the sample. The 233Pa activity is an 
indicator of thorium irradiation. It can indicate irradiation of bulk thorium samples or samples 
containing thorium as an impurity. There is a low probability of finding thorium in the 
electrolytes or thin films. This option is not analyzed. The biological samples contain thorium 
at a relatively low level: from tenths to tens of micrograms per liter (kg). The thorium 
concentration in the soil or sediment samples is up to 1000 times higher. The result of 
standards analysis is quite close to the typical NAA gamma spectrometric measurement data 
collected several weeks or more after irradiation of the sample with complex elemental 
composition. The irradiation model calculations are performed for the IAEA reference soil 
sample SOIL-7. This sample contains all the elements detected in the sample. 

Table 1 lists parameters of the calculation: element concentrations and natural abundance of 
the parent isotope. The calculated activities are normalized to the measured total activity of 
the sample (501 Bq). The final column of Table 1 contains ratios of the calculated activities to 
the measured values of the standard. One can see that scattering between two data sets is not 
high and the average ratio is about 2. 

Table 1. Estimate of the gamma activity in the soil sample. 

Element 
(Isotope) 

Concentration, 
mg/kg 

Natural 
abundance 

Activity, 
bq 

Ratio: cal/std 

Sc(Sc-46) 8.3 1 59 11 
Cr(Cr51) 60 0.043 15 0.2 
Fe(Fe-59) 25700 0.0282 302 5.2 
Co(Co-60) 8.9 1 104 0.4 
Zn(Zn-65) 104 0.486 11 0.4 
Sb(Sb-124) 1.7 0.428 0.4 0.01 
Hf(Hf-181) 5.1 0.351 2.4 2.7 
Ta(Ta-182) 0.8 1 1.7 0.1 
Th(Pa-233) 8.2 1 4.9 0.5 

 

The conclusion of this study is that the irradiated standard material has traces of neutron 
activation analysis of the environmental materials  were present in the standard sample. The 
presence of the rare isotopes like 181Hf and 182Ta indicates also the irradiation soil, because 
the irradiated biological samples do not contain detectable quantities of these isotopes. 

The paper describes details of the analysis methodology and application to this theoretical 
example scenario as well as to several others. 
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Environmental samples taken for IAEA Safeguards are analysed in the laboratory to 
determine characteristics of uranium and plutonium bearing particles. Analytical methods 
include fissionable particle detection by fission track method and subsequent analysis of each 
particle with Thermal Ionisation Mass Spectrometer (TIMS).  

Laboratory analysis of each particle has information typically on four uranium isotopes (234, 
235, 236 and 238) and, if detected, on four plutonium isotopes (239, 240, 241 and 242). These 
attributes form multi-dimensional patterns that are characteristics for particular nuclear 
processes, such as burn-up of nuclear fuel, enrichment of uranium or mixing of two or more 
nuclear materials. 

One way to see the main characteristics of the particle data is to determine groups (i.e. 
clusters) of similar particles. Cluster analysis is also used to reduce the data sets and to 
compare different data sets. This way one can determine if the particles in different samples 
have similar patterns, which may suggest the same origin of nuclear materials in the samples. 
New analysis software for cluster determination was developed to assist the needs of 
environmental sampling data evaluation. 

For cluster analysis, two alternate methods were selected for different needs. To reduce the 
data set one can try to join as many particles together as possible. The method of Quality 
Thresholding (QT) fit this purpose well. In this method two particles are joined if their 
individual uncertainties are overlapping. The new cluster is then regarded as new particle and 
the process is run iteratively until no changes occur in the data set of single particles and 
clusters. To find the charasteristic values in the data set a method of overlapping clusters was 
chosen. In this method all the particles are allowed to group together within their uncertainties 
and, in the second pass, the particle is assigned only to a cluster where it best belongs. 

Other important needs for the evaluation is to be able to show the results graphically, compare 
the results to reactor burn-up data and to uranium enrichment calculations and to perform 
decay correction to isotopic composition of particles. The last feature can be used to 
determine, for example, the age of plutonium due to 241Pu decay. 

A theoretical example of an evaluation case is seen in Figure 1. Seven different kind of 
materials were simulated to show typical particles consisting of 236U and 235U. In this 
simulated case an explanation of DU particles with 0.20% and 0.60% 235U was required. After 
cluster analysis, the 0.20% DU particle fits nicely with the cluster of 0.2% DU. The 0.6% DU 
particle seems to fit the mixing lines of various clusters. The particles found in the 
environmental samples often consist of mixtures of two or more materials. 
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FIG. 1. An example of evaluation with cluster analysis. The task was to find an explanation 
for DU particles with 0.20% and 0.60% 235U. The 0.20% DU particle seems to fit the existing 
cluster whereas the 0.60% DU particle appears to fit mixing lines of various clusters. 
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Recent safeguard issues revealed a need for increasing swipe samples analysis capability 
within the Agency’s Network of Analytical Laboratories (NWAL). Our laboratory is qualified 
for uranium isotopic analysis of particles based on fission track and Thermo-Ionization Mass 
Spectrometry method (FT-TIMS). In addition, we recently acquired a Secondary Ion Mass 
Spectrometer (SIMS) in order to broaden particle analysis capabilities in the laboratory. The 
SIMS technique enables to lower the response time for urgent analysis and to maintain a 
swipe sample analysis capacity even when our reactor for neutron irradiation is not available. 

This presentation focuses on the results that have been obtained on swipes particle analysis 
for uranium isotopes using our new generation Cameca IMS 7f. In this study, all sample 
processing steps have been examined with the view to improve the reliability of the results 
and to shorten analytical response time. The IMS 7f instrument mainly differs from other 
small radius magnetic sector SIMS by ultra high vacuum conditions (< 5×10-10 mbar in the 
sample chamber) likely to improve sensitivity as well as to lower hydride ion formation rates. 
Sensitivity is critical in particle analysis, considering the very small amounts of uranium to be 
analyzed (~ a few pg) whereas isobaric interferences due to uranium hydride ions have been 
shown to cause dramatic artifacts in 236U/238U ratio determination.  

Particle extraction and sample mounting  All sample preparation operations have been 
conducted in a class 10 clean laboratory. A special attention has been paid to the choice of 
solvents in order to minimize uranium dissolution during liquid-phase particle extraction. 
Particle suspensions have been deposited and evaporated onto 1 inch diameter carbon disks. 
Several deposition techniques have been investigated in order to minimize deposition 
diameters. Sample mountings have been equipped with an internal reference consisting of 2 
aluminum foil triangle pieces. This internal reference enables the determination of parameters 
in the transformation of coordinates relative to the SEM, to coordinates relative to the SIMS 
sample stages with a precision better than 50 µm. 

Uranium-bearing particle detection  The main difficulty in particle detection arises because 
the programs which are commonly used for SIMS automated uranium-bearing particle search 
(e.g. P-search by Evans Analytical) still have to be updated to a version compatible with the 
IMS 7f software. In this study, the automated detection of uranium-bearing particles has been 
performed using a FEI XL 30 environmental SEM fitted with an EDAX system. An 
adaptation of the Gun Shot Residue forensic software allows the automatic search for 
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uranium-containing particles using back-scattered electron image analysis and qualitative 
micro-analysis of major elemental composition by energy dispersed X-ray spectrometry. In 
addition, secondary electron images of uranium-containing particles can be acquired in order 
to characterize their morphology. An overnight GSR run may investigate a ~ 1 cm2 deposition 
area, detecting with a high probability all uranium-bearing particles with diameter > 1 µm. 
The GSR program provides a listing of uranium-bearing particle coordinates relative to the 
MEB sample stage. Compared to the SIMS detection, this lower cost method presents some 
advantages: it is non-destructive, non-susceptible to isobaric interferences, and provides some 
additional relevant information on individual particles (e.g. volume, morphology, and major 
elemental composition). Compared to SIMS particle detection, the main drawback of this 
technique is that it is not sensitive to 235U-enrichment of the detected particles. As a 
consequence, no priority can be drawn among the particles to be analyzed for isotopic ratios.  

SIMS analysis of uranium isotopic ratios  About 40 particles selected among the uranium-
bearing particles previously detected by SEM could be analyzed within one day. Several 
analytical parameters (e.g. primary ion intensity, static or rastered primary beam, vacuum 
conditions, transfer optical settings…) has been tested in order i) to increase uranium 
ionization rates and ion transmission (that is the sensitivity of measurements) and ii) to lower 
formation rate and transmission of uranium hydride ions. The sensitivity of analyses has been 
evaluated according to the criteria defined in the NWAL Sensitivity Round Robin in 2002.  

An other issue which has been addressed in this study is the evaluation of potential bias in 
uranium isotopic ratio determination due to isobaric interferences of molecular ions on 
uranium ions. To that purpose, molecular ion intensities have been measured at mass 234, 
235, 236, and 238 on several blank carbon disks loaded with different metal and metal oxide 
powders (e.g. Bi, Pb, Tl, Au, Re, W, Ta), and using the same analytical conditions.  

The reliability of the results (that is the repeatability and the accuracy of measurements) has 
been evaluated on uranium oxide particles of ~1 µm in diameter prepared at the Institute for 
Transuranium Elements (ITU) from the NIST certified reference materials (CRM) U-010, U-
020, and U-500.  
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The methodology developed in our laboratory is based on the combination of radiochemistry 
conducted in the cleanest laboratories, prior to measurements using mass spectrometers with 
detection limits in the sub femtogram range. 

The work describes first the different radiochemical procedures that are needed to completely 
purify a sample. When femtogram levels of 239Pu or 240Pu have to be measured, the matrix 
and uranium have to be completely removed. First to avoid the interferences generated on 
239Pu by uranium hydrides ie 238UH and secondly to avoid the interferences of polyatomics 
generated by lead, bismuth, mercury…The contribution of 199Hg40Ar, 204Hg35Cl or 202Hg37Cl 
on 239Pu have been quantified and it is close to 10-6. Consequently, the radiochemistry, mainly 
based on anionic chromatography performed using ultra-pure reagents at crucial steps is 
detailed, leading to blanks with no more than ppt levels of 238U, lead, bismuth and mecury. 

 Then, the way to improve the performance of mass spectrometers, ICP-MS and TIMS is 
described. Very low ICP-MS detection limits are a combination of very high sensitivity, low 
backgrounds and very low sample consumption. Low consumption is achieved by using 
micro nebulisers with a flow rate which doesn’t exceed 50µl.min-1 without decreasing 
sensitivity. Enhancement of sensitivity with micro nebulisers is then possible by using 
desolvating systems that completely remove water from the sample, resulting in an increase in 
sensitivity by a factor of ten. Better performance of ICP-MS is also achievable when a 
collision cell is added, in order to decrease uranium hydrides and other polyatomics. 

Concerning TIMS, which generally suffers from a lack in sensitivity, total consumption of 
sample was studied in order to get better detection limits with respect to uranium isotopes and 
specifically 236U. 

The performance of TIMS and ICP-MS in terms of detection limits, precision, reliability, 
mass bias and isotopic fractionation are discussed. 

To illustrate the improvements in performance using the methodology described above, 
examples of measurements performed at very low levels in environmental samples are then 
provided. Focus is done on samples (waters and biological) originating from former French 
nuclear test sites: Mururoa and Fangataufa but also from environment of other metropolitan 
French sites where depleted uranium was used. 

Safeguards can derive benefit from the improvements described in this paper. For bulk 
analysis, it is necessary to reach the best detection limits with respect to uranium or plutonium 
isotopes. It is the case for particle analysis also. From that point of view, dating of small 
particles, using 230Th/234U is conceivable in the future. 
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Finally, this paper examines new prospects for TIMS, particularly the use of a Thermal 
Ionization Cavity as a source for the sample. Even if this concept has been theoretically 
studied in the past, operational work has not yet been done.  Such kind of work is starting in 
our laboratories. 
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The paper describes the Working Group’s current terms of reference, membership, working 
method, topics of interest, achievements, and plans for the next two years. 

The Working Group’s mission is to provide the safeguards community with expert advice on 
containment and surveillance (C/S) instruments and methods and on their performance; and 
act as a forum for the exchange of information on such instruments and methods, including 
unattended and remote monitoring systems. Details of the mission are defined in eleven tasks 
making up the Working Group’s terms of reference. 

Currently, nineteen individuals from sixteen institutions contribute to the Working Group. 
Two thirds of the individuals represent ESARDA organisations and one third represents other 
organisations including the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). 

The Working Group meets twice per year. In consultation with the ESARDA management 
and in accordance with its terms of reference, the Working Group addresses and discusses 
topics of interest. To this end, individual Working Group members volunteer to prepare 
discussion and working papers. The goal is to publish the results of the Working Group’s 
discussions, preferably in the ESARDA Bulletin. Presently, the agenda is influenced by the 
implementation of the Additional Protocol.  

The Working Group’s current major discussion topic is related to the development of methods 
to determine the performance and assurance of C/S instruments. Further topics of interest 
have been electronic seals, the evaluation of optical surveillance data streams, and on-line 
process monitoring as a tool for inspecting a reprocessing facility. For the ESARDA web site, 
the Working Group is maintaining the Compendium of C/S Instruments and Methods and 
drafting Technical Sheets on safeguards-specific topics. Both the Working Group on C/S and 
the ESARDA Working Group on Techniques and Standards for Non Destructive Assay 
(NDA) were interested in setting up guidelines for developing unattended and remote 
monitoring and measuring systems (URMMS). Furthermore, the Working Groups on C/S and 
on Verification Technologies and Methodologies discussed novel techniques and instruments 
for the detection of undeclared nuclear facilities, materials and activities including satellite 
imagery and geophysical survey. 

The paper will present the achievements made by the Working Group on C/S in discussing 
the various topics and give an outlook on the topics which the Working Group will address in 
the near future. 
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The Next Generation Surveillance System (NGSS) is a joint development project of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in cooperation with the German and United 
States Programmes in Support of the IAEA. On 2005-03-23, the tripartite contract between 
the IAEA, Aquila Technologies Group (ATG), Inc., and Dr. Neumann Constultants (DNC) 
entered into force, and, at the same time, project phase I was initiated in Vienna. 

This paper summarizes the results of phase I of the development of the Surveillance Core 
Component (SCC) of the Next Generation Surveillance System (NGSS). Phase I of the SCC 
development comprised design of the hardware architecture, selection of components, 
irradiation testing of components, and prototype design and performance evaluation. In the 
course of phase I, candidate architectures and components were designed, selected, and 
evaluated. The favoured design was based on a Digital Signal Processor (DSP). Especially, 
the Blackfin family from Analog Devices has 16-bit, fixed-point DSPs which seem to be 
appropriate. 

The general requirements for the SCC are: 

− Picture taking interval of 1 image per second. 
− Support for high resolution and full colour images. 
− TCP/IP networking over Ethernet. 
− Scalable removable storage media. 
− Low power consumption (48 hours on battery). 
− High reliability under harsh environmental conditions (e.g., radiation, industrial 

temperature range). 
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It has been agreed not to use a third-party operating system in the SCC (e.g. Linux, Windows 
embedded, or any real-time OS). This decision is dictated by the following requirements: 

− The system shall be capable of starting up within milliseconds. 
− There must be “SEU awareness” even on the OS level (majority vote etc.). 
− There must be full access to and a deep understanding of all source codes. 
− It must be possible to adapt the system to changing requirements. 
 
For these reasons, a proprietary operating system for Blackfin DSPs will be implemented with 
the following basic features: 

− Fast initialisation. 
− Cooperative multi-tasking. 
− Message passing (interrupt service routines to background task). 
− Semaphore handling. 
− Wait timers (1ms resolution). 
 
Another issue is data compression. It is proposed to use both JPEG Baseline and MPEG-2 
video compression in the SCC.  

In summary, in phase I of the Next Generation Surveillance System development a Blackfin 
Digital Signal Processor was selected as the main processing unit for the Surveillance Core 
Component. Irradiation pre-testing with breadboard designs showed that a Blackfin-based 
system will be capable of handling the expected single-event upset rate through special 
mitigation techniques that will be implemented in the Digital Signal Processor firmware (e.g., 
majority vote, execution from flash memory). Firmware prototypes designed for performance 
evaluation showed that the proposed architecture will be capable of fulfilling the user 
requirements. 

The paper will give some details on the user requirements, hardware and firmware designs, 
and feasibility demonstration by means of a breadboard design. 
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Containment and Surveillance (C&S) techniques are extensively used for Agency safeguards 
activities because they are flexible and cost effective.  The two main C&S categories have 
been optical surveillance and sealing systems.  A revolutionary new technology invented by 
physicists at Imperial College, London and the University of Durham may now provide a new 
tool for both laser item identification and sealing systems authentication.  The method uses 
surface intrinsic features applicable to UF-6 containers and safeguards seals. The Laser 
Surface Authentication (LSA) technology, invented by Prof. Russell Cowburn, Professor of 
Physics, and his team in the Nanotechnology Laboratories of Imperial College, London, 
recognizes the inherent ‘fingerprint’ within all material surfaces such as paper, plastic, metals 
and ceramics.  In the laser item identification application, this fingerprint identification will 
uniquely identify a container at a distance (perhaps 50 cm).  In the sealing systems 
authentication application, the identification takes place nearly on contact (1 cm). 

In either case, the unique fingerprint is formed by the differentiation of microscopic surface 
imperfections in the container or the seal.  Once the unique signature of the container or the 
seal is extracted by the LSA method, the signature can be subsequently used to authenticate 
the container or the seal as genuine and quickly identify counterfeit items. In addition, since 
every surface on every item is microscopically different, the distribution of ‘like’ container or 
seal signatures is expected to be well separated from the distribution of ‘unlike’ container or 
seal signatures.  The separation of these two distributions on some materials is such that 
estimated false positives are less than one in 10 to the power 100+ using fitted distributions, 
exceeding the forensic identification and discrimination performance of DNA.  

The laser item identification system (LIIS) application satisfies a safeguards need to develop 
an unattended surveillance method to uniquely identify UF-6 cylinders entering and exiting a 
nuclear facility.  The LIIS will go well beyond the capabilities of standard optical surveillance 
by not only detecting containers in motion, but by also uniquely identifying such containers.   
In this case, laser speckle from the container’s surface will uniquely identify the container 
without the need to add external tags or other markings.  

In the sealing systems application, a focused laser beam a short distance from the seal surface 
results in scattering from the surface.  A scanner records the resulting laser speckle and 
creates a unique identity code. This code, like any other type of seal identifier,  can be stored 
in a database along with other information such as date, time of application, inspector identity, 
location, and other information.  The LSA system will use a compact laser device to read this 
naturally occurring fingerprint and then store the information securely in a database. The seal 
can be checked at any time by performing subsequent scans in the field which will 
automatically check against the existing stored fingerprint data and verify its authenticity.  A 
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key advantage to this approach is that there is no need to modify the seal in any way with 
tags, chips, inks, or other overt markings   Thus, the LSA system can provide a high level of 
security against seal counterfeiting compared to other technologies, and at a fraction of the 
cost since the seal itself requires no modification. 
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The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has placed large quantities of direct use 
material under international safeguards at a dedicated location.  In order to increase efficiency 
and effectiveness, it was decided to install remote monitoring (RM) systems that allow active 
radio-frequency tamper-indicating devices (seals) to be interrogated and video surveillance 
system data to be reviewed, at any time, from dedicated computers at the Agency’s 
headquarters (HQ) in Vienna, Austria.   

The purpose of this paper is to describe the work performed to develop, install and test RM 
systems that are being used to reduce inspection costs while increasing the availability and 
accuracy of critical safeguards information.  In this application, the new RM systems replace 
an interim safeguards solution whereby seals and video surveillance data were reviewed on 
site by Agency safeguards inspectors at each (monthly) inspection.  The Agency is reviewing 
a cost benefit analysis of these systems and it is expected that physical inspection frequency 
can be reduced to five inspections annually.  The video surveillance and seals RM systems are 
completely independent and data are separately forwarded to the Agency’s HQ. 

This is the first application where the Agency has implemented an independent RM system 
for a large number of seals.  It is also the Agency’s first implementation of radio frequency 
communcation between a large group of seals and a remote data collection system.  During 
2005, the new RM systems were installed and the transfer of data to the Agency’s HQ was 
tested.  The systems have successfully completed a trial period with no ‘safeguards 
significant’ system failures.  System architecture, data protection methods, implementation 
and results of the field test will be discussed. 
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The Additional Protocol to the Non-Proliferation Treaty foresees improved verification of 
existing nuclear installations. To be effective new advanced capabilities must be developed 
and fielded to increase the accuracy of verification and detection of changes in the facilities. 
New systems need to be portable, simple to use and yet highly accurate and dependable.  

3D laser technologies proved to be effective in Design Information Verification (DIV). IAEA 
has successfully used the system in Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant. The system allowed IAEA 
to carry out rapid and accurate DIVs far faster and more accurately than had been possible in 
the past [1]. FIG. 1 presents a typical example from a mockup area at the JRC. A further 
application of 3D laser technologies is to perform the verification of the facility buildings. 
Typical plants are located on sites of few square kilometres with tens of buildings, housing 
process and storage facilities. This requires systems that are capable of measuring and 
verifying long distances and easy to handle in an outdoor environment.  

This paper presents an overview of the different 3D technologies and discusses its potential 
use in safeguards applications: 

− Design Information Verification [2]. 
− 3D Surveillance (overcomes the flatten world of classical 2D Surveillance and provides 

accurate quantitative (i.e., distance) measurements. 
− Object self authentication (spatial forensics), including the verification of closure welds 

on containers [3]. 
− Outdoor verification System or verification of the facility buildings and outdoor 

perimeters [4,5]. 
 

   
 (a) (b) (c) 

FIG. 1. (a) reference model, (b) verification scan, (c) automatically detected differences (in red). 
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For the verification of outdoor areas the paper presents a transportable system capable of 
acquiring on the fly 3D geometric data from a large installation. The proposed system is a 
scaled based approach combining different sensors and 3D reconstruction techniques 
depending on the size of the scene/objects to be modelled and accuracy of the final model. 
The system is mounted on a vehicle and integrates 3D laser scanners, high-resolution digital 
photography, video, GPS and inertial navigation systems. Data is acquired while driving the 
vehicle and/or from different static scanning positions. The system includes software tools for 
the automatic correction of the vehicle movements. In addition tools were specific developed 
to handle the huge amount of data collected to reconstruct large areas. It is possible in any 
time to redo a data acquisition from the same area without any assumptions of exact position, 
orientation or used scanner (see FIG. 2). Based on this new information it is possible to detect 
any changes in the buildings or any other type of modification (see FIG. 3). For a complete 
description of an outdoor scene, ground data acquired by the vehicle system can be combined 
with both airborne 3D laser data and/or satellite 3D data. 

 
 (a) (b) 

FIG. 2. (a) detailed view of the reference model, (b) detailed view of the verification model. 

 (a) (b) 

FIG. 3. Results of scene change detection (a) with rainbow colouring (blue=0m, red=1.0m difference), (b) with 
alarm colouring (white = 0-0.5m, red >0.5m differences). 
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During the uranium enrichment process, all UF6 material handling and storage in a gaseous 
centrifuge enrichment plant (GCEP) is accomplished by the use of UF6 cylinders. This 
includes UF6 that is delivered to an enrichment facility, entered as feed material to the 
cascade, withdrawn as product, shipped to the customer, withdrawn as tails and stored, and all 
material that is sampled and analyzed. The accounting of nuclear material relies upon tracking 
these cylinders throughout the enrichment process. A system providing a reliable, accurate, 
and immediate cylinder status is critical to maintaining a facility’s inventory of nuclear 
material. Potential problems exist with the methods currently used to track these cylinders 
because they require extensive manual entry by the operator. Implementation of an improved 
tracking system will result in an ability to more rapidly detect UF6 diversion and undeclared 
production activities. Therefore, there is a need for the development of dynamic, real-time 
systems that mitigate the risk of data being incorrectly entered or improperly manipulated.  

The key component required to implement these dynamic systems is the development of a 
reliable, automated, tamper-resistant process for tracking and monitoring the location and 
status of the cylinders. This proposed system will greatly reduce the risk of false or mis-
reported cylinder tare weights, diversion of nuclear material, concealment of excess 
production, utilization of undeclared cylinders, and misrepresentation of the contents of 
cylinders. It would have the ability to track the UF6 cylinders throughout their entire life cycle 
within the facility. The automated tracking of cylinders will provide for more effective 
safeguards and accountability of material and could additionally be designed to provide 
alarms which indicate abnormal operational conditions. 

Use of radio frequency identification devices (RFIDs) could be a viable option. These could 
either actively or passively identify the cylinder and provide cylinder attributes to the system. 
Active RFIDs have the additional capability of being able to receive and store data that could 
reflect changes to the cylinder’s attributes over time.  RFIDs could also be combined with 
other sensors such as radiation detectors, spectrometers, pressure and temperature sensors, 
accelerometers, limit switches, accountability scales, and other process information. 
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It is no exaggeration to describe the ongoing changes to the IAEA safeguards system as 
revolutionary.  In the past decade safeguards have moved from a relatively routine system, 
operating in a seemingly benign environment, to a system undergoing radical change, having 
to reinvent itself to respond to major challenges.  Yet the process of revolution has a long way 
to go.  The conceptual framework for the new safeguards has been developed, but this 
framework has to be consolidated through new implementation practices.  In this sense the 
revolution needs to be ongoing.  There is much more to be done if the safeguards system is to 
be successful in meeting the challenges. 

When the traditional safeguards system was introduced, in the early 1970s following the 
conclusion of the NPT, the objectives of the safeguards system were seen as being very 
different to today.  At that time it was thought that proliferation would require diversion of 
safeguarded nuclear material, and misuse of safeguarded nuclear facilities.  It was considered 
beyond the capability of most States to establish a wholly clandestine nuclear fuel cycle, 
independent of safeguarded nuclear material and facilities.  So, it was thought, countering 
proliferation was a matter of applying suitably rigorous safeguards procedures to declared 
material and facilities. 

During the 1970s and 1980s the traditional safeguards system developed in conditions of 
apparent stability, where the main challenge was seen as resource allocation, how to manage a 
steadily growing workload with a relatively static budget.  During this period the traditional 
safeguards system developed with an emphasis on nuclear materials accountancy, and on 
verifying the correctness of declared nuclear material inventories.  The organisational culture 
developed around the use of quantitative and relatively mechanistic procedures.  This culture 
was reinforced through a particular policy perspective, specifically, that avoiding 
discrimination required uniformity in safeguards implementation.  

Yet this apparent stability was dangerously misleading.  Beneath the surface, what is now 
seen as the greatest safeguards challenge – clandestine nuclear programs – remained 
unrecognised and undetected.  By the time of its discovery, following the First Gulf War, 
Iraq’s clandestine nuclear program had been growing for over a decade undetected by 
safeguards.  The discovery of this program prompted the establishment of the program to 
strengthen safeguards.   

Today it is recognised that the greatest single safeguards challenge is the detection of 
undeclared nuclear activities.  In IAEA terms this is expressed as requiring that safeguards 
should provide assurance of the completeness as well as the correctness of States’ 
declarations.  The development of new methods, approaches and technology – and a new 
safeguards culture – are needed to respond to this challenge.   
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In contrast to the previous uniformity, the new safeguards are underpinned by a State-level 
approach, designing safeguards implementation to address the acquisition paths available to 
each State, and other State-specific factors.  At the same time, new techniques and detection 
technologies are being developed.  The broadening of available verification measures will 
require greater adaptability at the implementation level - more options will be available to 
inspectors, there will be less emphasis on routine inspection activities, and much more 
emphasis on observation skills.  Verification activities directed at the possibility of undeclared 
activities will involve new ways of thinking.  

The revolutionary aspect of safeguards development is that expert judgment is coming to the 
fore in drawing safeguards conclusions.  Conclusions about the absence of something - 
undeclared activities - can never be as definitive as conclusions based on quantitative methods 
applied to a finite problem - the verification of a declared inventory.  For the new safeguards 
conclusions to be credible, a number of conditions need to be satisfied: that States understand 
the process for looking for indicators of undeclared activities and accept these are appropriate; 
that States are satisfied the process is applied at the requisite standard; and that States are 
satisfied judgments are exercised and conclusions drawn in a suitably disciplined way.  All of 
this involves new approaches compared with the traditional quantitative system, including 
analysis of a broader range of information, and a quality assurance system to ensure 
appropriate standards of implementation and decision-making. 

This paper will touch on SAGSI’s contribution to the safeguards revolution, and will outline 
SAGSI’s views on the further development of the safeguards system. 
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Abstract 

Concerns over the illicit trafficking of radiological and nuclear materials were focused originally on 
the lack of security and accountability of such material throughout the former Soviet states.  This is 
primarily attributed to the frequency of events that have occurred involving theft and trafficking of 
critical material components that could be used to construct a Radiological Dispersal Device (RDD) or 
a rudimentary, improvised nuclear device (IND).  However, with the continued expansion of nuclear 
technology and the deployment of a global nuclear fuel cycle these materials will continue to become 
increasingly prevalent, affording a more diverse inventory of dangerous materials and dual-use items.  
To further complicate the matter, the list of nuclear consumers has grown to include: 

• Nation-states that have gone beyond the IAEA agreed framework and additional protocols 
concerning multiple nuclear fuel cycles and processes that reuse the fuel through reprocessing 
to exploit technologies previously confined to the more industrialized world. 

• Terrorist organizations seeking to acquire nuclear and radiological material due to the 
potential devastation and psychological effect of their use. 

• Organized crime, which has discovered a lucrative market in trafficking of illicit material to 
international actors and/or countries. 

• Amateur smugglers trying to feed their families in a post-Soviet era. 
 

An initial look at trafficking trends of this type seems scattered and erratic, localized primarily to a 
select group of countries (Figure 1).  This is not necessarily the case.  The success with which other 
contraband has been smuggled throughout the world suggests that nuclear trafficking may be carried 
out with relative ease along the same routes by the same criminals or criminal organizations.   

Modeling and Analysis of Illicit Trafficking Trends 

Clearly, the generation of an accurate analysis to model trafficking routes and nuclear trafficking 
trends requires: 

• Cooperative, accurate coverage of incidences and the material involved, including the 
origination of the material, the seizure site and the proposed destination. 

• Modeling of previous nuclear trafficking trends, routes, and smuggler involvement to generate 
an understanding of the supply and demand. 

• Identification of the material in relation to risk for a particular material threat, trend, or 
local/regional activity. 

• Noise filtration of inaccurate intelligence from the analysis that may impede the incident 
interpretation of route and risk. 
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FIG. 1. Global Trafficking Incidents (2002). 

In collecting reports on illicit trafficking of nuclear and radiological material or related equipment, it is 
expected that some information or authenticity may be lacking.  However, it is important to note that 
the collection and modeling of multiple incidences to provide an activity analysis will convey an 
overall supply and demand trend indicative of illicit nuclear activity and intentions.   

Illicit Nuclear Material Trafficking Analysis Software 

Software to analyze trafficking routes should incorporate cognitive modeling and advanced 
information processing using compilation of multi-source intelligence and previously designed 
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) techniques.  The backdrop of such an analysis is weighted towards 
previous trafficking activity (Figure 2). 

 

FIG. 2. Route analysis based on previous trafficking trends. 

This analysis will also include an objective determination of proliferation and trafficking trends via 
current methodologies for predicting the potential for development of weapons of mass destruction.  
This can be achieved via modeling of trafficking routes and trends, while incorporating the material 
risks associated with the particular nuclear or radiological materials involved.  It is then possible to 
design a risk based probability for the deployment of an unconventional weapon.   
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Figure 3 is a 3D model of a radiological dispersal device using a specified amount of cesium-137.  The 
detonation site is marked by the red circle and the color-coded columns indicate levels of radiological 
dosimetry.  The model is also confined to environmental conditions that would affect the spread of 
radiological material. 

 
FIG. 3. Potential RDD risk analysis. 

 

Preliminary Conclusions 

The development of nuclear energy will amplify the accessibility to nuclear and radiological material.  
This may further increase the potential for latent proliferation.  It is important that enough information 
and intelligence is collected under a cooperative framework to efficiently address and combat the 
spread of illicit trafficking.  This intelligence and information must be analyzed using modeling 
schemes that accurately depict illicit trafficking activity.  Accomplishing this will allow us to 
understand the scope and intentions of illicit nuclear and radiological trafficking, and be prepared for 
future trafficking incidences. 

D.L. York et al. (2006) “Global Modeling and Risk Analysis of Illicit Nuclear and Radiological 
Material Trafficking,” Article Submitted for Publication. 
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Safeguards anomalies caused by surveillance failures or inconclusive surveillance during the 
open core period at LWRs are the most difficult anomalies to resolve as they are usually 
detected after refuelling and core closure and the re-start operation of these reactors. The 
absence of diversion of irradiated fuel, whether in the core or in the pond, with the use of 
undeclared fresh fuel, dummies or even without replacement – which is less likely – needs to 
be confirmed. Safeguards has no authority to request immediate stoppage of reactor operation 
to verify the reactor cores, as such action would cause a high interruption of power production 
and cost. Therefore, resolution of these types of anomalies is of high safeguards value, 
particularly before the broader safeguards conclusion of the absence of undeclared nuclear 
material and activities in the State, in particular the absence of undeclared reprocessing 
activities or spent fuel storage, has been drawn.  

In this paper, we are going to present the resolution of three different types of open core 
anomalies at LWRs where different methods, mainly based on analysis and advanced non-
destructive assay (NDA) methods, are successfully used.  

The first type of open core anomaly is related to late detection of the failure of open core 
surveillance after refuelling, core closure and restart operation. The core fuel under 
surveillance is not verified by NDA but only item counted and identified in the core.  This is 
the most common anomaly type, where the removal of either irradiated core fuel or spent fuel 
could be replaced by fresh fuel assemblies in the core. The resolution of this type of anomaly 
is done with the use of an advanced NDA method, mainly a specially designed fork detector 
irradiated fuel measurement system (FDET), to assess the irradiation period of different core 
fuel assemblies upon discharge at the end of the cycle. This solution is more likely to be 
applied to PWRs where normally the entire core fuel assemblies are discharged temporarily to 
the spent fuel pond before refuelling. 

The second type of anomaly is related to the failure of surveillance during the core opening 
period until the discharge of the entire core fuel assemblies and the verification of the entire 
irradiated fuel (core fuel and spent fuel) in the spent fuel pond – called 100% verification – 
using an improved Cerenkov viewing device (ICVD). The resolution in this case is based on 
detailed analysis of the possibility to discharge and reload the entire core, introduce a number 
of undeclared fresh fuel assemblies in the core, close the reactor, perform undeclared 
operation of the reactor, shutdown, open the core again, and discharge the entire core. In 
addition to this analysis, the ICVD is used to confirm the absence of unirradiated dummies or 
very low irradiated spent fuel assemblies. 
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The third type of anomaly is related to an undeclared emergency core opening and closure 
with declaration that no core fuel assemblies have been discharged, while the surveillance was 
inconclusive shortly before this undeclared core opening.  The resolution of the anomaly in 
this case is based on the prompt verification of all the entire spent fuel assemblies in the pond 
using the advanced ICVD, namely the DCVD, to confirm mainly the cooling time of the 
assemblies and consequently the absence of undeclared core fuel assemblies discharged 
during the undeclared emergency core opening.   
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In 2001 a Dry Spent Fuel Storage was put into operation at Zaporozhe NPP site, Ukraine. The 
IAEA developed a safeguards approach for spent fuel transfers based on the use of a fork 
detector (FDET). In addition, containment/surveillance measures were put in place in order to 
maintain continuity of knowledge over the verified assemblies. The implementation of the 
safeguards approach was done in excellent cooperation with the Facility Operator.  

The FDET measurement system enables the IAEA to verify the Operator’s declaration on 
nuclear material content. The results are shared with the Operator in order to check the 
correctness of the calculated burn-up with regard to the nuclear safety concern. 

The paper describes the approach implemented and discusses the results obtained. 
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In today’s commercial nuclear environment spent fuel bundles are being removed from wet 
storage areas, encased in containers and stored at interim dry storage facilities all over the 
world. Expanding IAEA tasks are challenging the Agency to develop better and more 
inventive ways to maintain continuity of knowledge of this spent fuel while it is transported 
by operator controlled vehicles to facilities where large caches of spent fuel are stored. This 
considerable task becomes less intimidating by inspector pre-planning, approved procedures 
and professionally installed reliable containment and surveillance equipment. 

Safeguarding transfers of spent fuel under traditional safeguards include an on-site inspector 
who monitors loading of spent fuel into transport/storage canisters, constantly observing the 
item’s physical location throughout its transport to an interim dry storage facility. The number 
of inspector days in the field have been drastically reduced by installed and operating 
unattended monitoring systems maintaining continuity of knowledge over the spent fuel. 

Under a State level approach to safeguards, spent fuel transfers may be monitored by a regime 
of low frequency unannounced inspections with a low probability for post-transfer detection 
of a diversion of nuclear material. But, with a combination of low frequency unannounced 
inspections and an unattended spent fuel transfer safeguarding approach, the probability of 
post-transfer detection of a diversion is above 50%.  

Our unattended approach to the monitoring of spent fuel transfers by the Agency has already 
eliminated the need for constant inspector coverage and minimized the number of person-days 
required per facility. This allows for valuable inspector resources to be redirected to other 
more demanding areas of the world for safeguarding efforts. 

Cernavoda Nuclear Site located in Romania is currently the first of its kind being safeguarded 
under an unattended spent fuel transfer approach. Our improved method of monitoring and 
maintaining continuity of knowledge of the spent fuel being transferred from an operating 
CANDU reactor to an interim dry storage facility will be examined in this paper as a 
successful case study. 
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Comprehensive Safeguards 

Based on the signing of Safeguards Agreement referred to INFCIRC/153 document, 
Indonesia has obligation to implement safeguards system called as SSAC (State Systems of 
Accounting for and Control of Nuclear Materials) to all nuclear material under safeguards 
based on definition in the document. Therefore, the State Regulatory (BAPETEN) has 
released conducting regulation for State Level was Decree of Chairman of BAPETEN No. 
2/2005 about SSAC (State Systems of Accounting for and Control of Nuclear Materials). 

Systems are based on three measured elements: Nuclear Material Accounting for, 
Containment and Surveillance System with characteristic of conducting safeguards are: 

1. Action of safeguards implementation based on facility level with structure of MBA 
(Material Balance Area). 

2. IAEA’s routine inspection is limited only at strategic point in declared nuclear facility. 

3. Main objective of safeguards is early detection of important nuclear material from 
peaceful purpose to nuclear weapon or other unknown explosive materials. 

4. IAEA verifies nuclear materials data and declared facility (did not look for undeclared 
information). 

Based on description above, it can be known rights and obligations of BATAN as a Research 
and Development Institution in nuclear technology field. On implementing safeguards based 
on safeguards agreement (as INFCIRC/153 document), it can be mentioned that there are no 
problem with those. BAPETEN has completed all regulations. Systems made all job units in 
BATAN an obligation to manage nuclear facilities based on structure of MBA definitively 
and to give ease for IAEA inspectors. 

Conclusion of safeguards implementation result is based on that there are no deviation of 
declared nuclear materials reported by state. It is compared by verification result that 
conducted by IAEA’s inspectors. 
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Strengthened safeguards system implementation at Serpong Nuclear Research Center – 
BATAN 

NPT safeguards scope covers all nuclear materials in all peaceful purposes nuclear activities 
have extended its scope by Additional Protocol to Safeguards Agreement as INFCIRC/540 
document. The document requires declaration completely included all activities nuclear 
related in past, present, and the future. Peaceful purpose or no, and the most important thing is 
to require Member State permitting IAEA inspectors to access information and location on 
facility and location other facility that have declared. Briefly, the safeguards action is 
addressed especially to ensure absence of undeclared nuclear activities. Information that 
reported to the IAEA based on INFCIRC/540 included all R&D activities nuclear related 
information are conducted by Member State or all activities are indicated by: 

• Specific equipment nuclear related. 
• Supporting infrastructure. 
• Tell-tale traces environment. 
• Nuclear material utilization prediction. 

Approachable things by preparing base information covers: 

• Broaden declaration by Member State. 
• Information evaluation by IAEA. 
• Measuring using new technique. 
• Broader access of inspector. 

These things enable for the IAEA to evaluate consistency of declaration conducted by 
Member State and preparing data on verification or detection of absence of undeclared 
nuclear activities. 

Special arrangement for short notice Inspection (SNI) for Multipurpose Reactor (MBA RI-C) 
at Serpong Nuclear Research Center had been conducted. Since MBA RI-C classified into 
group III that has 1 SQ inventory required one PIV inspection. During inspection time, the 
Agency inspector may add another access to specified location by short notice at least 2 hours 
before start and access. Both fax and direct phone contact should deliver those notices to 
certain official. This position will also have impact to the BAPETEN routine inspection to 
each facility. And BAPETEN recommends the operators that always keep on update their 
record and report all material and activities.  

Conclusion 

Based on description above, it can be concluded that there are no problems on implementing 
strengthened safeguards system at Serpong Nuclear Research Center. All have gone better. 

Suggestion 

There are several things can be conducted to enhance strengthened safeguards implementation 
at Serpong Nuclear Research Center as mentioned below: 

BAPETEN shall publish as soon as possible conducting regulation about Strengthened 
Safeguards System and socializing it to all job units in BATAN which have obligation to 
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arrange appropriate declaration. So, the requirements can be fulfilled immediately and it will 
be helpful for BAPETEN to give access to IAEA’s inspectors. 

For internal BATAN behalf, It is preferable that there is one job unit in BATAN to 
monitoring implementation of declaration so that no misperception on implementing 
declaration. Especially, concerning the future nuclear program policy. 
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Emergency situations for nuclear materials in the relevant facilities are taken into account in 
the French regulations. The decree issued on 12 May 1981 on the protection and control of 
nuclear materials currently specifies that "the Ministry of Industry can order a physical 
inventory of nuclear materials and compare it with audited records under all circumstances". 
These inventories are prescribed for nuclear facilities, for example in case of potential theft, 
loss or diversion of nuclear materials. In such situations, operators must be able to check if all 
nuclear materials held are actually inside the perimeter of the facility and in the expected 
locations. 

To test the organisation implemented in an emergency, at operator and competent authority 
levels respectively, since 1993, ten exercises with increasing complexity have already been 
carried out in various types of facilities (research reactor, uranium metal processing 
workshop, research laboratory, reprocessing plant, etc.). They have been used to train the 
emergency teams, to test the procedures set up for that purpose, to check the efficiency of the 
operational resources (communication, measurements, etc.) and to estimate the time required 
to perform the various steps (activation of crisis centre, checking of physical protection 
devices, inventory of items and measurements). These exercises have notably shown the need 
to plan action sequences to improve the efficiency of the inventory taking and the importance 
of using seals to reduce its duration. The benefit gained from them also highlights the main 
items to be considered before organising such an exercise. One of the most important 
parameter is the choice of the scenario, that should be realistic, easily implemented and 
elaborated with the intention of inducing lesson learnt. 

After a short overview of French domestic regulations, this paper develops this item and more 
particularly deals with the various types of possible scenarios based on non-proliferation, 
malevolence or media-blackmail and the impact of the scenario choice on the development of 
the exercise. 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: inventory, crisis, exercise, lesson learnt  
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The IAEA Department of Safeguards has the task of implementing the Additional Protocol 
(AP) in the Member States that have signed agreements bringing that treaty into force.  The 
IAEA inspector under the traditional INFCIRC/153 safeguards has been an accountant 
focused on the declared nuclear material stores of a Member State.  The INFCIRC/540 
Strengthened Safeguards System (SSS) provides the Agency and its inspectors with the right 
to investigate a Member State’s nuclear programme to see if all declared activities are in order 
and no undeclared activities exist.  This broadening of the scope of the inspector’s 
responsibilities has changed the training of the inspectors to orient them to being an 
investigator compared to an accountant [1].  The Safeguards training department has created a 
curriculum of courses that provides the background to train the inspectorate into this new 
inspection regime [2].  The United States Support Program (USSP) has contributed to this 
curriculum by putting together a course at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in 
Additional Protocol Complementary Access (APCA) to give the IAEA the opportunity to 
provide inspectors a necessary field exercise in a realistic environment at a research site.   

Brookhaven National Laboratory contains three shutdown nuclear research reactors, operating 
particle accelerators, hot cells, radioactive waste storage, laser laboratories, and magnet 
production facilities on a large site very similar to numerous research facilities around the 
world situated in non-nuclear weapon states (NNWS).  The BNL team created an Article 2 
declaration containing annotated maps of the site, descriptions of the buildings on site, 
satellite and aerial photographs of the area, and a declaration of research activities on the site.  
The declaration is as realistic to actual BNL research except that proprietary and security 
concerns of the BNL site have been taken into account.  The BNL team felt the best training 
vehicle provides a realistic scenario and that adding manufactured fictional situations weakens 
the scenario for the student.  The facilities at BNL provide enough ambiguities for the student 
to investigate without any contrived scenarios.   

The BNL site will be part of a fictional country called Freedonia.  Freedonia consists of the 
real Long Island of the U.S. state of New York consisting of the actual Nassau, Suffolk, Kings 
(Brooklyn), and Queens Counties which for our purposes we assume to be an independent 
NNWS.  The real Long Island contains numerous interesting open source material for the 
IAEA students to investigate.  One can show that “Freedonia” had a flourishing aerospace 
industry that could provide technical expertise for a gas centrifuge uranium enrichment 
programme.  There is also the decommissioned and decontaminated Shoreham Nuclear Power 
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Station about 10 km north of BNL.  On the outskirts of BNL there also exist various industrial 
structures and businesses that the students may investigate as being functionally related to 
BNL.   

The BNL course will focus mainly on the techniques of complementary access activities.  In 
implementing the AP, the inspector will examine the open source research provided to him, 
the country report about the State’s past nuclear activities and possible future nuclear ventures 
including any areas of proliferation concern, the State’s AP declaration to the IAEA, and 
satellite photographs of the site.  The inspector must then create a picture of the State’s 
capabilities as declared and a programme to investigate ambiguities in the State’s nuclear 
ambitions including clarifications of the State’s declaration.  IAEA Department of Safeguards 
Training Staff will train the inspectors in the AP declaration evaluation, complementary 
access equipment use, and rationale for site selection for complementary access in Vienna 
during a week-long preparatory part of the course to prepare them for the next week’s field 
exercise in “Freedonia” at BNL.  When the inspectors arrive at BNL, the BNL training team 
will act as the State System of Accounting and Controls of nuclear material (SSAC) personnel 
and actual BNL staff will act as the operator.   

The BNL training team will be forcing the IAEA inspectors to use expertly the tools of 
complementary access in a thoughtful manner.  They will stress that there exist within the 
bounds of INFCIRC/153 safeguards means to do design verification and other activities 
where they would not need to exercise the rights of complementary access.  The BNL team 
will also stress how to handle the States’s and operator’s right of managed access of the site in 
a manner so that the inspector can answer the questions he has about a site without trampling 
the State’s rights or being deceived by a State intent on hiding undeclared activities.   

While the course will encourage the inspectors to investigate all aspects of the BNL site, BNL 
will have the student inspectors focus on certain unique facilities on the site so that a fruitful 
and controlled exercise can be conducted.  The inspectors will access the waste management 
areas with its hot cells, the laser test facilities, and magnet production areas, the shutdown 
Brookhaven Medical Research Reactor and off-site at the decommissioned Shoreham Nuclear 
Power Station.  These areas will provide the inspectors with possible areas of nuclear activity 
that will need the exercise of AP tools such as complementary access.  The inspectors should 
have an appreciation of how to do AP declaration analysis, choose complementary access 
locations, handle managed access, and understand the limits of the rights and responsibilities 
of an inspector under the AP inspection regime. 
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The IAEA Department of Safeguards is implementing a Quality Management System (QMS) 
as a means of ensuring credible, soundly-based safeguards conclusions.  Guided by a Quality 
Policy Statement1 approved by senior management in November, 2004, the Departmental 
Quality Manager in the Division of Concepts and Planning, Section for Standardization, has 
since begun to implement a wide range of measures designed to create a QMS based on the 
requirements of the ISO 9001: 2000 standard. 

An early priority has been the development of a training program to introduce staff to the 
QMS and to teach specific groups how to apply quality management principles to their jobs.  
In 2005, three classroom-based seminars and workshops were offered for the first time – a 
one-hour introductory seminar for new inspectors, a two-day seminar for safeguards 
managers, and a five-day workshop for skilled staff.  In addition, it was determined that a 
mandatory computer-based training course on Quality Management was required to introduce 
all new and existing staff to basic QMS principles.  The large numbers of people to be trained 
and a significant year-to-year turnover of staff precluded classroom delivery. 

To carry out this work, the Canadian Safeguards Support Program (CSSP) was approached 
for assistance.  Previously, the CSSP had developed several successful computer-based 
training programs for the Department on topics such as CANDU Power Station 
Fundamentals, VXI Integrated Fuel Monitor (VIFM) Procedures, and Interpreting Bundle 
Counter and Core Discharge Monitor Radiation Signatures. In January, 2006, a CSSP project 
team consisting of a project manager, instructional designer, and programmer/graphic 
designer was created to work with subject matter experts in the Department of Safeguards 
Division of Concepts and Planning. 

The objectives set for a computer-based quality management training course were to explain 
to new staff how the QMS works, how they will interact with it, how the QMS affects their 
work environment, and where to find further assistance and information. To make the 
interactive training program as widely and easily available as possible, it was decided to 
create an Intranet-based solution rather than a CD-ROM or DVD-based training package.  
This decision presented several challenges arising from: a departmental Intranet architecture 
that, for security reasons, includes firewalls that limit outside access to Department of 
Safeguards materials; and the need to first implement a learning management system for 
online courses.  
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To meet these challenges and create a truly useful training experience, the CSSP team made a 
commitment to work closely with its IAEA “customer” throughout the course development 
cycle to capture the required subject matter, develop an appropriate instructional design, 
model and test the online learning environment, and work out technical challenges arising 
from the agency’s online environment.   

To capture interest and promote learning, the course that has emerged – entitled The Road to 
Safeguards Quality: An e-Learning Tutorial –  uses a wide variety of presentation techniques.  
These include: 

− Short video clips featuring concise testimonials and scene-setting commentaries 
throughout the program. 

− An entertaining “story” module designed to provide a light introduction to key QMS 
concepts. 

− Animated vignettes at the beginning of each module to capture key messages in a 
memorable way. 

− Frequent quizzes and exercises to test understanding and broaden perspectives. 
− Continuous online access to reference documents and Web resources. 
− Ready access to departmental trainers and subject matter experts by means of an e-mail 

utility. 
− Tracking of student progress to help participants resume their studies from session to 

session. 
− A technical design that enables the Department to make course updates, as required. 
− A pass-fail test to conclude the course. 
 
Departmental IT staff have identified ways to work with firewall barriers without 
compromising security, making the program widely available both within the Department of 
Safeguards and throughout the Agency.  The learning management system implemented for 
this course will support a growing curriculum of on-line courses in coming years. 
 
After an initial period of heavy usage while all departmental staff complete the QMS training 
module, it is estimated that up to 40 new staff members recruited into the Department each 
year will complete the Road to Safeguards Quality course during their first month of 
employment.  The lessons learned from this seminal course development experience are 
expected to be applied to other on-line training programs in the years ahead. 
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FIG. 1. The road to safeguards quality: e-learning tutorial features a wide variety of presentation media 
including video, audio narration, animation, and interactive quizzes. 
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The knowledge retention problem in the nuclear field was acknowledged by the OECD in 
2000. ESARDA reacted to that with a strategy to tackle the problem and created a Working 
Group on Training and Knowledge Management (ESARDA WG TKM). The final objective 
of the ESARDA WG TKM is the setup of course modules to an internationally recognised 
reference standard.  

This project is in line with the movement of establishing a European curriculum for Nuclear 
Engineering. Teaching in the Nuclear Safeguards field is indeed strongly influenced by 
national history so the objective of the course is to provide homogeneous material in 
safeguards and non proliferation matters at the European level. 

This paper reports on the feedback of the course that was held by some of the leading experts 
in the field of nuclear safeguards in Europe. Its content deals with the general background of 
safeguards legislation and Treaties, the nuclear fuel cycle, various safeguards techniques, 
verification technologies and the evolution of safeguards. The course schedule is presented in 
Fig. 1. The audience - 40 university students and 5 young professionals (STUK and JRC) – 
from 12 different European countries was highly interested and gave positive feedback. 

The course has been introduced in the course database of the European Nuclear Education 
Network on the website http://www.neptuno-cs.de. A recognition as academic course of 3 
credits under the European Credit Transfer System has been requested to the Belgian Nuclear 
higher Education Network. In the future this course will be repeated on a regular basis and 
evaluated, aiming to achieve recognition by the European Nuclear Education Network 
(ENEN). With an ENEN-label it is included in the list of optional courses for a European 
Masters Degree in Nuclear Engineering. 
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FIG. 1. Schedule of the first ESARDA course on Nuclear Safeguards and Non-Proliferation (Ispra, 
6-9 March 2006). 
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Like in other EU countries, experience has been made in Germany with the Implementation of 
the Additional Protocol: Identifying and defining the Sites, providing information for the 
operators, preparing the declarations and transferring the data into the software was the first 
step. 

Since the beginning of 2005, there have been (until the end of July 2006) 16 Complementary 
Accesses in totally 12 sites. In addition, there were extended inspection activities at other 
facilities. 

Some places have no nuclear material any more, others ceased to exist years ago. Whereas 
EURATOM had verified at that time the empty status of a LOF or facility, the IAEA had been 
hesitant to join these inspections. Now, 10 or more years later, the IAEA’s interest in these 
places is awakening and causes considerable effort and extra costs. 

The paper addresses some observations in these activities and will try to contribute to the 
learning process on all sides. 
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Tajikistan is not a nuclear state, though mass media wrote and writes a lot about uranium 
deposits, their exploration, development and production in Tajikistan.  

But, in tailings and waste fields of Tajikistan has been accumulated a considerable amount of 
radioactive wastes. According to data of the Ministry of Nature Protection of the Republic of 
Tajikistan, the amount of accumulated (conserved and active) “tails” for present period of 
time consists of 210 million of tons.  

They are allocated in the area of more than a thousand hectares. Only one of the operating 
tailings (the Degmai-settlement), which occupies the territory of 90 hectares and where 
allocated 39,8 million of tons of radioactive wastes, has gamma-radiation of  200-250 
microroentgens per hour.  Most of “tails” do not have proper covering and are very dangerous 
for the environment [1,2].  

It is well-known that during the Soviet period the radiation safety service kept most of 
negative data in secret from society. Today we are constructing a democratic state, and, along 
with other institutes, we are reforming the radiation safety service of the country.   

Tajikistan became the Member State of IAEA in 2001. The Nuclear and Radiation Safety 
Agency is established at the framework of the Academy of Sciences. The Agency is the 
Regulatory Authority of the Republic of Tajikistan on Problems of Safety, Control, Storage, 
and Utilization of Radioactive Materials.  

Our Nuclear and Radiation Safety Agency successfully cooperates with the IAEA Safeguards 
Department: 

(1) There were 4 expert missions of the IAEA Safeguards department to our country. 
(2) Have been carried out inspections of: 

(a) Tailings and the Uranium oxide-protoxide production plant. 
(b) Republican Waste Repository Site. 
(c) Anzob Ore Mining and Processing Plant. 
(d) Non-operating Research reactor of Physical and Technical Institute of the 

Academy of sciences of Tajikistan. 
(e) Establishments of the Ministry of Health, Ministry of Nature Protection and the 

Ministry of Extreme Situations and Civil Defense. 
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(3) IAEA Safeguards Department experts and our specialists jointly liquidated the risk of 
radiation pollution. This risk was caused  was the result of helicopter crash in mountains 
of Northern Tajikistan. 

(4) The IAEA Safeguards Department rendered its technical assistance to the Ministry of 
Extreme Situations and Civil Defense by providing the necessary equipment, which cost 
are 48 thousand US dollars. 

 
Particular place in our cooperation with IAEA take the problems of creation of legislative 
base on radiation safety [3]: 

(1) The Law of the Republic of Tajikistan “On Radiation Safety” was adopted the 
Parliament of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

(2) The Law of the Republic of Tajikistan “On Use of Atomic Energy” was adopted the 
Parliament of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

(3) Regulation “State Regulation on Ensuring Radiation Safety” was adopted by the 
Decision of the Government of Tajikistan on 3 December 2004. 

(4) Regulation “On Interdepartmental Board on Ensuring Radiation Safety” was adopted by 
the Decision of the Government of Tajikistan on 2 December 2005. 

(5) We are developing normative documents on radiation safety. 
 
The Republic of Tajikistan signed and ratified the Non-Proliferation Treaty. The Government 
of the Republic of Tajikistan signed the IAEA Safeguards Agreement and Additional Protocol 
and the parliament of Tajikistan has ratified the mentioned documents. 

We hope that our cooperation with IAEA and recognition of international agreements and 
treaties by our Republic will allow: 

(1) the international society to recognize us as reliable partners; and 
(2) us to improve the Republican system of radiation protection of population up to the 

level of developed states. 
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The Kazakhstan State system for nuclear material accounting and control strengthened 
appreciably for the current time and it will be the foundation for implementing of the 
integrated safeguards in Kazakhstan. 

The system for nuclear materials control consist of two levels – the Governmental level and 
the facility level – have increased estimably. The facilities had been licensed. It provided for 
revised the system for accounting and control of nuclear materials by both side – 
governmental and facility. The result of this action came to the putting in good order of the 
present system and  the normative base, the developing of the work plan for systematic 
analyses and correction of the  system as a whole. 

The essential work has been done of the facilities system for accounting and control of 
nuclear materials carried out by help of donor-states.   

The effectiveness of the system had been examined during the spent fuel packing process on 
the shut down facility BN-350. Arrangements were intended for continuous monitoring of the 
IAEA’s inspections and facility staff. That was entail to develop additional regulative 
undertaking and instructions. 

The transportation of the part of the nuclear material (fuel assemblies) from shut down facility 
BN-350 to the fuel fabrication plant was the second testing action of the system. There 
emerged peculiarities of regulation in order to ensure accounting and control during shipment 
and receive.  

The processing of the received fuel assemblies from BN-350 at Ulba facility was the third 
important action enabled to test the effectiveness of our system. The new instructions 
permitting permanent control of the nuclear material moving during process were developed.  

The quantitative estimate the system for accounting and control of nuclear materials dose not 
consider in this paper. The main attention had been given to issues of the managerial 
cooperation of all existent links of the system. 

Additional protocol to the Agreement between the Republic of Kazakhstan and the 
International Atomic Energy Agency for the Application of Safeguards in Connection with 
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons was singed at February 6, 2004.  
Now according internal rules Additional Protocol is under ratification process. 

Kazakhstan carry out preliminary work to prepare initial declaration, develop the procedures 
in connection with the implementation of complementary access, train the staff of the 
facility’s which will be under the provisions of the Additional protocol. 
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Thus Kazakhstan improves the state system for accounting and control of nuclear materials 
and carries out the work on the implementation of the Additional protocol. And these allow 
applying the integrated safeguards in Kazakhstan in the nearest forthcoming. 
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Rokkasho Enrichment Plant (REP) has been operating since 1992 with safeguards 
implemented on the basis of the Hexapartite Safeguards Project (HSP) concept. 

Achievement of safeguards defined by HSP entails a set of safeguards measures whose 
application by the inspectorate permits the detection in a timely manner and with high 
confidence of the diversion of a significant quantity of uranium, including the production of a 
significant quantity of uranium at an enrichment level higher than declared. Limited 
frequency unannounced access (LFUA) to cascade areas has been implemented.  

However, further improvement of the safeguards approach is needed, especially continuity of 
knowledge on Physical Inventory Verification (PIV) under the condition of in-operation PIT, 
and effective flow verification for UF6 cylinder movements.  

Therefore Japan Nuclear Fuel Limited (JNFL) has studied a new safeguards approach which 
would provide effective and efficient safeguards from the following viewpoints: 

- securing of safety for the facility operation, 

- achievement of the international safeguards requirements, 

- securing of economy for production, and 

- use of operator’s equipment with authentication for the inspections. 

A plan for a new safeguards approach has been established based on a non-destructive assay 
(NDA) system with remote monitoring capability to verify the nuclear material flow in the 
process and LEU production (uranium quantity and enrichment) remotely, which is shown in 
Fig. 1. Concept Drawing of an Innovative Safeguards Approach. The remote monitoring will 
provide optimization of the Agency resources for both inspection activities on declared 
enrichment operations and detection of undeclared activities.  

This paper presents experience on the safeguards implementation at REP, current 
improvement for UF6 cylinder movement verification by surveillance cameras, group seal 
approach at the UF6 storage and an innovative safeguards approach based on NDA system 
with remote monitoring for declared facilities.  
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FIG. 1. Concept drawing of an innovative safeguards approach. 
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In April 2005, Japan Nuclear Fuel Limited (JNFL) submitted the Government of Japan an 
application for the permission of MOX fuel fabrication business for JNFL MOX Fuel 
Fabrication Plant (J-MOX). In accordance with the Subsidiary Arrangement Code 3.1.2, the 
preliminary design information of J-MOX was sent to the Agency by the Government of 
Japan in June 2005. Therefore, J-MOX safeguards formalities and discussion with the Agency 
have started as an official project. 
 
J-MOX is composed of three buildings and built just adjacent to Rokkasho Reprocessing 
Plant (RRP). The main building has site area of 80m x 80m and three floors under the ground 
and one floor on the ground.   

 
FIG. 1. Bird’s-eye view of J-MOX buildings. 

 
It is currently planned that start of construction in 2007 April, start of equipment & instrument 
installation in 2010 January, start of hot test in 2011 April and start of commercial operation 
in 2012 April. 
 
Feed materials to J-MOX are MOX powder from RRP, UO2 powder from a reconversion 
facility and U fuel rods from LWR fuel fabrication facilities. And product material is MOX 
fuel assembly for LWR (PWR & BWR). 
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Maximum design capacity is 130 t-HM/Y and basic operating principle is that all amount of 
Plutonium reprocessed in RRP is used for MOX fuel fabrication in J-MOX. Normal operation 
mode of major process is two shifts per day and five operating days per week. 
 
J-MOX process is made up of Feed Powder Receiving, Powder Preparation, Pellet 
Fabrication, Fuel Rod Fabrication, Fuel Assembly Fabrication, Packing & Shipping, Scrap 
Treatment, Analytical Laboratory and Solid Waste storage.  
 
JNFL is now designing J-MOX as three MBAs structure for the purpose of material 
accountancy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flow Key Measurement Point (FKMP) Inventory Key Measurement Point (IKMP) 
1: Receipt and Shipment of Feed MOX Powder 
2: Transfer of Feed MOX Powder between MBA-1 and MBA-2 
3: Transfer of Product Fuel Assembly between MBA-2 and MBA-3 
4: Shipment and Receipt of Product Fuel Assembly 
5: Receipt and Shipment of UO2 Powder, U Fuel Rods, etc. 
6: Shipment and Receipt of Solid Waste and Sample 
7: Transfer to Retained Waste, Retransfer from Retained Waste, 
  Measured Discard, Accidental Loss and Gain 
*: Nuclear Loss Category Change 

A: MOX Canister Temporary Storage Area 
B: UO2 Powder Storage Area 
C: Powder Preparation Process 
D: Pellet Fabrication Process 
E: Fuel Rod Fabrication Process 
F: Analytical Laboratory 
G: Solid Waste Storage Area 
H: Fuel Assembly Storage Area 

 
FIG. 2. Structure of J-MOX MBA and KMP. 

 

In establishing safeguards systems for J-MOX with the Agency, requirements resulting from 
the following aspects should be considered: 

1) J-MOX plant characteristics 
 large throughput 
 large capacity of storage areas distributed over the plant 
 automated operation 
 MOX powder handling inside gloveboxes 

2) RRP safeguards approaches 
 same system as RRP for similar process and strata  
 making use of OSL in RRP for inspectorates’ destructive analysis 

3) International and domestic safeguards environments 
 increasing transparency of operation 
 referring to development of integrated safeguards approaches and measures 
 safeguards experiences gained at an existing MOX fuel fabrication plant in Japan 
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The Canadian Safeguards Support Program (CSSP) provides assistance to the IAEA on 
several topics related to safeguards. This paper presents information on CSSP activities on the 
topics of training, knowledge management and exchange of information.  

There is a number of challenges on the IAEA related to training and knowledge management: 
a steep learning curve required for new inspectors who have much less experience in the 
nuclear industry than their predecessors; pressures to reduce training time, while maintaining 
training effectiveness; and loss of many experienced inspectors: a source of qualified 
instructors and a resource for "corporate memory", due to retirement and rotation policy. In 
order to address these challenges, the CSSP has adopted a strategy to create solutions which 
use certain tools and techniques applied to the following topical areas:  

- Course designs which are based on sound instructional principles. 

- Use of highly-visual presentations (multimedia elements). 

- Self-contained, instructor-independent training kits. 

- Simple, just-in-time, and guerilla techniques for knowledge capture. 

There are two principal techniques used in relation to instructional design. The first is to 
prepare a full, professional-level lesson plan which specifies all teaching points to be made, 
timing of the presentation and indications of which slides or support materials are to be used 
with a particular teaching point. The second is to address the requirement for follow-up and 
reference materials after a classroom course is completed. This is done by giving participants 
a self-study CD-ROM containing course material re-packaged and re-designed for easy access 
on the disk.  

The tools used to create highly-visual presentations and CD-ROMs include: video, graphics, 
animation, interactivity and the Web. In various combinations, these tools are used to create 
presentations which support instructors in the classroom, and CD-ROM-based and Web-based 
instructional modules which support self-study or reference. The tools produce a more vivid 
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learning experience and in so doing enhance the rate of assimilation of knowledge and its 
retention. In a paper submitted to this symposium, a Web-based solution for an on-line course 
on the IAEA Quality Management System is presented.  

In addition, a Web-based solution called a wiki is used for facilitating exchange of 
knowledge. This tool is a web site which can be edited by any authorized user. With careful 
design, its ease of use promotes rapid exchange of information for preparation of joint papers 
and training material for a course, or facilitates discussion after a technical workshop . For 
example, a wiki page has successfully been set up as a follow-on communication tool for the 
n-VISION project of SGIT.  

The principal technique used in relation to instructor support and classroom materials is 
packaging of classroom training kits to be instructor-independent (reducing reliance on any 
one instructor). Figure 1 shows such a kit created for the new Digital Cerenkov Viewing 
Device course. The kit contains: an instruction guide (with hints on giving better 
presentations); professional-level lesson plans for classroom delivery and for field exercises; 
participant hand-outs; evaluation sheets; an instructor's CD-ROM containing the multimedia 
presentations ("PowerPoint on steroids") and all course materials in electronic form; and a 
participants' CD-ROM containing all relevant course content.  

 

 

As an example of the use of multimedia elements, Figure 2 shows a screenshot from a self-
study training module on VIFM Bundle Counters. An animation, controlled by the user, 
illustrates fuel movement. The use of animation allows inspectors to "see" inside parts of the 
nuclear station which are normally inaccessible during operation. The interactivity of the 
VCR-like controls engages the user and facilitates learning and retention of knowledge.  

Using these multi-media tools and techniques, the CSSP has developed several successful 
training programs for the Department of Safeguards on topics such as CANDU Power Station 
Fundamentals, VXI Integrated Fuel Monitor (VIFM) Procedures, and Interpreting Bundle 
Counter and Core Discharge Monitor (CDM) Radiation Signatures.  

The principal technique used in relation to knowledge capture and management is video 
capture of presentations and lectures given by soon-to-be-departing experienced staff. The 
captured material is used for future reference, using simple home equipment such as digital 
video cameras. Similar video capture can be carried out to gather training information from 
technical experts whenever there is an opportunity.  

The CSSP strategy for supplying assistance to the IAEA for training and knowledge 
management has resulted in increased learning rates and retention, and more flexibility in 
learning (since inspectors can schedule self-study sessions), and effective capture of 
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knowledge and expertise. The strategy will be applied when responding to future requests for 
assistance from the IAEA.  

Various examples of computer-based training packages including simulations of radiation 
monitoring equipment will be  demonstrated at the poster session. 
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At the time of signing of the NPT (1993), the Republic of Belarus did not have any state 
system of nuclear material accountancy and control. Accounting and control were performed 
by departmental systems which did not involve computer data processing, generation of 
reports, independent measurements, data coding, etc. They were no able to perform 
accounting and control in real time.  

The Republic of Belarus is a Party to the following international agreements in the area of 
safeguards: 

• Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and Safeguards Agreement with the IAEA; and 
• Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials. 

Also the Republic of Belarus became a member of the Nuclear Supplies Group in 2000. 
 

The Law «On Radiation Protection of the Public», which entered into force in January 1998, 
provides that «regulation of export and import of ionising radiation sources, including nuclear 
materials, as well as control over their export, import, movement and transit» is one of the 
functions of the state in the field of radiation safety. 
 
PROMATOMNADZOR is responsible for: 

• Licensing and state supervision of nuclear activities. 
• Fulfilment of the Agreement with the IAEA on the application of safeguards. 
• Establishment and implementation of the state system of accounting for and control 

of nuclear materials (SSAC), including reporting safeguards information to the 
IAEA. 

• Establishment of requirements for physical protection of nuclear materials. 
• Control of domestic movements and transit of nuclear materials. 
• Licensing and state supervision of activities involving use of nuclear materials. 
• Issuing permits on movement of nuclear materials across the borders of Belarus.  

 
Promatomnadzor is also a central contact point in case of a loss, unauthorised use or removal 
of nuclear materials and carry out expert function in the system of export-import control. 
 
By Promatomnadzor’s ordinance of February 28, 1995 basic regulatory documents governing 
functioning of the SSAC both at the state and facility levels were put in force. They are: 

• Structure of the state system of accounting for and control of nuclear materials in the 
Republic of Belarus. 

• Procedures for exercising supervision of accounting for and control of nuclear 
materials in the Republic of Belarus. 
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• Provisional rules governing operation of the state system of accounting for and 
control of nuclear materials in the Republic of Belarus. 

• Requirements on the organisation and conduction of accounting for and control of 
nuclear materials in the process of their use, storage and transportation in storage 
facilities, research and experimental reactors, critical and subcritical assemblies, 
research laboratories and research installations. 

• Requirements on the submission of accounting documentation to the national 
supervisory authority. 

• Regulations for implementation of the IAEA safeguards. 
 

These documents define basic rules and procedures concerning the conduct of accounting and 
control of nuclear materials as well as preparation and submission of reports to the state 
supervisory authority and the IAEA. Liability for violation of the accounting/control 
requirements is in place. 
 
The basic lines of further SSAC development are as follows: 

1. Unification of the system of accounting documents, classification and coding of 
accounting data, and introduction of uniform terms and definitions; and 

2. Refinement of the organisational, methodical and technical requirements for the 
system of accounting and control of nuclear materials, including: 

− further elaboration of the legislative basis of the SSAC; and 
− developing new regulations for implementation of additional protocol. 
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The Agreement between the Government of the Kingdom of Thailand and the International 
Atomic Energy Agency for the application of Safeguards in connection with the Treaty on the 
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapon have been in force on May 1974. Over the past 40 year 
Thailand’s nuclear activity in comply with the peaceful use of nuclear technology through the 
Office of Atoms for Peace under the Atomic Energy for Peace Act.  
 
The initiation to conclude the Additional Protocol started on 2002 by setting up the national 
committee which include the representative from various function of government and private 
sector such as representative from Ministry of foreign Affairs, Ministry of Commerce, 
Ministry of Industry, Customs Office, Office of the Attorney General  and the Federation of 
Thai Industries. The committee did set up the work plans for consideration the Protocol which 
are: 
 

• Management arrangement 
• General consideration 
• Learning period 
• Outreach activities 
• Consultation period 
• Decision making by Thai Atomic Energy for Peace Commission 
• Report for approval to sign by Thai Cabinet 
 

On 22 September 2005 Thailand signed the Additional Protocol with IAEA and in the stage to 
implement the obligation under the Protocol by review the Law and regulation, setting the 
various measures for the provision of Information under the declaration in Article 2 as well as 
strengthen state authority. 
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1. Introduction to Database 

An effort has been made to computerize the information regarding safeguards inspections 
conducted at our facilities, the IAEA inspectors designated for Pakistan, material inventory at 
our safeguarded facilities and our safeguards agreements with the Agency. The information 
on these components such as searching of inspectors of a particular nationality ever 
designated to Pakistan, the material inventory of a certain kind of nuclear material present at 
any of the safeguarded facility, or the information on the type of safeguards agreement 
covering any facility can be easily traced using the database that provides flexible search 
options.  

The Relational Database Management System ACCESS has been used for the development of 
the database. All the information is managed from a single database file. Within the file, the 
Safeguards data is divided into separate tables, one for each type of information. 
Relationships are defined between the tables to bring the data from multiple tables together in 
a query, form, or report.  

Various forms have been created to edit/add data indirectly to the tables. To find and retrieve 
the data that is frequently required, including data from multiple tables, various queries have 
been made. Reports have been created using these queries, to present data in a certain format.  

In order to create application to navigate around the Safeguards Database, the Switchboard 
Manager has been used that automatically creates switchboard Forms that helps to navigate 
around the database. The switchboard Form has buttons that can be clicked to open various 
forms and reports or open other switchboards that can further open additional forms and 
reports. The Safeguards Database also employs various macros and event procedures to 
automate common tasks. In order to secure the Safeguards database, the simplest method that 
is to set a password for opening the Database has been used.  

2. Components of Safeguards Database (DB) 

There are three components, which the Safeguards Database deals with; namely the 
inspections, the material inventory and the Safeguards Agreements. 
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Clicking the icon on the 
desktop will prompt for 
user’s password to confirm authorization to access 
Safeguards Database (DB). Being a valid user, the 
window as shown in Figure 1 will appear: 

 

 
 
 
 
3. Inspections 

Our safeguarded facilities are subject to 
inspections pursuant to various Safeguards 
Agreements and Subsidiary Arrangements 
concluded with the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA). The inspections to the facilities 
are carried out by the IAEA inspectors designated 
for Pakistan. Beside inspection data, the Database 
maintains the records of designated inspectors 
especially the current list of designated inspectors 
for Pakistan according to our quota requirements 
of 14. 

Clicking the “Inspections” button on the Main 
Switchboard Window (Figure 1) will open the 
“Inspections Window” (Figure 2) This 
“Inspections Window” gives options whether to 
update, view and search any inspection related 
activities.  

 

4. Material Inventory 

The Next Area in the Safeguards Database is the 
Material Inventory for safeguarded nuclear or non-
nuclear materials. Clicking the “Material 
Inventory” button on the “Main Switchboard 
Window” (Figure 1) opens the “Inventory 
Window” as shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

FIG. 1. 

FIG. 2. 

FIG. 3. 
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5. Safeguards Agreements 

The Last component of the Safeguards Database deals 
with the Safeguards Agreements. Pakistan has 
concluded various bilateral and trilateral Agreements 
with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
and has some Subsidiary Arrangements/Facility 
Attachments enforced for the implementation of 
safeguards to our facilities. In order to deal with such 
information, in the Safeguards Database, click the 
“Safeguards Agreement” button on the “Main 
Switchboard Window” (Figure 1). This will further 
open the “Agreements Window” as in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

FIG. 4. 
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The present study describes a real-time system of accounting and control of nuclear materials 
[NMs] and radioactive source [RSs] in a nuclear facility operating as a research and 
development [R&D] laboratory. The system’s approach is based on the recording, accounting 
and verification of every item containing such materials during any process, or that moves 
in/or/out the facility at specific key measurement points [KMP]. The system is designed to 
operate in coordination with the physical protection system [PPS] of the facility in order to 
allow cross-checking of the inventory changes of NMs and RSs, hence; enhancing the control 
and PP of Materials and the facility itself [1-2]. 

The basic verification measure in this study is the Real-time Accountancy of NMs and RSs. 
This implies the application of real-time accounting of materials and performing –in the same 
time- measurements to verify qualitatively or quantitatively the amounts of such materials. 
The employed measuring system for the verification of NMs and RSs is a classical γ-ray 
spectrometer. Its basic components are; NaI (Tl) Scintillation Detector and associated 
electronics and; a suitable computer (PC – Pentium III, or compatible) [1,3]. 

A computer program is developed for constructing the real-time accounting and control 
system that can deal with information concerning NMs and RSs as well. This is done by 
means of a suitable software technique (Oracle). The program uses a Database Management 
System [DBMS] that enables it to store, retrieve or modify data in the DB as required by the 
operator. The DB is created for chronological recording; and retrieving of all transactions 
involving the material inventory, movements and inventory changes at any time. The program 
allows to access data from the DB concerning the total inventory of materials in the facility or 
any specified material at any specified time or period of time. The system is capable of 
controlling the inventory and the flow of materials in the facility, and producing the required 
real-time reports [4]. An example of “Real Time Total Quantity” report for NMs and RSs is 
given in Table 1. 

The present system seems to improve the accounting, control and reporting of NMs and RSs 
for nuclear safeguards [SG] purposes. It is practical and reliable; and it would be of benefit to 
apply the system in other nuclear or radiation facilities and in combating illicit trafficking of 
NMs and RSs.   
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Table 1. An example of “Real Time Total Quantity” reporta for NMs and RSs. 

27 November 2005: 5:45 PM 

Facility Name:  Nuclear R&D Laboratory 

Material Code Material Name Total Quantity Fissile Quantity Units 

D Depleted uranium 537.150  gram 

N Natural uranium 200.300  gram 

E Enriched uranium 40.347 1.699 gram 

U Unified uranium 291.930  gram 

T Thorium 56.420  gram 

C3 Cesium-137 3  unit 

C1 Cobalt-60 2  unit 

B1 Barium-133 3  unit 

C4 Cadmium-109 2  unit 

S1 Sodium-22 2  unit 

 

a Information  indicated in the Table are “Unreal Values” used only for validating the system. 
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IAEA safeguards alone cannot ensure the physical protection of nuclear and other radioactive 
material of nuclear facilities from terrorists. It is the responsibility of states to undertake all 
the necessary safety and security measures and to adequate control of such material and 
facilities. Moreover, the discovery of clandestine nuclear weapons programme in some 
countries despite an existing comprehensive safeguards agreement demonstrated that an 
effective verifications regime must also focus on possible undeclared material and activities. 
For the Agency to be able to fulfill its verification responsibilities in a credible manner, the 
additional protocol must become the standard for all countries that are party to the treaty on 
the Non-Proliferation Nuclear Weapons. The aim of additional protocol is to provide 
assurance about both declared and possible undeclared activities. The IAEA safeguards 
system provides the state with a means to demonstrate transparency in its nuclear activities 
and that it is complying with its non-proliferation undertakings. Under the Treaty on the Non 
– Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, governments around the world including United 
Republic of Tanzania have committed to three common objectives: Preventing the 
proliferation of nuclear weapons; pursuing nuclear disarmament; and promoting the peaceful 
uses of nuclear energy. It is widely recognized that establishing and maintaining effective 
national controls of nuclear material and nuclear activities is not only a legal obligation under 
the NPT, but is also in the national interest of each state. In this regard the United Republic of 
Tanzania (URT) has designated Tanzania Atomic Energy Commission (TAEC) to exercises 
oversight and control over any nuclear materials and activities on our territory. Our system of 
Accounting for and Control of Nuclear Material ( SSAC) aims to the deterrence and detection 
of any theft or misuse of nuclear material thereby contributing to the security of nuclear 
material and combating illicit trafficking. From 1996 to 2002 in URT there were 13 incidents 
of illicit trafficking reported by police. Some of the prevailing problems were identified as: 
Lack of public awareness to assist reveal the secrets movement and selling process; and lack 
of proper training system and equipment for border control officials, customs and law 
enforcement officers. This paper aims to discuss the proposed national actions for safeguards 
improvements in the country. The proposed actions focus on: prevention, detection and 
response of any illicit or non-peaceful use of nuclear or other radioactive materials in the 
country; building up nuclear security awareness and provision of training; consistence of 
national nuclear legislation and regulations subject to a state’s obligations under the NPT and 
its safeguards agreement and additional protocol; upgrading national accounting and SSAC 
capabilities; upgrading detection capabilities at borders; and international cooperation. 
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This paper introduces examples of satellite imageries analysis and utilizations for safeguards 
activities. Recently, many kinds of satellite imageries are available in the world i.e., high-
spatial resolution, multi- and hyper-spectral, multi-function, and multi-polarization radars. 
The problem is that how to obtain the required information from these digital images.  

The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) has successfully launched the Advanced 
Land Observing Satellite (ALOS, the nickname is “Daichi”) on 24th January, 2006. The 
mission objectives are cartography, regional observation, disaster monitoring etc. ALOS has 
three instruments, PRISM, AVNIR-2, and PALSAR, to achieve these objectives.  

Fig. 1 provides an overview of ALOS. ALOS follows the Japanese Earth Resources Satellite-
1 (JERS-1) and the Advanced Earth Observing Satellite (ADEOS) and utilizes advanced land-
observing technology. ALOS is fling in a Sun-synchronous orbit with an inclination angle of 
98.16 degrees, 691.65 km of altitude at the equator, and a repeat cycle of 46 days. The 
mission data can downlink at either a data rate of 240 Mbps via the Data Relay Technology 
Satellite (DRTS) or at 120 Mbps for direct transmission to the ground station. ALOS also has 
a solid-state data recorder with a capacity of 90 GBytes. The descriptions of the satellite and 
instruments were reported in the references [1], [2].  

PRISM stands for Panchromatic Remote-sensing Instrument for Stereo Mapping and it is used 
to generate a digital surface model (DSM) with high spatial resolution. PRISM consists of 
three independent optical systems for forward-, nadir-, and backward-looking to generate an 
accurate DSM. It acquires the images in the same orbit at almost the same time with a 2.5-
meter spatial resolution. The nadir-looking radiometer can provide coverage 70 km wide, and 
the forward- and backward-looking radiometers each provide coverage 35 km wide. Fig. 2 
shows the first acquired image by the nadir-looking radiometer of PRISM over Shimizu Port, 
Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan on 14th February 2006.  

AVNIR-2 stands for Advanced Visible and Near Infrared Radiometer type 2. It is a visible 
and near-infrared radiometer for observing land and coastal zones and provides better spatial 
land coverage maps and land-use classification maps for monitoring regional environment. 
AVNIR-2 has capabilities of 10-meter spatial resolution images at nadir in the multi-spectral 
region, and a cross-track pointing function of +/- 44 degrees, which is corresponding to a +/- 
750 km swath width on the ground, for prompt observation of disaster areas. Fig. 3 shows the 
first acquired image of AVNIR-2 over Osumi Peninsula, Kagoshima Prefecture, Japan on 17th 
February.  

PALSAR stands for Phased Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar, which is an active 
microwave sensor using the L-band frequency for cloud-free and day-and-night land 
observations, and improved performance over the JERS-1 SAR. PALSAR has three observing 
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modes, fine resolution with single or dual polarization, ScanSAR, and full polarimetry. The 
fine resolution mode is a conventional one; the ScanSAR mode can observe 250 to 350 km 
wide (depends on the number of scans) of SAR images at the expense of spatial resolution. 
This is a swath three to five wider than conventional SAR images.  

The summaries of the ALOS products and some expected examples used available other 
satellite imageries were described [3]. JAXA is currently caring out the initial checking out of 
satellite itself and instruments. We will show some application results in our presentation.  

 

FIG. 1. The overview of the ALOS “Daichi”. 

                                

FIG. 2. Shimizu Port observed by the PRISM.    FIG. 3. Osumi Peninsula observed by the AVNIR-2.  
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Particular strengths and weaknesses of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellite imagery are 
highlighted and potential applications of this unique all-weather, day/night information source 
to safeguards are described and illustrated by examples.  Examples are drawn from the 
literature and from experiments carried out under the Canadian Safeguards Support Program 
on proxy sites.  Many new unclassified high resolution SAR satellites will soon be launched, 
and their impact on the state-of-the-art in satellite imaging for safeguards is estimated. 

Today, all unclassified SAR satellites in regular operation are C-band, using approximately 
5.3 gigahertz centre frequency for radar pulse emissions.  Resolution is limited to 9 metres.  
Within one year 3 m resolution C-band and 1 m resolution X-band (specifically 9.6 gigahertz) 
systems will be available.  This divides our summary of applicable techniques into the 
concrete and proven (for low resolution C-band) and the intriguing but more speculative (for 
1m X-band). 

The resolution of current C-band sensors such as RADARSAT-1 is insufficient to permit 
identification of any but the largest of structures (roads, dams, large ships, airstrips, bridges, 
large buildings).  RADARSAT-2 will have significantly improved resolution (3m), but 
identification remains out of reach for many targets, and the identification possible with high 
resolution optical systems such as Quickbird or IKONOS cannot be matched. 

C-band SARs have a particular strength, however, when used in a monitoring mode where 
multiple observations over time can be combined using sophisticated comparative methods.  
Combining multitemporal observations using colour composites is a simple but effective 
method that has been used for many years with all types of imagery.  SAR-specific techniques 
which rely upon the inherent radar phase measurements (so-called coherent, or 
interferometric techniques) are much more involved.  When conditions are favourable these 
techniques can render startling results and reveal phenomena such as centimetric subsidence 
or subtle surface disturbance that are invisible to even the highest resolution optical sensors.  
These coherent surface change detection techniques can be applied to detection and 
localization of surface material diversion, indirect detection and localization of underground 
facilities, and observation of possible evidence of clandestine activities through detection of 
subtle surface distubance or subsidence due to extraction of groundwater for industrial 
purposes. 

Figure 1 shows a subsidence map produced using coherent processing techniques for the 
Nevada Test Site using RADARSAT-1 images which were taken four years apart.  The colour 
patterns reveal subtle subsidence which is closely correlated to the individual test sites. 
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High resolution X-band SAR systems, such as TerraSAR-X and COSMO-SKYMED, will 
have 1 m resolution and provide a direct complement to high resolution optical systems which 
have similar resolution.  Identification will be possible for specific forms of vehicles, large 
equipment and industrial facilities.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 1. Subsidence signals in the Nevada Test Site for image pair Oct. 2000 – Oct. 2004,  
pan-sharpened subsidence with an optical IKONOS image. 

 

The higher frequency of X-band makes the radar pulse scatter more strongly from centimeter-
scale components of some targets such as the treads on tracked heavy equipment, patterns of 
bolts on structures, or branches in trees.  Although the imagery is more comparable to optical 
imagery, the physics of microwave scattering is sufficently counterintuitive that great care is 
needed to avoid mis-interpretation.  We predict that SAR and optical imagery will be used 
together to provide more information at more closely timed intervals in all types of weather to 
good effect. 

The X-band systems have a smaller wavelength than the C-band systems (about 3 cm as 
opposed to about 5 cm), complicating coherent change detection techniques.  This is due to 
greater sensitivity to decorrelating effects such as wind or rain disturbance of the vegetation 
of ground cover which can cause the SAR phase to vary unpredictably from image to image.  
That being said, the usefulness of coherent techniques for C-band SAR was originally 
underestimated for similar reasons.  Likely X-band systems will have some usefulness for 
coherent surface change detection, and systems and data processing techniques will be refined 
to allow certain types of applications to work better. An example is the TanDEM-X extension 
to TerraSAR-X which uses a pair of satellites in closely-matched orbits to overcome some of 
the limitations inherent with X-band.   
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We have developed a knowledge management tool to search and organize disparate and large 
text corpora and display them in a manner for ease of interpretation. One application would be 
to uncover and determine the extent of clandestine nuclear supply networks. 

VITA, a "Visual Interface for Text Analysis", is a tool used to direct computer-based 
document searches.  It allows a user, via mouse and keyboard action, visually to find, 
organize, summarize, and present documents of potential interest.  It has control features that 
allow visual clustering of like documents, thus enabling quick refinement of the search 
process.  The visual features of VITA-6.2 support the observation and investigation of the 
[often unexpected] relationships among documents.  Further, it acts to isolate and call 
attention to otherwise unsuspected documents of importance, in ways that other search tools 
cannot. 

The VITA series was developed first as a research testbed to identify better methods to 
visualize relevant document clusters and identifying their relationships.  It has now stabilized 
into a pre-competitive design, through the interest of users in IAEA and the Government of 
Canada.   
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VITA sits between the user and an extended set of search engines directed at external [Web] 
and internal private files The user is easily able to search and then see a conceptual map of 
documents, arrayed in relationships suggested by the query.  The impact for knowledge 
discovery, summary and presentation can be surprising. 

  

 

The VITA output in Figure 1 arises from a nuclear proliferation query to an intelligence-
related website showed an unexpected outlier [on the left of the cluster, circled.]  On 
investigation, it was a highly relevant item [shown on the right] not expected, that would not 
have stood out nor been described among the search engine’s returns in the standard lists. 

New in the current release 

VITA-x, the current version, is robust and fast, built on a C#  platform that requires normal 
computing equipment and OS.  Eight popular search engines are supported, as is .XML input 
and output.   

Currently supported search engines are:  Google Web, Google News, Yahoo! Web, Yahoo! 
News, MSN Desktop, MSN Web and dTSearch.  Verity will be added shortly.  XML import 
and export will also be available subsequently, greatly extending the range of uses and 
applications. 

Flexibility:  The interface allows the user to blend results from one or all of the supported 
tools into a common display.  it allows for incremental search refinement by integrating 
additional queries into the display, and pruning extraneous queries [and their associated data 
clouds.  These operations on the display may be done interactively at run time [“on the fly”] 
or they may appear in new displays, as the user wishes 

Indeed, flexibility to user wishes and needs is a particular feature of the present version. As 
now built, VITA-6.2 is search-mechanism independent and readily conformable to new user 
needs and requests.  To bring in a new search engine, minimal programming is needed to 
designate the relevant HTML or XML fields in the code returned from the search engine for 
input to the interface.   

Commercial release is contemplated.  We will show VITA-6.2 in operation. 
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This paper outlines conceptual framework for safeguards remote sensing, and suggests a 
strategy for overcoming the challenges to full exploitation of all types of optical satellite 
imagery.  Since the introduction of commerical open-source high-resolution satellite imagery 
in 1999, it has become an important tool for verification of declarations, baseline mapping, 
detection and monitoring of changes and investigation of undeclared activities.  Its use is still 
relatively restricted, but there is a growing demand for wider satellite reconnaissance support, 
and the Satellite Image Analyis Unit (SIAU) has recently been expanded in response. 

For a number of reasons, IAEA safeguards use of satellite imagery is largely based on visual 
interpretation by experienced image analysts of high-resolution monochromatic imagery to 
monitor and characterize buildings and structures on safeguards sites.  The very wide range of 
remote sensing capabilities could be more fully exploited.  There is still a need to demonstrate 
these capabilities and demonstrate the relevance of other techniques – not as a replacement 
but as important supplemental data providing answers to different questions than can be 
answered by manual photo-interpretation.  Figure 1 outlines a framework intended to assist 
managers and inspectors gain an appreciation of the different types of remote sensing systems 
relevant to safeguards, and see their relevance to the questions at hand.   

Wider use of remote sensing technology is growing slowly.  Experience shows that potential 
users do not become interested in any new technology unless they understand the potential 
benefit, and they can see that it can be integrated with their own knowledge, practice and 
priorities.  Until recently, very few inspectors had any experience with what remote sensing 
can do.  During the past several years, under the sponsorship of the Canadian and Swedish 
and British Support Programs, the IAEA has held annual satellite awareness courses for 
inspectors and other staff.  There is real enthusiasm on the part of the course participants, and 
a growing appetite for satellite imagery support service to assist them with routine tasks such 
as inspection preparation.   

The real challenge in building awareness is being resolved by training.  Issues remaining 
include complexity and cost, and developing new analysis methodologies.  This is a call to the 
wider community of Member State Support Programs to develop standardized and automatic 
procedures that can be rapidly applied by SIAU to increase their effectiveness and efficiency.  
We are entering a new era in which we will have access to a rapidly-growing family of remote 
sensing satellite sensors of far greater capability than currently available.  Over the next 
decade, these new sensors will together measure in almost all regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum that are transmitted through the atmosphere.  Costs will decrease, and remote 
sensing data and information products will be much more widely available.   
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However, even with the recent expansion of the SIAU, it is likely that the IAEA does not have 
enough capacity to satisfy the current demand for image based information products, let alone 
begin to exploit these new capabilities.  In a world with high resolution imagery of many 
nuclear sites openly available on the internet it makes sense to consider a more open 
exploitation of some forms of imagery.  We suggest that in order to obtain leverage on 
available funding and expertise, the IAEA may wish to consider a strategy which includes 
outsourcing some of the non-classified analysis work to Member State Support Programs.  In 
addition, in-house support could be made available to inspectors as “over-the-counter” service 
of standardized products.   
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The IAEA Illicit Trafficking Database Programme (ITDB) was established in 1995 and is part 
of the Agency’s overall programme on Nuclear Security. The scope of the database covers 
incidents of illicit trafficking in nuclear material and other radioactive sources and is intended 
to assist Member States by alerting them to current incidents, by facilitating exchange of 
reliable, detailed information about incidents, and by providing assessments and evaluation of 
incident information to support States in combating illicit trafficking. The ITDB also seeks to 
better inform the public by providing basic authoritative information to the media concerning 
illicit trafficking events. 

To date 91 States have joined this programme for collecting and sharing information on 
trafficking incidents. As of December 2005, a total of 827 confirmed incidents involving 
nuclear and other radioactive materials were recorded in the database. Of these confirmed 
incidents, just under one-third have involved nuclear materials. The frequency of confirmed 
incidents has grown in recent years primarily connected with incidents involving radioactive 
sources. Of the confirmed incidents with nuclear material, the quantity of HEU and plutonium 
encountered has been small compared with the amounts required for a nuclear explosive. 
However, trafficking in HEU or plutonium still continues to be of concern as even small 
quantities of material sometimes may be samples of larger quantities available for purchase or 
at risk. 

The majority of confirmed incidents involving nuclear material have occurred in Europe, 
although in recent years, reported cases have also become more pronounced in the southern 
Newly Independent States and nearby neighbours. This paper provides a brief overview of 
ITDB programme and considers trends in confirmed cases of illicit trafficking in nuclear 
materials. 
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With the introduction of the additional protocol, the inspectors in the field need to collect data 
of different types and from diversified sources.  The paper aims to explain how the 
information and communication technology (ICT) can support safeguards personnel working 
in the field under the comprehensive safeguards regime with additional protocols and 
integrated safeguards to be more effective and efficient. 

It is becoming increasingly important for safeguards personnel performing verification 
activities to have a tool allowing them, using a user-friendly interface, to collect data from 
sources like monitoring systems installed in the field, data provided by the facilities operators, 
data coming from measurement equipment and sensors of different type, and more.  It is also 
essential for the inspectors to integrate those data with other information, to be accessed on 
demand, derived from previous inspections and other sources, including historical data, in 
order to perform a first evaluation on the spot. 

In order to improve efficiency and effectiveness, there should be also the possibility to 
comply with the reporting obligations eliminating, or at least reducing to the bare minimum, 
all manual input and duplication of data, as well as the capability to transmit as soon as 
possible in a secure manner the relevant data to the central database repository, where it can 
be used, if deemed necessary, for further analysis.  This approach will also substantially 
shorten the elapsed time between the completion of the operations on the site and the drafting 
of the 90(a) statement. 

The ideal tool should also integrate under this common umbrella all in-field activities like 
preparation, scheduling, verification, containment and surveillance management, 
environmental sampling, book verification, design verification and reporting, and 
determination of the sampling plan, providing a unique, consistent, and user-friendly 
interface. 

The paper will consider the status and foreseeable future of the technology in the framework 
of the ICT strategy, present what has been achieved already in this field, and outline the 
roadmap for years to come. 
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The present purpose of material balance evaluation is to verify the periodic balance 
established by bulk facility operators for all material balance areas and all nuclear material 
categories included in a facility, and to assess, on the basis of a statistical analysis, if the 
observed imbalance (material unaccounted for - MUF) is due to legitimate process 
uncertainties or could be the result of loss or diversion. This analysis is currently performed 
on a material balance period basis, for bulk facilities only and for nuclear material in 
quantities greater than one significant quantity (SQ). The diversion scenario covered by this 
type of analysis is referred to as ‘diversion into MUF’. Specific MUF components such as 
TW (transfer to waste), LD (measured discards) are also monitored to preclude their use as 
‘MUF tuners’ (artificial declarations made for the purpose of adjusting the MUF). 

An analysis of trends of MUF and its components is systematically performed over the 
facility lifetime to detect long-term biases and cover protracted diversion scenarios based on 
strategies that would only be detectable after a number of successive material balance periods. 

The balance established by the operator is also authenticated on the basis of a statistical 
analysis of the inspector’s verification results. In other words, the material balance evaluators 
verify that the balance declared by the operator corresponds with the physical situation 
observed by the inspectors. This analysis is again performed on a material balance period 
basis for bulk facilities only and for nuclear material in quantities greater than one SQ. The 
diversion scenario covered by this type of analysis is referred to as ‘diversion into D’, where 
D is an extrapolation of operator-inspector differences obtained on randomly selected items. 

As a contribution to State evaluation reports, similar analyses of MUF and its components 
have more recently been extended to the State level for States possessing more than one SQ of 
nuclear material in bulk handling facilities, in parallel with consistency checks of inventory 
changes (e.g. nuclear loss, nuclear production) declared by item facilities such as reactors. 

In the traditional context, these analyses rest on a stratified balance of the nuclear material 
present in the plant, taking into account the increases and decreases declared for each stratum 
between two physical inventories and the uncertainties associated with these inventory 
changes. The term ‘flow’ in this understanding refers to the movements of nuclear material 
across the boundaries of a material balance area. A longitudinal flow analysis of the balance 
of nuclear material along the different stages of its transformation within and across material 
balance areas is currently not performed on a routine basis. 

However, recent developments, related to the broader context of integrated safeguards, call 
for the need of such nuclear material flow assessments, based on material balances drawn at 
each stage of a process and compared to process design data and environmental sampling 
results, the objective being to bring together information from different sources in order to 
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draw conclusions on the possibility of diversion or clandestine proliferation-related activities 
in a facility or a State.  

Material balance studies in this understanding are not limited to bulk facilities and the lower 
limit of 1 SQ does not hold, since covert activities could take place in all facilities and would 
logically involve undeclared quantities of material under the detection threshold, possibly 
diverted from the declared flows and/or stocks. Keeping their purpose in mind and given the 
fact that they are more resource-intensive than traditional material balance studies, such 
studies are applied as a priority to cases where a suspicion is triggered by other sources of 
information such as open source data or unexpected environmental sampling results.  

Once the need for an integrated material balance study is established, the proposal is to 
identify the different nuclear material processes that can have taken place at a facility or State 
level on the basis of all available information (declared activities and materials, design 
information, industrial knowledge, open source information …). A balance of nuclear 
material in all intermediate forms is established along a chronological flow, then, on the one 
hand, reconciliated with the information available in the State Reports such as PILs, ICRs and 
MBRs and, on the other hand, compared for consistency with the results of other verification 
activities such as DIV (design information verification) and ES (environmental sampling). 
The discovery of equipment or configurations (DIV) and the detection of traces of nuclear 
material or impurities (ES) that are not compatible with the declared processes leads to an 
iterative revision of potential alternative processes until the case is solved and the existence of 
undeclared activities is confirmed or ruled out. 

This approach of integrated material balance does not affect the principles of the independent 
analyses carried out and leading to environmental sampling and material balance evaluation 
results, since the integration consists in bringing them together after the conclusion stage. 

The concept of integrated material balance evaluation is illustrated in the present paper on the 
basis of a hypothetical example. 
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Security of information entrusted to the Department of Safeguards, and the protection of 
analyses it performs, have been fundamental to the work of the Department since its creation.  
The technology used to support the availablity, integrity, and confidentiality of safeguards 
information has changed over the years as the risks have changed. 

The growing use of systems with distributed functions and the need for rapid communications 
and analysis of information from and in the field have emphasized the need for a 
comprehensive information technology (IT) security framework. The broader range of 
safeguards-relevant information being evaluated in the State level approach to safeguards has 
increased the amount of classified electronic material that is being used by the Department. 
Technical infrastructures must therefore support levels of protection appropriate to the risks 
and threats, while ensuring that Safeguards staff have the flexibility and information access 
they need to do their jobs today and in the future. 

In the past five years, a layered approach to IT security has been put in place, including active 
identification of attempts to improperly access information resources.  Work is underway to 
ensure that all devices and users are properly and uniquely identified, and that the access to 
information is based on roles, rather than individuals – since individuals change their roles 
frequently. 

Work is underway in conjunction with the Member States Support Programme to make the 
network architecture more flexible while decreasing the risk of abuse, to create technical 
procedures and a secure infrastructure for public key cryptography, and to ensure the security 
of mobile communications.  The ISIS Re-engineering Project (IRP) is a unique opportunity 
and a challenge for implementing new tools and new techniques to keep elecronic information 
appropriately secure. 

This poster paper will discuss the requirements for a consistent and thorough approach to IT 
security for safeguards information.  It will describe the work underway and the options 
available for future advances in security.  It will describe a small number of typical 
applications that rely on secure information processing, and give an overview of the 
approaches being implemented in the new infrastructure resulting from IRP. 
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The paper will assess the utility of creating an XML schema for enhancing Safeguards 
information gathering, processing, analysis, evaluation, storage and retrieval. This will be 
done by examining a project currently underway at King’s College London to develop an 
XML schema for enhancing information management relevant to the collection and analysis 
of Safeguards information. 

The International Centre for Security Analysis (ICSA) at King’s has conducted research into 
the design of an XML data repository that can be used to store nuclear safeguards-related  
information from a wide range of sources available in a variety of formats. There are, 
typically, large volumes of different types of data from which the most relevant information 
must be extracted in order to construct relationships and draw conclusions. This is a 
challenging operation which can make the analysis and evaluation of safeguards-related 
information both an extremely difficult and highly labour intensive task. 

The construction of an XML data repository to house safeguards information can help to 
overcome the various problems associated with searching large traditional databases or 
information repositories. Through the addition of user defined tags, defined XML markup is 
used to identify information about the structure and content of a document. In a nuclear 
safeguards context, this may involve the markup of entities such as people, places, things and 
concepts. This would allow for the more effective use of data without the need to invest in 
expensive search engine software, from which the results obtained could not hope to give 
close to 100% accuracy. 

Other benefits of XML include: rapid updating and incremental development of profiles; 
tagging materials in multiple languages; automatically generating indices; and flexibility in 
creating different report formats. It is also relatively straightforward to create maps of sites 
referred to in reports and to overlay them with the locations of such things as nuclear 
facilities, uranium and phosphate deposits, ports or anything else deemed to be of relevance. 
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The Directorate General for Energy and Transport of the European Commission (DG-TREN) 
is responsible for the implementation of the EURATOM Safeguards system and the 
Safeguards Agreements and Additional Protocols under the Non Proliferation Treaty. In 
particular since the entry into force of the Additional Protocol, DG-TREN is faced with an 
abundance of information from different sources which require effective tools for the 
collection, storage, analysis and retrieval of data. Over the last years, the Joint Research 
Centre (JRC) developed a number of tools supporting the preparation, management and 
verification of AP declarations [1] showing the usefulness of (Geographic Information 
System (GIS) for this purpose. Following these experiences, DG-TREN asked the JRC to 
develop a Geo-Portal integrating the diverse databases at DG-TREN and providing a single 
point of access to all relevant information. The proposed system is sketched in FIG. 1 and has 
the following features: 

− It is a multi-tier system (database, application server, client application) which is 
compatible with the existing IT architecture at DG-TREN. Particular attention is paid on 
respecting the strict security requirements associated with the information. 

− It implements a geo-database containing all locations and geographic features of interest 
(sites, buildings, mines, R&D activities, etc). Every geographic feature has a link to 
each existing item of information that is associated with this feature, e.g. a site contains 
links to all relevant AP declarations, inspector reports, supporting documentation, etc) 

− An application server transfers the data to the client application using standard web 
protocols thus providing maximum flexibility for possible extensions and also 
facilitating deployment and maintenance. The system will be installed within the secure 
DG-TREN network which protects the information from unauthorised external access.  

− The GIS client application provides a single point of access to all data integrated into 
the system. It visualises all locations and features within their geographic context, 
allows searching the geo-database according to geographic or non-geographic attributes 
and directly displays basic information on the features. For detailed information it 
provides hyperlinks into all relevant databases, e.g. a separate application provides the 
interface to the AP declaration database. The system provides different role-based 
functionalities to the user, i.e. depending on his authorisation the user might have write 
access, read access to all data or read access to only part of the data. 
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FIG. 1. Simplified system architecture. 

 

Initially the Geo-Portal will be integrated with the AP database and thus support DG-TREN in 
managing the Additional Protocol declarations. Further databases will then be added 
successively and the system will be extended to serve other purposes and user groups. 

The same technical platform as can also function as a basis for other related tools that can be 
used in the commission or by other clients. An example is the NUMAS database, which is 
developed aiming at integrating geographical and textual open source information in the 
context of non proliferation (basics in nuclear fuel cycle, country profiles and related 
investigations) [2]. The developed demonstrator allows collecting information about nuclear 
facilities and presenting it in graphical form. Descriptors (facility type, outputs, owner, status, 
etc.) are recorded after validation. Documents such as satellite images, synthesis, maps etc. 
can be attached at facility or country levels. Therefore the information is structured in the 
following way: (country) -> (facilities) -> (descriptors; documents; images). Queries can be 
made from the information available in the database. The interface allows making simple or 
advanced queries in an external document repository managed by Verity, a commercial 
document management system. An interface for queries done with the help of topic trees was 
also developed. Further developments are considered for graphical interfaces, access 
privileges, organisation and traceability of comments at the report elaboration stage. 
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The ISIS Re-engineering Project was initiated to assist the IAEA in addressing current and 
future verification and analysis activities and also on building the new information technology 
framework for strengthened and integrated safeguards.  It is a unique opportunity to enhance 
all information services for the Department of Safeguards and will require project 
management ‘best practices’ to balance the limited funds to the available resources with 
divisional priorities.  To be successful the program requires the participation from all 
stakeholders to create a comprehensive and cohesive Plan that provides a flexible but stable 
foundation to address our changing business needs.  The expectation is that high-quality 
integrated information systems will be built that incorporate state-of-the-art technical 
architectural standards, improved business processes and consistent user interfaces to store 
various data types in an enterprise data repository which is accessible online in a secure 
environment.  
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General 

Ionizing radiation sources (IRS) data base and operation processes with them are based on 
regulations, which define necessity for IRS data base and requirements for its maintenances. 
These provisions are included as one of the tasks for Regulatory Authority assigned by the 
Saeima (the Parliament) and further elaborated into government regulations. 

An additional aim for the data base of IRS is to provide data for emergency preparedness 
purposes – for the assessment of potential harmful effect due to accident with IRS and 
response to such accidents. We have to know always about any high radioactivity source, its 
location; the application of it – we have to be capable at any time trace back the IRS from its 
production to the last known location. 

There are also similar requirements for the control of process for importing of IRS into 
European Community. After the approval of import/export of sources from/to the European 
Community any further changes of location of ionizing radiation source must be reported, e.g. 
changes of both its location and operation. 

Ionizing radiation sources and operation process data base actualization (data input, correction 
and canceling) occurred in compliance with determined algorithms, instruction and 
guidelines, which were summarized in IAEA printed handbook: „Working Material 
Regulatory Authority Information System RAIS 3.0 A management tool for the regulatory 
activities” and Radiation Safety Center Quality System’s Guidelines. 

In addition the operator’s accounting reports give the on-line information, RAIS and State 
System for Accounting and Control data base requires to provide the Radiation Safety Center 
(RDC) with information, which shall be comprehensive, accurate and in conformity with legal 
requirements. 

Registration of data is based also on Council Regulation (EURATOM) No1493/93 on 
shipment of radioactive substances between Member States; in conformity with this Radiation 
Safety Center receives the information from appropriate operators regarding delivered IRS. 

Annually the stored data is updated according to the law „On Radiation Safety and Nuclear 
Safety” and the recommendation for accounting of IRS is based on the “Code of Conduct on 
the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources”, published in January 2004. The 
implementation of the Council Directive 2003/122/EURATOM of 22 December 2003 (Para’s 
3rd and 4th) on the control of high-activity sealed radioactive sources and orphan sources will 
be improved in nearest future. 
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Key Study 

For the shielding of AGAT-1 depleted uranium holding is used (see drawing No.1). As 
ionizing source usually will be loaded Co60 or Ir192, and respectively whole documentation and 
information is related to the gamma-source, which is loaded into equipment, but next to 
nothing - information regarding the depleted uranium. 

Consequently a specific problem arose, flowed from the basic technical characteristic because 
there is incomplete information in source pass in connection with the shielding material. 

Such gamma-equipment, which currently is in use in Latvia at two oncology hospitals were 
designed before 1990s and at that time no certificated shielding material’s weights were 
declared. Initially, in 1993-1995, for the initial inventory and ionizing sources accounting 
data’s summarization, shielding material weight was accepted and later declared as 500 kg. 
After that (in 2005) based on calculations, performed by the operators, apropos of de-
exempted material (under complements Articles No 36(b) of INFCIRC/1531) verification, de 
facto quantity was calculated less as previous declared, and depleted uranium components 
weight gain approx. 487 kg). 

 

Drawing No.1 
Gamma-sources beam’s circuit card [from the 
AGAT-1 equipments technical characteristics 
eH1.197.000.TO] 
 

Data for the calculations: 

• Sphere range R1=175 mm; 
• Cylinder range R2=154 mm; 
• Depleted uranium density=18.7 g/cm3; 
• Collimators outlets volume=950 cm3. 
 
 

Given example illustrates the possibility to prevent incomplete information distribution and 
assist mathematical calculus to verify actual nuclear material quantity by operators related to 
safeguards issues. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

1 Information required: 
• quantities, uses and locations of “quantity exempted” materials; and 
• estimated quantities, uses and locations of “use exempted” materials not yet in non-nuclear end-

use form. 
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The Republic of South Africa (RSA) acceded to the NPT on 16 September 1991 and all 
drums containing nuclear waste of the past nuclear programme which are subjected to 
Safeguards could not be quantified as there were only estimate values. The initial declaration 
on these drums was based on historical values, process parameters, and estimated values 
which the IAEA could not verify since  there was no suitable or available means of 
quantifying the nuclear material  inside the waste drums.  

The South African Operator of the drum storage facility could not establish an accurate 
inventory in these material balance area since 1991, as such the IAEA could not perform any 
physical inventory taking and physical inventory verification since 1993. 

South Africa together with the  IAEA approached the USA (DoE) and an IQ3 drum scanner 
was loaned on an agreement to South Africa in 2001 for the measurement of all drums under 
Safeguards both HEU/LEU nuclear waste. 

Drums, with different material content i.e. amount of material inside the drums, waste 
matrices, densities, uranium concentrations and enrichments were identified as the main 
challenge for measurements and preparations of calibration standards 

All drums containing HEU nuclear waste has been identified, measured with IQ3 and 
declared and sealed by the IAEA. These drums together with their source documents were 
presented to the IAEA in 2005, but still waiting for verification from the IAEA 

Currently our main challenge is that drums containing LEU nuclear waste are  being scanned 
with IQ3  and presented to the IAEA on a monthly basis. without being verified .The denial of 
verification of these drums by IAEA is due to the unavailability of supporting documents. 

Keywords:  IQ3, verification, non-proliferation, safeguards, physical inventory 
verification 
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There are about 200 Pu-Be sources, most of them out of use, in Hungary. Whereas it is a 
safeguards and safety issue, their Pu content was not provided upon delivery. The supplier 
declared neutron output only. Records on the Pu mass are still based on a rough estimate from 
it. Nominal Pu amounts estimated on the assumption of pure 239Pu content of the sources are 
regularly reported to the IAEA, and from 2004 onwards also to the EURATOM safeguards 
authorities. 

In order to create a more realistic situation, a development work commenced. A passive 
neutron coincidence well-counter was designed at the Institute of Isotopes and, using it 
together with a shift register provided by the IAEA, neutron measurements were carried out. 
Isotopic composition of Pu in the sources was determined by high resolution γ-spectrometry 
(HRGS). The Pu content was calculated from the neutron output and the isotopic 
composition. This combined neutron-γ method relies on (α,n) yields adopted for Pu isotopes 
and 241Am. The method has been described in detail in Refs [1, 2]. Results show that nominal 
Pu masses have been overestimated even by an order of magnitude in some cases (where the 
239Pu abundance is about 75 % or less of the total Pu content).  

Pu masses were also determined by pure HRGS, without neutron measurements. The method 
relies on absolute intensity measurements of 375 and 413 keV 239Pu photopeaks, applying 
attenuation correction, and taking into account the 239Pu abundance determined by γ-
spectrometry, see the companion paper submitted to this symposium [3]. 

In order to verify the results, heat output measurements of the Pu-Be sources were performed 
with a Small Sample Calorimeter provided by JRC IPSC, Ispra, Italy [4], combined with the 
isotopic composition determined by HRGS, relying on specific heat values from the literature. 
As a result, it has been established that the combined neutron-γ method provides Pu content 
data 20-30 % higher than calorimetry, but still much less than nominal values. 

On the basis of the calibration as above, more realistic (α,n) yields were established, with the 
aid of which, a much better agreement of the combined neutron-γ results with calorimetry was 
achieved. By using this method, a new inventory of the Pu content of Pu-Be sources is 
planned to be taken in the country. 

It has been tried to use pure neutron measurements as well, without γ-spectrometry at all. 
Based on gross (T) and coincidence (R) count rates, this so-called R/T method relies on a 
correlation established between the ratio R/T and the Pu content, using the graph or the 
corresponding e,pirical formula belw (Fig. 1), fitted to the results of calorimetry. 
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The neutron-γ  method forms a part of the Hungarian support programme to IAEA safeguards. 

FIG. 1. Calibration of the R/T method against calorimetry. 
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A practical application of a method developed for determining the age of highly enriched 
uranium is presented. The age of uranium samples is an important piece of information 
relevant both in combating illicit trafficking and in nuclear safeguards. It can help in 
determining the origin of seized or found nuclear materials, and, on the other hand, knowing 
the date of production of the material can help the safeguards expert to verify the correctness 
of the declaration of safeguarded material. 

It has already been demonstrated that both mass spectroscopy and gamma spectroscopy can 
be reliably used to determine the age of uranium, provided that a suitable sample is avaliable. 
Items from which it is not possible to take out a sample, however, may frequently occur in 
safeguards verification or in combating illicit trafficking of nuclear materials. The purpose of 
the present research is to demonstrate that gamma spectroscopy can also be used to determine 
the age of such items, i.e., items that can only be investigated non-destructively, as whole. 

The initial methodology for gamma-spectroscopic age dating was derived during a "Round 
Robin" exercise, in which the properties of a highly-enriched uranium (HEU) powder were 
assessed by several laboratories, from the point of view of nucler forensic sicence. The 
uranium-age obtained by this gamma-spectrometric method was in agreement with the results 
reported by other participating laboratories, which used mass-spectrometry [1,2,3]. In the 
present measurement setup (with a 150 cm3 coaxial HPGe detector) the lower bound for age 
determination of 90% enriched HEU was estimated to be around 5 years. If the presently best 
available well-type HPGe detector could be used, the sensitivity of the method could be 
improved, so that the lower bound for the applicability of the method would be approximately 
1 year for 90% enriched uranium and 20 years for natural uranium (see Fig.1). 

The non-destructive method for age dating presented here relies on measuring the 
daughter/parent activity ratio 214Bi/234U by low-background, high-resolution gamma-
spectrometry. In order to eliminate the geomerical effects relative, efficiency calibration is 
used, so that the the age of uranium samples of arbitrary physical form and shape can be 
determined [3]. In particular, the age of uranium hermetically sealed in two fission chambers 
was determined. Each fission chamber contained approximately 1 g of hermetically sealed 
uranium with nearly 100% of 235U. It has been shown that the activity ratio 214Bi/234U can be 
determined without destroying the compactness of the chambers. 
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In some recent publications we have reported the calculation of the multiplicities and the 
number distributions of neutrons and gammas generated in a multiplying sample [1]-[2]. 
These calculations were based on master equations of the probability distributions and were 
treated and solved by the generation function technique. Neither absorption, nor the statistics 
of the detection process were taken into account. 

In the present work, the previous results are extended to include absorption within the sample 
and the effect of the detection by introducing a realistic detector efficiency. Absorption and 
detection were investigated for neutrons earlier by Lu and Teichmann [3], but the detector 
was assumed to be embedded in the sample, meaning that the event of detection was an event 
competing with leakage and fission, with the consequence that a 100% detector efficiency 
destroyed all multiplication within the sample.  

In this paper, we include the detector effect in a proper way, i.e. the detection process will 
only affect neutrons that have already left the sample, hence the presence of the detector will 
not change the process of internal multiplication. It is shown how a decreasing detection 
efficiency decreases the measured multiplicities, and that the measured multiplicities when 
the detector efficiency is assumed to be 100% reproduce the full number distribution of 
emitted neutrons and gammas from the sample. It is also shown that the presence of 
absorption within the sample affects the neutron and the gamma distributions in a different 
way with increasing sample size. For neutrons, an increasing sample size means not only an 
increase in absorption, but also an increase of the induced fission, i.e. internal multiplication. 
For the already generated gammas, however, an increasing sample size only means an 
increasing absorption, because all gamma production takes place through neutron reactions, as 
opposed to reactions induced by gammas. It is shown that although gamma multiplicity from 
spontaneous and induced fissions is larger than the corresponding multiplicity of neutrons, 
internal absorption in the samples affects gamma rays more than neutrons and thus 
counteracts the increase in multiplicity for gammas. This effect has the consequence that for 
larger samples the multiplicities of emitted neutrons exceeds that of the gammas. 

The multiplicities (factorial moments) and the number distribution are briefly discussed both 
qualitatively and quantitatively.  The quantitative results are then compared to Monte-Carlo 
calculations performed by the code MCNP-PoliMi [4]. Certain input parameters of the 
analytical model, such as absorption, fission probabilities in the sample, and detector 
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efficiency, are also obtained from the Monte-Carlo model. A generally very good agreement 
is found between the predictions of the analytical model and the Monte-Carlo calculations. 
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Analyzing the gamma spectra in energy range of 0-600 keV measured by Planar HP-
Germanium detector and of 0-15 MeV by Coaxial HP-Germanium detector of 238PuBe, 
239PuBe and 241AmBe neutron sources shown that interaction of neutrons with germanium 
material dose not induce the gamma lines in coincidence with ones used in MGA++ software 
program for analyzing the Pu material. Compton tail of 4438 keV gamma rays and effect of 
interaction of neutrons and germanium material mainly increase the background of low 
energy region (0-600 keV). The background decreases the uncertainty of the MGA++ 
commercial program; however, the program can be still well used to analyze the 0-600 keV 
spectra for getting the Pu isotopic composition and age in general. Some case of in correction 
of U existence in MGA++ -report was discussed. 

The Pu content by gamma spectrometry can be represented due to equation: 
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where i is the index (1-5) for  five γ-rays (129, 203, 345, 375 and 413 keV line), Mi  is the 
total Pu content by calculating from i-th γ-ray, Ci is count rate, f239  is 239Pu isotopic 
component,  Gi, Oi  is specific gamma yield (gamma/g.s), OE is efficiency of detector, and Fi 
is correction factor for absorption. 

For estimating the values of Fi, firstly, the called “infinite energy method” [1] was applied. 
Plot the function of m(1/E)= Ci/f239GiOi versus 1/E. Then extrapolate the m(1/E) to 1/E=0, the 
value of MPu=m(1/E=0), which corresponds to “infinite energy” gamma line assumed 
transition without absorption, was considered as Pu content of the sources. Secondary, a 
calculation model was developed bases on that: Pu-Be neutron sources were measured in 
cylindrical far-field by a Planar HP-Germanium detector and Pu-content were derived from 
intensity of the 375 and 413 keV gamma lines of 239Pu isotopic. Assuming that the γ-rays 
come parallel to detector axis, Fi is multiply of F1i for self-absorption in PuBe material and 
F2i for absorption of the steel thick wall of container, which can be calculated according to 
cylindrical sample viewed along a diameter in the far-field [2,3]: 
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here µlE is the linear attenuation coefficient of the Pu-Be material, D is the diameter of the 
sample, I1 is modified Bessel function of order 1 and L1 is modified Struve function of order, 
µlCE is the linear attenuation coefficient of the steel container and dC is thickness of container.  

Aaccuracy of the methods were verified by using thermal power measurement of PuBe 
neutron sources with a Small Sample Calorimeter provided by JRC IPSC, Ispra, Italy. The 
accuracy of Pu content by this method was about 2-3%. 

Comparison of the results by “infinite energy method” with ones by calorimetrical 
measurements, the errors of the “infinite energy method” were about 0-25%.  

Comparison the result of secondary procedure with ones of calorimetrical measurements, the 
uncertainty was found to be about 0-12%. It is interest that the deviation was systematically 
and can be represented as a function of µlED  

2)(log095.0log261.006.1)( XXXDf LE ++==µ    (3) 

It can be explained by using an approach mathematical function represented absorption by 
equation 2. If instead of Fi by F1i F2i fi the uncertainty of this method was reduced to below 5-
7%. Using the mathematical function prefers computering the procedures.  

Adding the data of neutron outlet, which can be simply measured by a total neutron 
measurement, the specific neutron yield of the PuBe neutron sources can be derived. Then the 
values of couple parameter [R/T, T], where the T and R was the single and double count rate 
measured by neutron coincidence technique, respectively, could be predicted thanks to an 
empirical formula [4]. This couple was considered for inspection by neutron coincidence 
technique later.  

An HP-Germanium detector can be used to assay about 5000-10000  PuBe sources before it 
would be damaged by neutron expose. An optimize set up consisted of a Planar HP-
Germanium (20 cm2x2cm dimension) and a total neutron counter (2 proportion detector filled 
by 3He ) can assay a PuBe neutron source in only 5-10 minute. 
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Screening of environmental swipe samples at the Agency’s Safeguards Analytical Laboratory 
(SAL) is performed with an X-Ray fluorescence (XRF) scanning system TRIPOD [1]. This 
instrument measures the uranium distribution on the swipe with a detection limit (DL) of 35 
ng/cm2. The measurement time (Tm) for one swipe is ~ 4 hours. The long measurement time is 
the limiting factor in the total analysis time. The reporting of the DL as ng/cm2 is another 
disadvantage because the required value is a DL for the whole swipe. Simple multiplying of 
the DL [in ng/cm2] for the total swipe surface (100cm2) gives an erroneously high estimate of 
the DL. These disadvantages were the reasons for the development of a new XRF analyser for 
screening without scanning of the swipes and with a significantly shorter Tm. The main 
features of the new system are: 

- ‘One shot’ measurement of the folded swipe. 
- High power X-ray tube. 
- Preliminary Energy Selection Filter (PESF). 
 

The sample for measurement is prepared by folding the swipe in its original plastic bag. The 
folded swipe is fixed in an Al frame and inserted in the measurement chamber. The X-ray 
excitation system consists of a 4kW XRF super sharp tube with Rh anode, high voltage 
generator and cooling unit. The fluorescent X-rays emitted by the sample are filtered by the 
PESF and registered by the Si(Li) detector. The PESF is a pyrolitic graphite Bragg reflector 
with a cylindrical shape. It selects the energy range containing the U Lα lines and rejects X-
ray quanta with other energies.  
 
The transmission function (I / Io) of the PESF was measured with 241Am and 55Fe sources 
(Fig.1). The quantity I / Io is a ratio of the intensity of the X-ray line measured with/without 
the PESF. One can see that the PESF depresses by about 200 times (or more) the X-ray 
intensity outside an energy window at 12-16 keV and increases it inside the window by up to 
a factor of 2. By installing the PESF, both the continuous background due to the excitation 
source and the scattering radiation are reduced by several orders of magnitude. 
 
Folding of the swipe has both positive and negative effects on the DL. The negative effects 
are additional scattering of the excitation X-rays by the swipe tissue and absorption of the 
analytical X-rays in the tissue. Measurements show that one additional layer of the swipe 
tissue between the U source and the detector increases the background under the U Lα peak by 
~ 25% and decreases the intensity of the peak by ~ 5%. The positive effect of the folding is an 
increase of the ‘effective’ measurement time for the swipe surface given the same total 
measurement time of the swipe. For example, folding the sample four times will increase 
effectively the measurement time of the swipe surface by a factor of 16. One can expect no 
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improvement of the DL by folding of swipes with a homogeneous U distribution on the 
surface but significant improvement of the DL when the swipe has only one U spot on it. In 
the last case, the U spot will be measured about 200 times longer on a folded swipe in 
comparison with scanning. 
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FIG. 1. Transmission function of the PESF. 

Fig. 2 shows the average U distribution on all swipes measured in 2005. One can see that U 
distribution is not homogeneous. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that folding of the 
swipes will provide a better detection limit and a shorter measurement time. 
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FIG. 2. Average U distribution on the swipes measured in 2005. 

This paper describes the design of the new installation and demonstrates examples of real 
measurements. 
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In order to somewhat alleviate the kind of logistical problems encountered in the in-field 
measurements with the current COMPUCEA equipment (COMbined Product for Uranium 
Content and Enrichment Assay), and with the expected benefits of saving some time and costs 
for the missions in mind, ITU is presently developing a 2nd generation of the COMPUCEA 
device. This new development also forms a task in the support programme of the Joint 
Research Centre of the European Commission to the IAEA. 

To validate the in-field performance of the newly developed 2nd generation COMPUCEA, a 
prototype has been tested together with the 1st generation equipment during physical 
inventory verification (PIV) measurements in different uranium fuel fabrication plants in 
Europe. 

In this paper we will present the prototype of COMPUCEA 2nd generation, its hardware as 
well as the software developed for the evaluation of the U content and 235U enrichment. We 
will show a comparison of the performance of the 2nd generation with the 1st generation on a 
larger number of uranium samples measured during the in-field PIVs. The observed excellent 
performance of the new COMPUCEA represents an important step in the validation of this 
new instrument. 
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Charged particles travelling through a transparent medium faster than the speed of light 
may induce UV photon production due to the Cerenkov effect as they traverse through a 
dielectric medium. Specifically observed in nuclear facilities, spent fuel emits electrons with 
sufficient energy directly and indirectly due to the photon interaction of the Compton effect in 
the water moderator, producing UV photons. The UV photons are then observed during 
inspection by the Improved Cerenkov Viewing Device (ICVD) and Digital Cerenkov 
Viewing Device (DCVD) devices used by safeguards inspectors at the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA).  Currently, the Division of Safeguards Technical Support, Section of 
NDA Equipment and Seals (SGTS-TNS) has the capability of modeling spent fuel 
characteristics with the ORIGEN-ARP1 Software in order to estimate the production of UV 
photons that are produced in irradiated fuel.   

Using an approach2 with the ORIGEN-ARP Software and in contrast with previous 
publications [1,2]: 

(1) The UV photon production rate was calculated for extremely short cooling times, 
beginning at 2.4 hours after irradiation through 4000 days for a variety of fuel 
types and irradiation histories (Graph 1); and 

(2) The UV photon production rate includes the summation of all gamma emitters, 
rather than focusing on the 6 primary gamma emitters including Y-90, Rh-106, Cs-
134, Ba-137m, Pr-144 and Eu-154.   

The intensity of the UV photon production rate is dependent on three variables: irradiation 
time, power and decay time.  Therefore, when comparing the various irradiation and decay 
schemes calculated, it can be concluded that irradiated fuel with two different irradiation and 
decay times may have the same UV photon rate, thereby appearing to look similar upon 
inspection by the ICVD and DCVD.  However, if one of the three factors is known 
(irradiation time, power and decay time), information on the other variables may be 
determined and inferences may be made.    

                                                      

1 ORIGEN-ARP Software is an isotopic and depletion code created and maintained by Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory located in Oak Ridge Tenn., USA [3]. 
2 The reactor type chosen for modeling within ORIGEN-ARP was an 8x8 BWR with a moderator density of 
0.4323 g/c.  UO2 fuel was modeled, enclosed in Zircaloy-2 cladding.   
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In addition to investigating UO2 fuel, calculations were completed for the UV photon 
production rate of dummy rods.  Differing dummy rod material types included rods filled with 
natural oxygen, lead, and depleted uranium all enclosed in Zircaloy-2 cladding.  These results 
are graphically represented (Graph 2).  It is observed the depleted uranium has a UV photon 
production rate in similar magnitude as the UO2 fuel in contrast with the fuel rods filled with 
natural oxygen and Pb3.  It is also observed that directly after irradiation, the UV Photon 
production rate from irradiated lead and oxygen dummy rods are similar in magnitude as UO2 
fuel after cooling for 3600 days4.  

These conclusions influence the methods in which the ICVD and DCVD during 
inspection can be used in determining information about spent fuel.  These conclusions may 
expand the use of the ICVD and DCVD in some applications, while it also defines limitations 
of the use of the ICVD and DCVD in regards to investigating the spent fuel irradiation 
history. 

 

Graph 1. UV photon production rate of UO2 fuel in after completion of 990 days of continuous irradiation for 
various burnup values ranging from 10,000MWd/MTU to 60,000MWd/MTU. 

                                                      

3 The calculated photon production rate for 990 day continuous irradiation at a power of 35 MW (or equivalent 
flux for non-uranium fuel types) is 1.851E+20 and 2.39E+20 photons/sec for depleted uranium and UO2 fuel 
respectively. 
4 The calculated photon production rate for 990 day continuous irradiation at a power of 35 MW (or equivalent 
flux for non-uranium fuel types) is 1.976E+17, 2.074E+17 and 2.12E+17 for lead, natural oxygen and UO2 fuel, 
respectively. 
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Graph 2. UV photon production rate of UO2 fuel in comparison with depleted uranium, Pb and natural oxygen 
filled fuel rods enclosed in Zircaloy-2 cladding. 
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The Compton suppressed Ge detector has been a powerful tool in basic nuclear science 
research.  The suppression mechanism helps one “see” low-intensity peaks that are otherwise 
hidden under the Compton continuum. It also improves statistical uncertainty because of 
lower background under the gamma-ray peak.  We are using this innovative method to 
siginificantly advance the currrently avaliable safeguards and environmental sample analysis 
techniques that use gamma-ray measurements.  One can foresee shorter analysis times, better 
accuracies, and better minimum detactable limits with this method.  Figure 1 shows a 
comparison of the gamma-ray data from a plutonium solution sample that was taken with the 
same detector with and without the Compton suppression mechanism. The Compton 
continumn has been reduced significantly. 

 

FIG. 1. Comparison of the gamma-ray data with and without Compton suppression. 

In this paper, we will present initial results for the application of Compton suppressed 
technology to Pu and U safeguards and environmental sample measurements.  

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by University of 
California Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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We are developing superconducting gamma-ray and fast-neutron spectrometers for nuclear 
safeguards and nuclear attribution applications that require higher energy resolution than 
conventional semiconductor or gas detectors can provide [1-6]. This work was initially 
motivated by nuclear forensics needs, where a fast and precise isotope analysis is essential to 
quickly attribute unknown nuclear materials to their source [2]. It is also becoming important 
in nuclear safeguards for high-precision analysis on Pu or other complicated mixed isotope 
samples, for example for Pu/U mixtures or samples with high Pu-242 concentrations [3].  

Our spectrometers are based on measuring the increase in temperature upon photon or particle 
absorption with a sensor operated at the transition between its superconducting and its normal 
state. Low temperature operation reduces thermal fluctuations and thus allows an energy 
resolution an order of magnitude higher than for conventional high-purity germanium 
detectors. The approach can be adapted for different types of radiation with the appropriate 
choice of absorber material [1, 2, 5, 6]. This presenation focuses on our development of 
gamma-ray spectrometers consisting of a bulk absorber attached to a superconducting thin 
film Mo/Cu multilayer sensor. These detectors are operated at a temperature of ~0.1K the end 
of a cold finger in a two-stage adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (Fig. 1). They have an 
energy resolution between 50 and 90 eV FWHM for energies below 122 keV (Fig. 2) [2, 4]. 

 

FIG. 1. (left): Superconducting spectrometer developed at LLNL. The sensor is held at a temperature 
of ~0.1 K at the end of a cold finger as close as 1 cm of the radioactive sample at room temperature. 
FIG. 2. (right): Details of the gamma spectrum taken with this spectrometer from a mixed-isotope Pu 
samples in 100-keV region.  A spectrum from a high-purity Ge detector is included for comparison. 
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This energy resolution is sufficient to separate the emission form different actinide isotopes of 
interest for nuclear safeguards and material management. In particular, a resolution of 100 eV 
allows separating the lines from the different Pu isotopes, including Pu-242 [3], in the 100 
keV region as needed for MGA analysis of Pu isotope ratios [7, 8], and separating the U-Th 
lines in the 92 keV region as needed for MGA-U [2, 8]. This improvement in energy 
resolution will improve the precision of non-destructive isotope analysis by Gamma-
spectroscopy by an order of magnitude compared to conventional analysis using high-purity 
Germanium spectrometers. This improvement is due both to a reduction of the limiting 
statistical errors due to line overlap, and a reduction of the systematic errors due to self-
absortion and Compton background subtraction [4]. 

For increased spectrometer sensitivity, we are currently developing gamma-detector arrays 
and the redout electronics to read out each pixel at rates above 100 counts/s [9, 10]. The next-
generation of superconducting gamma spectrometers will be based on a 112-pixel sensor 
array, with an active area of several cm2 and total count rate capabilities above 10,000 
counts/s [9, 10]. Scale up to larger array sizes is possible if desirable. 

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by University 
of California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48. 
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The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) has been developing new storage 
phosphors for ionizing radiation detection since the mid-1980s.  The materials are inorganic-
based phosphors that uniquly store ionizing radiation damage.  The technology is known as 
either Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) or alternatively storage phosphors. The 
phosphors can be used as a more sensitive alternative to thermoluminescent dosimeters or 
silver-halide based X-ray film.  Besides wide-spread application in personnel dosimetry the 
phosphors can be fabricated into large two-dimensional sheets and can replace X-ray film in 
most applications.  OSL phosphors are analyzed by illumination with light and they emit a 
luminescence that is proportional to the ionizing radiation exposure.  By raster-scanning 
across a 2D plate an image of the ionizing radiation field can be determined.  Advantages over 
X-ray film include a wider dynamic range, higher sensitivity, and the elimination of chemical 
processing.  Our primary development client has been the Department of Energy (DOE) but 
PNNL has transferred the technology to industry resulting in two R&D 100 awards and 
numerous patents.  Our OSL dosimetry technology is being worn by nearly 2 million ionizing 
radiation workers worldwide. 

 

With funding from the DOE and DTRA, PNNL has developed unique collimators for use 
with the OSL 2D imaging plates. Verification technologies for special nuclear materials 
(SNM) in storage containers are required to determine if the contents are radioactive and also 
to provide confidence that the material is consistent with the declaration without revealing any 
sensitive information. In most scenarios physical inspection and instrusive radiation 
measurement technology (such as gamma spectroscopy) are not allowed.  The most obvious 
deployment of the OSL image plate would be in a pin-hole collimator configuration.  This 
configuration can reveal the exact physical dimensions of the radioactive source within the 
storage container and therefore would reveal sensitive information.  The goal of the PNNL 
development was to develop a 2D imaging system that would determine if the object was 
radioactive and further if the object was a point source or a distributed source.  Several 
collimator designs will be presented and discussed along with a clever use of aluminum 
hemispheres to simulate SNM sources. 

Our present research is to develop special collimators that can be placed in front of the OSL 
image plates that sufficiently distort the visible image so that no size or shape information 
could be gained from the image itself without detailed knowledge of the collimator and a 
special mathematical unfolding of the image.  This type of masking is known as “coded-
aperture imaging”.  Think of the collimator as a special key.  Without the key the image 
information becomes meaningless.   
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In the present time, smuggling and illicit trafficking of nuclear and radioactive materials are 
targeted by international groups and networks. Hundreds of smuggled nuclear and radioactive 
materials have been seized and currently recorded in the Illicit Trafficking Database (ITDB) 
of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). As a matter of fact, these materials can 
be used for manufacturing of dirty or Radiological Dispersal Device (RDD) or for sabotage 
and malicious purposes. This work deals with  gamma detection of shielded sources 
containing natural 235U , 238U , standard 232Th and mixed 137Cs and 60Co sources by using 
HpGe and NaI detectors. The detection was carried out  through the main characteristic γ-
energies ; 185.7 KeV for 235U ,(63.3 ,1001 KeV) for 238U , (583 and 911.2 KeV) for 232Th , 
661.6 KeV for 137Cs and (1173.2 and 1332.5 keV) for 60Co. The radioactive sources used are 
30nCi of 232Th , 1.99 µCi of mixed 137Cs and 60Co source and uranyl nitrate crystals. These 
radioactive sources were separately hided (placed) in containers of different materials ; 
aluminum (Al) , cupper (Cu) and iron (Fe) of different wall thickness; 3 ,6 ,9 , 12 , 15 , 18 
mm. The sources were also measured together by NaI and HpGe detector. Overlapping of 
different gamma transitions leads to some difficulties to identify and discriminate between the 
investigated γ-energies particularly with using the low resolution NaI detector. 

The attenuation factors (I/Io), ratio of radiation intensity with and without shield (containers), 
were calculated for all the investigated energies. The relationship between the attenuation 
factor of γ-energies and the studied thickness was depicted and discussed (see the figures).     
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Mixed sources
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It was observed, as expected, that the studied gamma transitions were attenuated by the used 
different thickness of  Fe  ,Cu and Al and hardly detected especially for low energy and at 
18mm thickness. Generally, it can concluded that  radioactive materials of small activity can 
easily be smuggled by hiding them in containers or scraps of  Fe or Cu or Al rather than using 
the conventional heavy high atomic number lead.  
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Background: 

Passive Gamma Emission Tomography (PGET) has been extensively studied during the past 
years. The feasibility study and the tests performed /1/ showed that the device is capable of 
detecting missing pins inside a PWR assembly. A construction project of the prototype device 
was enabled as IAEA Joint Support Program task :  “Prototype Tomographic Spent-Fuel 
detector system” (JNT A 1510). 

Participants and tasks: 
The participants to the task are: the Finnish Support Program to the IAEA Safeguards (FIN 
SP, construction of mechanical structures and coordination), Hungarian SP (system theory, 
analysis and control software, detection system specification and testing), Swedish SP 
(hosting the final testing and arranging additional analysis of the data) and the European 
Commission SP (facilitating the test campaign). 

IAEA requirements: 
The IAEA has defined the user requirements for the device. The IAEA expects that the device 
be capable of verifying fuel with a minimum burn-up of 15 GWd/t and a cooling time up to 
40 years. Measurement time per assembly should be less than 10 minutes. The analysis 
software should automatically determine whether pins are missing or replaced by other than 
irradiated fuel material. Although dedicated training will be developed to train IAEA 
inspectors, no specific expertise should be needed to operate the equipment. 

Present status and schedule: 
Delivery of the detector arrays will take place in spring 2007. In the meanwhile, the 
mechanical components will be manufactured and the software written to the extent possible. 
After the delivery of the detector array the software will be finalized, and the detection system 
will be tested in STUK at a Co 60 facility, and the device will be assembled in final form. 
According to the project plan the final testing will take place in late 2007 at Ringhals NPP 
with spent fuel assemblies. Then the device will be ready for the IAEA. The PGET will be the 
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first device for single rod verification by the IAEA, therefore greatly enhancing IAEA’s 
verification capability. 

Arrangement and measurement procedure: 
The schematic drawing of the detector head is presented in Figure 1. The device will be 
toroidal in shape, and the measurement position will be inside the torus. Its dimensions will 
allow the measurement of BWR and PWR fuel assemblies including the VVER 1000 and the 
PWR 17x17 assemblies. 

 

 

    

a)       b) 

 
FIG. 1. The cross section of the tomographic detector head (a). The detector arrays are 
placed on the rails inside the toroidal detector head and they rotate around the spent fuel 
assembly. The arrays consist of 104 collimated CdZnTe detectors. After analysis of the data a 
cross sectional activity map is drawn (b). 
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Track-etch method was developed at VTT to identify uranium containing particles of interest 
from swipe material[1,2,3]. The extracted uranium containing particles were analysed with 
ICP-MS after track-etch analysis. For extraction both ashing and ultrasonification were used. 
The particles were collected in Collodion and the mixture was spread on Makrofol detectors, 
where it formed a thin film. Irradiation was carried out in Triga Mk II reactor in Otaniemi in 
the neutron flux of 1.2 x 1012 ncm-2s-1 and irradiation time was 1 h. After irradiation Collodion 
film was separated from the Makrofol in hot water after marking the specimens. The 
Makrofols were etched in 6,5 M KOH for 15 min and glued to the microscope slides.  

The fission tracks were examined under a microscope and the Collodion piece with the 
uranium particle was cut out from the Collodion film with a razor knife (Figure 1.) The 
Collodion pieces were picked up into 0.5 ml polyethylene vials. The vial was filled with 
acetone to dissolve the Collodion. Acetone was evaporated so much that 250 µl of 5% HNO3 
could be added. The rest of the acetone was evaporated under an infrared lamp. After that 
samples were analysed with quarupole ICP-MS (VG Plasma Quad 2+). The small amount of 
sample solution with low uranium concentration makes the task specially demanding. The use 
of microconcentric nebulizer (Cetac MCN-100) is obligatory. By using the natural uptake the 
sample flow rate is 50 µl/min. In this work sample volume 250 µl was enough for 3 parallel 
measurements for each sample. The track-etch prints of one particle and the particle in the 
Collodion film shown in the Figure 2. The mass spectrum of a 3 pg particle of 20% enriched 
uranium in 250 µl is shown in the Figure 3. The three parallel measurements of 3 pg particle 
of 20 % enriched uranium (NIST) gave isotopic ratio 0.22 ± 0.04 and a bigger particle, 7.5 pg 
of the same enrichment give 0.28 ± 0.06 isotope ratio 235/238 when given value is 0.25125. 
The analysed 3 % enriched particles were bigger, 21 and 38 pg and isotope ratios calculated 
from three parallel measurements were 0.016 ± 0.006 and 0.028 ± 0.001 and given value 
0.03143. The small amount of counts in 235 mass-peak is the limiting factor in the analysis. 

This procedure was used for testing the separation and analysis of uranium containing 
particles from test swipes, the Track-etch method for extracting uranium containing particles 
from swipe material and ICP-MS for analysis of single particles.  

The theoretical size of the analysed particles varied from <1 µm (3pg) to 2 µm (38 pg). The 
low background in the mass peak 235, only <5 counts/s, makes it possible to separate rather 
small particles with different enrichment from each others. For natural uranium, the total 
amount of uranium in the analysis should be at least 200-250 pg for the isotope ratio 
measurement. According to these measurements the precision of ± 10 % could be possible in 
that case. The theoretical diameter of the particle is about 4 µm. 
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With the precision reached with quadrupole ICP-MS it is possible to separate particles of NU, LEU 
and HU. The need for more experience in particle separation is obvious. The NU contamination in the 
samples can be avoided by performing the sample preparation and dissolution of separated particles in 
a clean room. Also the microscopic work including cutting of the Collodion film should be done in a 
cleaner environment than in normal laboratory. The results are anyway encouraging and when more 
particles from each sample were analysed it is possible that the isotopic ratios would be nearer the 
expected ones. 

 
 

 
FIG. 1. Separation of the particle. FIG. 2. A particle and its track-etch. 

 

FIG. 3. 3pg particle of 20 % enriched uranium. 
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particles from swipes and their analysis with ICP-MS, Final report on Task FIN A 1318 of the 
Finnish Support Prigramme to IAEA Safeguards, STUK-YTO-TR 212, STUK Finland, 
December 2004. 
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AGS (Airborne gamma spectrometry) has been recognised as a very powerful tool to operate 
in case of emergency situation. Recent exercises (RESUME 95, HELGA 2004) have 
demonstrated the performances of airborne gamma mapping to detect ground contaminations 
and to locate lost radioactive sources, but also real campaigns such like in Georgia in June 
2000 [IAEA Project GEO9006-9002].  

Airborne gamma spectrometry can also be very helpful to detect undeclared nuclear 
installations, nuclear material storage, or to inspect suspicious areas. Because of its high 
sensitivity, this technique is well adapted to look for small quantities of radioactive materials 
(Table 1). Moreover, an airborne survey is not-intrusive, and 5 to 10 km²/h can be covered 
with the optimal detection limits. As an example, the Helinuc system was used in 1997 and 
1998 by IAEA/Action Team to survey Iraqi suspicious industrial sites.  

The increase of new threats that would include nuclear materials has encouraged efforts to 
optimise the detection of nuclear materials by airborne gamma spectrometry. In AGS, a new 
spectrum is recorded each one or two seconds. Because of the high number of spectra, 
automatic algorithms are needed to process the data. The standard windows method 
recommended by IAEA is not well-suited to detection of most nuclear materials because of 
their low energy signature. Dedicated algorithms have been implemented and tested these last 
years by CEA to improve performances at low energy. These algorithms will be presented and 
cross-compared. Some examples of application of these algorithms to real data sets will also 
be presented.  

Radionuclide Detection limits at 40m Equivalent mass 

241Am 15 - 40 kBq/m² ~ 3.10-7 g/m² 

239Pu 25 - 50 MBq/m² ~ 20 mg/m² 

Uranium ore 15 - 40 Bq/kg of soil ~ 3 mg/kg of soil 

Purified uranium (238U) 70 - 120 kBq/m² ~ 10 g.m² 

235U 10 - 20 kBq/m² ~ 0.3 g.m² 

Table 1: Detection limits of nuclear materials with the airborne system Helinu  .The source term is 
assumed superficial over 30000m². 
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Nuclear material is subjected to chemical processing throughout the entire fuel cycle. Traces 
of the chemical reagents and solvents are left behind in the nuclear material. So far essentially 
metallic impurities or light elements have been investigated for their potential in providing 
clues on the type of process they originate from. 

In the present investigation, the applicability of anions for attributing nuclear material to a 
certain chemical process has been investigated. Anions (e.g. nitrate, sulphate, phosphate, 
chloride) originate from acids or salt solutions that are used for processing of solutions 
containing uranium or plutonium. The study presented in this paper focuses on yellow cake 
samples originating from different mines applying different chemical processes for leaching, 
dissolving and precipitating the uranium. Consequently, the anionic patterns should be 
different. The concentrations of different anionic species were measured by ion 
chromatography using conductivity detection. 

First, basic studies on possible interferences were carried out, e.g. testing the effect of a large 
excess of nitrate on the signal of small amounts of other anions. Then the linearity and the 
stability of the calibration in the presence of high concentrations of cations, such as sodium 
and calcium were checked. Finally, samples of yellow cake were investigated. Particular 
attention was paid to reagent blanks and to the repeatability of leaching prior to measurement 
of the anion concentrations.  

A comparative evaluation of the results will be given and the potential for application in 
safeguards and in nuclear forensics will be discussed. 
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In devices of neutron nondestructive testing traditional isotope sources of the neutrons 
including a radioactive isotope - a source of alpha radiation and a target constantly generating 
neutrons, are used basically. Observation of radionuclide devices as well as experience gained 
in development, production and marketing of this equipment confirms that radiation safety is 
the main characteristic among others, determining demand for this equipment. 

In the equipment where sources of neutrons are used, it is desirable to have such source which 
can '"be switched off" for that time when the device does not work. It is especially important 
to have such source in the portable equipment as for safe storage and transportation of an 
isotope source of neutrons with an output 105-106 n/с, it shall be placed in the protective 
container in weight in tens kg. 

Detector "CINDI" (Compact Integrated Narcotics Detection Instrument) developed by the 
American enterprise “NOVA R&D, Inc.” 2001) is the characteristic representative of the 
portable neutron devices intended for detection of illicit hidden places behind barrier 

In 1995 in Georgia applicants of the given project had been developed, tested and introduced 
into customs department of the country portable neutron search detector explosive substances, 
narcotic and other illicit substances hidden in the thick-walled bookmarks of different 
vehicles, containers, et  It also contained Californium – 252 having activity no more than 50 
µCi, Helium counters were used as the detector of the reflected slow neutrons.  

Observation of radionuclide devices as well as experience gained in development, production 
and marketing of this equipment confirms that radiation safety is the main characteristic 
among others, determining demand for this equipment. 

However the certain inconveniences and complexities at storage and transportation of neutron 
sources because of high weight of containers, as well as radio phobia, push away consumers.  

The real prospect for safe, wide consumption of  our as well as of many other neutron 
development represents transition on qualitatively new, radiation safe  radioisotope sources of 
neutrons with an regulated output. 

In the scientific literature the sources of this kind are named differently – radioisotope 
generators of the neutrons, adjustable sources of neutrons, Switchable Radioactive Neutron 
Sources (SRNS), "ON-OFF", etc [1]. As a matter of fact they are included and switched off 
mechanically and are radiation safe at storage and transportation. Development of 
manufacture and duplicating of such sources of neutron radiation will give a new pulse for 
perfection of neutron methods of not destroying testing. 
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In SRNS it is necessary to result in working position in contact of substance of an alpha 
emitter and a target so that in switched off position they could be divided again, not having 
polluted one another. The couple from   Am  emitter and the target made of crystal    LiF    
was optimized  due to parameters of neutron emission and technological possibility of serial 
production. 

In the framework of the project the working breadboard model of design Switchable 
Radioactive Neutron Sources (SRNS) coordinated and optimized with the detector back 
absent-minded neutrons and on his basis the measuring block of the new portable detector of 
Illicit Materials (Explosives, Drugs etc.) will be developed. 

It is natural, that all previous neutron developments of small-sized devices have been 
optimized on application so-called dot, small-sized traditional sources of neutron radiation. 
By development of measuring block of the new device it will be necessary to investigate and 
optimize its new geometry (architecture), taking into account real dimensions (volume) of 
SRNS.  

Constructed working models of SRNS will be delivered to IAEA in accordance with the CRP 
№12591: “Development and Demonstration of the New Methods for the Detection of 
Shielded Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU)”, Part of Co-ordinated Research Project:  
Improvement of technical measures to detect and respond to illicit trafficking of nuclear 
material and other radioactive materials  and CRP №13501: “Development of a design of 
a radioisotope switchable neutron source and new portable detector of smuggling”, part of 
Co-ordinated Project: Neutron based techniques for the detection of illicit materials and 
explosives. 
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Independent determination of uranium content in nuclear materials to verify operator’s 
declaration is an important tool in the safeguards approaches applied to nuclear installations. 
This determination may be performed by non-destructive methods, generally performed in the 
field using radiation detection systems, or destructive methods by chemical analysis, when 
more accurate results are necessary. In Brazil, samples are taken during safeguards 
inspections and sent to Safeguards Laboratory-LASAL of the Brazilian Nuclear Energy 
Commission-CNEN, where them are currently analyzed. 

To meet the requirements of the Brazilian State System of Accounting for and Control of 
Nuclear Materials – SSAC, LASAL has been applying the “Davies & Gray/NBL” method for 
potentiometric determination of total uranium concentration in several forms of nuclear 
materials since 1984. In order to improve the accuracy, the method uses as titrant, standard 
reference potassium dichromate NIST SRM 136e and the results are also corrected for bias 
with uranium metal assay standard NBL CRM 112A. The samples aliquots are analyzed using 
a microprocessor – controlled Mettler DL-67 Potentiometric titrator attached to a Pt/Rh 
(90:10) as indicator electrode and a mercurous sulfate as the reference electrode. As an 
example, this work describes and discusses the results of analysis of a number of ten aliquots 
of uranyl nitrate sample using the uranium metal standard NBL CRM 112A to evaluate and 
bias correction of the results. The main contributions for uncertainty of the method were also 
studied in order to evaluate the total uncertainty on the result value obtained for this analysis.  
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Improvement of spent fuel verification technique and instrumentation is one of the significant 
challenge in the safeguards field. The CANDU spent fuels stored in the storage pond must be 
transported to dry storage for the long term storage. A dry storage canister is loaded with 9 
baskets and each basket contains 60 spent fuel bundles. This corresponds to 4.4 significant 
quantity of plutonium (1 SQ = 8kg for Pu) per each canister. After the canister is fully loaded, 
“gamma-ray fingerprinting” is currently being implemented to compare a pre-established 
baseline measurement against subsequent measurements in particular case of a 
Containment/Surveillance failure. However, IAEA still lacks effective reverification method 
for spent fuel dry storage.  

Neutron detection was proposed to use as verification and re-verification methods for spent 
fuel dry storage. A neutron detection system can provide for better visibility for the  canister 
contents than a gamma ray detection system because the neutron has good penetration in the 
high density, high Z materials of reactor fuel comparing to the gamma ray characteristic.  

Contributed fraction of the  measurement signal from each bundles in a basket for a given 
detector was simulated using  MCNP code.[1] The detailed MCNP model was construct 
consisting of 540 fuel bundles, 9 fuel baskets, the concrete structure of the canister. The 
individual bundles were modeled as a homogenized mixture of uranium, oxygen, and 
zirconium. In regard to neutrons, an expected count rate (count/s) for He-3 tube from each 
bundle was calculated, whereas in regard to gamma rays,  an expected dose rate(R/h) on a 
detector was calculated. In the calculation, the gamma detector was similar in size and shape 
to the He-3 tube and located at the same position in reverification tube as the neutron detector. 
The expected gamma and neutron emission rates from reference CANDU spent fuel of the 
Korea Wolsong Unit-1 with 170 MWH/MTU burn-up and 10 years cooling times were 
calculated using ORIGEN-ARP[2], and the results were used as a neutron and gamma source 
terms for MCNP simulation. 

Fig. 1 (a) shows MCNP geometry of spent fuel canister and  basket.  Fig. 1(b) and (c) show 
fraction of gamma and neutron measurement signal as function of bundle position within the 
basket.  The results shows neutron detection can provide much more information of the 
canister contents than gamma-ray detection.  

Prototype of neutron detection system has been fabricated using He-3 and BF3 neutron 
detectors. The field test and evaluation results  will be presented .  
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FIG. 1. (a) MCNP Geometry for canister and spnet fuel basket, (b) Fraction of gamma 
mesurement signal as a funtion of  bundle position, (c) Fraction of  neutron measuremt signal 
as a funtion of bundle position. 
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Solution measurement data collection equipment and evaluation software are now part of the 
nuclear materials safeguards provision in nuclear materials reprocessing plants.  Such systems 
collect and evaluate data from many tanks in a facility, to support inventory verification and 
to provide reassurance that a facility is operating as declared.  For instance the IAEA now 
monitor the contents of approximately 80 vessels at the Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant [1].  
Higuchi et al [2] have described the preparations required to obtain high quality calibration 
data.  They recommend that "the calibration liquid should be allowed to equilibriate with the 
cell temperature", conclude that this "requirement can only be met during the commissioning 
period", then recommend "that the resulting calibration function and associated calibration 
errors be used for the lifetime of the tank".  DeRidder et al  [3] confirm that "other effects ... 
are negligible in comparison with the uncertainties associated with the temperature 
corrections".  Although considerable effort might be devoted to ensuring that an appropriate 
environment ensues when re-verifying input and output accountability vessel calibrations, 
there are obvious disincentives for carrying out the same procedures on other vessels.  An 
alternative approach is desirable.   

It is argued that it would not be practicable to re-verify all tank calibrations on a regular basis, 
segment by segment, but only to confirm the validity of the calibration in general. To do this, 
checks on the location of specific features in the calibration are proposed instead.  These 
features can pertain to changes in the actual tank structure and to items that are inserted into 
its interior.  Certain features might be so small that they are not visible in the calibration 
equations themselves, but nevertheless provide a crisp reference to look for.  For instance the 
DTank located in the TAME Laboratory at JRC, Ispra has a relatively thin, horizontal, 
internal support plate, which is located near the top of the vessel.  Such features might be 
identified from engineering drawings, or more likely, from the first application of the 
experimental procedure described in the paper. It is shown that, with a flow metering device 
that is generally available, it should be possible to detect gross changes in the calibration, for 
instance as a result of solid material build-up in the heal.  Greater detail should be obtainable 
with the installation of more accurate flow metering. 

The methodology that is proposed works on the principal that the rate at which the tank level 
rises will change as it passes a crisp feature, and this rate change should be observable at the 
same location in all the level time histories collected, provided that the solution is metered 
into the vessel with the same flow rate. The shift, S, in the location of the feature in a new set 
of filtered data, relative to a reference filtered data set, can be estimated by cross correlation. 
A calibration will then be deemed to be still valid if S is relatively small, where the tolerance 
on S must be obtained from an understanding of the likely errors.   
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The approach is demonstrated by examining the location of a thin, horizontal support plate 
positioned in the top most section of the DTank, the diptube pressures of which are recorded 
using standard PPMD instrumentation [4], which outputs highly accurate, filtered data.  A 
correlation accuracy of about 10 seconds is obtained (see figure 1), which is equivalent to 
about 0.15 kg of solution.  However this error is small relative to others that arise through 
thermal non-equilibrium and metering inaccuracies. 

Finally it is shown how features can be identified from tank data. 

 

FIG. 1. Two series and their shift. 
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As nuclear energy use increases through the next decade, the international community has an 
important opportunity to work together to ensure that this time, nonproliferation is taken into 
account early and often in the technology development process. The United States has begun 
a new initiative with this in mind called the Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP).  It 
was announced by the U.S. Department of Energy in February 2006 and the initial program 
was sent to the US Congress for budget approval as part of the FY 2007 budget. One of the 
four key goals of the Global Nuclear Partnership Initiative (GNEP) is to introduce new 
technologies in this next generation of nuclear power that facilitate the application of 
international safeguards as part of their design to reduce proliferation risk. GNEP will focus 
on the development and implementation of advanced international nuclear safeguards 
equipment and techniques to strengthen the IAEA’s ability to detect or prevent proliferation. 
The idea is that facilitating IAEA safeguards should be part of the design process.  Safeguards 
should not be retrofitted. To be successful, development of the advanced safeguards systems 
will require a concerted effort by the international community to ensure both technology 
developers/holders and recipients share this goal.  This paper will discuss the elements of 
possible strategic safeguards approaches and technologies which might be considered for 
facilities under GNEP.  The paper will also address the policy and economic considerations in 
developing and implementing such advanced safeguards approaches.   
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Establishing a framework for an assured supply of fuel to the world’s nuclear reactors is a 
means to encourage the expansion of nuclear energy while discouraging the spread of 
enrichment technologies. Fresh natural or low enrichment reactor fuel could be provided to 
meet growing demands without increasing the number of States providing enrichment 
services.  However, spent fuel management is far more complex; with the exception of 
France, no State has established a viable system for spent fuel management and even in 
France, no long-term storage is available for nuclear waste.  While Russia has changed its 
laws allowing it to import spent fuel, it has yet to act on such an arrangement and no other 
State has indicated any such interest. Fresh fuel meets a demand that is essential for the 
operation of a reactor; removing spent fuel is something that, though possible to postpone, 
will be made necessary by the demand for fresh reactor fuel.   

Forecasted growth in nuclear energy demand will create requirements for both fresh fuel 
supply and spent reactor fuel take-back.  Presently, the provision of front end fuel assurances 
would be easier to accomplish than spent fuel take back arrangements.  An initial focus on 
assurances of fresh fuel supply can allow progress to be made while establishing a basis for 
ultimately addressing spent fuel.  Nonetheless, arrangements must be made jointly to resolve 
international issues of fresh fuel supply and spent fuel take-back, the front- and back-ends to 
the nuclear fuel cycle.  Such resolution will support nonproliferation efforts by further 
defining the role of the market in fuel cycle-related transactions and thus more clearly bind 
national capabilities of enrichment and reprocessing to trade and international economic 
activity.  This could serve to depoliticize the role of safeguards verification in evaluating the 
purpose of state fuel cycle capabilities.   

This paper identifies five ways in which “assurances of supply” might be constructed.  To the 
extent that any of them might achieve the objective of inhibiting the spread of enrichment 
technology or the uncontrolled availability of uranium, all might succeed. Some of these 
would be preferable in a given instance, and one offers a possibility for creating a normative 
structure potentially having universal appeal, but in principle none should be prohibited.  
These models could encourage the adoption of universal standards for safety, for the 
sustainability of the supply network, as well as meet the varying desires for political, 
economic, and resource certainty..  This paper will examine geographic and political 
possibilities, as well as timeframes (in some cases overlapping) for implementation of each of 
these models.  The five fuel supply models include: 1) initial and complete fuel purchases for 
the life of a reactor, 2) an IAEA-centered “fuel-bank”, 3) state-supplier negotiations with 
IAEA backing, 4) bilateral transfer arrangements, and 5) commercial offerings.   
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Spent fuel take-back arrangements, necessarily the mirror image of fresh fuel supply, will be 
presented in this paper on topical platforms identical to those used to examine fresh fuel 
supply.  Take-back arrangements will be explored as: 1) incorporated into the sale of fuel, and 
possibly in some cases in the sale of reactors, 2) in terms of creating an IAEA global fuel 
cycle management system, 3) an IAEA role as broker of spent fuel management services, 4) 
bilateral arrangements, and 5) commercial reprocessing, without government sponsorship.   
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The PNNL AFPR is a very high proliferation resistance reactor concept offering 100 MWe 
for 60 years on a single LEU fuel charge.  AFPR is a boiling water reactor, which would 
complement existing and new LWRs ranging. 

The AFPR concept is based upon the use of small spherical (3-5 mm dia) fuel elements 
(micro-fuel elements, or MFEs) in direct contact with water.  A variety of fuel designs are 
under consideration, including large kernel Triso fuel particles and cermet fuels.  An outer 
anti-corrosion barrier protects each fuel kernel from water. 

AFPR includes an inventory of MFEs adequate for the intended operating cycle installed at 
the time the reactor is commissioned.  The reactor includes a storage bunker for fresh and 
spent fuel; fresh fuel is loaded by gravity into the outer annular fuel zone and fuel is then 
moved into the inner annular fuel zones by means of a hydraulic transport system.  Fuel burn-
up is in excess of  100,000 MWd/t.  AFPR safety features exceed those of light water reactors 
using UO2 pellets in zirconium alloy: MFEs offer very fast thermal time constants (< 0.1s 
compared to 5-10s in normal LWRs), and AFPR has a very strongly negative void coefficient 
and low power density.  Improvements providing natural circulation with high steam enthalpy 
are under development. 

All long- lived cores require fuels with sufficient reactivity and the use of materials that are 
appropriate for such operations.  The goal for AFPR is “life-of-plant” refueling, in which a 
single charge of low enrichment uranium fuel would be loaded at the time the reactor is 
commissioned, providing 100 MWe without refueling or removing the spent fuel from the 
reactor vessel over its entire life.   

AFPR is intended to provide full use over its lifetime, providing electricity, potable water, 
district heating and hydrogen, as may be of interest.  It is intended for clustering, to facilitate 
combining multiple units as the economy of a user grows.  AFPR is designed to use re-
enriched reprocessed uranium from spent light water reactors, especially for export.  The hard 
neutron spectrum preferentially converts 236U to 238Pu, leaving the plutonium in the spent fuel 
with an isotopic composition that would make it extraordinarily difficult to use in nuclear 
weapons. 

The proliferation-resistance features of the AFPR concept are: 
− LEU fuel in difficult-to-access micro-fuel elements. 
− Use of re-enriched, reprocessed uranium with high 236U content. 
− Fueling for extended terms, depending on MFE and reactor materials, ultimately for 

the life-of-plant. 
− No opportunities for undeclared production of Pu or 233U. 
− No access to the fresh fuel, core fuel or spent fuel over the entire operating period 

(ultimately the life-of-plant – 60 years). 
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− Difficult to reprocess spent fuel. 
− Proliferation-resistant engineered plutonium isotopics (high 238Pu content to impose 

significant burdens on weapon use). 

AFPR provides bullet-proof assurance of supply of fresh fuel, as all fresh fuel required for the 
full operation of the reactor is loaded into the reactor at the time of commissioning (once 
assurance has been attained that the fuel and reactor will support such extended operation).  
Spent fuel return will be necessary for proliferation reasons, for prevention of nuclear 
terrorism and environmental protection.  When the integrity of the spent AFPR fuel is proven, 
it will have market value as fuel that can provide extensive additional power production in 
heavy water reactors and in fast reactors, where the minor actinides can be depleted prior to 
disposal in a bore-hole repository. 
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IAEA has recently developed the INPRO Methodology to provide the guidelines and 
requirements for the future innovative nuclear energy system. The INPRO Methodology in 
the area of the proliferation resistance is composed of 2 Basic Principles, 5 User 
Requirements, 14 Indicators, and subsequent evaluation parameters. Based on the several case 
studies, the INPRO manual has also been prepared for the practical implementation of the 
assessment by the INPRO Methodology. 

The vulnerability and strength of the innovative nuclear energy system in the view point of 
the proliferation resistance can be identified through the assessment of the proliferation-
resistant characteristics by applying the developed INPRO Methodology. Moreover, the 
recommendations for design improvement and future R&D direction to enhance the 
proliferation resistance features of the future innovative nuclear energy system could be 
prepared based on the results of the proliferation resistance assessment. 

In this presentation, the structure of the developed INPRO Methodology and the meanings of 
the evaluation schemes such as Basic Principles, User Requirements and Evaluation 
Parameters and Acceptance Limits for the assessment of the proliferation resistance will be 
explained. The practical assessment procedures and results of the sample application of the 
INPRO Methodology to the DUPIC fuel cycle will be described.  The prospects of utilizing 
the INPRO Methodology for the enhancement of the proliferation resistance characteristics of 
the future innovative nuclear energy system will also be presented.  
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International confidence of nuclear nonproliferation in the peaceful nuclear program has been 
maintained by “nuclear material control and accountancy” and “international safeguards” 
under International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty 
(NPT) framework. 

International nuclear non-proliferation efforts have been changing from the early 1990s. 
United Nation inspections in Iraq after the 1st Gulf War raised doubts about the scope of 
international safeguards, such as how to deal with undeclared activities. Recent Iran and 
North Korea issues showed the limitations of international safeguards systems. 

Incompletely effective non-proliferation regime arouses further proliferation concerns and 
decreases the confidence of peaceful nuclear program. Especially, a country like Japan, which 
has full scale nuclear fuel cycle program sometimes could be exposed to criticism. 

Corresponding to this serious situation, JAEA has conducted studies on “transparency” and 
“proliferation resistance” to build international confidence in its peaceful nuclear programs. 

Generally “transparency” has a role to increase confidence in activities and “proliferation 
resistance” increases confidence in the capability of the facility. 

Several efforts to improve the “transparency” such as “Guidelines for the Management of 
Plutonium (INFCIRC/549 of 16 March 1998)” are going on. Joyo Remote Monitoring System 
has been developed under joint study with Sandia National Laboratory to test the technology 
to improve transparency [1]. Several discussions on “proliferation resistance” under 
international program such as International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel 
Cycles (INPRO) [2] and Generation IV nuclear energy system (GEN-IV) [3] are in progress. 

As proactive measures in response to the September eleven terrorist attacks, the IAEA Board 
of Governors approved an action plan designed to upgrade worldwide protection against acts 
of terrorism involving nuclear and other radioactive materials in March 2002. As part of 
building nuclear security framework, work on the development of the additional guidelines 
and recommendations to INFCIRC/225/Rev.4 and process to strengthen the Convention on 
the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (CPPNM) are ongoing. 

In the area of international safeguards, the Additional Protocol (INFCIRC/540) drastically 
improves the “transparency” by its expanded declaration and complementary access. Recent 
discussion on integrated safeguards, which optimize additional protocol and traditional 
safeguards, enables steamlining of IAEA safeguards. This shows the further possibility of 
steamlining of safeguards through improvement of “transparency”. 
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Effort to develop future advanced nuclear fuel cycle systems, such as Global Nuclear Energy 
Partnership (GNEP) [4] of United State and Feasibility Studies for the commercialized fast 
reactor cycle system (FS) [5] of Japan have been promoted. In these programs, “proliferation 
resistance” is one of the key elements to be considered in the design of the system. In the 
future, nuclear nonproliferation regime for the advanced nuclear fuel cycle with low 
proliferation risk can be as follows; 

− Maintain nuclear material control and accountancy. 
− Improve proliferation resistance. 
− Maintain compliance with international authority and regional transparency. 
− Small, more efficient verification activity by IAEA to confirm above “nuclear 

material contorl and accountancy”, “proliferation resistance” and “transparency”. 

 

Expected new role of IAEA to confirm and certify “nuclear material contorl and 
accountancy”, “proliferation resistance” and “transparency” will increase the international 
confident of nuclear nonproliferation to the nuclear fuel cycle, and could drastically reduce 
IAEA’s inspection effort for future large scale nuclear fuel cycle facilities and allow effective 
usage of inspection resources to strengthen international nonproliferation regime. 
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Introduction 

In the past, the term “transparency” has meant monitoring fuel handling activities through the 
use of devices such as video cameras.  However, given a rapidly increasing need for power 
generation and an increased automation in fuel handling capabilities at nuclear facilities, 
current transparency techniques are no longer an efficient means of building confidence in 
peaceful use.  Often, inspections that occur at nuclear facilities take months to assess 
proliferation potential, and provide no feedback to facilities or other involved parties.   

Why should transparency be re-defined? 

To support a proliferation resistant fuel cycle, the following tasks must be performed: 

1. Increase confidence among nations and regulatory agencies that nuclear materials are 
used in a peaceful manner. 

2. Design a system to support non-proliferation efforts during and following global 
deployment of nuclear power. 

3. Optimize time required for inspections. 
4. Optimize the cost involved with inspections. 
5. Better enforce the current regulations (and agreements among nations) regarding the 

nuclear fuel cycle. 
 
As stated previously, current “transparent” techniques cannot capably perform these tasks.  A 
redeveloped transparency system could perform all of the tasks listed above, but must include 
the following capabilities: 

1. The transparency system must operate in real-time. 
2. Must provide a final quantitative assessment of proliferation-risk. 
3. Must utilize plant process and design data. 
4. Must utilize declared plant processes. 
5. Must have a secure link among the facility and authorized parties. 

 
Real-Time Analysis of Proliferation Risk 

Ultimately, proliferation risk can be defined as a function of the following: 

˙ Material attractiveness: obtained from quantification of factors relating to proliferation 
of a specific material. 
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˙ The static (baseline) risk: obtained from standard process and monitor information.  
This value is calculated from expected signals from a particular process, declared 
plant process information, and plant design information.  This is considered the normal 
operational risk, or the risk level that can be reasonably expected.   

˙ The dynamic (changing) risk: obtained from real-time processes and measurements.  
This value is calculated from observed signals from a particular process, plant process 
information, and plant design information.  This is considered the real-time risk 
obtained from observed deviations to expected signals.   

 
During normal plant operations (no proliferation activities), after accounting for material 
attractiveness, the static risk will equal the dynamic risk. 

By continuously comparing these values, a numeric value for facility proliferation risk can be 
determined.  When the proliferation risk is acceptable to all parties involved, and there is a 
method to continuously calculate and monitor the dynamic risk, the system can be considered 
transparent. 

Confidence Building 

In the current world political climate, there has been extensive debate regarding the tasks 
listed above.  Current transparency techniques involve recording fuel handling activities at 
nuclear facilities, and then weeks or months later, reviewing the tapes and comparing them to 
declared activities.  This process can be slow, as well as subjective.   

To increase confidence that nuclear power is used for peaceful purposes, transparency 
techniques must allow for a real-time assessment of proliferation risk as described above.  
New (innovative) power plants and fuel cycles have increased automation capabilities, which 
provides a wealth of facility process data.  By designing a transparency system that 
continuously monitors observed plant process data and compares this to expected declared 
activities, a rapid assessment of proliferation risk can be made.  When an undeclared process 
is performed, the real time proliferation risk is increased. 

To further increase confidence, a transparency system can be constructed such that only 
authorized regulatory parties would have access to sensitive information. 

Optimizing Inspection Time And Cost 

Through use of a transparency system which analyzes automated processes at a nuclear 
facility, the time required to assess proliferation risk is cut dramatically.  Currently, an 
inspection can take months to complete.  A real-time transparency system could produce a 
numeric value of proliferation risk on a continuous basis, which could be monitored from off-
site. 

Additionally, the overall cost associated with determining proliferation risk at a facility is 
decreased by use of transparency techniques.  While equipment costs may increase, the 
manpower associated with the assessment decreases. 

Conclusion 

It is important to note that this research is not intended to replace existing IAEA protocols.  It 
is expected that augmentation of current transparency ideology will support the mission of the 
IAEA to ensure safe and peaceful use of nuclear technology.   
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The intent of this research is to develop a transparency system capable of continuously 
assessing proliferation risk.  A continuous, or real-time, analysis is important due to the speed 
at which proliferation can occur.   

By incorporating new ideas into fuel cycle transparency, increased confidence and optimized 
resources can be utilized to transfer nuclear technology to developing nations, optimize 
inspections, and enforce agreements. 
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Introduction 

The increasing global demand for energy has created a renewed interest in the expansion of 
nuclear power.  In order to create secure, sustainable and independent energy resources, many 
countries are considering complete fuel cycles that allow for the initial use of fissionable 
uranium in light water reactors and move toward breeder cycles when uranium resources 
become limited.  These fuel cycles give rise to increased safety and proliferation concerns that 
have initiated a new approach to the global deployment of nuclear technology.  The new 
approach is focused on building trust relationships between the nuclear operating country and 
other countries that are concerned about that country’s operations.  Transparency concepts can 
help build these trust relationships through applied technology and sound analysis techniques. 

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Transparency 

The term “transparency” is used in many different applications.  In the context of the nuclear 
fuel cycle, we define it as:  

“…a high-level concept, defined as a confidence building approach among political entities, 
possibly in support of multi-lateral agreements, to ensure civilian nuclear facilities are not 
being used for the development of nuclear weapons.  Additionally, nuclear fuel cycle 
transparency involves the cooperative sharing of relevant nuclear material, process, and 
facility information among all authorized parties to ensure the safe and legitimate use of 
nuclear material and technology.    

A system is considered transparent when the parties involved feel that the proliferation risk is 
at an acceptable level.  For this to occur, proliferation risk should be monitored in a 
continuous fashion”[1]. 

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Transparency can be further categorized into 4 accumulating levels: 

1. Bilateral or multilateral agreements on the operation, inspection, and verification of 
nuclear operations within a host country. 

2. Added surveillance and remote monitoring of nuclear operations usually at random or 
without notification. 

3. Direct monitoring of nuclear operations in real time.  

4. Ability to remotely secure and inhibit operations. 
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These highest levels of transparency imply multilateral control of nuclear facilities and 
processes.   

A framework for Nuclear Fuel Cycle Transparency has been developed that is shown 
conceptually in Figure 1.  This framework provides a basis for implementing the top 3 levels 
of transparency.  This framework is proposed to be demonstrated at level 3 at the training 
facility for the Monju Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor in Japan. 

 

 

FIG. 1. A conceptual framework for Nuclear Fuel Cycle Transparency. 

 

Achieving Higher Levels of Transparency 

This control, if possible or useful, needs to be carefully studied and can be applied to several 
areas of concern for nuclear operations: nonproliferation, safety, and environmental 
monitoring.  If these increasing levels of control are applied as additional equipment and 
oversight, the cost is likely to be prohibitive. 

We suggest that a new paradigm be considered for the development of deployable nuclear 
technology.  This paradigm would have the highest levels of transparency built into all 
aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle by design rather than “added-on” after the facilities are 
designed and deployed. 
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This approach offers the possibility to: 

1. Take advantage of the increasing level of process automation in new fuel cycle facility 
designs. 

2. Define a need for a uniform standard for transparency that is independent of the 
hosting country. 

3. Provide a means for uniformly gathering verified data for building trust relationships 
between countries. 

To implement this approach will, at a minimum, require: 

1. New technology to provide secured plant process data. 

2. Secure information systems to distribute the data without providing data to potential 
adversaries. 

3. Analysis tools to digest the data provided into a uniform standard. 

4. Approaches to secure material and processes safely and securely. 

The new paradigm will allow nuclear suppliers a means of designing systems that are 
demonstrably safe, proliferation resistant, and physically protected.  However, the highest 
levels of transparency place new design requirements on the nuclear suppliers that have not 
been previously considered.  When implemented, a complete package will be available that 
can be reviewed internationally, can be qualified for international deployment, and will have 
the confidence that every aspect of concern has been addressed by the design. 

Preliminary Conclusions 

We believe that higher levels of transparency, when engineered into nuclear facilities, can 
provide a level of assurance for nations to verify that civilian nuclear facilities are being used 
safely and that the materials are being legitimately used for civilian purposes.  Further, 
advanced approaches to transparency can be used to secure nuclear facilities and materials in 
the event of detected misuse, possibly before the material is diverted or a severe accident 
occurs. 

This paper will further explore a new paradigm for transparency and will provide some 
examples of how it may be implemented in nuclear fuel cycle facilities. 
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IAEA uses today FORK Detector in attended and unattended mode for the verification of 
spent fuels. This system uses a neutron fission chamber and an ionisation chamber to combine 
total neutron counting and total gamma counting. CANBERRA now proposes the new 
SMOPY system, which enhances performance as it combines a fission chamber and a CZT 
gamma spectrometer. This new measurement capability associated with a depletion code 
embedded in the interpretation software of the system allows a complete identification of the 
burn-up of any type of fuel (also MOX for example). 

A first prototype of the SMOPY system was developed in collaboration between AREVA NC 
CEA and CANBERRA for safeguards but also burn-up credit applications. This prototype has 
been already used by the IAEA. CANBERRA has now completed the industrialization of this 
system adding new functionalities.  

The system allows also axial scanning of the fuel assembly instead of a single point 
measurement. Two types of interpretation of the measurement have been developed. The first 
one requires the irradiation history to determine very precisely the burn-up of the fuel 
assembly, thus allow to verify the operator’s declaration. The second method is less precise 
but doesn’t require any data of the fuel to determine the cooling time, burn-up, and the fuel 
type (MOX or LEU). 

The new CANBERRA industrialized SMOPY system will allow new possibilities of IAEA 
verifications and will also permit to address new scenarios of IAEA safeguards activities. 
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The ARN receive the accounting reports by normal mail or by fax in papers form. This 
procedure has 2 main problem:  

a) practically there is no security of the information received. 

b) it is necessary retyping the reports to be introduced in the processing  software, 
 with the possibility of introducing errors. 

With the objective of solving these inconveniences, ARN decided that the accounting  reports 
must be made in  text files (ASCII format) and these files must be sent using the secure e-mail 
in order to improving its security level.   

In order to implement these new procedure was informed to all operator´s that from May 2006  
the only mean to receive the accounting reports is in the appropriate format  by e-mail signed 
and encrypted . This obligation was distributed to the operator´s in January in the 
Requirement RQ SV 01/06. 

During the ABACC/IAEA joint inspection, some accounting information (updating of 
inventories changes and itemized list) are requiring by the agencies in text files in format 
previously established to use in its auditing software with the objective to reduce as the time 
used as the mistakes in the auditing activities. From May of 2006 its mandatory for the 
operators to prepare this files and deliver them to the internationals agency inspectors.   Also 
this obligation was distributed to the operator´s in January in the Requirement RQ SV 02/06 

With  the objective to facilitate the redaction of the reports in the new formats and the 
auditing text files  requiring by the agencies. a software was developed to automate the 
generation of  the mentioned files, at the same time, diminished the quantity of errors 
contained  in them. The software was installed in all Argentina´s installation last February and 
a test period began with satisfactory results.   

To implement the secure e-mail is utilized the Certificate Authority of the National  
Government The test period also began in February.   

Finally, take into account the results of the tests period it is possible to say that the new 
system adopted comply with the foreseen objectives. 
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Atucha II is an Argentinean Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) under construction which is planned 
to be finished and operating in about four years.  

In Argentina there are two NPPs in operation, one of them is Embalse NPP, which is a Candu 
type reactor and the other one is Atucha I which is an On Load Reactor.  

To understand the progress it would imply to Argentina the construction of a new NPP, it is 
worthy to make a general design comparison between Atucha I and Atucha II as they both are  
“On Load Pressured Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR)”. Atucha I is a reactor with 1179 MWth 
and 357MWe. This reactor started operation in 1974 with natural uranium fuels but now it 
works with low enriched uranium fuel assemblies (0,85%). The core grid has a capacity of 
252 fuels. In this NPP there are three ponds, two for storing the spent fuels and one for 
handling the fuels. Atucha II is foreseen to be an only Unit PHWR of 2160 Mwth and 743 
Mwe, designed to work with natural uranium and also containing a wet storage of spent fuels 
consisting of five ponds, four for storage and one for handling the fuels. The core grid has a 
capacity of 451 fuels.    

Going back to the past and at the moment of applying a Comprehensive Safeguards 
Agreement at Atucha I, some problems where faced due to the application of Safeguards 
Criteria 1991-1995. This reactor had partially attained  the quantity component of the 
inspection goal because with the safeguard scheme available the scenario of unrecorded Pu 
production was not fully covered. To  reach this goal it was necessary to acquire a system to 
qualitatively measure irradiated fuels moved between the reactor and the pond and vice versa. 
The solution to this problem was finally found and implemented in 2003.  

Based on the hard experience described above and considering the importance to think  in 
advance, the safeguards approach at Atucha II is being started to be considered from the 
construction phase in order to put in place every single device to meet safeguards objectives. 
The main purpose of the Argentinean National Authority on this new NPP is to view the 
possible alternatives aiming at arriving at the best conclusion to comply with the IAEA and 
ABACC requirements without falling in undesirable constructive modifications to the plant 
once it has started operation. 
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Environmental sampling as one of the safeguards strengthening measures has become an 
essential tool for detecting undeclared nuclear material or activities, which technique has been 
introduced by the IAEA publication [1]. Many laboratories have developed similar analytical 
methods for analysis of environmental samples [2] and become the members of network 
analytical laboratories for nuclear safeguards. However, the IAEA environmental sampling is 
mainly focusing on swipe sampling. Additional techniques for such purpose are encouraged 
for improving detection capabilities. Sediment is an optional environmental carrier. Positive 
findings in sediments collected at various places from stream can be traced upstream, 
establishing a record of what has come down stream [3], providing additional information to 
detect possible nuclear signature. Estuary is the down stream endpoint, which sediment may 
keep more information originated from upstream activities. To guarantee analytical quality for 
uranium and other elements in estuarine sediments, we have produced 3 estuarine sediment 
standard reference material candidates. This paper gives the methodology for analysis of 
uranium content and isotopic composition in those SRM candidates by isotope dilution 
thermal ionization mass spectrometry (ID-TIMS). 

The materials were taken from the Yellow River Estuary and the SRM candidates are 
prepared under the guidance of document for preparation of national standard reference 
materials. 

Chemical procedure for the samples is carried out in our Class-100 clean laboratory (designed 
by SINO-USA Joint LabTech Ltd). High pure water and acids, microwave oven 
(MILESTONE, Ethos PRO) are used for sample digestion. Weigh (nearest 0.001g) amount of 
a SRM sample (about 0.2 g) and HEU spike (estimated amount based on the ID function) into 
the same microwave vessel for mix uranium isotopic ratio measurement. Weigh (nearest 
0.001g) another fraction of the SRM sample (about 0.2 g) into another microwave vessel for 
original uranium isotopic measurement. Add 10.0 mL HNO3 to each vessel in a fume hood. 
Cap the vessel, torque the cap to a proper position, place the vessels in the microwave 
carousel, irradiate the sample vessels for 10 minutes between temperature 170-180 ºC  
according to the manufacturer’s directions and the guidance of EPA 3051. At the end of the 
microwave program, allow the vessels to cool for a minimum of 5 minutes before removing 
them from the microwave unit. When the vessels have cooled to room temperature, uncap and 
vent each vessel in the fume hood. Transfer the samples into the clean PTFE beakers, add 
1mL HF and 0.5 mL HClO4, and place the beakers on the hot-plate for heating till almost 
dryness. Add 1.0 mL 7 mol/L HNO3 to each beaker, warm up at 80ºC for 2 minutes, and then 
cool and transfer the samples to the centrifuge tubes for centrifugation at 5000-6000rpm for 
10 minutes to clear the supernatant. Load the supernatant of each sample on the micro 
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separation column that is filled with anion exchange resin to remove matrix. 1.0mL deioned 
water is applied to elute uranium from the column and the final sample is evaporated to 
dryness for isotopic ratio measurement. 

Thermal ionization mass spectrometer (TIMS, model Isoprobe-T, GV Instruments Ltd., UK) 
is applied to determine uranium isotopic ratios. In the measurement of uranium isotopic 
analysis, SRM U010 solution of 1µg/µL is used to calibrate the TIMS and triple filaments 
(inner Tantalum, centre Rhenium and outer Tantalum) are employed to enhance the stability 
of ion beams. After cleaning the filaments in a degas device, put the filaments in a loading 
device and then load 1 µL SRM U010 solution and 10 µL treated-sample onto the centre of 
filaments under the current less than 1A, respectively. Allow the sample to dryness almost 
totally and then heat the filaments to approximately 1.5A, leave for no more than 5 seconds 
then turn the current off. The samples are then loaded into the magazine and analyzed in the 
TIMS instrument. Measure the intensities of uranium isotopes using one Faraday cup for 238U 
and three Channeltrons for 234U, 235U and 236U. If the intensity of 235U is high enough for 
Faraday cup, use Faraday cup instead. The 234U/238U, 235U/238U and 236U/238U ratios are 
automatically given. 

Uranium contents and isotopic compositions with natural uranium origin in 3 SRM candidates 
are given in Table 1. The detection limit (D.L.) of isotope is given by the abundance 
sensitivity of 3ppm. The uncertainties of measurement are evaluated at 95% confidence level, 
indicating the results are quite satisfactory.  

Table 1.Uranium contents and isotopic compositions in 3 SRM candidates. 

Sample U (µg/g) 234U, atom % 235U, atom % 236U, 
atom % 

238U, atom % 

HKBW1 2.169±0.009 0.00535±0.00028 0.724±0.028 <D.L. 99.270±0.011 

HKBW2 2.261±0.058 0.00505±0.00026 0.727±0.028 <D.L. 99.268±0.011 

HKBW3 1.381±0.034 0.00551±0.00029 0.725±0.028 <D.L. 99.269±0.011 
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1. Introduction 
In order to ensure the sucurity and lawful use of nuclear material, to protect against theft , 
loss, unlawful taking of nuclear materiaIn and sabotage of nuclear material and nuclear 
facilities,  the Regulations on Nuclear Materials Control of the People’s Republic of China 
was issued by the state council in 1987. In 1990, the Rules for the Implementation of 
Regulations on Nuclear Materials Control of the People’s Republic of China was 
promulgated. These documents formed the legal basis of nuclear material control in China. 

As defined in the Regulation , licensing system has been adopted. Any organization or 
individuals intending to use, produce or store nuclear materials is required to apply the license 
and get the approval from the state competent authorities.The licensees should establish the 
nuclear material accounting and control system and physical protection system. 

2. Basic requirements for licensee 
To meet the requirements for nuclear material accounting and control, licensee should 
establish and maintain records and accounts on the quantities of nuclear material in each 
MBA, conduct physical inventory to determine the quantities of nuclear material present in 
each MBA periodically, and establish nuclear material measuement system to provide the 
quantities of nuclear material including inventory, shipment, receipts and loss etc. 

The physical protection system should be based on the evaluation of the threat. The principles 
of detection balance and defence in depth are required to be applied in the physical protection 
system design. IAEA document INFCIRC/225 Rev.4 is recommended as a reference for 
reviewing and designing physical protection system of nuclear material and facilities. 

3. Inspection  
Based on the Rules for Inspection of Nuclear Material Control issued by China Atomic 
Energy Authority (CAEA) In 1997,. The competent authorities organize the expert group to 
verify the compliance of licensee and to evaluate the effectiveness of nuclear material 
accounting, control and physical protection measures at facilities.  

4.  Measures to strengthen China Nuclear Material Control System 
With the development of nuclear energy, Measures to strengthen China nuclear material 
control system have been developing.  

 The regulations is to be revised to meet the new requirement. Some new guidances 
will be development. More attention is paid to the effectiveness of nuclear material 
control system. 
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 Advanced assay techniques for nuclear material accounting have been developed. 
Methodologies of threat analysis and vulnerability assessment are under developing.  

 International cooperation is needed for improving the effectiveness of national 
nuclear material control system. Two pilot workshop on nuclear material accounting 
and control at facilities have been held in Beijing, China in May 2004 and May 2006 
respectively. In August,2006, a regional training course on physical protection will 
be held in Beijing, China. In October 2005, an joint US-China integrated nuclear 
material managemaent technology demonstration was held in Beijing, China.  

5. Summary 
China has attached great importance to nuclear material control and has established an 
effective national system to ensure the safety in lawful use of nuclear material, to prevent 
theft, sabotage, loss, diversion and use of nuclear material without lawful authority. 
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A method for determination of plutonium isotope ratio in environmental samples was 
investaged in our laboratory. Plutonium was separated with complex matrix and purified by 
using TEVA extraction chromatography resin, and determined by MC-ICP-MS. 

The elution of Pu from TEVA column was tested. Plutonium could be eluted from TEVA 
column effectively by 0.025mol·l-1 H2C2O4-0.15mol·l-1HNO3 or 10-2 mol·l-1 ascorbic acid-
0.2mol·l-1HNO3.  

For one TEVA column, the decontamination factors of main environmental matrix , such as 
Na, K, Ca, Al, Fe, Mg, were between 104-105, and the concentration of total cation ions in the 
final elution was less than 10 µg·g -1 , which could be determined by MC-ICP-MS directly. 
The decontamination of U, Th and Am was also examined, DFU/Pu=1.97×103,DFTh/Pu=7.19 
×104,DFAm/Pu=1.52×104 were obtained. The chemical recovery of plutonium during the whole 
process was ~30%.   

Because of the tailing of 238U and the formation of 238UH+ while the determination of 
plutonium isotope by MS, it was not enough  for the decontamination of uranium by using 
one TEVA column. A UTEVA column was needed  before the solution loading in the TEVA 
resin. The decontamination factor of uranium could reach 1.33×106.  

The detection limit of Pu by MC-ICP-MS was about 2.5 fg·ml-1.  The influence of  U on the 
determination of  plutonium isotope ratio was also examined. For the solution containing less 
than 1 ng·g-1 uranium, Aridus sample introduction system was adopted to improve the 
sensitivity. Meinhard PFA nebulizer was used for solutions of high  uranium concentration(1-
500 ng·g-1). The results show that, the  238UH+/U+ is  about 8.9×10-5 for the high content of 
uranium, and about 3.6×10-4 for the low content. 

According to the method mentioned above, two IAEA reference materials, IAEA-368 and 
SOIL-6 were analyzed. Purified Pu fractions were obtained by using UTEVA+TEVA 
extraction chromatography; 240Pu/239Pu were determined by MC-ICP-MS. The results were 
showed in table 1. 

Ocean sediment IAEA-368 from Mururoa atoll[1], which was the former nuclear weapon test 
site of France, had a very small value of 240Pu/239Pu, that is, the plutonium was weapon grade. 
SOIL-6 was sampled from Ebensee in Upper Austria, the 240Pu/239Pu was consistent with the 
global fallout value of 0.176±0.014. 
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Table 1. 240Pu/239Pu in two IAEA reference materials. 

 
240Pu/239Pu 
This study 

240Pu/239Pu 
Reference[2] 

IAEA-368 0.035±0.015 0.043±0.008 

SOIL-6 0.186±0.015 0.191±0.005 
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The number of documents available in electronic format has grown dramatically in the recent 
years, whilst the information that States provide to the IAEA is not always complete or clear. 
Generally speaking, up to 80% of electronic data is textual and most valuable information is 
often hidden and encoded in pages which are neither structured, nor classified. The 
availability of huge amount of data available in the open sources leads to the well-identified 
nowadays paradox: an overload of information means no usable knowledge. Besides, open 
source texts are - and will be - written in various native languages, but these documents are 
relevant even to non-native IAEA speakers. Independent information sources can balance the 
limited State-reported information, particularly if related to non-cooperative targets. The 
process of accessing all these raw data, heterogeneous both for type (scientific article, patent, 
free textual document), source (Internet/Intranet, database, etc), protocol (HTTP/HTTPS, FTP, 
GOPHER, IRC, NNTP, etc) and language used, and transforming them into information, is 
therefore inextricably linked to the concepts of focused crawling, textual analysis and 
synthesis, hinging greatly on the ability to master the problems of multilinguality. This task 
undoubtedly requires remarkable efforts. 
 
This poster describes is a multimedia content gathering, multilingual indexing, searching and 
clustering  system, whose main goal is managing huge collections of data coming from 
different and geographically distributed information sources, providing language independent 
searches and dynamic classification facilities. Its focused crawling aims to crawl only the 
subset of the web pages related to a specific category, in order to find only information of 
interest and improve quality in documents gathering. The focused crawling algorithm builds a 
model for the context within which topically relevant pages occur on the web, typically 
capturing link hierarchies within which valuable pages occur, as well as model content on 
documents that frequently co-occur with relevant pages. The automatic linguistic analysis of 
documents is based on Morphological, Syntactic, Functional and Statistical criteria. The 
languages supported are English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, but the 
system can be fully integrated on demand with other languages such as Arabic, Russian, 
semplified Chinese, etc. This phase is intended to identify only the significant expressions 
from the whole raw text: the system analyzes each sentence and, for each word, the Slot 
Grammar parser draws on the word's slot frames to cycle through the possible sentence 
constructions. Using a series of word relationship tests to establish context, the system tries to 
determine the meaning of the sentence. Each slot structure can be partially or fully 
instantiated and it can be filled with representations from one or more statements to 
incrementally build the meaning of a statement. This includes most of the treatment of 
coordination, which uses a method of ‘factoring out’ unfilled slots from elliptical coordinated 
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phrases. The parser - a bottom-up chart parser - employs a parse evaluation scheme used for 
pruning away unlikely analyses during parsing as well as for ranking final analyses.  
By including semantic information directly in the dependency  grammar structures, the system 
relies on the lexical semantic information combined with functional application rules.  
The detected terms and phrases are then extracted, reduced to their Part Of Speech1 and 
Functional2 tagged base form. Once referred to their language independent entry inside the 
sectorial multilingual dictionary, they are used as descriptors for documents and possible 
seeds of clustering. 
 
Then final system users can search document by keywords combined by boolean operators, or 
by typing their own query in Natural Language, expressed using normal conversational 
syntax. Traditional Boolean queries, while precise, require strict interpretation that can often 
exclude information that is relevant to user interests. The system analyzes the query, 
identifying the most relevant terms contained, their semantic and functional interpretation, 
expanding terms and concepts to all the languages supported by the system. The search engine 
returns as result all the documents which contain the query lemmas and concepts, having the 
same functional role. The automatic classification of results is made by Unsupervised 
Classification schema. This phase allows users to access documents by topics, providing a 
visual summary of the analysis. A map shows the different groups of documents as differently 
sized bubbles (the size depends on the number of documents the bubble contains) and the 
meaningful correlation among them as lines drawn with different thickness (that is level of 
correlation). Analysts can search inside topics and have a look of the documents populating 
the clusters, facilitating evaluation and analysis.  
By Multilingual Text Mining, international agents can get an overview of great volumes of 
textual data having a highly readable grid, which helps them discover meaningful similarities 
among documents and find any nuclear prolification and safeguard related information. 
Multilingual Text Mining permits to overcome linguistic barriers, allowing the automatic 
indexation and classification of documents, whatever it might be their language. This new 
methodology enables the research, the analysis, the classification of great volumes of 
heterogeneous documents, helping people to cut through the information labyrinth.  
 

Keywords: Open Source Intelligence, focused crawling, intelligent Information Retrieval, Natural 
Language Processing, morphological analysis, syntactic analysis, functional analysis, statistical 
analysis, Unsupervised Clustering. 

 

                                                      

1 NOUN, VERB, ADJECTIVE, ADVERB, etc. 
2 AGENT, OBJECT, WHERE, CAUSE, etc. 
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The role of unattended and automatic acquisition of data is continuously becoming more 
important in the field of nuclear safeguards. The aspect of remote data transmission to 
headquarters adds further to the potential gains. The European Commission has made use of 
automatic data acquisition systems for a long time and has developed special expertise in the 
field. It is aiming to further enhance the role of this technology to contribute to higher 
effectiveness and efficiency of inspections. The technology also ensures physical verification 
capabilities in such facilities where the nature of the industrial processes severely restrict 
inspector access. 

The development of a fully modular and networked platform, incorporating modules to 
control the relevant sensor was the first step to replace older automatic systems. This has been 
reported earlier (1). The RADAR (Remote Acquisition of Data And Review) platform allows 
tailor made solutions for any automatic data acquisition requirement, covering the full range 
of relevant nuclear fuel cycle facilities. RADAR is by design a network based system and 
allows fully remote operation. 

In the second phase, the development of a data analysis platform was in the center of 
attention. This platform, CRISP (Central Radar Inspection Support Package), is a data base 
application which allows raw data reduction, single sensor data analysis, multi sensor 
combinations at points-of-interest and reporting, including comparison with operator 
declarations. External standard analysis algorithms (e.g. MGA) have been incorporated and 
others can be added due to the modular structure of CRISP. One very successful example is a 
state machine algorithm to follow material moves, which has been developed and integrated 
and analyses material flow information from (ten?) sensors. 

The interfaces allow communication under XML. Specific inspector user interfaces simplify 
the analysis of large amounts of data dramatically and allow efficient treatment of 
measurements. 

RADAR and CRISP will be presented in some detail and existing as well as future 
implementations will be discussed.  
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The capability of detecting trace Hydrogen Fluoride (HF) concentrations in an air sample can 
provide indicators that UF6 has leaked from containers or technological processes.  This 
capability can also reveal undeclared activities in the manufacturing of 235-isotope enriched 
uranium. Uranium Hexafluoride (UF6), the feed gas for several types of uranium enrichment 
processes, interacts actively with atmospheric water when released, resulting in the formation 
of Hydrogen Fluoride (HF). This volatile gas component can be detected with high sensitivity 
by employing Tunable Diode Laser Spectroscopy (TDLS). 

Although other processes and facilities produce and leak molecular components that react 
with atmospheric water to HF, this detection capability has immediate use for the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in the framework of the Additional Protocol. 
The presence of HF can indicate that additional focus must be given to suspected facilities, 
while the absence of HF can increase inspector confidence that no covert activities take place. 

The TDLS technique measures trace amounts (parts per billion) of HF using tuned diode 
lasers projected through gas samples. The trace gas concentration is measured by scanning the 
laser frequency over chosen molecular absorption lines using near infra-red diode laser 
spectroscopy. 

This technique could be employed in two different devices: a portable instrument used by an 
IAEA inspector in the facility, or a more sensitive unit mounted on an automobile or 
helicopter to detect HF in the vicinity of suspect facilities. Both configurations of the TDLS 
device benefit from non-invasive measurements and real-time data processing to provide 
immediate measurement of trace molecules in a taken gas sample.  
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Tunable Diode Laser Spectroscopy (TDLS) uses diode lasers tuned to access specific regions 
of the mid-infrared of the electromagnetic spectrum; spectral regions where gases of interest 
for detection such as UF6 have strong spectral absorption. The Natural Sciences Center of the 
General Physics Institute in Moscow, along with its joint venture partner Canberra 
Albuquerque, Inc., has developed a portable system that uses TDLS to detect the presence of 
UF6 isotopes in-situ as well as, more importantly, the percentage of enrichment of the 
involved process. 

This technology is appealing for application towards safeguards for two reasons. It provides a 
non-invasive method of isotopic measurement, and can be performed in-situ with real-time 
data processing. The in-situ use of TDLS is of interest to traditional safeguards (e.g., UF6 
samples are sent to International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) laboratory facilities for 
destructive analysis) as well as under the IAEA’s expanded responsibilities under the 
Additional Protocol. 

Optical monitoring methods such as diode laser spectroscopy allow non-contact isotopic 
measurement to be combined with real-time data processing.  This potential means that new 
applications for safeguards use, such as a TDLS-based enrichment monitoring system, are 
possible.  Although such development efforts are technically feasible in principle and are 
encouraged by the IAEA, their political impact on safeguards implementation and their 
economic feasibility compared to the current establishment monitoring system must first be 
addressed.  If such concerns are properly managed, TDLS can become the future enrichment 
safeguards system for enrichment facilities.  
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